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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
This study looks in depth at the bricks and tiles used in 
York until 1750. York was founded as a military garrison in the 
first century AD during the Roman conquest of Britain. It was the 
Romans who first introduced ceramic building material in York, 
probably soon after their first Legionary fortress was 
constructed. 
The city of York is an ideal place to study the development 
of ceramic building material., A vast amount of brick and tile has 
been uncovered in the numerous excavations in the city carried out 
in recent years by York Archaeological Trust and York Excavation 
Group. Many fragments of building material were recovered from 
the vicinity of York Minster by York Minster Excavation Group. 
The more important earlier finds are now preserved in the 
Yorkshire Museum at York. 
The city is also fortunate in having a considerable number of 
documentary records relating to the tile industry dating back to 
the 14th century. In addition, information can be obtained from 
the many medieval and early post-medieval buildings which still 
survive in the city. 
Three aspects of York's building material are considered. 
Firstly, the results of scientific analysis. Secondly, 
information derived from both published and unpublished 
-I- 
documentary sources. Thirdly, information derived from the bricks 
and tiles themselves. The latter covers such things as size and 
colour, and deals with markings either accidentally or 
deliberately added to bricks and tiles, usually before firing. 
To understand fully the changes which have taken place in the 
industry there is a need to look at the socio-economic development 
of York as a whole. Brick and tile production was not carried out 
in isolation, it was closely woven into the economic structure of 
the city. When York prospered so did the industry, when recession 
set in, the industry fell into decline. 
In the Roman period study of the tile industry has involved 
analysis of tile (or brick, the two terms are used interchangably 
for ceramic material of this date) from a number of other sites in 
Northern England. This has allowed the distribution of tiles from 
York to be plotted. The distribution pattern of York tile serves 
to indicate the influence of the industry in the Yorkshire region 
as a whole. In the words of Hodder (1972: 228) it is only by 
looking at the distributions of artifacts such as tile and pottery 
from towns that "the inter-relationship of settlements may be 
understood and the relevance of economic theories assessed". 
Two scientific techniques have been adopted. The majority of 
bricks and tiles were the subject of petrological thin section 
analysis. This allows identification of the rock and mineral 
inclusions within the clay matrix, and analysis of the size of 
certain types of grains present. The second technique chosen was 
Neutron Activation Analysis. This involves determination of the 
- 
chemical composition of the clay matrix of ceramic building 
material. 
It is the application of scientific analysis to building 
material studies, particularly thin section petrology, which is 
largely responsible for the sudden up-turn in interest in brick 
and tile. It is now being realised than even plain Roman and 
medieval tile can be just as useful for archaeological 
interpretation as stamped or decorated examples. Despite this 
increased awareness, surprisingly little building material from 
Northern England has been thin sectioned or has been analysed by 
any other scientific technique. Even in Southern England 
virtually all published scientific studies have concentrated on 
material from one period. There are very few studies which have 
looked in detail at both Roman and medieval building material from 
the same area, and even fewer still which have looked at 
post-medieval material. 
This work represents the first detailed scientific analysis 
of brick and tile in Northern England. In addition, it is one of 
the first attempts to look closely at the building material from a 
single location, in this case York, ranging in date from the Roman 
period to the mid 18th century, using both thin section 
petrological analysis and neutron activation analysis. 
1.1 Thin Section Petrology 
Thin section petrology is extensively used in geology for 
rock and mineral identification. Ceramics are fired sedimentary 
- 
clay and can be thin sectioned and treated in the same way as 
geological samples. In other words the mineral inclusions present 
in the clay matrix can be identified by the use of the 
petrological microscope. 
As early as 1964, Negbi found the identification of mineral 
inclusions useful in distinguishing three groups of terracotta 
from Tel Sippor in Israel. Shepard discussed the advantages of 
thin section work in pottery studies and stated that "with a 
micrometer eyepiece... the proportion of temper or the percentage 
of the different minerals can be measured" (Shepard, 1965: 157). 
Firman and Firman 1967 looked in detail at the inclusions found in 
medieval bricks over a wide area of Eastern England and the 
Midlands. Selected bricks were cut to reveal the inclusions 
scattered through the clay matrix. 
Thin section analysis of archaeological artifacts first began 
to establish itself in Britain with the pioneer work of David 
Peacock in the late 1960's. Peacock showed that the clay source 
utilized in pottery manufacture could be characterised by the 
presence of distinctive inclusions. In his paper on Iron Age 
pottery from Western England, Peacock (1968) was able to 
distinguish four fabric groups based on the distinctive inclusions 
present in the clay matrix. The following year, 
published his work on early Iron Age Glastonbury 
with distinctive inclusions present, most of the 
placed into one of six categories based on their 
content. These six groups were then related to 
of origin. 
1969, Peacock 
Ware. Again, 
pottery could be 
rock and mineral 
their likely area 
- 
The thin sectioning of ceramics is still of most benefit when 
distinctive mineral inclusions are present, such as the Malvernian 
rock fragments found by Vince (1977) in his study of the medieval 
ceramic industry of the Malvern regio. n. These were the same 
distinctive inclusions noted by Peacock (1968) in the Iron Age 
pottery from the area. They also proved useful in distinguishing 
certain medieval floor tiles in the Gloucester area (Vince, 
1979: 7-8). Distinctive inclusions in the late Iron Age wares from 
Hengistbury Head, Dorset, provided evidence of the existence of 
trading contacts between the area and Armorica (Freestone and 
Rigby, 1982). Further north, Iron Age pottery from Cleveland 
examined by Harbord and Spratt (1971) contained igneous rock 
fragments strongly suggesting a source of origin in the Cleveland 
area. 
1.2 Textural Analysis 
It is now known that in most areas of the country ceramics 
contain no distinctive inclusions, and brick and tile from 
Northern England is no exception. Under these circumstances it is 
normally extremely difficult to determine the origin of the clay, 
unless the ceramic under investigation can be linked with a known 
kiln site. It is possible to differentiate fabrics by measurement 
of the size of the inclusions present, as suggested by Shepard 
(1965), and give some idea of their abundance. This method has 
been used with success by Riley (1979), Keay and Jones (1982), and 
Morris (1982), among others. 
A more detailed approach is to measure the size and shape of 
- 
a selected number of grains. This technique, known as textural 
analysis, is widely used in geology to record the characteristics 
of mineral grains, principally quartz, in arenaceous and 
argillaceous rocks. Peacock (1971) was the first person to apply 
these geological techniques to the study of ceramics in thin 
section. The coarse pottery from Fishbourne studied by Peacock 
contained no distinctive inclusions only quartz, together with 
occasional grains of plagioclase feldspar, mica and chert. 
Textural analysis involved the measurement of the percentage of 
inclusions, their roundness and sphericity, and their size. All 
these measurements used techniques borrowed from the field of 
geology. Using th 
sorting, skewness, 
preliminary study, 
which would now be 
for the first time 
textural analysis. 
ese measurements Peacock calculated mean size, 
and kurtosis of the particles. Although only a 
based on 50 grains per thin section (a figure 
considered rather too low), the results showed 
that sandy wares could be differentiated by 
More recent studies have concentrated on grain size, 
particularly measurement of quartz grains. This is because quartz 
normally does not show any preferred orientation in the clay 
matrix. The size distribution of quartz in clay deposits has been 
dealt with in detail by geologists, notably Blatt, Middleton and 
Murray (1980), and Blatt and Schultz (1976). 
An early attempt to use quartz grain size was Hodder's (1974) 
analysis of Romano-British coarse pottery in the West Sussex 
region. Different fabric types were distinguished by plotting the 
ratio of quartz to matrix against the average size of quartz 
- 
grains. Size was taken as the average between the maximum length 
and maximum breadth of the quartz to produce frequency 
distributions for each thin section analysed. 
Despite the widespread adoption of the technique of textural 
analysis by ceramic petrologists it is only recently that the 
basic premise which "underlies the whole of quantitative textural 
analysis" (Leese, 1982: 47) has been tested. The basic premise of 
textural analysis is that a single section is representative of 
the ceramic under investigation. Both the author (Betts, 1982: 66) 
and Darvill and Timby (1982: 74) found this assumption was valid 
when tested, at least for the material under investigation. There 
is less certainty whether this assumption holds true for all 
ceramic material thin sectioned. 
The BAR publication on Roman brick and tile (Ed. McWhirr, 
1979a) contains two papers which have used textural analysis in an 
attempt to compare the fabric of individual tiles and establish 
fabric groups. Johnston and Williams thin sectioned roller 
stamped flue tiles. This is largely an extension of the work of 
Lowther (1948) who plotted the distribution of nine categories of 
roller stamped tiles found in Britain. Textural analysis of the 
tile fabrics suggests that the tiles were moved over considerable 
distances. The second paper in BAR, by Darvill, deals more fully 
with the textural analysis of brick and tile. Darvill studied the 
distribution of LHS and TPF series stamped tiles from the 
Cirencester region. These stamps had already been studied by 
Clifford (1955) and more extensively by McWhirr and Viner (1978), 
although in both cases no tiles were thin sectioned. Textural 
- 
analysis on the TPF series tiles revealed two fabric groups, one 
of which could be linked to the kiln material from Minety, whilst 
the other matched samples of Lower Lias clay. The LHS series 
tiles also revealed two fabrics, one of which was identical to the 
Minety fabric. The source of the other could not be located. 
The work by Darvill (1979) highlights the advantage of 
analysing kiln material when the opportunity arises. This enables 
material of unknown origin to be compared with known kiln 
material. When a number of kiln sites are studied the variation 
between individual kiln sites can be ascertained. Streeten (1982) 
has successfully characterised the products of a large number of 
medieval and early post-medieval pottery kilns in south-east 
England by the use of textural analysis. On a smaller scale 
Kilmurry (1982) has looked in detail at the ceramic industry based 
in a single area, in this case Stamford in Lincolnshire, whilst 
McCorry has recently thin sectioned medieval kiln material from 
Carrickfergus and Downpatrick in Northern Ireland (McCorry, 1979 
and 1980 respectively). The author has looked at the inclusions 
in a selection of pottery sherds from the kiln site at Colstoun in 
East Lothian in order to determine if there was any variation in 
fabric type between individual sherds from the same source (Betts, 
1981). 
1.3 Analysis of Clay Deposits 
Where kiln sites are lacking the possible source of ceramic 
building material, or pottery, may be determined by the collection 
of clay samples. At Canterbury the source of five Anglo-Saxon 
- 
0 
pottery fabrics, defined by Mainman (1982) using textural 
analysis, was unknown, however the examination of local brick 
earth samples revealed that four of these fabrics could well have 
been of local manufacture. 
One of the most difficult tasks facing the ceramic 
petrologist is the identification of suitable brick or pottery 
clay deposits. Peacock (1977) established the origin of the 
Classis Britannica stamped tile produced in Britain as the 
Fairlight, Clay, part of the Hastings Beds, but this was only 
achieved after a "disproportionate investment of research time and 
resources" (Peacock, 1977: 246). The problem stems from the fact 
that there is often a large number of possible clay sources to 
choose from. Even when the clay source is known the fabric may 
not match that of the ceramic under investigation. Very little is 
known about the variation in fabric exhibited within a single clay 
bed. Mainman (1982: 99) says "there was considerable variability 
between (clay) samples collected from different areas". This is 
in addition to any variability caused as a result of the addition 
of temper material into the clay body. 
According to Firman (1975a) superficial"brick clays and brick 
earths appear to have been the sole source of raw materials used 
in the brick industry throughout Roman, Medieval, Tudor, and 
Jacobean times. The first exploitation of 'solid' geological 
formations, known from documentary sources, seems to have taken 
place in the late 17th century. In 1686 Robert Plot wrote that 
"betwixt Newcastle and Keele I met a peculier sort of brick-earth 
which when burnt became all blew" (Firman, 1975b). This almost 
- 
certainly refers to the Etruria Marl (Upper Coal Measures) from 
which Staffordshire Blue Bricks are produced. 
1.4 Other Analytial Work on Bricks and Tiles 
Thin section analysis is frequently coupled with other forms 
of scientific analysis. Heavy mineral analysis is one of the most 
common techniques used although its popularity has declined 
somewhat in recent years. Peacock (1977: 240) in his study of the 
Classis Britannica stamped tiles found that the heavy mineral 
assemblage in both the Roman material and the 19th century 
material from the suspected Roman clay source was "remarkably 
similar". Vince (1977), on the other hand, found that heavy 
mineral analysis was of little help in his study of the tiles from 
the Malvernian region. According to Williams and Jenkins 
(1976: 117) "the technique is most effective when operating as an 
accessory to petrography, for it is the latter technique that can 
best define in thin section which pottery pastes merit further 
study". Williams (1977a: 74) still believes that heavy mineral 
analysis is an important analytical technique particularly when 
distinctive inclusions are lacking and where the clay matrix 
contains fairly large quantities of sand. 
Many recent studies have combined chemical analysis with thin 
section petrology. The various types of trace element analysis 
are outlined by Shotton and Hendry (1979). Perhaps one of the 
most useful techniques is Neutron Activation Analysis (NAA). 
Hansen et. al. (1979) use NAA to compare the products of two 
medieval decoratedhle kilns in Denmark with similar floor tiles 
- 10 - 
in other locations, mainly churches. Similar work has been 
carried out in Britain by Hughes et. al. (1982) on the medieval 
floor tiles of the Midlands. They also noted that a single tilery 
may use two, or more, local, but different clay sources, producing 
petrologically different fabrics. The results from NAA were 
analysed along with the information derived from thin section 
analysis of the same material. Kilmurry (1982) also successfully 
combined the results of thin section analysis and NAA in her study 
of the pottery industry of Stamford from AD 850 to 1230. Both NAA 
and thin section analysis have been used in this present study to 
characterise brick and tile from York and the surrounding area. 
Almost all studies have concentrated on the analysis of the 
clay body. A different approach was adopted by Biek and Evans 
(1979). They analysed the white clay inlay of medieval floor 
tiles using emission spectroscopy. The results were sufficiently 
encouraging for a small programme of NAA to be carried out on the 
inlay by Crummett and Warren (1980). The results showed no 
apparent groupings, but as the 28 floor tiles analysed were from 
16 different locations this was not too surprising. NAA did, 
however, reveal differences in the chemical content of the white 
clay inlay. What is now required is to test whether white inlay 
analysis would prove useful in separating groups of floor tiles 
rather than individual examples. 
1.5 Markings and Decoration on Bricks and Tiles 
Markings found on both Roman and post Roman bricks and tiles 
can reveal valuable information about the methods employed in 
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their manufacture. Brodribb 0979b, 1983) has studied in great 
detail many of the markings found on Roman tile, particularly 
signature marks and tally marks. Although based largely on the 
study of Classis Britannicatile, Brodribb's findings are 
applicable to Roman tile found in York and many other areas of the 
country. Certain signature marks may well be diagnostic of each 
major production site, as may the comb keying marks on Roman flue 
tiles studied by Green (1979). The author has worked extensively 
on the cut-away and flange shapes found on Roman tegulae from 
London (Betts, 1984, Forthcoming). Initial findings have revealed 
different cut-away types and, in particular, different flange 
types associated with tiles of different fabric. This would again 
suggest that each major manufacturing centre produced tiles with 
certain features characteristic of that particular site. Where 
differences occur in bricks and tiles of the same fabric, this may 
indicate changes in the style of manufacture over time. There is 
evidence in London of a change in cut-away type, at one production 
site, at some point in the 2nd century (Betts, 1984). 
The most useful markings on Roman tile are stamp dies. 
Wright has published a complete list of what were then all the 
known Ninth Legion and Sixth Legion stamp dies found in Britain 
(Wright 1978 and 1976 respectively). Despite errors in the two 
catalogues, and the lack of dating evidence for many stamps, the 
distribution pattern of the stamp dies reveals clearly which 
stamps are likely to have been produced in York and which may have 
originated from elsewhere. 
In the medieval period most detailed studies of methods of 
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manufacture and markings have concentrated on decorated floor 
tiles. Medieval floor tiles from Yorkshire have been extensively 
studied by Eames (1968,1980), particularly the tile pavements 
from the monastic sites in North Yorkshire. The technique of 
manufacture of mosaic tiles has been studied in detail by Beaulah 
(1980) who has worked on the material from Meaux Abbey, 
Rumberside. Drury (1979: 9-11) has looked at the various methods 
employed to produce decorated inlaid tiles. At Norton Priory, 
Cheshire, mosaic tiles have been produced experimentally using the 
same methods thought to have been employed during the medieval 
period. This involved construction of a tile kiln to fire the 
tiles. Initially, 'this was of clay, but further experiments were 
carried out using a tile built kiln made with tiles produced in 
the earlier kiln structure (Johnson, 1979: 12-4; 1980: 27-8). 
Much of the earlier work on-floor tiles concentrated on the 
cataloguing of die stamps. All the tiles thought to have been 
imported into York from the Midlands area have been published by 
Ward (1892), Parker (1932), and Whitcomb (1956). There remains, 
however, a large number of other die stamps from York which have 
so far never been published. 
1.6 Techniques of Manufacture 
Manufacture of bricks, particularly of medieval date, have 
been studied by a number of authors. Lloyd (1928) reprinted some 
of the earliest documentary accounts of post-medieval brick making 
in his book on the history of English brickwork. The technique of 
manufacture of medieval bricksýhas been studied by Firman and 
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Firman (1967) and Wight (1972) among others. Roof tiles in 
contrast seem to have attracted less attention. Dunning has 
looked extensively at medieval roof finials and louvers (Evison 
el. al., 1974), and chimney pots (Dunning, 1961), whilst Drury 
(1981) included roof tiles in his description of the brick and 
tile industry of medieval England. Valuable information about 
post-medieval brick and roof tile production can be obtained from 
Dobson's 'A rudimentary treatise on the manufacture of bricks and 
tiles' published in 1882. Only one account of brick and tile 
making in York has been published; this is a short, but detailed 
documentary survey by Kaner (1980). 
1.7 Factors Influencing the Location of the Brick and Tile 
Industry 
The factors influencing the location of Roman brickworks in 
lst and 2nd century Italy, have been explored by Helen (1975), 
along with the practice of tile stamping. These same factors must 
have influenced the location of tile kilns in many other parts of 
the Roman world. According to Helen the following factors are 
influencial in brick production: 
1) Clay is by far the most important raw material 
2) *The processing grade is low 
3) Transport is very expensive compared to other production 
Costs. 
As clay is heavier, and thus more expensive to move than 
fired brick and tile, it is always the latter that is moved to the 
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market area. Fired ceramic is always lighter than the clay used 
in their production. In Germany in the 1920's an average of 1250 
kg of clay was used to produce 1000 kg of bricks (Bruno, 
1954: 37-8). Owing to the fact that clay is the most important raw 
material, and due to transport costs, brickworks are located in 
clay districts. Supply of fuel may also have an influence on the 
location of kiln sites. Fuel accounted for between 20-30% of 
produc. tion costs before the introduction of the ring oven in 
present day Sweden (Bruno, 1954: 47). 
Easy access to suitable markets is also essential for 
permanent tileries. The legionary kilns at York are sited on 
suitable brick clays very close to the fortress and the associated 
civilian settlement. 
In Britain the location of many civilian Roman brick and tile 
kilns is difficult to explain in terms of access to suitable 
markets. The majority are located in rural areas well away from 
the main centres of population (Peacock, 1979: 5). It seems fairly 
certain that large urban areas must have had some sort of tile 
producing capacity. The lack of evidence for kilns around towns 
in Roman Britain suggests that many such kilns may have long since 
been destroyed by urban development. What is certain is that 
there must be many production sites which have so far gone 
undel*eAeJ. The source of many tile fabrics found in areas such 
as London and West Yorkshire is totally unknown. 
In the medieval and post-medieval period many of the same 
factors influencing location are evident (Drury, 1981: 135). 
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However, in contrast to the Roman period, known brick and tile 
kilns are frequently found on the limits of large towns or within 
easy reach of substantial urban settlements. Many of the kilns 
operating in medieval York are situated on brick clay deposits 
just outside the city walls. 
1.8 Modes of Production 
The location of kiln sites and the various forms of brick and 
tile production have been examined by Peacock (1979). Peacock 
used what has been termed the ethnoarchaeological approach to the 
study of brick and tile; in other works, the study of present day 
production modes to explain the distribution of tiles in the Roman 
period. Altogether, Peacock defined five such production modes: 
1) Household production 
2) Nucleated brickyard production, where small concerns are 
grouped together in one particular area 
3) Municipal brick production, where kiln sites are controlled 
and run by town authorities 
Small rural brickyard production 
5) Estate bricýworks 
Evidence from Roman Britain suggests, according to Peacock, 
that many of the isolated rural kilns were producing brick and 
tile for the immediate locality. These were either commercial 
rural kilns or were essentially estate kilns. The connection of 
kilns with villas in a few cases suggests the latter. The 
evidence from tile stamps in London and Gloucester suggests that 
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in these areas production of tile was predominantly from 
municipally run tile works. There is evidence of Peacocks's 
estate production from Italy where large numbers of individual 
brickmakers seem to have supplied the same urban centre. In AD 
123 at least 54 production units were functioning on the estates 
of at least 54 landowners and supplying the brick market of Rome 
(Helen, 1975: 19-20). Many of these estate kilns could have 
clustered together on suitable brick clay producing in effect 
Peacock's nucleated brickyard production sites. 
The economic production modes suggested by Peacock have 
recently been revised by Darvill and McWhirr (1984). Their five 
suggested production modes are: 
1) Military/Municipal production 
District industries (rural brickyards) 
Clustered industries 
Peripatetic production (travelling brickworks) 
Estate production 
York is an obvious example of military production, serving 
not just the military but also the attached urban, settlement. 
District industries are likely to have been the most common form 
of brick and tile production. The tiles stamped ARVERI and TPLF 
in the Cirencester area were probably made in rural brickyards. 
Clustered industries are quite common in the pottery industry in 
the Roman period. Only one example of a clustered tile industry 
has so far been recognized. This is the area around Minety on 
North Wiltshire where they may be at least ten kilns. Tiles 
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stamped TCM seem to conform to the peripatetic production mode. 
Nineteen examples are known from the Cotswold and Severn valley 
area and part of Warwickshire. There are three stamp die forms. 
Examination of the fabric revealed six fabrics which although 
forming almost exclusive groupings at each findspot, cross-cut the 
die types. The final type of production is the estate mode set up 
to meet the demands of the supporting estate. -Tiles with the same 
stamp die bearing the letters VLA are probably of this type. All 
came from an area 10 kilometers across, north of Cirencester, and 
all are associated with rural farm structures. 
Drury (1981: 132-3) looked at the production modes of medieval 
tiles using the information derived from archaeological excavation 
and surviving documentary sources. These main production modes 
can be summerised below: 
1) Itinerant production - normally such kilns would be temporary 
structures but more massive building works may have made it 
worth while to set up semi-permanent kilns on site. 
2) Settled production - this could be organised in two ways: 
0A corporation or major landowner (lay or ecclesiastical) 
could set up a kiln to sypply their own needs by direct 
labour, the surplus being sold off. 
ii) The enterprise could be wholly commercial. Many sites 
worked by direct labour moved into this category by 
means of leases from the middle of the 14th century. 
Although no medieval tile or brick kilns have been found in 
the York area, documentary sources indicate that they were 
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permanent structures, in other words, there was settled 
production. The two religious organisations known to have 
produced tiles in York seem to have run their own kilns, although 
the Vicars Choral leased one of theirs out on occasions. The 
Vicars Choral tileworks seems to have been established to supply 
their own needs, but expanded to become more of a commercial 
enterprise. Hull Corporation also had direct control of their 
brickworks and workmen, during the 14th and 15th centuries 
(Brooks, 1939: 161-3), and a similar arrangement occurred at Battle 
Abbey between 1307 and 1466 (Searle and Ross, 1967: 48,144). 
Lay Medieval kiln sites operating aý 
were almost certainly wholly commercial. 
at Beverley was leased out for a rent of 
four years in 1370. In the 1370's Peter 
Wye, Kent at 20s each and ran them using 
1923: 178-180). 
round the city of York 
The municipal tileworks 
6000 tiles per annum for 
at Cate leased kilns at 
hired workmen (Salzman, 
With the suppression of the monasteries and religious houses 
in the 16th century, all of York's brick and tile works were to 
run on a wholly commercial basis. The city's brickmakers also 
seem to have played a small part in itinerant production. Richard 
Fisher of York, along with Christopher Walker of Whitkirk, were 
sent to Temple Newsam House, near Leeds, to produce bricks on the 
spot for construction work in 1637 (Thornes, 1981: 40). There are 
many other examples where tile and brick production has been 
attributed to itinerant craftsmen. The earliest inlaid floor 
tiles so far discovered in England were made on site at Clarendon 
Palace in c. 1237-44. A tempory kiln structure is known from 
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Norton Priory, Cheshire. Temporary kilns are usually largely 
built of clay but tile and stone structures are known. 
Occasionally, tiles were fired without any kind of kiln structure, 
in a clamp firing. The tile kiln in the grounds of Sandal Castle, 
used to produce roof tiles in the period c. 1240-70, may have been 
of this type (Mayes and Butler, 1983: 41). 
The occurrence of identical stamp dies at different sites 
suggests either movement of itinerant craftsmen, or the movement 
of the material itself. It was once believed that Roman bricks 
and tiles, because of their great weight, rarely travelled any 
great distance. Recent studies have tended to challenge this 
view. Builders of the Roman coastal cities in North Africa used 
bricks imported in from the Rome area (Helen, 1975: 18), and 
British tiles produced by the Classis Britannica were sent over 
the channel for use in France. French Classis Britannica tiles 
seem to have been used in Britain, but to a lesser extent 
(Peacock, 1977: 235). The great variety of Roman tile fabrics 
found during excavations at the waterfront site of New Fresh Wharf 
in London suggests that tiles may have been brought into the city 
by boat, perhaps as balast (Betts, forthcoming), and tiles 
recovered from the Pudding Pan Rock wreck were found at the 
entrance to the Thames estuary. Even inland, tiles seem to have 
moved considerable distances. Tiles stamped RPG from the 
Gloucester area are known from Kenchester same 43 kilometers to 
the north-west (Darvill and McWhirr, 1984: 248). Tiles produced in 
the legionary kilns at York were moved to many other military 
sites in Yorkshire. 
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During the medieval and post-medieval periods there is ample 
documentary evidence of the movement of various types of building 
material. Much of this movement involved imported brick and tile. 
Flemish bricks were transported over to England in large 
quantities, particularly in the 13th and 14th centuries, arriving 
at ports in the southern and eastern part of the country (Drury, 
1981: 127). Plain, and occasionally decorated, floor tiles were 
also imported from Flanders in the medieval period. During the 
17th century it was pantiles which took over as the main import 
from Holland. Tin glazed wall and floor tiles are also known to 
have been imported from the same source. In the 16th century 
Spanish tiles were also imported into Britain. Most were brought 
into south-west England, particularly Bristol (Williams B., 
1979: 25-6). 
In Britain itself it is usually only the movement of 
decorated floor tiles which can be traced. Normally roof tiles 
and bricks lack any distinguishing markings so it is impossible to 
plot their distribution (Drury, 1981: 133). The floor tiles made 
at the tilery at Penn in Buckinghamshire are found at sites over 
the whole of southern central England (Hohler, 1942). In the 
Midlands commercial tileries supplied floor tiles to many sites in 
Derbyshire, Leicestershire, Lincolnshire, and Yorkshire (Parker, 
1932). Many of the floor tiles made at the ki lns at Tyler Hill in 
Kent were transported over 40 kilometers to their destination 
(Drury, 1981: 134). 
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1.9 Size Standardization 
An important aspect of building material research is the 
question of standardization. In the Roman period many bricks are 
of standardized size (Davey, 1961: 72; Brodribb, 1983: 311), but 
this does not apply to roof tile or flue tile. It is the latter 
which are the most use if size is to be of any value in 
determining the products of different production sites. Harley 
(1974) considered that some degree of size standardization occured 
in bricks manufactured during the medieval period. He believed 
that size, together with colour, could be used to characterise 
bricks of various ages. Firman and Firman (1967) on the other 
hand consider that brick size and colour may often be misleading. 
The brick which Harley said came form Cow Tower, in Norfolk, is 
quite untypical of bricks in that building. More to the point, 
the bricks vary considerably in size, shape, colour and 
vitrification (R. Firman per. comm. ). According to Woodforde 
(1976: 84) brick size is only useful for dating in a rough and 
ready way compared with the shape of a building and its 
architectural features. The same conclusion had been reached by 
Lloyd in 1928. 
I 
Despite the problems, size cannot be dismissed out of hand. 
Kaner (1980: 6) states that the size specified for York brick was 
different from both London and Hull. An act of Parliament 
(Statute 17, Edw. IV) passed in the reign of Edward IV in 1477 
specified the size of plain tile and roof tile (Celoria and West, 
1967). Work in London has suggested that brick size may be of 
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more value when used in combination with fabric analysis (Betts, 
forthcoming). 
1.10 Geology 
The physical nature of the clays used at York for brick and 
tile manufacture can only be explained with reference to the 
geological history of the York area during the glacial and 
immediate post-glacial period. The environment of deposition of 
these clay deposits has not only influenced their physical 
structure but also their mineralogy and chemical composition. The 
distribution of suitable clays has greatly influenced the location 
of brick and tile production sites around York. It is the geology 
of the area around York which is discussed in the next chapter, 
together with the clay deposits used for brick and tile 
manufacture. 
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CHAPTER 2 
GEOLOGY AND MINERALOGY OF GLACIAL DEPOSITS IN THE VICINITY OF 
YORK 
2.1 Geology of York and the Surrounding Area 
The city of York stands on Bunter Sandstone of Triassic age 
which, in the vicinity of York, is obscured by Quaternary 
deposits. Fig. I shows the main geological deposits found in the 
York area. Investigations in the Vale of York have shown the 
following Quaternary deposits which date from the Devensian (late 
glacial) and the early part of the Flandrian (post glacial) stage 
(Gaunt et. al., 1971: 281-2): 
1) Glacial phase - Deposition of Escrick and York moraines 
2) Lacustrine phase - Deposition of a thick sequence of 
laminated clay and marginal beach deposits in 
'Lake Humber' 
3) Older Fluvial Depositional phase - Draining of Lake Humber 
and initiation of rivers across this clay plain 
Aeolian phase - Formation of wind blown sand deposits 
Fluvial Incision phase - Rapid fall in sea level with 
consequent incision of rivers into the drift deposits 
Younger Fluvial Depositional phase - Slow rise in sea level 
to that of present day. Deposition of alluminum and 
peat in incised river channels. 
The exact age and extent of early glaciations which effected 
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Figure 1: Geology and kiln sites surrounding York. 0 
York and other parts of the country still remain obscure. Much of 
the evidence for earlier glacial episodes in the last, Ice Age have 
been destroyed by subsequent erosion (Catt, 1981: 9). What remains 
in the York area is only the deposits laid down during the final 
glacial phase, the Devensian. 
During the last glaciation Lake District ice crossed the 
Pennines, by way of the Stainmore Gap, and was split into two 
parts by the Cleveland Hills. The southern icesheet was deflected 
downwards down the Vale of York where it combined with ice flowing 
down from the Yorkshire Dales (Gaunt, 1980: 124; Edwards and 
Trotter, 1954: 71). The initial advance took the ice as far south 
as the Isle of Axholme in north-west Lincolnshire, but this 
advance was short lived. The ice eventually stabilized further 
north where it produced the Escrick and York moraines. The city of 
York is situated where the York moraine is cut by the river Ouse. 
Both terminal moraines comprise of boulder clay and gravel 
which was deposited across the width of the Ouse valley. Boulder 
clay is comprised predominantly of fine rock particles. These 
rock particles were scoured from outcrops of rock laying in the 
path of the advancing ice. Embedded in the ice, the particles 
were only deposited with the return of milder climatic conditions 
resulting in the retreat of the ice sheet (Keeling, 1963: 27). 
Boulder clays are important as the particles they contain. reflect 
the geology over which the ice passed. 
In the past, it was believed that a lake (Lake Humber) formed 
south of the ice front, and extended northwards into the York area 
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as the ice retreated. Recent work has shown'that at depth the 
lower part of the laminated clay extends under the glacial 
morainic deposits (Gaunt, 1981: 92). This would imply that the 
moraines were deposited into an already present Lake Humber, which 
continued to exist when the ice retreated. The later lake 
deposits are clearly younger than the moraines as laminated clay 
and low-level sand overlap up the morainic slopes. The presence 
of boulder clay beneath the laminated clay deposits has been well 
documented, for example in the Layerthorpe - Foss Islands area 
(Edmund-Clark, 1881: 425). 
Three types of deposit are attributed to Lake Humber. High- 
level sand and gravel, low-level sand, and laminated clay (Gaunt, 
1981: 90). It is the latter which is of most interest as it is 
this deposit which has been used for the manufacture of bricks and 
tiles around York. The lam 
than 20 metres thick. They 
maps as 'Warp and Lacustine 
foot Drift 'Silt and Clay'. 
in a low energy environment 
gravels were deposited in a 
inated clay deposits are locally more 
are marked on the older geological 
Clay', and on more modern maps as 25 
The clays were apparently deposited 
in the lake, whereas the sands and 
higher energy environment probably on 
I the lake margins (Spears, 1975: 356). Lake Humber is thought to 
have reached its maximum extent soon after its formation, probably 
just over 19,000 radiocarbon years ago. Fine sediment, producing 
the laminated clay, continued to be deposited into the Lake until 
it finally silted up around 11,100 radio-carbon years age (Gaunt, 
1981,91). 
In Fig. 1 the clay pits known to have been operational in the 
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York area, in the period under discussion, are superimposed on to 
the underlaying geology. It is readily apparent that the majority 
of clay pits lie on the drift 'Silt and Clay' with the notable 
exception of the possible Roman clay pits. It is highly unlikely 
that the Romans would have used Boulder Clay when suitable brick 
clay lay immediately next door. The explanation seems to be that 
the geological map at this point is not correct. Excavations by 
York Excavation Group of the possible Roman clay pits in the 
Borthwick Institute area revealed that the natural ground surface 
was laminated lake clay, not sandy boulder clay (E. King per 
comm. ). Unfortunately, the published One-Inch geological map of 
York and the area to the north date s from 1882 (sheet 63). It was 
reprinted with minor alterations in 1959, but has remained 
unaltered since. Recently the Institute of Geological Sciences 
has remapped the area around York. The author has seen a draft 
copy of the new map, which differs from the 1882 survey in a 
number of respects, but has been unable to obtain a copy in 
advance of publication. South of the city (sheet 71,1: 50,000) 
the published map of 1885 has been resurveyed in various areas in 
the 1930's and 1960's and is thus more accurate. 
The lacustrine brickclays in the York area cover an older 
surface of some relief (Clark, 1881: 426). They were probably 
derived from glacial melt-water flowing from the north, 
north-east, west and south, together with muddy water running off 
from the unglaciated areas (Edwards and Trotter, 1954: 73). 
Laminated clay deposits are common in glacial lakes and have many 
of the characteristics of varve clays. Each layer in these 
deposits is thought to represent the sediment accumulated during 
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one year (Hatch et. al., 1971: 178). The following description of 
the clay deposits near Walmgate Bar gives a good idea of their 
character (Fox-Strangways, 1884: 31): 
Clay pit of Mr John Cavey outside Walmgate Bar 
ft 
Strong loam 4 
Strong blue clay 10 
Fine silt with 'boulders' (concretions of sand) 0 
Very fine laminated clay (bottom not reached) 7 
inch 
6 
0 
4 
0 
South of Tang Hall Beck the brick clays were reported in the 
19th century as between 30 or 35 feet in thickness. West of the 
Heworth road the clay deposits were worked to a depth of 20 feet 
or more (Clark, 1881: 425-6). Another section through the 
brickearths, near Brick Kiln Bridge, to the north-west of the city 
(for its exact location see Chapter 9-2), revealed the following 
sequence described by Clark. 
FEET 
Warpy clays, of various qualities 
Sand 
Clay, free of stone 
Sand 
Loamy clay 
22 
8 
20 
11 
2 
A number of clay samples have been collected from York in an 
attempt to match the fabric with material known to have been 
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produced in the city. The major difficulties associated with clay 
sampling have been discussed by Howard (1982: 145-57). Howard 
pointed out that in the past geologists have described the bed 
rock in meticulous detail, but often paid scant attention to the 
glacial and post-glacial deposits overlaying them. Small clay 
deposits which could have been exploited for ceramic manufacture 
may not always be marked on the older geological drift maps. 
Another difficulty is that the inclusions in glacial clays have 
frequently been transported from their place of origin and bear 
little, or no, relationship to the underlaying rock type. 
Perhaps the most serious problem associated with sampling is 
the lack of knowledge about the variation exhibited within a 
single clay source. Clearly, more work is needed on the petrology 
of brickearths, a point raised by Darvill and Timby (1982: 84). 
Hughes et. al., (1982: 115) noted slight differences in the chemical 
composition of medieval floor tiles from Repton attributed to 
different batches (or cart-loads) of clay used at the same kiln 
site. Even if the correct clay is located, it will not match the 
ceramic samples if temper has been added to the natural clay. 
Often it is difficult to say with certainty whether temper has 
been added, particularly if the natural clay used is quite coarse 
grained. 
Clay samples were obtained from two sites in York. The first 
sample was obtained in the vicinity of Kingsland Terrace 
north-west of the City. Unfortunately, the clay proved too sandy 
to have been used for brick and tile making. Further samples were 
obtained from the site of the excavations by YAT at Coppergate. 
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Two types of clay were obtained from coring work by contractors on 
the site. The first was a strong bluish-grey clay with no 
apparent structure, whilst the second was similar to the first but 
had a laminated structure. According to the 1 inch geological map 
Coppergate lies on boulder clay but this is not correct. The clay 
samples are undoubtedly part of the laminated clay deposits laid 
down in the late glacial/early post-glacial lacustrine phase. 
Six clay samples from Coppergate have been analysed, three 
laminated, and three non-laminated samples. As far as possible 
the clay samples were treated as they would have been if they were 
used in brick and tile production. After the samples were 
obtained they were left outside during the winter months to allow 
rain and frost to break them down. The clay was then made into 
small briquettes and left to dry. When the samples were 
sufficiently dry they were fired in an electric oven to a 
temperature of about 600"C.. The briquettes after firing were 
slightly lighter in colour, and softer, than most of the ceramic 
building material used at York. This suggests that the York 
tilemakers preferred a slightly higher temperature during their 
kiln firing. No temper of any kind was added to the briquettes. 
The clay samples were then thin sectioned and analysed by NAA in 
the normal way. 
York Archaeological Trust also obtained clay samples from the 
excavation at Coppergate in order to determine whether the clay 
was suitable for pottery manufacture. This proved to be the case 
as a pottery vessel was made and fired using the clay taken from 
the Coppergate excavation (A. Mainman per. comm. ). 
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overlaying the lacustrine clay in the York area are fluvial 
and aeolian deposits. Only the younger fluvial deposits may 
possibly have been used for brick and tile production. 
Considerable river and estuarine deposition occured during the 
sea-level rise of the Flandrian stage. River alluvium is found at 
either side of the Ouse just above York, and there are narrow 
strips along the river Foss (Fox-Strangways, 1884: 32). 
According to documentary sources 'earth' was removed from an 
area known as Clifton Ings in 1421 (Harrison, 1952: 41). This is 
an extensive area of alluvium bordered to the north-east by the 
lacustrine clay deposits normally used for brick and tile 
manufacture. It is not clear whether the alluvium itself was 
used, or the lacustrine clay deposits nearby, nor it is clear what 
the 'earth' was used for. It may well have been clay for brick 
and tile making. In the Vicars Choral tileworks accounts written 
in the 1420's the clay deposit used is referred to as earth. If 
indeed it was the alluvium which was removed and used for this 
purpose, the resulting bricks and tiles may well have had a 
coarser fabric than those made from the more usual clay source. 
An alternative explanation is that the earth removed was 
actually turf for use in firing the kilns. Clark (1881: 423) 
mentions the presence of peat at Clifton Ings. However, there is 
no documentary evidence for the digging of turf at this location. 
Almost all the bricks studied by Firman and Firman (1967: 312) 
in East Anglia, Lincolnshire, and-the Midlands, earlier than 1440, 
were produced from alluvium, lacustrine, estuarine, or fen 
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deposits. Where other clay types were not present fine grained 
silty clays continued to be used throughout the medieval period to 
at least the end of the last century. The evidence from the 
location of clay pits suggests a similar situation existed at York 
(Fig. 1). it is also apparent from Figure I that the clay pits 
and tileries were largely situated within easy reach of the city, 
cutting down to a minimum the distance between production centre 
and market place. The Firmans (1967: 314) found a close 
correspondence between brick buildings and suitable brick clays in 
East Anglia which strongly supports the view that bricks were not 
normally transported very far, the brick imports into Britain from 
Flanders in the medieval period being a notable exception. 
2.2 Mineralogy of Clay Deposits in the York Area 
"Here are found at York ... urns of three different tempers, 
vis 1. Urns of a bluish grey colour, having a great quantity of 
coarse sand wrought in with the clay. 2. Others of the same 
colour having either a very fine sand mixed with it full of mica, 
or cat silver, or made of clay naturally sandy. 3. Red urns of 
fine clay, with little or no sand in it" 
This account of the fabric of Roman urns made by Dr Martin 
Lister is quoted by Drake in Eboracum published in 1736. It is 
one of the earliest attempts to define ceramics found in York by 
the quantity of their mineral inclusions. Colour and sand content 
still continue to this day to be two of the simplest and most 
effective ways of visually characterising the fabric of ceramics. 
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To understand why particular rock and mineral fragments are 
found in York's bricks and tiles, the geology of the city and tile 
surrounding area has to be examined in more detail. The 
mineralogy of the lacustine deposits (used for brick and 
tilemaking) are very similar to the boulder clays on to which they 
overlap. This suggests that the clay sediments are largely 
reworked glacial deposits (Spears, 1975: 371). It follows, 
therefore, that the mineralogy of the boulder clays will influence 
the mineral c. ontent of the lacustine deposits (marked as silt and 
clay in Fig. 1). 
As a number of individual thin sections are referred to below 
it would be appropriate at this stage to look at the 
classification system used for the thin sections. All the thin 
sections used in this study are housed in the School of 
Archaeological Sciences of the University of_Bradford. They are 
labled in the following manner: above the sample details are given 
of the material sectioned and its origin; below the sample, in 
blue, is the number given by the museum, or archaeological unit, 
if known; in red ink is the individual thin section number which 
is referred to in the text. 
For sites outside York this is in the form 'Cf/5b'. The 
first two letters are the site code ' in this case Castleford in 
West Yorkshire. The second figure (or figures) record the number 
of sections made from a particular site. In this case it is the 
fifth sample from Castleford. If more than one section is made 
from the same sample, which is often the case, each individual 
section is given a letter. In this case the letter b indicates 
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that it is the second section from that particular sample. 
To distinguish sites in York the letter Y is added to the 
front of the number, and the individual site code is place last, 
for example, 'Y5b/Cg' - the second section obtained from the lifth 
sample found at Coppergate in York. A list of site codes used at 
York and elsewhere is given in Appendix 1. 
Gaunt (1970: 160) looked at the composition of the boulder 
clays in the Aldborough area, 25 kilometers from York. He found 
that most erratics in the boulder clay were derived from 
sedimentary rocks. These erratics consisted of abundant 
Carboniferous sandstones and limestones with sporadic Permian 
limestones and chert. There were also fragments of finely 
crystalline igneous rocks and possible Jurrasic limestones, but 
these were rare. Similar findings were reported by Spears (1975) 
from the Dunsforth area of the Vale of York. Quartz was found to 
be the most common mineral in the boulder clay samples, accounting 
for around 50% by weight. Much of this quartz was believed to 
have been originally derived from Carboniferous sandstones. The 
lacustrine clays do show some major differences from the boulder 
clays, but this can be explained by sorting action prior to 
deppsition or to post-depositional alteration (Spears, 1975: 371). 
In general, the majority of the inclusions found in the boulder 
clays, and associated lacustrine deposits, in the York area are of 
Carboniferous age (H. Johnson, IGS, per. comm. ). 
The main constituents of sedimentary clays are quartz, mica 
and clay minerals. Certain minerals are the same as those of the 
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parent rock, some have undergone slight alteration, whilst others 
may have been produced by the breakdown of other constituents 
(Keeling, 1963: 30). in Appendix 4 are listed all the rocks and 
minerals found in all the thin sections analysed, whilst 
Appendix 2 lists the type of samples analysed. 
The major mineral and rock types are: 
0 Quartz (Monocrystalline and Polycrystalline) 
ii) Mica (mainly Muscovite) 
iii) Chert 
iv) Feldspar (mainly Plagioclase) 
V) Limestone 
vi) Iron oxide 
vii) Sandstone 
viii) Heavy Minerals (mainly Zircon, Tourmaline) 
Clay minerals are not included as these are normally too 
small to be identified with certainty with a normal petrological 
microscope Worrall, 1968: 122). Instead, attention has been 
directed towards the description of the rock and mineral types 
which are found in the clay matrix. In any case, any of, the major 
clay minerals can occur in quantity in any major depositional 
environment. There is no consistent link between the environment 
of deposition and the type of clay minerals present (Hatch et. al., 
1971: 174-5). The clay minerals found in the Vale of York boulder 
clay analysed by Spears (1975: 71) consisted of illite, kaolinite 
and minor chlorite, all of which may have derived from 
Carboniferous mudstones. 
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Quartz is one of the most common minerals in almost all clays 
(Keeling, 1963: 33), much of it originating from the chipping of 
coarser quartz grains during transport (Blatt et. al., 1980: 393). 
Many of these quartz grains are of silt size which has the effect 
of reducing the plasticity of the clay. At sufficiently high 
temperatures fine silica lowers the fusion point (Shepard, 
1965: 18), in addition, silica lessens the skrinkage on drying and 
firing (Grimshaw, 1971: 273). 
Quartz grains can coLiprise of a single crystal 
(monocrystalline quartz) or a number of interlocking crystals 
(polycrystalline quartz). Both types were encounted in thin 
section. Obviously, the smaller the grain size, the more likely 
are the grains to be monocrystalline. In most thin sections 
polycrystalline quartz grains are larger on average than single 
crystal grains. The term quartz is reserved for monocrystalline 
grains only. Most polycrystalline grains fall under the heading 
of either quartzite or vein quartz. 
Monocrystalline quartz is far more important than the 
polycrystalline variety in the majority of the thin sections 
analysed. This possibly reflects the rarity of polycrystallne 
quartz in the parent sedimentary rocks from which the quartz 
grains are thought to have been derived. Polycrystalline grains 
are eliminated more rapidly than monocrystalline quartz in 
processes leading to 'mineralogically mature' sandstones (Blatt 
and Christie, 1963: 570). They comprise less than 5% of the total 
quartz in most mudrocks and are probably easily disaggregated by 
weathering and transport (Blatt et. al., 1980: 393). 
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Quartzite is a variety of polycrystalline quartz composed of 
interlocking quartz grains with little or no trace of cementation 
(Whitten and Brooks, 1972: 375). It may be of metamorphic or 
sedimentary origin. Silica may also be precipitated along veins 
giving rise to vein quartz, fragments of which are occasionally 
found in thin section (such as in Gs/11). 
A further variety of silica is chert, found in a number of 
thin sections analysed (for example Y20/Bi). Chert may be either 
cryptocrystalline (Whitten and Brooks, 1972: 76) or 
microcrystalline (Hatch et. al., 1971: 262). Most of the chert 
found in the York thin sections seems to be microcrystalline. 
This is the term used to describe a rock texture which is so fine 
grained that a microscope is needed to resolve individual grains. 
Cryptocrystaline chert is even more fine grained, and individual 
grains are indistinguishable except under powerful magnification. 
Some of the chert grains may be fragments of flint which is a 
variety of chert. All varieties of chert are made up of a mixture 
of quartz and chalcedonic silica (Hatch et. al., 1971: 262). Quartz 
may be distorted into finely crystalline or amorphous varieties of 
silica during transportation and mechanical breakdown (Grimshaw, 
1971: 273). In many fine grained sediments, such as the mudrocks 
studied by Blatt and Schultz (1976: 865) the origin of the chert is 
unknown. It may be either detrital or authigenic. 
Another variety of crystocrystalline silica is chalcedony. 
This occurs occasionally in thin section, for example in Y26/Bi. 
At a temperature of around 5720C quartz changes from alpha to 
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beta quartz. The second change occurs at 870*C when quartz 
changes to tridymite. The stability range of tridymite is between 
870*C and 1470*C. Above 1470% cristobalite forms and this 
continues until the melting ipoint at 1710% at which silica glass 
or fused quartz is produced (Ryan, 1968: 72). This at least is in 
theory; in practise quartz is a very inert temper. The inversion 
from alpha to beta quartz is associated with a volume change which 
may shatter the grains. However, no quartz grains were observed 
in thin section by Shepard (1965: 29) which could have been 
fractured by the firing temperature. The change to tridymite at 
870*C seems to be very sluggish and only occurs anyway under 
favourable conditions. The change to Cristobalite is not usually 
seen as 1479*C if far above the temperature of fired ceramics. 
No evidence of change was detected in the quartz in any of 
the thin sectioned examined. This included the overfired waster 
material from the Borthwick Institute site. 
Mica is another important constituent of brick clays. Most 
bricks and tiles examined usually have at least a small proportion 
of mica present. Muscovite is the more usual variety present, but 
a slightly pleockroic variety also occurs in some sections, for 
example Y34/Bs. This must be a type of biotite although the 
normal biotite interference colours seems to have been altered 
during the firing (Dr T. Roberts, pers. comm. ). In some of the 
overfired tiles from the Borthwick Institute, York, no muscovite 
could be observed. This suggests it may have been broken down 
during the firing stage. 
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Another mineral found in thin section is sericite (for 
example Y31/Bs), which is a poss ible intermediate between the 
micas and the clay minerals (Whitten and Brooks, 1972: 291). 
Sericite occurs in minute crystals and is formed by the secondary 
alteration of silicates, especially feldspars (Kerr, 1959: 388). 
Feldspar occurs in very small amounts in certain thin 
sections, such*as Y17/Sk. The small percentage of feldspar 
reflects the fact that feldspar grains are very prone to chemical 
decomposition. For feldspar crystals to be preserved, diagenetic 
alteration must be at a minimum (Blatt et. al., 1980: 295). The low 
percentage of observed feldspar in clays may partly be due to the 
fact that it is extremely difficult to distinguish untwinned 
feldspar from quartz in the silt size range (Blatt and Schultz, 
1976: 858). 
Analysis of the boulder clay in the Dunsforth area of the 
Vale of York revealed a low feldspar content (Spears, 1975: 366). 
This explains in part the low feldspar content of the lacustrine 
clay used for brick and tile making. Almost nothing is known 
about the composition of detrital feldspars found in sediments. 
Spears analysis of the Vale of York boulder clay showed that 
K-feldspar (microcline) is more abundant than plagioclase feldspar 
(Albite). In the lacustrine and fluviatile sediments immediately 
overlaying the boulder clay the feldspar content is the same. The 
remaining river and lake deposits, however, show a higher 
phagioclase/K-feldspar ratio. In the thin sections of material 
produced in the York area plagioclase is more frequent than 
k-feldspar. 
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A number of feldspar crystals found in York brick and tile 
were analysed to determine the type of plagioclase present. 
Thirty-nine crystals were analysed in all of which 10 were Albite, 
20 were Oligoclose, and the remaining 9 were Andesine. A small Cý 
number of zoned crystals were noted, one of which ranged in 
composition from Albite to Andersine, zoning of plagioclose 
crystals is common in igeous rocks, particularly of extrusive or 
hypabyssal origin (Blatt et. al., 1980: 282). 
Many brick and tile sections have varying amounts of calcium 
carbonate, for example YlO/Bi. Calcium carbonate decomposes at 
temperatures of between 650*C and 898*C, and is converted into 
lime. On cooling the lime may absorb moisture from the air and 
swells. This can often exert enough pressure to crack or burst 
the body of the brick or tile. 'Lime blowing' as it is known is a 
serious defect in some clays (Grimshaw, 1971: 280; Shepard, 
1965: 30). After conversion to lime the material is soft and white 
in composition. Smaller particles tend to return to their 
original chemical composition although the mineral structure is 
now very fine and is often totally different from the original 
form which may have been coarsely crystalline (Shepard, 1965: 30). 
Much of the calcium carbonate in the thin sections analysed 
has been altered during the firing. There are however certain 
definite limestone fragments such as in the Roman tile fragments 
form Ebor Brewery, York Or Berridge, pers. comm. ). Most of this 
limestone is likely to be of Carboniferous age, although some may 
be of Permian date. Comparison of the boulder clay and the 
overlaying sediments in the Vale of York shows that the proportion 
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of carbonate has been reduced by solution in groundwater, although 
this has occurred less in the impermeable lacustrine clay deposits 
(Spears, 1975: 364-5). Some brick and tile thin sections show 
solution hollows where the calcium carbonate has largely been 
dissolved away. 
In oxidising environments iron oxides are the chief colouring 
agents of clay. Iron oxide is detected in thin section by looking 
at the sample in reflected light, the iron oxide grains being 
located by their metallic appearance. Most iron minerals become 
fully oxidized at 800*C (Shepard, 1965: 23). Many iron oxide 
grains are too small to be identified with certainty but some at 
least appear to be haematite. On firing haemtite is one of the 
most important colo4ring agents, particularly in red bricks 
(Grimshaw, 1971: 275), on weathering it is converted into the 
hydrated form limonite. 
Certain inclusions found in brick and tile seem to be a 
mixture of clay minerals and iron oxides which produce a bright 
red colour on firing. In this study, these are grouped under the 
heading of 'clay inclusions' as they are found in association with 
inclusions of clay lacking visible iron oxide. Very similar 
inclusions have been noted by Brewer (1964: 213) in soils and 
. called 
'Ferri-argillans'. In fact Brewer points out that many 
soil materials have features in common with sedimentary rocks. 
Lithorelicts of shale occur in soils (Brewer, 1964: 146 ) and the 
same type of inclusions are found incorporated into brickearths. 
Thin section Y5/Cg contains a shale fragment. 
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Other types of rock fragments are occasionally found in thin 
section, but they are not common. The fine size of many 
inclusions in the brick and tile thin sections examined means that 
it is unusual to find grains with more than a few crystals. This 
makes identification of possible source rock types difficult. 
Only in the case of rocks with a fine fabric, such as shale, is 
this less of a problem. 
One of the most common rock fragments in the thin sections 
analysed is sandstone. The sandstone fragments comprise of quartz 
grains set in a clay, or iron rich matrix. Other rock fragments 
are of metamorphic origin. Mica-schist is present in'some slides, 
for example Y5/Bd. Fine grained schist fragments usually contain 
largely monocrystalline quartz although elongate polycrystalline 
quartz, often with a bimodal size distribution, can occur (Blatt, 
et. al., 1980: 289). Other rock fragments are composed of quartz 
and partially aligned muscovite giving a crude laminated 
appearance. Not enough mica is present to call them schist; a 
more accurate description is schistose-granulite Or Berridge, 
per. comm. ). This is again of metamorphic origin; it occurs for 
example in Y6/Eb. 
A number of other inclusions are occasionally encounted in 
thin sections of brick and tile. These include pyroxene M/Eb, 
etc. ), amphibole (Dp/6, etc. ) and calcite (YI/As). Heavy mineral 
fragments are found in many thin sections, but usually not more 
than one or two crystals are present. Identification of heavy 
minerals in thin section is difficult (Blatt et. al.,, 1980: 305). 
In this present study only two types of heavy mineral could be 
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identified with certainty. The first was Zircon (for example in 
Y20/Bs) which is the most ubiquitous and abundant of the 
non-opaque heavy minerals found in sediments (Blatt et. al., 
1980: 313). The second heavy mineral identified was tourmaline 
(for example in Yl/As). This is second only to Zircon in 
abundance among non-opaque heavy minerals. 
Creamy-yellow silty inclusions are found in a number of 
bricks and tiles. They are particularly common in a number of 
Sixth Legion tiles from Blake Street where they give the fabric a 
spotted appearance. These tiles are of particular interest, as it 
seems probable they were produced at approximately the same date. 
These stamped tiles are more fully discussed in Chapter 6.5.4. 
Most of the rock and mineral inclusions found in brick and 
tile from York, and neighbouring sites, are consistant with a 
Carboniferous or Permian origin. The inclusions were probably 
transported into the York area by local glaciers extending out 
from the Yorkshire Dales. The presence of metamorphic fragments 
suggests a more distant origin for at least some of the material. 
Such inclusions may have been transported by the glaciers 
originating from the Lake District, or a more northerly source. 
Added to this is the possibility that certain minerals may have 
been formed diagenetically. 
Grimshaw (1971: 749) suggests the intriguing possibility that 
the range of inclusions in fired ceramics may increase over time. 
He noted that Roman ceramics, such as bricks and tiles, have a 
greater variety of mineral types than their modern counterparts. 
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This was due, Grimeshaw thought, to recrystallisation from the 
glass phase. A more plausable explanation is that the Romans used 
a wider variety of clay types. Certainly, there is no evidence of 
an increase in mineral species over time in the thin sections 
studied from York. It is apparent from Appendix 4 that the 
majority of thin sections have the same suite of rock and mineral 
inclusions, although in different proportions. There are no 
inclusions characteristic of any particular clay source. This has 
meant that attention has had to be directed towards the analysis 
of mineral size, shape and frequency. The results of this 
analysis is described in Chapter 3.2. 
Grain size analysis was undertaken at X100 magnification 
using a Meopta PA polarizing microscope. For mineral 
identification a Vickers M17 polarizing microscope was used. The 
optical properties used in mineral identification are fully 
discussed in Kerr (1959) 'Optical Mineralogy' , which also includes 
a detailed description of all the major mineral types. Additional 
information was provided by MacKenzie and Guilford (1980) 'Atlas 
of rock-forming minerals in thin section'. 
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CHAPTER 3 
ANALYTICAL METHODS 
3.1 Petrological Thin Section Analysis 
This section has been split into two parts. The first deals 
with the preparation of thin sections, whilst the second looks in 
detail at the techniques used in textural analysis. 
3.1.1 Thin Section Preparation 
The method of thin section preparation depends to an extent 
on the nature of the material to be analysed. Tiles which are 
soft may have to be impregnated before successful sections can be 
produced. Fortunately, this is not required for the majority of 
ceramic building material. 
The first stage in the manufacture of any thin section is the 
removal of a small area of ceramic.. This was achieved using a 
diamond tipped circular saw. The area removed to produce each 
section was about 10 mm sq., or a little more, with a thickness of 
approximately 3-4mm. It is possible to take off a smaller area 
but this may lead to the problem of having insufficient grains in 
the clay matrix for textural analysis. The larger the 'chip' 
removed the more likelihood there is of a representative rock and 
mineral suite. 
The next stage is the most crucial. One surface of the 
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ceramic chip has to be levelled perfectly flat and the surface 
completely smoothed. Any irregularities and the chip will not 
form a perfect bond with the glass slide. Chips were usually 
smoothed manually on a glass plate using a mixture of carborundUM 
powder and water. This was particularly successful with slightly 
softer samples. Hard, well fired, clay chips could be lapped on a 
Logitech PM2 lapping machine, but this tended to produce bevelled 
surfaces if the samples were too thick. 
Using the Logitech lapping machine one side of the glass 
slides were lapped down slightly. This produced a slightly 
roughened flat surface which increased the adhesion between the 
glass and the ceramic chip. Chance Propper glass slides were 
used, sized 76 x 26 x 1.2 -5 mm. Thinner slides were tried but 
these had a tendency to crack during slide preparation. 
The bond between the glass and the ceramic chip was achieved 
by the use of an epoxy resin called Devcon. Various other glues 
were tried such as Epotec, Araldite and Canada Balsam, but Devcon 
seemed to produce the most consistant results. The actual bonding 
process was carried out on a bonding jig on top of a hot plate. 
Using the hot plate, the temperature of the bonding jig was 
increased to 65*C before gluing commenced. Devcon was placed on 
the flat polished surface for a few seconds before bonding to 
allow the glue to fill any pore holes in the top surface. 
Finally, the polished surface was attached to the ground surface 
of the glass slide and placed under the bonding jig. The jigs 
purpose is to exert pressure on the chip and slide to ensure a 
tight bond between the two. Normally the heat was maintained at 
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65*C for about 20 minutes and the slides were removed some 10 or 
15 minutes later. By this stage the glue was more or less hard. 
When the slides were removed from the jig, each slide had an 
individual number inscribed on the back. Slide numbers marked on 
in pencil or pen tended to wash off. 
The majority of the excess ceramic material attached to the 
slide was removed by means of the diamond tipped circular saw. An 
arm attached to the saw held four slides in place by means of a 
vacuum. The arm swung slowly past the rotating circular saw 
removing the upper part of the ceramic chips attached to the 
slides. The closer the distance between the arm and the saw the 
more material was removed. With practise it was possible to 
reduce the thickness of the chips to around 1-2 mm during this 
operation. A Logitech CS10 saw was used for this operation. 
The final lapping down to the correct thickness was achieved 
using the Logitech PM3 lapping machine. The slides were held on 
to the lapping plate by means of a lapping jig. This held four 
slides in place by means of a vacuum. The slides position, 
relative to the botton of the jig, was set according to the 
thickness of the glass slide and the amount of material which had 
to be removed (Fig. 2). Obviously slides of identical, or similar 
thickness, were best put under the lapping jig together. When 
this was not possible blank glass slides had to be substituted. 
The actual lapping operation was achieved by the rotation of 
the lapping plate. Carborundum and water was used as a lubricant 
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Figure 2: Thin section lapping plate and lapping jig. 
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between the jig and the plate. When the material on the slides 
had been ground down to the correct thickness the lapping jig 
began to rotate freely on the lapping plate. Usually the grinding 
down operation took around 20 minutes, b. ut soft material may lap 
down in 10-15 minutes. 
With luck, at least some of the thin sections will be at the 
correct thickness when they leave the lapping machine. Due to the 
tendency of slightly softer material to lap down quickly usually 
only one or two from a batch of four, are of correct thickness. 
The others coming off fractionally too thick. These slides have 
to be lapped down manually using carborundum and water, or run 
again on the lapping machine. 
The correct slide thickness is 0.030 mm (30 micron), or 
sometimes slightly less. This thickness is not derived by 
measurement but by observation of the quartz grains in the 
material. Fortunately, quartz is usually present in almost all 
ceramic clays. When the thin section is far too thick the quartz 
exhibits a variety of bright colours. Nearer to the correct 
thickness quartz has a yellowish tinge. When the correct 
thickness is reached the quartz grains are all white or various 
shades of grey. For textural analysis it is particularly 
important that all the slide is lapped down to the correct 
thickness. Even when the slide is only slightly thicker than 
normal many of the smaller quartz grains are obscured by the clay 
matrix. 
When the thin section is of the correct thickness a glass 
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cover slip is placed over the sample on the slide. The cover slip 
is attached with Canada Balsam in xiolene which is left to dry 
overnight. The cover slip serves two purposes; it protects the 
ceramic sample from dust and dirt, and it enhances the image seen 
down the microscope much in the same way as polish enhances the 
grain of the wood on a table top. Finally, the slides have 
identification tables attached giving details of the type of 
material and its place of origin. 01 
This is the normal method of thin section preparation. 
Certain ceramic samples can only be made by impregnating the 
chip removed, prior to polishing flat one of the sides. Numerous 
methods were attempted with differing degrees of success. One 
method which was quick and easy and partly successful involved the 
use of Canada Balsam. The ceramic chip was heated and Canada 
Balsam was added to the side to be smoothed. The heat allowed the 
balsam to sink into the top surface of the chip allowing the 
process to be repeated. This consolidated the upper surface 
layer. The only problem with this method was that the 
consolidated layer was very thin. Great care had to be taken when 
smoothing the surface not to lap away this consolidated layer. 
A slower, but more effective method involved the use of 
Epotech. The chips to be impregnated were heated and then placed 
in a bath of Epotech fluid. This was then placed in a vacuum 
where the air was driven out from the voids in the ceramic chips 
allowing the glue to enter. The chips were then left in the 
Epotech until the fluid hardened and then cut out with a diamond 
tipped saw. Once impregnated the chips could be lapped down and 
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mounted on glass slides in 
impregnation lengthens the 
it is the only way samples 
soft fabric. All the chip 
North Street, York, needed 
be produced successfully. 
3.2 Textural Analysis 
the usual manner. Although 
time required to produce thin sections 
can be produced from ceramics with a 
s removed from the floor tiles found at 
impregnation before thin sections could 
Research using textural analysis has principally concentrated 
on the quartz grains present in the clay matrix. As quartz is 
common in most pottery and tile found in Britain this presents few 
problems. Quartz is by far the most frequent mineral inclusion in 
the bricks and tiles from York and surrounding sites. It is 
especially useful for textural analysis as quartz, like other 
siliceous minerals such as chert, rarely have a tabular or 
rectangular shape and so do not adopt a prefered orientation in 
the clay matrix. Two aspects of the quartz inclusions were 
studied, shape, and in particular, size. 
3.2.1 Grain Shape 
Grain shape reflects the mechanism of movement and the size 
of the particles involved. Quartz grains in lacustrine clays 
conform to the physical laws governing transportation by water. 
During water transport the larger grains suffer considerable 
abrasion as they are rolled against each other. As a consequence 
such grains are often firmly well rounded. The smaller grains, on 
the other hand, are mostly carried in suspension and frequently 
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retain their sharp corners and edges (Keeling, 1963: 27). 
The measurement of shape has always proved difficult. The 
average shape of quartz grains in clay is still not known with 
certainly, grain boundaries, particularly of the smaller grains, 
are 'fuzzy' in thin section. Despite this, it is still possible 
to determine the degree of grain rounding with safety (Blatt 
et. al., 1972: 391). Two separate aspects can be measured, the 
degree of sphericity of the grain, and the amount of angularity 
present. Sphericity measures the degree to which a particle 
approaches a spherical shape,. whilst angularity refers to the 
sharpness of the corners and edges of the particle. 
Initially, shape was recorded using a set of twelve grain 
outlines classed according to sphericity on one axis and 
angularity on the other. Sphericity was divided into four 
categories, angularity into three (Figure 3). This was a 
modification of the classification used by Robinson (1978: 38). 
Angularity and sphericity measurements were recorded for 50 grains 
in thin sections made from nine individual tiles. The results are 
shown in Figure 4-5. All nine tiles, of Roman date, were 
uncovered from excavations by YAT at Ebor Brewery, York. 
Measurement of angularity revealed that the majority of 
grains in all thin sections are in the sub-rounded to sub-angular 
range (class 2). The proportion of rounded and angular shaped 
grains varied, but only in one thin section (Y3b/Eb) did the 
number of rounded grains (class 1) exceed the number of angular 
grains (class 3). This is interesting as Y3/Eb is a possible kiln 
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Figure 3: Quartz grain shapes used in the measurement 
. of angularity and sphericity. 
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Cl) 
or hearth fragment, whilst the remaining samples are all normal 
Roman tile fragments. 
Measurement of grain sphericity showed, as expected, very few 
quartz grains with a tabular shape. Very little difference was 
observed between individual thin sections based on grain 
sphericity, the majority of grains falling into shape categories 
2 and 3. 
Based on the results of the Ebor Brewery tiles a simplified 
grain shape criterion was adopted, designed to considerably speed 
up analysis. It was decided to, concentrate on grain angularity, 
rather than grain sphericity which is more difficult to measure 
with accuracy. Quartz grains were placed into one of four 
categories: 
Angular 
Sub-angular 
Sub-rounded 
Rounded 
The categories are based on those devised by Powers 
(1953: 117-9). A single classification was decided upon as studies 
have shown that the accuracy of shape analysis is often relatively 
low (Blatt et. al., 1980: 77). Even reproducibility by the same 
operator is often poor, particularly if a detailed classification 
is used and a large number of grains are to be analysed. The 
level of agreement between pottery workers using Robinson's shape 
classification similarly proved disappointing (Robinson, 1978: 81). 
A similar simplified shape criterion was used with success by 
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Kilmurry (1980: 105) in her analysis of Stamford Ware. She found 
that the majority of the quartz present was either angular or 
sub-angular in shape. C, 
Rather than mensuring quartz grain shape individually, which 
would have been long and time consuming, the range of quartz 
shapes found in each thin section was recorded. The results of 
this analysis are outlined below, for bricks and tiles thought to 
have been produced in the city. 
Quartz Grain Shape Roman York Medieval York 
No. of Slides Percent No. of Slides Percent 
Angular to sub-angular 12 14.6% 17 46.0% 
Angular to sub-rounded 7 8.6 3 8.1 
Sub-angular 
(some sub-rounded) 20 24.4 7 18.9 
Sub-angular to sub-rounded 36 43.9 10 27.0 
Sub-rounded 
(some sub-angular) 6 7.3 0- 
Rounded to sub-angular 1 1.2 0 
The most common quartz shape range in Roman tiles from York 
is sub-angular to sub-rounded. In contrast, the shape range most 
common in medieval tiles is angular to sub-angular. Apart form 
this discrepancy the other shape categories show reasonable 
agreement. In both medieval and Roman tiles the most common 
quartz grain shape is sub-angular. As the majority of quartz 
grains encountered in thin section are relatively small in size 
many grains are likely to have been carried by suspension to their 
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place of deposition, hence the survival of shape corners on many 
grains. The predominance of similar sized quartz in building 
material produced in other areas probably explains why the range 
of quartz grain shapes is very similar to those encountered at 
York. In general, the shape of quartz in clay and other mudrocks 
when determined is quite angular (Blatt et. al., 1972: 391). 
The only tile examined from York to contain a large number of 
rounded and sub-rounded grains comes from Bishophill (Y23/Bi). it 
is only the frequent large grains which are rounded, the silty 
clay matrix contains the more usual angular and sub-angular shaped 
quartz. This tile is very unusual in having a far more sandy 
fabric than most other Roman tiles from Bishophill. 
3.2.2 Grain Frequency 
In Appendix 4 mineral and rock inclusions have been placed 
into one of four categories based on their frequency in each 
sample analysed. Although only an approximation, it does allow 
the frequency of inclusions to be analysed quickly without the 
need to resort to point-counting. Figure 6 shows visually the 
frequency categories used for rock and mineral analysis, 
A similar method of analysis was used by Robinson (1978: 37) 
to determine the frequency of inclusions in hand specimen. Three 
charts were used corresponding to an inclusion content in the clay 
matrix of 25%, 10%, and 1%. Robinson looked at the amount of 
agreement between pottery specialists who used the same charts on 
the same pottery sherds. The results showed a reasonably high 
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Figure 6: Mineral and rock fragment frequency. 
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level of agreement (Robinson, 1978: 82). Similar charts are used 
by sedimentologists wishing to determine quickly the frequency of 
inclusions. 
Quartz is by far the most common type of inclusion found in 
thin section. However, the percentage of quartz in clay deposits 
is nearly always under-estimated because of the high birefringence 
of most clay flakes which obscures the small quartz grains. Using 
a combination of chemical and X-ray techniques Blatt, Middleton 
and Murray (1972: 390) estimated that an average mudrock comprised 
31% quartz. Analysis of 16 mudrocks by Blatt and Schultz 
(1976: 859) of Devonian to Cretaceous age revealed a crystalline 
silica (quartz and chert) content of between 6.7 and 47.7%. This 
gave an average of 27.6% with a standard deviation of 10.7%, of 
which 96% was quartz. Previous estimates had placed the 
percentage of crystalline silica in mudrocks anywhere between 20 
to 32%. 
Twelve Roman tiles were analysed from York to give an 
approximate quartz content. This involved the analysis of 33 thin 
sections by the use of a gridded graticule. The graticule was set 
in a xlO eyepiece and the slides were observed at approximately 
xlOO magnification. Where the lines on the grid crossed the 
presence of the clay matrix, or inclusion type, was noted. This 
is a type of point-counting, the cross-hairs of the graticule 
representing the equally spaced counting points. Up to 280 points 
were recorded for each tile sample. Points which coinsided with 
holes in the slide were discounted. The results of this analysis 
is shown in Figure 7. Quartz ranged in frequency from 5.8% to 
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Slides 
Analysed 
No. Clay Quartz Other 
Inclusions 
Points 
Counted 
3 Yl/Eb 80.2% 17.1% 2.7% 262 
3 Y2/Eb 75.7 20.7 3.6 222 
3 Y4/Eb- 82.8 16.9 0.3 267 
2 Y5/Eb 92.5 5.8 1.7 182 
3 Y6/Eb 87.6 10.9 1.5 262 
2 Y7/Eb 84.0 14.9 1.1 174 
3 Y8/Eb 75.6 22.5 1.9 262 - 
3 Y13/Bi 84.3 13.7 2.0 262 
3 Y14/Bi 83.3 14.6 2.2 280 
2 Y15/Bi 91.0 8.0 1.0 177 
3 Y1/5k 77.9 21.7 0.4 265 
3 Y2/5k 77.9 18.7 3.4 262 
Figure 7: Mineral and rock frequency of Roman tile 
from Ebor Brewery, Bishophill and Skeldergate, 
York. 
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22.5% (mean 15.4%), whilst the proportion of other inclusions was 
always small, ranging from 0.3% to 3.6% Nean 1.8%). Very little 
difference was observed in the amount of inclusions present in 
different sections taken from the same tile. 
The Roman tiles analysed have either a fine, or slightly 
sandy fabric. The Mean quartz content of these tiles is less than 
that determined for many mudrocks, however, certain Roman tiles 
from York have a distinctly sandy fabric, and these are more 
likely to contain a proportion of quartz nearer to the average 
determined for geological samples. 
There is some evidence (see Chapter 2.1) that alluvial 
deposits may have been used for tilemaking at York in the medieval 
period. It has been noted that these are likely to be sandier 
that the lacustrine clays normally used. An analysis of modern 
alluvial muds from six rivers in the USA gave the following 
average composition, quartz and chert 51%, clay minerals 40.3%, 
feldspar 8.7% (Charles and Blatt, 1978: 431). Compared to the 
world average mudrock, the amount of quartz and feldspar was twice 
as much as expected. The difference between the modern alluvial 
muds and t. he results of Blatt and Schultz (1976) was put down to 
different environmental conditions. 
3.2.3 Grain Size 
The attention of most ceramic petrologists has focused on the 
analysis of grain size. Generally only silicious inclusions are 
measured, such as chert, quartz and quartzite. Unlike many other 
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minerals both quartz and chert have more or less comparable 
dimensions in all directions. Because of the rarity of chert, the 
grain size distribution of bricks and tiles used in this study is 
based mainly on the measurement of individual quartz grains. 
Although chert grains were occasionally measured. 
Very few sedimentologists have looked at the grain size 
distribution in mudrocks. Blatt and Schultz (1976: 857-66) looked 
at the grain size of crystalline silica (quartz + chert) in 16 
mudrocks ranging in age from Devonian to Cretaceous. The results 
of their study are shown below: 
Quartz and chert grain size distribution in 16 mudrocks 
Mean size 6.1 0 (0.014) 
Standard deviation - 1.5 0 
Skewness - 0.0 0 
Kurtosis 0.9 
The vast majority of silicas some 96%, was quartz. On 
average 15.4% of silica lay in the clay size range, 73.0% in the 
silt size range, and 11.6% in the sand size range. The majority 
of quartz grains in clay sediments are less than 0.020 mm in 
diameter (Blatt et-al., 1980: 393). 
Giving a precise name to the quartz size classes present in 
mudrocks such as brickclay is complicated by the fact that there 
is still no established particle grain scale acceptable to all. 
The silt/sand boundary for example is placed at 0.062 mm (4 0); 
0.05 mm 04 0) or 0.074 mm (< 4 0) by different workers looking 
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at glacial sediments in North America. A still greater variety of 
boundaries are used by European workers (Francis, 1981: 138). The 
situation is further complicated by the fact that some researchers 
use metric units whilst others use phi (0) units. The use of phi 
,, nits is discussed below. Whatever precise boundaries are chosen 
the thin section of brick and tile shows the same pattern. By f ar 
the majority of grains lie in the silt size range, which 
corresponds with the findings of Blatt et. al. Of the remainder, 
the majority of grains lie in the fine sand category. All the 
grain size results are tabulated in Appendix 3. 
Grain size measurements grouped into classes based on 
Krumbein's phi (0) scale (Krumbein, 1934) have been extensively 
used by sedimentary petrologists, and by certain ceramic 
petrologists (Darvill, 1979, Darvill and Timby, 1982). Phi is 
defined as: 
0 '2 - 1192d 
(where d is the diameter in millimeters). 
Many geologists continue to use phi units in an effort to 
standardize the results, despite the fact that other units of 
measurement may provide equally good results. According to Pierce 
and Graus (1981: 1349) giving size in 0, with a conversion to mm or 
pm, is an admission that the phi scale is not universally 
accepted. Most sedimentologists still think in terms of metric 
units. Some published papers have simply converted the results 
obtained from working in millemeters into phi units. Engineers 
still report grain size in metric units, whilst soil scientists 
continue to use mm and pm. 
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The main advantage to the geologist is that the phi scale 
compresses the size range, which in a geological context ranges 
from boulders to silt. In thin section petrology this size range 
is limited to a few phi units only, so little advantage is 
obtained from compressing that datax a point noted by Leese 
(1982: 48) in her discussion on the use of phi units in ceramic 
petrology. 
The other use of phi is to bring the grain size distribution 
closer to a normal distribution. Whilst this was partially 
successful when tested on grain size data from York and 
Castleford, the distributions still remained positively skewed. 
The grain size distributions for some of the pottery from 
Hengistbury Head were actually transformed from a normal 
distribution when converted into phi units (Leese, 1982; 48). 
The grain size figures used in this study have been retained 
in millimeters. Keeping grain size data in the original metric 
units has the advantage that the information is much easier to 
interpret. The selection of size units however will always depend 
on the nature of the size distribution and the problems to be 
tackled (McManus, 1982: 1012). Further research is still required 
to establish with certainty which units of measurement are of most 
use in ceramic petrology. 
Thin section analysis will not reveal the true size 
distribution of quartz grains in a fired ceramic. According to 
where the section cuts the grain, each individual grain will 
either show its true diameter or a diameter less than the true one 
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(Packham, 1955: 51). The probability that a grain will be cut by a 
random section is also proportional to the size of the grain 
(Blatt et. al., 1980: 67). Attempts have been made by certain 
petrologists to infer the true size distribution from the thin 
section distribution, for example Packham (1955). This has not 
met with much success as the problem is theoretically unsolvable. 
Blatt et. al. (1980: 67) considered the best approach is to adopt a 
standardized method of grain measurement and treat this as a valid 
form of measurement. This is the approach adopted by all ceramic 
petrologists and is the one adopted for this study. 
The grain size distribution of any thin section is influenced 
by the sampling technique chosen. Measurement of the size of 
grains laying along a line (line-counting) and measurement of 
grains at regular points across the slide (point-counting) both 
tend to over-estimate the larger grains. This reflects the fact 
that the probability of a particular grain being chosen is 
proportional to the dimension of the visible surface. This 
implies that in a size distribution of say 50 p to 100 p, 
estimiated by a line counting technique, the number of grains 
observed to have a size of c. 100 p will be approximately twofold 
over-estimated. Using the point counting method in this case 
there is a fourfold over-estimation of the fraction with a size of 
c. 100 P (Van der Plas, 162: 149). Experimental work by Streeten 
(1982: 128) shows that measurement of grains in a particular area 
(area-counting) tends to over-emphasis the smaller grains. 
To overcome the bias involved in line counting, 
point-counting and area counting, the ribbon sampling technique 
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advocated by Van der Plas (1962) has been adopted. This technique 
is common practise in other sciences such as biology, chemistry, 
and medical science. This method of size analysis may be regarded 
as stratified random. The grains having their midpoints within 
the area may be regarded as a random selection of particles 
present (Van der Plas, 1962: 154). This, however, only holds true 
where stratification is not visible within the area covered by the 
thin section. 
Using a Meopta PA microscope grain size measurements were 
carried out, using a graticule eyepiece, at approximately x 100 
magnification. The graticule consisted of a scale comprising 100 
divisions, each of which at the magnification used were 0.015 mm 
(15 micron) apart. In the ribbon'counting method a band across 
the thin section is analysed. To improve accuracy and to 
compensate for possible variations in the section three bands were 
selected at random. One from near the top of the sample, one from 
the middle, and one from near the bottom. In each band the first 
50 grains encountered were measured. Care was taken to exclude 
measurement of quartz grains in clay inclusions or sandstone 
grains. The long axis of the grain was selected for measurement. 
Generally it is both easier and quicker to determine the long axis 
of what can be very irregular shaped grains. As the thin section 
distribution is in any case less than the actual size distribution 
it is more appropriate to measure the maximum grain length. 
For convenience quartz grains were recorded in graticule 
units initially, and then converted into millimeters. Grains 
laying between two graticule divisions were placed in the lower 
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size class. In other words graticule size class 1 actually 
includes all grains with a size range from 1.0 to <2 graticule 
units (0.015 -<0.030 mm). 
The actual ribbon counting technique is relatively simple. 
First ten divisions on the graticule are selected. Ideally the 
width of the band should be equal to the largest grains found in 
thin section, or if this is not possible, greater than the mean 
grain size. In practise the vast majority of grains measured lie 
within ten divisions of the graticule. A wider band makes it more 
difficult to remember which grains have been measured and which 
have not. The graticule is moved across the section at right 
angles to the long axis of the slide. Any grain whose centre 
falls in the ten division (0.15 mm) band is measured. Any grain 
under 0.015 mm (one graticule division) is recorded but not 
measured. A total of 150 grains of quartz, or chert, were 
measured from each thin section analysed. 
There are a number of problems which under certain 
circumstances may reduce the accuracy of the technique. Foremost 
is the problem of measurement of the grains in the small size 
classes. Errors in measurement become of, increasing concern as 
the definition of grain boundaries becomes poorer for the finer 
grains (Pye, 1943: 98). The average minimum grain size of quartz 
that can be achieved by physical breakdown is about 2 pm 
(0.002 mm), (Moss and Green, 1975: 485; Blatt and Schultz, 
1976: 863). The smallest grains which can be identified and 
measured with certainty partly depends on the colour of the 
background matrixo as well as the quality of the microscope. For 
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York tiles this was usually around 0.002 to 0.003 mm, similar to 
that determined by Grant (1982: 22). When the clay matrix is very 
light in colour it is sometimes very difficult to pick out the 
smaller grains. This problem is partly reduced by selecting 
darker fired tiles where possible. At the other extreme very dark 
fired clay matrices can cause problems. The black graticule used 
for measurement becomes difficult to distinguish from the clay 
matrix. Fortunately, for the majority of tiles clay matrix colour 
presents few difficulties. 
Further work is needed to determine if all quartz grains need 
to be measured, or whether a minimum cut-off point would improve 
accuracy. Kilmurry (1982: 105) considers all quartz grains less 
than 0.03 mm to be background matrix. Such a cut-off point, if 
used for this study, would have eliminated a large number of the 
silt sized grains. Grant (1982: 23) on the other hand excluded 
grains less than 0.02 mm from her study. This was also the lower 
limit recommended by Van der Plas (1964: 156). 
Another problem occasionally encountered is the mixture of 
clay types leading to the concentration of quartz grains in 
specific bands. This is a characteristic of certain medieval 
bricks from York in particular. In these circumstances the ribbon 
bands to be analysed are orientated so that they cross at right 
angles any stratification visible in the section, as recommended 
by Van der Plas (1962: 154). Normally not more than two clay types 
are present. A sandy clay, where most of the larger quartz grains 
are present, and a fine clay containing only silt size inclusions. 
These may well represent relic lamination of the original 
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sedimentary clay. This also seems to be a feature of certain 
Roman tiles, although the quartz size difference is not as 
pronounced. 
Very little work has been undertaken to test the accuracy of 
reproduction of grain size measurements. Friedman in the 1950's 
attempted to determine the differences due to operator error 
(Rogers, 1965: 728). Three operators measured the long axes of 500 
grains in each of four thin sections. Friedman then compared the 
median point of the size distributions determined. There was 
found to be a significant difference between operators at the 95% 
confidence level. However, the total standard deviation between 
the median points was only 0.07 0. Thus Friedman concluded that 
although operator variation was significant in a statistical 
sense, it was certainly not an important source of error. 
Whatever method is adopted grain size analysis is a slow and 
laborious process. The number of grains measured varies between 
different ceramic petrologists. All petrologists have to strike a 
balance between accuracy and speed of analysis. Pye (1943: 98-9) 
measured between 25 and 300 grains in thin sections of arenaceous 
sediments. His results indicated that only 50 grains were 
sufficient to define the grain size distribution of a sediment, 
assuming the distribution was essentially-normal. Peacock 
(1971: 255-9) in his pioneer work on the textural analysis of Roman 
pottery from Fishbourne followed Pye and based his results on the 
measurement of 50 grains. The size measurements were grouped into 
phi units and the mean, sorting, skewness, and kurtosis of the 
distributions were determined using the formulae outlined by Folk 
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and Ward (1957). Holder (1974: 89) used textural analysis in his 
study of Romano-British coarse pottery in the West Sussex region. 
Two aspects were considered, the average size of the quartz grains 
and the ratio of quartz to matrix. Details such as the number of 
grains measured, or the selection criteria adopted, were not 
unfortunately included. 
The calculation of mean size, skewness, sorting, and kurtosis 
has largely been abandoned in recent studies. Determination of 
skewness and kurtosi3 is difficult to determine with accuracy 
particularly if the grains are of odd shape or density (Folk, 
1966: 75). Wade (in Streeten, 1982: 124) employed the same 
technique as Peacock but used a larger sample of grains. The 
results showed that different variables were statistically 
significant for each of the East Anglian Saxo-Norman kilns which 
were compared. A recent study by Leese (1982: 48-50) looked at the 
reproducibility of mean, standard deviation, skewness, and 
kurtosis estimates. Three repeat sets of readings were obtained 
from one sherd. The mean and standard deviation results agreed 
very well between repeats. Skewness, on the other hand, varied 
considerably and it is doubtful if it could be used to distinguish 
real differences. The kurtosis values, particularly those using 
the formula of Folk and Ward (1957: 14), are better, but it is 
impossible to say whether the small difference observed is 
significant. Work by Swan et-al. (1978) also casts doubt on the 
usefulness of skewness and kurtosis. 
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3.2.3 (i) Minimum Number of Grains Needed for Size Analysis 
The minimum number of grains necessary to establish an 
accurate size distribution is still under debate. According to 
Shackley (1975: 136) the number of grains which need to be measured 
depends on the size range present, but should be at least 300-500 
and preferably more. Van der Plas (1962: 154) recommends measuring 
about 250 or more. Both seem unnecessarily high. Wandibba 
(1982: 71-5) recorded 50,100 and 200. grains from nine thin 
sections, and compared the mean grain size of each count. He 
found that the results of measuring 50 and 100 grains was not 
significantly different to that obtained from the measurement of 
200 grains. This suggests that an adequate mean grain size can be 
obtained from just 50 grain size measurements, provided the grains 
are well dispersed across the section. This supports the findings 
of Pye's (1943) work on arenaceous sediments. 
Using the information obtained by Wandibba, Darvill 
(1979: 315) decided on the measurement of the long axis of about 
100 grains. The question of grain size counts has been studied by 
Streeten (1982: 128). He carried out tests on post-medieval 
wasters from a kiln at Westfield in Sussex. Between 25 and 200 
grains were measured from five sherds, and the mean and standard 
deviation for each grain count was established. The 25 and 50 
grain samples show a large standard deviation which narrows when 
the grain count is increased to 100 grains. Between 150 and 200 
grains there is relatively little difference. Based on these 
results Streeten recommends a minimum sample of 150 grains to 
ensure an adequate representation of the sparse larger grains. 
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Streeten himself measured 160 grains in each thin section. 
Grant (1982: 21) also looked at the effect on the mean grain 
size caused by increasing the number of grains measured. A 
running mean was calculated which in most instances varied little 
after 100 grains had been measured. At this point the true mean 
is approached. Certain running means fluctuated markedly due to 
the presence of occasional quartz grains in the coarser fabrics. 
To overcome this problem Grant, like-Streeten, recommended a grain 
count of 150 grains where possible. Grant measured the long axis 
of quartz, and occasional feldspar grains, at xlOO magnification. 
Experiments were carried out on three tiles from York 
(Y25/Bi, Y26/Bi and Y25/Bs) to assess the impact of increasing the 
number of grains measured. The total number of grains measured in 
sections from the three tiles was 1350,750, and 1200 grains 
respectively. Two tiles were Roman in date (Y25/Bi and Y26/Bi), 
and one tile was medieval (Y25/Bs). All three were almost 
certainly manufactured in, or near, York. 
The mean and standard deviation was determined for grain 
countq of between 50 and 900 grains. This was achieved by 
calculation of a running mean. The 500 and 900 grain count 
results were considered to be estimates of the 'actual' grain size 
population. These were measured independently from each 'sample' 
grain size distribution. Selection of grains from the total 
measured for each tile was carried out in 50 grain blocks selected 
at random by the use of random number tables. Listed below are 
the results of this analysis. 
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Effect of increasing grain size measurement on mean and standard 
deviation 
Tile Number of grains measured 
Roman 50 100 150 200 300 500 900 
Y25/Bi Mean (pm) 19.50 18.75 16.95 18.30 18.30 - 
S. D. (pm) 27.00 23-10 19.50 21-15 20.25 - 
Y26/Bi Mean 28.20 27.45 26.70 27.75 - 29.40 
S. D. 25.65 33.30 32-55 33-00 - 45.60 
Medieval 
Y25/Bs Mean 26.10 27.15 25.65 25.80 26.85 - 
S. D. 44.55 51.90 45.30 43.05 44.70 - 
19-05 
23.70 
28.65 
59.10 
The results show a remarkably similar mean grain size figure 
regardless of the number of grains measured. What does differ is 
the standard deviation. Generally, the standard deviation of the 
actual population is larger that that of the sample populations. 
This seems to be due to a more accurate estimation of the number 
of grains in the larger size categories. Most of the standard 
deviation figures derived from the sample size distributions are 
fairly similar, although the figures for Y25/Bi and Y26/Bi do show 
an improvement when the grain count is increased from 50 to 100 
grains. Leese (1982: 50) has shown that if only mean values are 
I 
required 50 grains is normally sufficient to determine the mean 
value to within 10%. This is confirmed by the figures above where 
the mean value for 50 grains was to within 2.3-8.9% of the assumed 
actual value. The differences in standard deviation indicate that 
if whole distributions are going to be compared a figure of at 
least 100 grains is required. Leese herself recommends a grain 
count of at least 150 grains, which is the grain count figure 
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adopted in this present survey. 
The mean grýain size, particularly of Roman tile Y25/Bi, is 
very similar to the mean grain size of the 16 mudrock samples 
analysed by Blatt-and Schultz (1976) described previously. The 
brick clay used to make tile Y25/Bi has a mean grain size of 0.019 
mm. This compares to a mean grain size of 0.014 mm determined for 
the mudrock samples. 
3.2.3 (ii) Kolmogorov-Smirnov Test on Grain Size Data 
To test whether there is a significant difference between the 
estimated actual grain size population and each individual sample 
population, a Kolmogorov-Smirnov test was undertaken. The same 
technique was used by Grant (1982: 30-2) to successfully separate 
pre-Roman Iron Age pottery groups from Hengistbury Head, and by 
Russell (1982: 102) looking at Early Saxon pottery from East 
Anglia. 
The Kolmogorov-Smirnov test is used to test whether two 
independent samples have been drawn from the same population 
(Siegel,, 1956: 127). For comparison the data from each pair of 
size distributions has to be transformed into a cumulative form. 
If the two samples are from the same population the cumulative 
distributions of each pair of samples should be similar. Any 
differences can be explained as random deviations from the 
population distribution. The test therefore finds the maximum 
difference between the data sets and tests whether this difference 
is significant at the level of significance selected. Using a 
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significance level of 0.05 each pair of cumulative distributions 
was compared using a two-tailed test with a null hypothesis of: 
H*: there is no significant difference between the sample size 
distribution and the population size distribution. 
The maximum difference D between each cumulative data pair is 
compared to the critical value obtained from the following: 
max N 2] 
Where S) is the standardised cumulative frequency for sample 1 
this is the cumulative frequency S divided by the number of 
individuals Nj in the group. 
Ný, +2 
Critical value 1.3 6[ N11 N2 
For H* to be rejected value D must be greater than the 
calculated critical value. The results for all three tiles are 
shown below: 
Tile Number of Grains D (difference) Critical Value 
Roman 
Y25/Bi 
Y26/Bi 
50 and 900 0.016 
100 and 900 0.013 
150 and 900 0.046 
200 and 900 0.013 
300 and 900 0.016 
50 and 500 0.078 
100 and 500 0.030 
150 and 500 0.030 
200 and 500 0.035 
0.198 
0.143 
0.120 
0.106 
0.091 
0.202 
0.149 
0.127 
0.061 
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Tile Number of Grains D (difference) Critical Value 
Medieval 
Y25/Bs 50 and 900 0.020 0.198 
100 and 900 0.023 0.143 
150 and 900 0.016 0.120 
200 and 900 0.014 0.106 
300 and 900 0.014 0.091 
In all the cases studied the difference, D, is well below the 
critical value calculated for the 0.05 significance level 
therefore H* is accepted. This means that even the 50 grain 
sample is not significantly different from the size distribution 
determined for 500 or 900 grains. Tile Y25/Bi however shows one 
anomaly. The D value for the 150 grain sample is markedly higher 
than the remaining figures. This was due to the addition of 50 
grains with an unusual size distribution. All the grains counted 
were under 0.03 mm in size. All other 50 grain samples had a 
small proportion of grains in larger size classes, as did the 
independently calculated assumed actual population. Even if by 
misfortune this anoma7lous 50 grain sample had been chosen as 
representative of the actual population the difference, D, would 
still have been below the critical value. This sample had aD 
value of 0.113, below the critical value of 0.198, but much larger 
than the actual 50 grain sample selected, which had aD value of 
only 0.016. 
The difference in the calculated D value caused by a rogue 50 
grain sample suggests that 50 grains may in some circumstances be 
too low. The results show that a size analysis based on 100 grain 
C 
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is adequate, although more grains may have to be included if a 
better estimation of the sparse coarser grains is required; a 
point noted by Streeten (1982: 128) and Grant (1982: 19). 
A 150 grain sample is clearly adequate for textural analysis 
based on the results outlined above. It is not however possible 
to state that a 150 grain sample is sufficient in every case. 
This will partly depend on the size range of inclusions present. 
Where the size range of inclusions is small, the number of grains 
which need to be counted is less than if a wide range of inclusion 
sizes are present. This is because with a small size range there 
is usually sufficient grains in each size class to allow fairly 
accurate comparison to be made between thin sections. The size 
range, and frequency of inclusions in each category, in the three 
tiles discussed above are typical of many of the bricks and tiles 
examined. Whether 150 grains is adequate for bricks and tiles 
with a distinctly sandy fabric, and wider inclusion size range, 
still remains to be tested. 
3.2.3 (iii) Variation Within a Single Tile 
Very little work has been carried out to determine whether a 
single thin section is representative of the ceramic being 
analysed. In ceramic petrology only a few milligrams are used for 
textural analysis. This contrasts markedly with a sample size of 
at least 100 mg used in neutron activation analysis. Only 5 mg is 
used in optical emission spectroscocy but this is taken from a 
larger homogenised sample. A homogenised sample is also used for 
energy dispersive and wavelength dispersive X-ray fluorescence 
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analysis. It is not possible of course to homogenise a thin 
section sample prior to analysis. 
Darvill and Timby (1982: 74) looked at a number of sections 
taken from the same Roman pot and ceramic tile. They came to the 
conclusion that a single section was adequate to define the fabric 
of a single object. No attempt however was made to measure the 
variability encountered between sections taken from the same 
ceramic. They also stated that in 'past experience' a single 
section had not always been found to be adequate. 
In an effort to assess the effect of possible variation in 
fabric within a single tile, three tiles were selected at random 
and cut up. These were the two Roman and one medieval tile 
described in the previous section. Between five and nine sections 
were produced from different areas of the same tile. For each 
thin section a grain size distribution was determined based on the 
measurement of 150 grains. The aim of the analysis was to test 
the basic premise of ceramic petrology, that a single section is 
an adequate representative sample of the ceramic under study. 
For each tile, the grain size distribution determined for 
each individual thin section was compared using a chi square test. 
Like the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test, chi square is a non-parametric 
test. These 'distribution free' tests have grown in importance 
since the last war. They are used where the normality, or near 
normality, of the background population cannot be reasonably 
assumed (Hammond and McCullagh, 1974: 143-4). Such tests are 
invaluable for data where the form of the frequency distribution 
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of the population is known, or believed to be, skewed (Gregory, 
1972: 133). Almost all the grain size distributions used in this 
study are markedly positively skewed. The use of non-parametric 
tests is considered to be more appropriate than trying to 
normalise the data through logarithmic transformation. This is 
particularly the case with markedly skewed data (Gregory, 
1972: 166). 
3.2.3 (iv) Chi-Square Test on Grain Size Data 
I 
The chi-square test can be used to ascertain whether 
differences in frequency distributions are statistically 
significant or not. In other words, whether each grain size 
distribution belongs to the same population, or different 
populations. The requirements necessary for the use of the 
chi-square test according to Hammond and McCullagh (1974: 144) 
are: 
1) The data must be in the form of frequencies counted in each 
of the categories. 
2) The total numbers observed must exceed 20. 
The expected frequency in any one fraction must not normally 
be less than 5. 
4) The observations must be independent (i. e. one observation 
must not influence another). 
In order for the test to have statistical validity all grains 
of 0.06 mm and larger were grouped into one statistical class. 
The null hypothesis took the form: 
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H* : There is no significant difference between grain size 
distributions determined from different parts of the 
same tile at the 0.05 significance level. 
The formula used is as follows: 
rk 
ýL 
(04 i-E- . )2 
X2 (chi-square) =)I Eij 
ij 
where Oij = observed number of cases categorized in i th row of j 
th column 
Eij = number of cases expected under H* to be categorized in 
i th row of j th column 
rk 
directs one to sum over all cells 
j 
The critical value of X2, depends on the degrees of freedom derived 
from: 
df (k (r - 1) 
where k the number of columns 
r= the number of rows 
df = degrees of, freedom 
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If the observed value of X2 is equal or larger than the 
critical value at the 0.05 level of significance then H* is 
rejected. The results of chi-square analysis are shown below: 
Tile Calculated value (X2) Critical value (X2) 
Roman 
Y25/Bi 23-34 46-19 
Y26/Bi 11.51 
Medieval 
26-30 
Y25/Bs 20.65 41.34 
In all three tiles examined the calculated value of X2 is 
well below the critical value therefore H* is accepted. The 
results show that, at least for these particular tiles, a 150 
grain sample from one area of the tile was sufficient to define 
the fabric of the whole tile. 
3.2.3 (v) Student 't' test on Grain Size Data 
For each of the three tiles examined a mean size distribution 
was determined. This was based on the total number of grains 
counted in each tile. The 95% confidence limits for the mean, for 
each grain size category, were determined by means of a student 
It' test. The grain size figures above 0.045 mm had to be grouped 
into one category. Due to the small size of the samples the best 
estimate of standard deviation of the populations was found using 
Bessel's correction W. This is found by: 
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=$ 
____ 
where n= sample size 
s= standard deviation 
The 95% confidence limits are calculated by: 
R+t0.05 
Vn- 
Where Y= true mean 
R= sample mean 
t= 't' value for 95% confidence limits 
&= Bessel's correction 
Any values laying outside the 95% confidence limits in any 
size category were summed for each thin section. The number of 
grains falling outside the 95% limits for the mean distribution 
varied between 0-8.7% (Betts, 1982: 65). The larger the figure, 
the more the individual thin section grain size distribution 
differed from the mean grain size distribution for the tile as a 
whole. These figures are therefore 4 reflection of the variation 
in grain size observed within a single tile. In the majority of 
sections only 0-4% of grains fell outside the 95% confidence 
limits for the mean grain size. These low figures are a further 
indication that there are no major variations within any of the 
grain size categories in any of the tiles examined. The greatest 
variation from the mean value tended to occur in the smallest size 
category (grains less than 0.015 mm). This probably reflects the 
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difficulties involved in the accurate measurement of very small 
quartz grains. 
3.2.3 (vi) Number of Samples Needed for Analysis 
Streeten (1982: 128) has looked at the problem of deciding how 
many sherds need to be analysed to obtain an adequate grain size 
distribution to characterise a particular kiln site. Experiments 
with sand-tempered wasters from a medieval kiln at Binsted, 
Sussex, showed that the frequency curve produced by just three 
sherds is little altered by subsequent additions. A more 
comprehensive test was carried out on a group of post-medieval 
wasters from Westfield, Sussex. Streeten plotted three separate 
groups of five sherds. These showed some variation, but the 
general profile of the curves was the same. 
Similar comparative studies have been undertaken on the 
Grimescar kiln material from West Yorkshire, and the Borthwick 
Institute kiln material from York. Both are of late lst or early 
2nd century date. The minimum number of tiles normally sampled 
from a site is three. To test whether this number is adequate the 
grain size distribution was determined for three, six, and nine 
thin sections, based on the usual 150 grains per thin section. 
Each sample distribution was then compared with the estimated 
actual population based on the total grain size count. Sample and 
population size distributions were each compared using the 
Kolmogorov-Smirnov test outlined previously. A two-tailed test 
was used with a significance level of 0.05% and a null hypothesis 
of: 
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H* : There is no difference between the sample size 
distribution and the estimated population size 
distribution. 
Grimescar Kiln Material (13 samples) 
No. of Sections No. of Grains D (difference) Critical Value 
(0-05%) 
3 450 and 1950 0.010 0.071 
6 900 1950 0.023 0.071 
9 1350 1950 0.011 0.071 
Borthwick Institute Kiln Material (11 samples) 
3 450 and 1650 0.030 0.072 
6 900 1650 0.007 0.072 
9 1350 1650 0.025 0.072 
The results show quite clearly that at the two kiln sites 
studies none of the grain size distributions, based on three, six 
or nine thin sections are significantly different from that 
estimated for each site as a whole. In both examples, three thin 
sections (450 grains) xýas a valid number to define the grain size 
of the kiln material as a whole. This was largely due to the lack 
of variation in fabric exhibited by the kiln material. Three 
samples would be totally inadequate where kiln material occurred 
in more than one fabric, or exhibited variation over time. 
Samples from York and elsewhere were normally collected for 
analysis in two stages. In the first stage the selection was 
based on a visual examination of the fabric. In the second stage, 
the results of analysis of the first batch of material was taken 
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into consideration. An attempt was made to group Roman tiles from 
Dalton Parlours villa based on thin section evidence alone. This, 
however, proved unsatisfactory as, at most, only two sections 
could be compared directly under the microscope at any one time. 
Instead, the material thin sectioned was placed into groups after 
visual classification of the fabric of the tiles selected for 
analysis. Almost all the material examined macroscopically could 
be placed into one of three groups, based largely on an 
approximation of the amount of quartz present. These are as 
follows: 
1) Fine 
2) Fairly sandy 
3) Sandy 
In addition, any unusual inclusions present were recorded. 
These categories were used to enable selection of material for 
analysis, together with colour and tile hardness. They also 
provided particularly useful during examination of Roman stamp die 
varieties, and medieval floor tiles, the majority of which were 
not analysed. 
3.3 Neutron Activation Analysis 
The theory and technique of Neutron Activation Analysis (NAA) 
is well known, and is not discussed in detail here. A summary of 
the theory of NAA is contained in Tite (1972: 273-8), whilst Mundy 
(1982) described in detail the current technique in use at the 
University of Bradford. The 'Preparation of samples and their 
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subsequent analysis was undertaken using the standard Bradford 
procedure. 
3.3.1 NAA Theory 
Neutron activation analysis involves the excitation of atomic 
nuclei. This is achieved through bombarding the prepared specimen 
of ceramic with slow thermal neutrons. During this bombardment a 
number of atoms in the sample will capture a passing neutron 
forming an isotope of the original element. The number of 
neutrons captured depends on two factors. Firstly, the intensity 
of neutrons available, known as the neutron flux and expressed as 
neutrons per unit area per unit time. Secondly, the probability 
that a neutron bombarding a nucleus will be absorbed. This is 
termed the capture cross-section of the element (expressed in 
units of area). 
Isotopes formed by neutron capture can be either stable or 
unstable. Unstable isotopes will proceed to decay to a more 
stable form. Radioactive decay results in the formation of 
different (daughter) elements. Is is during this decay process 
that gamma rays are normally emitted. It is these gamma rays 
which are detected in NAA. Each isotope produces a characteristic 
spectrum of gamma rays, with peaks of certain relative intensities 
occurring at specific energies. Since it is known which energies 
of gamma ray are emitted by each isotope, it is possible to 
determine which elements are present. 
The number of atoms of the original element at the time of 
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activiation can be determined from the equation: 
A=Na0f (1 - exp (- A 
whereA = the activity of the daughter isotope 
N= the number of nuclei (or atoms) of the element of 
interest present in the sample at the time of 
activation 
(r = the capture cross-section in barns 
the neutron flux, neutrons/cm2/sec 
A= decay constant of the daughter isotope 
t -2 time in the reactor flux 
f= the fractional abundance of the isotope in nature. 
Exact measurement of all these factors would be difficult to 
obtain. Conditions in the reactor (the thermal. flux) may vary 
which makes it very difficult to define an accurate value for 0. 
Furthermore, it is rarely possible to establish the cross-sections 
for neutron capture (a-) with any precision. Because of this, 
standards of known and similar composition to the samples are 
irradiated at the same time. 
, 
The ceramic sub-standard used at Bradford is known as Nuclear 
Physics Sample 1 (NPS1). By comparing the isotopic activities in 
the sample with the standard the uncertainties arising from the 
flux and the reaction cross-section are eliminated, leading to: 
Nq 
Astd Nstd 
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where: subscript s refers to the sample 
subscript std refers to the standard 
This equation can be written in the form: 
As/Mý 
-ppm 
of element in sample 
Astd/Mstd ppm. of element in standard 
where: Ms is the mass of the sampt e 
Mstd is the mass of the standard 
The term AS/Ms is referred to as the specific activity, that 
is the activity per unit mass of sample. 
3.3.2 Sample Preparation 
To prevent contamination, a thin surface layer in the area to 
be sampled was first removed with a high speed dental drill, 
fitted with a diamond bit. The drill was cleaned, and then used 
to remove approximately 100 mg of powdered sample from the 
interior of the ceramic. This sample was then weighed to the 
nearest microgram, before being placed in a polythene tube and 
wrapped in aluminium foil. Each tube was then placed into a 
larger tube, which also contained two tubes containing the 
standard NSPI. One standard was placed at the top of the large 
tube whilst the other was at the bottom. The tube containing the 
samples and the standards was then sent away for irradiation. 
This was undertaken at the Herald Reactor at Aldermaston. They 
were subjected to a period of 24 hours irradiation in a thermal 
neutron flux of about 1.5 x 1012 neutrons cm-2 sec-1. 
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3.3.3 Counting of Gamma Ray Activity 
After irradiation the individual samples and standards were 
unpacked from the larger tubes. The activity of each sample was 
counted not more than a week after irradiation to obtain the 
gamma-ray spectra for the short-lived isotopes. Counting took 
place for a period of 3000 seconds. After four weeks the activity 
was again counted, this time for 6000 seconds, to obtain the 
spectra for the long-lived isotopes. 
The reason for the two counting periods is that certain 
isotope peaks are masked by other peaks or are indistinguishable 
from the background. A second, later counting period, following 
the decay of certain short-lived isotopes, provides a better 
signal/background ratio for analysis of the peaks associated with 
the longer-lived isotopes. 
Gamma radiation emitted from the samples was measured using a 
Canberra Industries lithium drifted germanium crystal detector in 
association with a Laben amplifer and a Canberra 1024 channel 
multi-channel analyser. Lithium drifted germanium crystals 
produce a voltage pulse for each gamma-ray detected. The voltage 
of the pulse is proportional to the energy of the corresponding 
gamma ray. These voltage pulses are amplified and then 
transmitted to the multi-channel pulse analyser where each channel 
accepts pulses with amplitudes between set limits. The analyser 
stores the counts in the appropriate channel, which number from 1 
to 1024 according to their energy. The resulting spectrum 
consists of a series of peaks whose position indicates the 
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isotopes present in the sample and whose height relates to their 
concentration. The complete gamma-ray spectra was recorded on 
magnetic tape. One standard was always analysed first, whilst the 
other was always analysed last. 
3.3.4 Computer Analysis of Spectrum 
Each magnetic data tape was analysed using the University of 
Bradford SPECT programme. The programme was run on a Hewlett 
Packard 1000 M series computer, and was calibrated using internal 
standards. These were the 605 KeVl34Cs peak, the 889 KeV46SC 
peak, and the 1332 KeV60Co peak. 
The SPECT programme subtracts the background activity from 
the gross count of each peak to obtain the true peak area. This 
true peak area is then transformed to a count rate per unit time, 
per unit mass. However, the time between leaving the reactor and 
the time of counting was different for each sample. in other 
words, the samples are not comparable in terms of activity at the 
time of counting. Instead, the time. of counting has to be allowed 
for with each isotope using the following equation: 
Ac = Ao exp (- ýt) 
where Ac = Activity of the particular isotope at the time of 
counting 
Ao = Activity of the particular isotope at the time of 
leaving the reactor 
ý= Decay constant of the isotope in question 
Time elapse between leaving the reactor and counting. 
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The concentration of each trace element in ppm are arrived at 
via the procedure of comparison with the known values in the 
standard as outlined earlier. The SPECT programme analyses the 
spectrum of the standard first and then compares the specific 
activity values determined (and the known element concentration) 
with the specific activity of the samples. 
The concentration of each element identified by SPECT was 
read off the computer print out. Only elements with a low 
percentage error and which occurred in all four separate NAA 
batches (runs) were chosen as discriminants. These were Sm and La 
in the short-life spectrum and Fe, Cs, Co, Eu, Ce, Hf, Cr and Tb 
in the long-life spectrum. The results in PPM are shown in 
Appendix 5. 
3.3.5 Normalisation of the Data 
The raw ppm data exhibits considerable variation, even in 
groups of samples know to be from the same source. Such variation 
is a reflection of both the random and systematic errors which 
occur in NAA and from variability in composition of the source. 
Flux is known to vary over the length of the irradiation 
container. Quartz, if present in large amounts, will cause 
dilution effects and weighing errors may be present. Most of the 
bricks and tiles analysed by NAA were relatively fine grained, but 
certain fabric groups, such as the sandy tiles produced by the 
Sixth Legion at York, may have been influenced by dilution 
effects. 
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In order to eliminate some of the errors affecting the raw 
data, the results were internally normalised. This is achieved 
through dividing the ppm of each element in the sample by the 
Scandium content of the sample. Scandium is used as an 'internal 
standard' because it does not vary greatly in concentration 
between samples, it can be determined with good accuracy, and it 
is present in both the short-life and long-life spectrum and in 
the standards. The concentration of this internal standard in a 
sample will reflect the flux variations to which it was subject. 
Thus, 'normalising the other element concentrations to an internal 
standard will produce relative values which are independent of 
flux variations. This procedure will also account for any errors 
in weighing and errors in the measured irradiation, lapse and 
counting times. 
The normalised data is listed in Appendix 5. It is this data 
which is used in the statistical analysis of the result discussed 
in Chapter 4. 
3.3.6 Abnormal Element Concentrations 
A number of samples had elements with unusually high and low 
concentrations. Frequently these were coupled with high 
percentage errors. Four elements in the long-life spectrum show 
consistently higher than average percentage errors. These errors 
were restricted to the samples from the tileworks at Grimescar. 
Most samples had Tb and Ta concentrations with percentage errors 
of 5-9%, whilst the majority of Sb and Rb values in the same 
samples had percentage errors of 10% and above. Somewhat 
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surprisingly one of the standards had Sb, Rb and Tf values with 
percentage errors of 5-9%. 
A number of NAA samples had individual element concentrations 
which were abnormal, but the remaining element concentrations were 
as expected. Two sandy fabric tiles from Dalton Parlours villa 
had abnormally low Fe concentrations (samples 38 and 42), with 
percentage errors over 20%. These had to be excluded from the 
analysis and an average value for the group substituted instead. 
A slightly different average value was used in both samples. All 
the samples where average values had to be substituted are listed 
below: 
Element and Substituted Average Group Value 
(normalised to Scandium) 
Short Life Long Life 
ple No. La Sm Fe Eu Hf 
37 - 3613 
41 - 3612 - 
43 ---0.115 
50 - 0.41 
62 2.98 0.43 
64 --0.113 - 
66 - 0.409 
Substitution of average values is only possible where all the 
samples belonging to a particular group are known. There was 
little difficulty in this respect for samples 50,62,64 and 66 
95 
which all came from archaeologically defined groups. The problem 
lay with samples 37,41 and 43 all of which came from Dalton 
Parlours. Samples 37 and 41 belong to a distinctly sandy fabric 
group, whilst sample 43 belongs to a fine fabric group. 
Unfortunately, not all the other tiles from the site could be 
placed into a fabric group, either on a visual examination of the 
fabric or on the basis of their NAA results. This meant that the 
number of samples in eachýfabric group could not be determined 
beforehand, and thus average group values could not be calculated. 
To overcome this difficulty cluster analysis (discussed in Chapter 
4.1) was undertaken on all samples with the exception of numbers 
37,41 and 43. This enabled all remaining Dalton Parlours tiles 
to be placed into three compositional groups. Based on these 
groupings, average values could now be substituted into samples 
37,41 and 43 according to their respective fabric types. 
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CHAPTER 4 
DATA ANALYSIS 
Three methods of data treatment were used for both the thin 
section grain size data and the results of NAA. Cluster analysiss 
principal components analysis and discriminant analysis. The 
grain size results were slightly modified by grouping all the 
quartz grains above 0.105 mm into a single category. This was 
felt to be valid as very few grain size categories above 0.105 mm 
had any quartz grains present. In addition, few of these larger 
size categories had more than two grains (1.3% of the total). All 
the normallsed NAA data was used in the data analysis. This 
included the average group values discussed in Chapter 3.3.6. 
4.1 Cluster Analysis 
Cluster analysis was undertaken using the CLUSTAN IC package 
developed by Wishart (1978). The data used in the analysis was 
standardised as recommended by Everitt (1974: 48) and Wishart 
(1978: 14) among others. Standardization of the data set 
eliminates bias towards variables of greater magnitude, and 
ensures that each variable is equally weighted. The only problem 
with standardization is that it may have a serious diluting effect 
on the variables which are the best discriminators between groups 
(Everitt, 1974: 49). Standardization was carried out by the 
CLUSTAN package itself using the following formula: 
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X+ij = 
-(x,. i - 
X. ) jl- 
s. d. j 
where: X+ij is the standardised score for element j in the ith 
sample. 
xij is the concentration of element j in the ith sample. 
Yj is the mean value of concentration for variable j over 
all samples. 
s. d. j is the standard deviation for variable J. 
The hierarchical cluster analysis technique was chosen for 
analysis of the data. This involves initially treating every 
individual sample as a cluster. In step one the two samples which 
are closest (most similar) are joined. In step two this is 
repeated, the two closest clusters are again grouped. This 
continues until all the separate clusters are reduced to one 
single cluster which incorporates all the samples analysed. The 
end product is a dendrogram showing the successive fusion of 
individuals. Different methods of hierarchical cluster analysis 
arise because of the different ways of defining distance (or 
similarity) between an individual and a group containing several 
individuals, or between groups of individuals. 
The success or otherwise of various methods of cluster 
analysis are discussed by Hawkin (1977). She looked at eight 
methods. Nearest-neighbour, furthest-neighbour, centroid,, median, 
group average, Ward's method, Lance-Williams Flexible and 
McQuitty's Similarity Analysis.. The intention was to see which 
'worked best' to discriminate data from two kiln sources of 
Saxo-Norman pottery, Norwich and Thetford. According to Hawkin 
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(1977: 111) "as far as this data set was concerned... Ward's method 
was outstanding in producing the desired result". It is Ward's 
method which is used in this present study. 
In Ward's method, at each step of the analysis the sum of the 
squared deviations of every point from the centroid of the cluster 
is calculated (the error sum of squares, ESS). The two clusters 
which are joined are those whose fusion results in the smallest 
increase in the ESS (Everitt, 1974: 15). The ESS is given by: 
2 
ESS 
2 
where Xi is the value of the ith individual in a series of n 
variables. 
Ward's method was used with the Euclidean distance as the 
dissimilarity coefficient where the distance between two 
objects/groups 1 and j is Dij which is given by: 
n 
Dij (Xik - Xjk )2 
2 
k=I 
where Xik is the value of the kth variable for the ith sample. 
Xjk is the value of the kth variable for the jth sample. 
The summation is over a series of n variables (Everitt, 
1974: 56). 
The results from cluster analysis must be treated with a 
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certain degree of caution. A number of clustering methods, 
including Ward's method, are biased towards finding spherical 
clusters. Although spherical clusters are likely to be the most 
common, data sets may well contain clusters of other shapes which 
may not be detected. The most serious problem with cluster 
analysis is deciding the 'realness' of the clusters. It is 
sometimes difficult to decide from the dendrogram the number of 
clusters which are valid. The number of groups is normally taken 
from the final level of clustering before a large jump in the 
coefficient, but clearly "more work is needed on quantitative 
methods of assessing the formal significance of clusters" 
(Everitt, 1974: 88). 
The main advantage of cluster analysis is that it provides a 
clear viiual display of the interrelationship between large 
numbers of samples. The validity of, the results can be checked by 
the use of other multivariate techniques. Data used in cluster 
analysis may be displayed visually in a variety of ways; for 
example, bivariate scattergrams or univariate histograms (Everitt, 
1983: 252). If these do not exhibit any clustered structure then 
it is unlikely that clustering is the best form of analysis. 
- As a check on the validity of the results obtained from 
cluster analysis, the data used in cluster analysis was used in 
principal components analysis. Principal components analysis was 
chosen as this is one of the options using the CLUSTAN IC 
package. 
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4.2 Principal Components Analysis 
a 
The purpose of principal components analysis is to find a 
new, and usually smaller set of variables which are linearly 
related to the older set and are uncorrelated. These variables 
may be depicted as a set of orthogonal axes originating at the 
centroid of the data points. The first new axis is along the 
direction of the greatest spread of data points, the second along 
the direction of greatest remaining spread and so on. These new 
axes are known as coinponents (Doran and Hodson, 1975: 190). 
The principal components are derived from a matrix of 
coefficients correlating the subjects (samples) which may be 
depicted as points in Euclidean space. The first component 
accounts for the highest proportion of the total variance of the 
data, the remaining components can usually accommodate all the 
data points with very little distortion. The remaining components 
can be ignored since the portion of the variance accounted for by 
these discarded components is likely to be insignificant to the 
data set as a whole. This may have the beneficial effect of 
eliminating 'noise' from the data. 
In addition to the components themselves loadings are 
calculated for each variable on each component, expressing the 
relationship between the old and new axes. These loadings are 
used to calculate coefficients from which estimates of factor 
scores may be obtained for individual samples. These estimates of 
factor scores are obtained with respect to each factor (or 
component) for each sample. 
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The principal components analysis of the CLUSTAN package 
produces two-dimentional plots of the data set. These consist of 
principal components I and 2,1 and 3,2 and 3. The plotting of 
the first two original components provided the most useful 
information, and it is these which are used in the results 
sections. The results of principal components analysis provide a 
useful check on the results of cluster analysis. It is one of the 
methods by which it is possible to check whether the clusters 
arrived at by cluster analysis do actually occur in the data set. 
4.3 Discriminant Analysis 
Discriminant analysis was performed using the DISCRIMINANT 
option of the SPSS package developed by Me et. al. (1975). The 
object of discriminant analysis is to distinguish statistically 
between two or more groups of data. These groups have to be 
determined before analysis can proceed. Each group is 
distinguished by means of a collection of discriminating 
variables. In this case the data from grain size analysis and 
NAA. The mathametical objective of discriminant analysis is to 
weight and linearly combine the discriminating variables in such a 
way that the groups are forced to be as statistically distinct as 
possible (Klecka, 1975: 435). This is achieved by forming one or 
more linear combinations of the discriminating variables. These 
Idiscriminant functions' take the form: 
Di - dil ZI + di2 Z2 . .............. dip Zp 
where Di is the score on the discriminant function i, the d's are 
weighted coefficients and the Z's are the standardised 
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values of the p discriminating variables used in the 
analysis. 
The DRISCRIMINANT package contains methods of determining the 
success with which discriminating functions can distinguish 
between groups. It can also identify the most and least useful 
discrimin ating functions. The first few functions generally 
account for the majority of the total variance between groups. 
Another advantage of discriminant analysis is that it can assess 
how many cases (individual samples) in the original data set are 
correctly classified by the variables being used. When the 
classification disagrees with the actual group membership, the 
case is assigned to the group with the highest probability of 
membership and the new group number is given. 
In addition to listing the group number of each individual 
case, the DISCRIHINANT output lists for each case the probability 
that a member of the predicted group would be as far from the 
centrold as the case being considered, P (X/G), and the 
probability of group membership on which the classification was 
based, P (GIX). A group centrold is produced by averaging the 
scores-! from the functions for the cases within a particular group. 
The second highest group probability is also reported if it 
exceeds 0.0005 (0.05%) and the group number isgiven. 
The most useful probability is P(X/G) since if this value is 
small this indicates the possibility that the case might not 
belong to the group in which it is located, although it is closer 
to that particular group than any other. The P(X/G) value is also 
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of use when ungrouped data is included in the analysis for 
comparison with known groups. Any ungrouped cases are classified 
on the basis of a comparison between their scores in the 
discriminant functions and the group centrolds. Each unknown is 
assigned to the group whose centrold best compares with the 
discriminant score of the unknown. Whether the unknown actually 
belong to the group assigned, or whether it was only allocated 
because that particular group was the closest depends on the 
P(X/G) value. The higher the P(X/G) the more likelihood an 
unknown sample belongs to the group to which it has been 
allocated. A low P(X/G), on the other hand, suggests that an 
unknown sample belongs to none of the groups to which it is being 
compared. 
If only two groups are being studied the results of 
discriminant analysis are in the form of a histogram. More than 
two groups and the results are presented as a two dimensional plot 
of discriminant scores defined by the first two discriminating 
functions. On each plot the group centroids are plotted together 
with the samples allocated to each group. Such plots are useful 
as it is possible to see the amount of overlap, if any, between 
designated groups. I 
The strength of discriminating analysis ties in the fact that 
it will find the best separation possible for the groups entered 
into the analysis. Using the discriminant scores and other 
statistical information it is possible to determine whether the 
groups are valid. The major weakness of the technique is that all 
ungrouped cases will be fitted into one of the pre-defined groups. 
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This ignores the possibility that unknown samples might belong to 
an undefined group. The other problem with discriminant analysis, 
particularly when used in archaeology, is defining valid groupings 
in the first place. It is not certain on occasions if the 
designated group is actually one group, or an amalgam of more than 
one group. For example, all medieval roof tiles from York were 
treated as a single group, but two samples of thicker glazed 
tiles, separated out from many of the other roof tiles analysed 
(Chapter 11.1). This would suggest that the medieval roof tile 
group may be an amalgam of two separate fabric groups. It follows 
from this that the best discrimination will normally be achieved 
when it is certain all cases belong to the groups defined. 
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CHAPTER 5 
ROMAN YORK AND THE SURROUNDING AREA 
5.1 The History of Roman York 
The origin of the brick and tile industry of York can be 
traced back to the establishment of a tile works by the Roman 
Ninth Legion in the city. The Ninth Legion was one of the four 
Legions involved in the conquest of Britain in AD 43 in the reign 
of the Emperor Claudius (Frere, 1978: 78). By the year AD 47 Roman 
rule had been extended to a line from the Severn to the Humber. 
The area to the north, according to Ptolemy, was in the territory 
of the Brigantes. The Brigantes were a loose confederacy of local 
native tribes rather than a single tribe. During this period the 
Brigantes were kept quiet by an alliance with their queen 
Cartimandua supplemented by Roman money. This delicate situation 
was upset when the queen's main rival, her husband Venutius seized 
power in AD 69-70, and drove Cartimandua into exile (Frere, 
1978: 116-7). This resulted in a confederation of tribes now under 
a leader hostile to Roman rule. In these circumstances the 
decision to advance northwards became inevitable. 
In the spring of AD 71, Q. Petillius Cerialls arrived in 
Britain to take over governorship from Veltius Bolanus (AD 68-71). 
It is Cerialis who is credited with establishing the legionary 
base at York when he moved the Ninth Legion there from Lincoln in 
the year AD 71. York became a key base for the invasion of 
Brigantian territory. There is', however, evidence that Roman 
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troops may have been stationed at York before the arrival of 
Cerialis. A large number of Claudian bronze coins have been found 
at York together with apparent Claudian pottery (VCH, 1961: 322). 
Excavations within the fortress at Blake Street have revealed 
pits, ditches and postholes containing Flavian pottery of the 
AD 60's. These features were not on the alignment of the later 
fortress and possibly indicate pre-legionary activity (Addyman, 
1981: 110). 
The legionary fortress at York occupies a site of great 
strategic importance. It is located on a glacial moraine, north 
of the Ouse, which forms a low but substantial natural causeway 
across a wide and marshy valley (Fig. 8). The fortress is 
situated at the junction of the rivers Ouse and Foss, the tidal 
Ouse providing a means of water transport to the east coast. In 
plan the first fortress was rectangular with rounded corners and 
covered 50 acres (RCHM, 1962: 5). The Roman name for York was 
Eboracum, or Eburacum, which was a corruption of Eburacon, the 
original Celtic name for the site (Ramm, 1979: 6). 
Excavation had built up a fairly detailed picture of the 
development of the fortress defences. First. century defences have 
been found on three sides. The earliest defences consisted of a 
rapidly constructed earth bank and ditch, the bank being faced 
with turves. A date of c. AD 71-2 seems likely for these 
defensive works. During Agricola's governorship (AD 78-84) a more 
permanent character was given to the defences. The first rampart 
was levelled and another bank was constructed above comprising of 
a foundation of closely laid wood planks (Ramm, 1979: 11). At 
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Figure 8: Roman York. 
Davygate a palisade surmounted the bank which was occupied by a 
timber tower and had a double ditch at the front. The pottery 
sealed beneath the rampart and timber tower was early to mid 
Flavian in date. Excavations at Internal Tower SE5 revealed 
another timber tower contemporary with the Davygate example (RCHM, 
1962: 7). From the position of the known towers, it is possible to 
deduce that there are likely to have been ten timber towers along 
the south-west front. Fragments of timber-framed buildings of 
this period have been found occasionally within the fortress. Set 
into the back of the Ist century ramparts were cooking ovens, 
presumably sited away from the timber buildings to prevent the 
risk of fire. In Davygate the tiled floor of an oven, 10ft in 
diameter and centred 30ft from the inner face of the fortress 
wall, was uncovered. On the north-west side a clay oven, probably 
marking the back of an early rampart, has been excavated. This 
was floored with tiles stamped by the Ninth Legion. Another Ninth 
Legion stamped tile was discovered in an oven excavated behind 
York public library in 1925 (RCHM, 1962: 7,43-4). 
A building inscription dated AD107-8 implies that the 
south-east gate was being rebuilt in stone at this date. Evidence 
from elsevhere suggests that around this time the timber defences 
were being replaced by stone towers and by a stone wall. An 
alternative suggestion is that only the towers and gates were 
replaced in stone whilst the stone curtain wall is of Hadrianic 
date (VCH, 1961: 325). Certainly some building in stone took place 
in the Hadrianic period but it is not certain where. No doubt the 
original wooden structures were nearing the end of their useful 
life. The rebuilding in stone during this period is matched at 
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other military sites in Britain. At 
already begun in AD 100, and at Ches 
AD 102 (Salway, 1981: 163). All this 
consolidation of the three legionary 
in the first half of Trajan's reign. 
Caerleon the process had 
ter it was in progress after 
seems to be part of a general 
fortresses of Roman Britain 
The same process of 
reconstruction is also seen at various auxiliary forts. 
A second major change occurred during this period. The Ninth 
Legion were replaced in York by the Sixth Legion. The exact date 
and nature of the transfer is a matter of controversy. What is 
known for certain is that Ninth was still in residence in York in 
AD 107-8. The date when the Sixth Legion was first stationed at 
York is not known, but it would be difficult to prove that it was 
before about AD 130. 
Whether the Sixth Legion was brought over specifically for 
the Hadrianic wall project or as a replacement for the Ninth is 
uncertain. The conventional view is that the Sixth come over from 
Lower Germany with Platorius Nepos who was appointed governor of 
Britain in AD 122 (RCHM, 1962: XXXII). At about the same time, or 
perhaps a little later, the Ninth was transfered to Nijmegen in 
Holland. The presence of the Legion at Nijmegen is indicated by a 
Ninth Legion stamped tile fragment, LEGVIIII (with some 
abbreviation of Hispana) and an inscribed mortarium rim (Wright, 
1978: 381). The legion was later sent East where it is thought to 
have perished either in Judaea in AD 132-5 or later still (Frere, 
1978: 162). 
Before its departure to the continent tile stamps indicate 
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that the legion could have been intending to transfer to a new 
base at Carlisle (Salway, 1981: 174). It is possible that at least 
for a short while both the Ninth and the Sixth Legions worked on 
the construction of Hadrian's Wall. The absence of any mention of 
the Ninth Legion could be explained if they worked on the 
turf-wall section where building records were in timber (Frere, 
1978: 161). Whatever the correct explanation, the presence of 
Ninth Legion stamped tile at Carlisle suggests that the legion, or 
a substantial proportion of it, was located there at some period 
before its departure. 
The withdrawal of troops from Britain in AD 196 by the 
governor Albinus to support his ill-fated claim to the imperial 
throne is thought to have lead to the devastation of the North by 
tribes from Central and Northern Scotland. As a result of the 
AD 197 uprising the Trajanic walls at York were supposedly badly 
damaged, necessitating their reconstruction under the emperor 
Severus. Whatever the extent of damage in Northern England during 
this time, there is no evidence to support the theory that the 
defences at York were reconstructed because of hostile action. 
Inside the fortress two pairs of stone barracks identified in 
Davygate belong to this period of reconstruction (RCHM, 
1962: XXXIII). The reconstruction of the defences in the late 2nd 
or early 3rd centuries was done in sections by separate working 
parties. At the east corner an inscription on one of the facing 
stones records the work of the Tenth Cohort (VCH, 1961: 327). The 
rebuilding work at this time may be connected with administrative 
changes undertaken by the emperor Severus. During this period 
Roman Britain was split into two provinces. York became capital 
of the northern province, Britannia Inferior (Todd, 1981: 180-1). 
The forts at Ilkley, Bowes, Binchester and Brough-under-Stanmore 
were also rebuilt during this period. 
The final phase of fortress wall rebuilding work at York has 
again been attributed to the need to rebuild the defences after 
their destruction by tribesmen from the North who broke through 
the wall and devastated Northern England. This is supposed to 
have occurred in AD 296, or slightly later (RCHM, 1962: XXXIII). 
Although some at least of the forts on the wall were damaged by 
fire about this time, there is little evidence for damage south of 
the Wall (Frere, 1978: 382). York has produced no evidence of such 
an attack. The rebuilding can best be explained by the repair 
work necessitated by natural decay since the reconstruction under 
the emperor Severus. The new fortress wall was similar to the old 
except that the facing was bonded to the core by tile lacing five 
courses deep (Fig. 9). There was also a tile cornice (Ramm, 
1979: 12). A number or buildings previously encroaching on to the 
rampart were demolished and sealed by a new bank. On the south- 
west front were constructed two vast angle towers together with 
six polYgonal fronted internal towers. The western corner 
tower still survives to a height of 19 feet. Excavations by YAT 
of internal tower SW5 revealed a massive polygonal fronted masonry 
tower (Sumpter and Coll, 1977). Traditionally, the rebuilding has 
been attributed to Constantius I who arrived in Britain in AD 296. 
The best we can say with certainty is that it is later than 
AD 270, since coins of Claudius II and Tetricus Senior have been 
found sealed in the associated rampart, whilst pottery from the 
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Figure 9: Roman bricks used as a bonding course 
in the fortress wall, Museum Gardens, York. 
Figure 10: Roman tile tombs, Yorkshire Museum 
collection, showing use of tegulae, 
imbrices and half box flue tile. 
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ditch in the Museum Gardens suggests that the defences were 
established by a date in the early 4th century (RCHM, 1962: 10). 
Various reasons have been proposed to account for the massive 
rebuilding of the south-west front. The reason may have been 
prestigious or commemorative, or it may have been seen as added 
protection against possible raiders from the Ouse (Sumpter and 
Coll, 1977: 89). Whatever the answer, the rebuilding work clearly 
shows the importance attached to the military fortress at York. 
Other forts in Northern Britain were also extensively rebuilt 
around the beginning of the 4th century. New forts were 
constructed at Piercebridge, Newton Kyme and perhaps at Elslack 
(Frere, 1978: 384). 
In contrast to the fortifications, much less is known about 
the development of internal buildings. The headquarters building 
under the Minster has been excavated by York Minster Excavation 
Group but the results are not yet published. The internal 
buildings, like the fortress itself, were rebuilt in stone in the 
early 2nd century. Buildings of this period have been found built 
into the rampart on the north-west side. At St. Sampson's Square 
I stables belonging to a small cavalry attachment were located. The 
roof of the stables was covered by red ceramic tile (VCH, 
1961: 326). Excavations at St. Sampson's Square have also 
uncovered the remains of an early 4th century bath-building. The 
cold plunge bath had a floor of tiles bedded in concrete. One 
tile had a Sixth Legion stamp whilst the rest had Ninth Legion 
stamps. Destruction debris from the bath house included box-tiles 
from wall flues and fragments of ceramic roofing tile. The wall 
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construction was similar to that of the last major defensive wall 
rebuild, and the two could be contemporary (RCHM, 1962: 42). 
Excavations in Church Street revealed a Roman sewer system, 
and a part of a bath-building, although a link between the two 
could not be established with any certainty. The bath-building 
may be part of the same legionary bath complex found in St. 
Sampson's Square nearby (Whitwell, 1976: 48). A similar sewer was 
excavated at York Minster serving the principia (Addyman, 
1981: 110). 
York, like many other military sites developed an extensive 
civilian settlement outside the fortress walls. South of the 
Ouse, buildings first appeared along the main south-west road 
leading to Tadcaster (Ramm, 1976: 38). By the middle of the 2nd 
century the settlement had spread some distance north-west of the 
main road and south-west of the river. Initially the buildings 
were of wooden construction. The extent of town growth is 
difficult to determine but burials in the Old Baile area, near 
Skeldergate Bridge, and under the medieval rampart to the 
north-west show that both sites were at or near the then limits of 
the Roman town (Ramm, 1979: 17). 
The Bishophill area to the south-east of the Tadcaster road 
was not reached by expanding occupation until the 2nd century. 
Here was located a series of structures ranging in date from the 
2nd to the 4th century, uncovered during excavations in 1964. 
Broken tile, along with stone rubble, was used in the foundation 
trenches of the pre 4th century buildings. The 4th century house 
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had a tiled roof and box flue tiles were used in the heating 
system (Ramm, 1976: 39,42). More recent excavations in the 
Bishophill area by YAT revealed a scatter of post-holes which was 
interpreted as the beginnings of sporadic settlement along the 
hillside in the 2nd century. There then followed the construction 
of a massive artificial terrace probably around the end of the 2nd 
century. This seems to have extended the whole length of the town 
parallel to the river. A stone terrace retaining wall was 
discovered by Ramm (1976: 36-7) in the Bishophill area. The 
massive terrace supported the development of large stone 
structures (Carver et. al., 1978: 38-8). At nearby Skeldergate a 
lower terrace was located. Again this served as a platform for 
later stone buildings. A sequence of seven roads, adjacent to the 
river, was also revealed, dating from the Ist to the 4th 
centuries. The last four roads, of 3rd and 4th century date, were 
flanked by either a stone wall or ditch running along the road 
parallel to the rivero Whether this was part of the defences of 
the town is not known (Carver et. alo, 1978: 4). 
The massive artificial terrace may have been part of an 
extensive town planning scheme carried out under the authority of 
a municiplum, or represent the foundations of the Colonia 
(Ottaway, 1984: 62). The earliest date at which the settlement 
south of the river is known to have achieved the status of a 
Colonia is AD 237. The granting of Colonia. status may have 
occurred at the beginning of the 3rd century when the emperor 
Severus was resident in York. However, in Aurelius Victor's 
description of Severus' death at York in AD 211, he describes the 
city as a municiplum (Wacher, 1974: 156). If this is correct then 
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the civilian settlement at York seems to gain independance as a 
municipium before being granted Colonia status (Salway, 
1981: 582). 
At its greatest extent the Colonia seems to have extented 
from the river to the medieval walls north of Micklegate and 
covered at least 50 acres. The Colonia is now known, to have been 
walled. The defences, of unknown date, probably correspond 
approximately to the medieval defensive circuit. However, this 
has only been proved on the north-west side, and even here the two 
appear to diverge towards the west corner of the walls. Roman 
occupation is known outside the medieval walls, notably along the 
road to the south-west and at Clementhorpe (Ottaway, 1984: 57). 
The street plan was probably a close grid, although not a great 
deal is known about the 3rd century buildings. Houses seem to 
have had limestone walls with timber upper storeys with roofs of 
ceramic tile, or somýtlmes stone. Considerable rebuilding seems 
to have taken place in the 4th century (Ramm, 1979: 18-9). 
Situated somewhere in the city is the site of the imperial 
palace. A domus palatina is mentioned in the biography of Severus 
who resided in York between AD 208-211. The positionof the 
palace is not known with any certainty but fragments of very large 
buildings have been found in the area of the old railway station 
(Wacher, 1974: 156). This could perhaps mark the site of the 
palace. 
Civilian settlement developed north-east of the Ouse, 
particularly on the north-west and south-east sides of the 
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fortress. Few remains of this settlement have been excavated, but 
outside the south corner of the fortress industrial, commercial 
and ci vil buildings seem to have been rapidly established early in 
the Roman occupation. Remains of wharves have been discovered 
along the river Foss. A massive structure found at Hungate has 
been interpreted as the base of a derrick or crane for the loading 
and unloading of heavy goods from cargo vessels (Ramm, 1979: 20). 
This area continued to be heavily occupied until the 4th century 
(Addyman, 1981: 110). 
On the north-east bank of the Ouse a granary was constructed 
as early as c-AD 75. This had to be rebuilt after a disastrous 
pest infestation (Addyman, 1981: 111). At Coppergate the first 
buildings to occupy the site were of timber but these were later 
replaced by substantial stone structures (Hall, 1984: 19,21). 
North-west of the fortress, in Gillygate, timber buildings were in 
existence by the Ist and 2nd centuries (Addyman, 1981: 111). 
The building of wharves on the Foss was necessitated by 
York's involvement in both local and overseas trade. York was a 
thriving river port directly linked by the Ouse and the Humber to 
the North Sea. The army largely controlled its own supplies and 
organised the transportation of goods in and out of the fortress. 
Barge traffic using navigable rivers like the Ouse and Trent, and 
the use of canals such as the Car and Foss Dykes, allowed trade to 
penetrate far inland. Occasionally the names of merchants are 
known. A wealthy freedman, M. Aurelius Lunarls was shipping 
direct from York to Bordeaux in AD 237, his return cargo probably 
being wine or olive oil. L. Viduclus Placidus, a citizen of 
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Rouen, describes himself as a merchant trading with Britain. A 
dedication to him dated AD 221, found at Clementhorpe (Ottaway, 
1984: 62) indicates a prosperous commerce between York and the 
Rhine estuary in the early 3rd century. The river at York also 
carried inland traffic. Pennine gritstone was sent down the River 
and Tadcaster limestone was shipped to York using the Whalf and 
the Ouse (Ramm, 1979: 20-1). York was also an important central 
point on the Roman road network. 
Debris from the manufacture of jet objects, as well as 
unfinished objects, has been found on the site of the present 
railway station. Jet, sought after in the Roman world for its 
supposed magical qualities, was probably collected from the coast 
near Whitby (Wacher, 1974: 168). Carved jet objects travelled 
widely in Britain and were exported to the Rhineland. Another 
major industry which seems to have developed in York was the 
growing of flax and the production of linen. Gypsum burials have 
shown that linen was used for wrapping up bodies before burial 
(Wacher, 1974: 171). Bishophill has produced evidence for bronze 
and iron working in the late second century (Ramm, 1976: 39). 
outside York, in the area known as the Mount, an area of 
building debris possibly from a stone masons yard has been 
located. The debris was found in four pits which contained among 
other things wall plaster, many worked gritstones, stone roofing 
slates, and roof tiles stamped LEGVI. One pit was filled with 
stone chipping (RCHM, 1962: 63). The debris may represent the work 
of the tomb carver who worked at the Roman cemetery situated at 
the Mount. The roof tiles could have been intended to be used in 
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the construction of burial tombs. 
Throughout most of the 4th century the evidence suggests that 
York continued to enjoy considerable prosperity. The fortress 
continued to serve as a key military base in Northern England 
throughout the Roman occupation. When Roman Britain was divided 
into four provinces in the 4th century York became capital of 
Britannia secunda. The military presence undoubtedly played a 
large part in the continuing prosperity of the civilian 
population. A substantial Roman house in the suburbs of 
Clementhorpe flourished well into the late 4th century. At 
Bishophill, the 4th century building excavated in 1964 shows 
additions and repairs, one of which cannot be earlier than the 
last quarter of the 4th century (Ramm, 1976: 45). In contrast, in 
the 5th century there is hardly any archaeological record at all 
(Addyman, 1981: 111). Ramm postulated this was due to a rise in 
sea level which flooded the lower area of the city. Doubt has 
been raised as to whether this flooding actually took place. 
Nowhere on the Coppergate site was there any identifiable flood 
deposits (Brinklow, 1984b: 25), nor were such deposits encountered 
during excavations at Rougler Street (Ottoway, 1984: 33). 
The end of Roman York seems relatively sudden. There is 
little evidence to suggest the extended survival of Romano-British 
culture as happened in such towns as Verulamium and Cirencester 
(Wacher, 1974: 177). 
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5.2 The Roman Tile Industry of York 
Considerable evidence of military tile production has come to 
light from the Peaseholm Green area of the city. William Hargrove 
reported in 1836 that many Roman tiles had been found in the 
churchyard of St. Cuthberts, Peaseholm Green, some stamped LEG IX 
HISP. He went on to say "from the manner in which they (the 
tiles) were piled one upon another, it is conjectured a place for 
the making had been formed there" (Hargrove, 1818: 346-7). The 
area between the city walls and St. Cuthberts churchyard, in the 
garden of the Borthwick Institute, has been extensively studiedýby 
York Excavation Group. Excavations revealed three heaps of debris 
from the clearance of both tile and pottery kilns and included 
definite tile kiln wasters. The debris had been dumped into what 
was believed to have been an abandoned clay pit, 
The bulk of the material was brick and tile, mostly broken, 
and included nine tiles with legionary stamps, all of the type LEG 
IX HISP. The debris may represent the clearing out of the kilns 
by the Sixth Legion on their arrival at York. Included in with 
the tile and pottery debris were vitrified pieces of kiln wall and 
kiln furniture (King, 1976: 213). From the evidence uncovered at 
the Borthwick Institute there seems little doubt that the Ninth 
Legion were operating both pottery and tile kilns somewhere in the 
immediate area. 
Three types of pottery were produced at the legionary kilns. 
So-called York 'Legionary ware', a cream pustular ware, and a fine 
orange ware usually with burnished surfaces (King, 1976: 213). A 
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number of legionary ware samples from the Borthwick Institute kiln 
site were thin sectioned. The pottery contained a scatter of 
subangular quartz grains, fragments of fairly coarse sandstone, 
flecks of mica, and a small amount of limestone and flint (or 
chert). A single sherd of grey-ware from the Borthwick Institute 
was also thin sectioned. This was similar to the legionary ware 
sherds, but lacked inclusions of sandstone and limestone, and had 
a slightly different quartz grain size distribution (Williams, 
1979b). The range of inclusion types is very similar to that 
encountered in the Roman tile from the legionary kilns. From 
Williams' description it would seem that the same, or at least a 
similar, clay source was used for both tile and pottery 
manufacture. 
To the north-west at the nearby site of Ebor Brewery, in 
Aldwark, excavations revealed a road whose foundations were 
largely composed of waste material from tile making. Kiln debris 
was commonly met with at all Roman phases, and here too both 
pottery and tile wasters were encountered. Two overfired tiles 
had stamps of the Sixth Legion (Interim, 2.2: 7). The available 
evidence suggests that tile making shifted north-westwards towards 
the fortress wall with the take over by the Sixth Legion. 
During the summer of 1926 traces of walling and numerous 
potsherds were discovered at the brick works at New Earswick. ' 
Excavation in 1926'-28 by Corder revealed a large fragment of 
roofing tile and several bricks, one bearing part of a Sixth 
Legion stamp. The presence of this legionary tile on the site of 
a clay pit led to the suggestion that the place had been a tilery 
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operated by the Sixth legion (Corder, 1929). 
no evidence to support this view. No wasters 
the presence of a legionary stamped tile does 
had any connection with the military. Later, 
the area was more likely to be a small-holdin 
settlement on an agricultural site (Sessions, 
There is, however, 
were uncovered and 
not mean the site 
Corder agreed that 
g, or a labourers 
1972: 11). 
A graffito scored on a tile by a workman's finger, whilst the 
clay was still moist, records the existence of a collegiumin York. 
Collegia are associations probably of merchants or craftsmen, and 
are known at five sites in Roman Britain. The actual trade 
is 
only specified at Chichester were a guild of smiths 
is recorded 
(Salway, 1981: 659). The York graffito tile came from a cemetery 
north-west of the fortress and suggests the existence of a burial 
club (Wacher, 1974: 174). The guild members subscriptions 
entitled themý among other things, to a decent burial at the 
guild's expense. If the workman who inscribed the message was the 
same person who made the tile, then this may perhaps suggest the 
existence of a tilersguild or association. 
During the 3rd and 4th century the practise of cremation was 
replaced by inhumation in large stone coffins, wooden 
iron-bound 
1ý 
coffins, lead coffins, or graves without coffins 
(VCH, 1961: 331). 
Brick and tiles were also frequently used in inhumation burials. 
Tombs built of roofing tile and brick have been uncovered from a 
number of Roman cemeteries around York. Ralph Thoresby describes 
the finding of a Roman tile tomb by the river Ouse outside Bootham 
Bar in 1696. The tomb was of brick and from the description would 
appear to have been covered by tegulae (Roman roof tiles). These 
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tegulae evidently had nail holes as Thoresby says "at the end of 
each tile is a hole that would receive a common slate pin". The 
tegulae had cut-aways in the normal position and a "character 8 
imprest upon the clay by the Sandapilarius's finger before its 
backing" (Thoresby in Drake, 1736: 64). The latter is undoubtedly 
a signature mark. Tegulae of this description were found covering 
a brick-walled tile tomb in the vicinity of York railway station 
booking hall during the last century. This tile tomb'Is now 
preserved in the Yorkshire Museum. - 
The Roman cemetery, north-west of the medieval walls at 
Micklegate, has produced a number of tile tombs both with Sixth 
and Ninth Legion stamped tile. Sixth Legion tile tombs have been 
found at Lawrence Street, Dringhouses and Baile Hill (RCHM, 
1962: 56-7). Bricks were used in the construction of burial 
vaults. A complete burial vault is preserved under No. 104 The 
Mount, along with its occupant. 
The Yorkshire Museum collection contains a number of tile 
tombs discovered during the last century (Fig. 10). These are 
preserved in the Hospitium in the Museum Gardens. They are 
labelled I to 8 incthe text. The tomb nearest to the door (tomb 
1) is split into two parts, labelled la (the north tomb) and lb 
(the south tomb). These tombs (or tomb) seem to have been 
disarranged at some date, as does tomb 4. Tile tombs 1,2,5 and 
6 are comprised of roof tile. Tomb 3 has both roof tile and half 
box flue tile. Tomb 7, refered to above, has brick walls with a 
capping of roof tile, whilst tomb 8, furthest from the entrance 
door, is composed entirely of brick. 
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Various sites in York are recorded as having produced stamped 
tile. The bath building found in the colonia at Fetter Lane 
contained tiles which had clearly been reused. On the floor of 
one room was a covering of tegulae (roof tile) stamped LEG IX HISP 
with the flanges deliberately cut off. Large square tiles stamped 
LEG VIVIC, along with some round hypocaust tiles, were found 
forming the floor of a'bath or room on the site of the Chapel of 
Lady Hewley's Hospital, again in the colonia. The extra-mural 
settlement in the Museum Gardens, south-west of the fortress, has 
produced several tiles stamped LEG VI SEV retrograde. The tiles 
were associated with a cobbled floor and a wall, both of which 
were overlain by street metalling made after c. AD 260 (RCHM, 1962: 
52,56-7). These tiles are now preserved in theYorkshire Museum. 
At the rear of No. 18 Blossom Street excavations revealed 
five buildings on the site. The first three buildings dating from 
the Ist to the late 2nd century had ceramic tiled roofs, but the 
fourth building on the site, of 3rd century date, was roofed in 
thin stone slates (RCHM, 1962: 63). This need not necessarily 
imply an absence of available ceramic roofing tile. Stone may 
have been chosen because it was thought to provide a more 
effective roof covering. The other possibility, that the of stone 
roofing marked a change in fashion away from the ubiquitous rea 
roofing tile of earlier centuries, can not be ruled out. Tile 
for roof - 
ing must still have been available as witnessed by its use on a 
4th century building at Bishophill (Chapter 5.1). Whether the 
latter were actually of 4th century manufacture or reused earlier 
tile is not known. 
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How long the legionary tile industry operated in York is 
difficult to establish. Tiles stamped LEG VI GOR show that 
legionary tiles were still being produced in the city in the reign 
of Gordiana II in AD 238. Two civilian stamped tiles are also 
known from York, indicating the existence of civilian tile 
production in the area. Neither give any indication as to how 
long tile manufacture continued. The only indication that tile 
production may have continued into the late 3rd or early 4th 
centuries is their use in substantial amounts in the rebuilding of 
the fortress defences during this period. Pottery on the other 
hand came almost exclusively from the rapidly developing East 
Yorkshire potteries by the 4th century (Perrin, 1981: 64-5). The 
frequent reuse of brick and tile makes any determination of the 
length of tile production extremely difficult. 
5.3 Legionary Tile Sites Outside York 
5.3.1 Ninth Legion Tile Sites 
All the sites which have produced Ninth Legion stamped tile, 
with the exception of Dalton Parlours and Castleford, are listed 
by Wright (1978). The majority of sites with Ninth Legion stamped 
tile lie within 63 km of the legionary fortress at York. The only 
exception are the stamped tiles from the Carlisle area, and rather 
surprisingly, a single example from Hilly Wood, Ashton, in 
Northamptonshire. The latter has a die stamp paralleled at York 
and presumably came from the legionary tilery at York itself. 
Three stamp dies, numbered 1-3 in Figure 30 (Wrights 3-5) are 
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found in the Carlisle area and nowhere else. As two die stamps (I 
and 3) have been recovered from Scalesceugh, about 8 km south-east 
of Carlisle, along with the waste debris from tile production, 
there seems little doubt that there were kilns in the area 
(Bellhouse, 1971: 35-9). It has been suggested already (Chapter 
5.1) that the presence of Ninth Legion stamped tile indicates that 
all-, or a substantial proportion of the Ninth Legion was based at 
Carlisle for an unknown period. The Carlisle area stamps differ 
from all other Ninth Legion stamps in having the 9 expressed as 
VIIII rather than IX. VIIII stamped tiles seem to have-been 
manufactured at Scalesceugh in the later years of Trajan's reign 
(AD 98-117), (Richardson, 1973). 
Ninth legion stamped tile has been analysed from the 
following sites. 
Aldborough 
One Ninth legion brick from Leeds Museum has been thin 
sectioned (die type 10). As the accession books were lost during 
the war the provenance of the stamp is uncertain, but it is 
presumed by museum officials to be Aldborough. Another tile' 
definitely from Aldborough is in Liverpool museum, this has a 
Ninth Legion stamp type 11. 
Excavations at Aldborough in 1964 revealed fragments of 
bricks, roof tiles and red fired clay. A few purple and slightly 
distorted pieces may have been kiln wasters (Jones, 1971: 75). The 
Roman town of Aldborough is thought to lie in the same position as 
a yet undetected earlier fort. Military building is implied by 
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the existence of Ninth Legion stamped tile. Moreover there is 
evidence for Flavian occupation, which, if not belonging to the 
fort itself, may have been part of an attached vicus. Scattered 
finds show that the town developed in the later years of the Ist 
century. Later, Aldborough gained the status of civitas capital 
of the Brigantes. Most of the known buildings are of 3rd and 4th 
century date (Charlesworth, 1970,12-3). 
Castleford 
A selection of 23 tiles from Castleford have been analysed, 
both from excavations at the bath-house and the vicus. These 
include four examples with Ninth Legion stamps (Fig. 11) and a 
single example stamped_by the Forth Cohort of the Breucl. The 
Ninth Legion stamps are weathered but all appear to be of die type 
7. 
All the legionary stamped material came from excavations in 
the vicinity of the bath-house. This was situated in an annexe to 
the fort, between the river Aire and the fort (Sumpter, 1984: 83). 
The fort itself had three recognisable phases all within the 
period c. AD 71 to c. AD 95-100, after which the fort was abandoned. 
The bath-house was built after the first fort phase and probably 
dates to the late 70's or early 80's. 
The civilian settlement, the vicus, was established roughly 
at the same time as the first fort, or slightly later. The vicus 
continued after the fort was abandoned until around c. AD 180, as 
did the bath-house. The bath-house had a period of major 
reconstruction, although this has yet to be dated. If the 
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Figure 11: Legionary stamped tile, imported into 
Castleford from the legionary tilery at York. 
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legionary stamps date to the military period of occupation, this 
would indicate a Ist century date. 
I 
Excavations by WYMCCAU have found traces of 3rd and 4th 
century occupation in the fort area but this appears to be 
civilian (WYMCCAU pers. comm. ). 
Dalton Parlours Villa 
During excavations at the Roman villa at Dalton Parlours a 
single fragment of Ninth Legion stamped tile was uncovered. A 
total of 38 tiles were analysed from the site, including the 
stamped example and certain other tiles visually identical in 
fabric to those produced at York. 
The villa at Dalton Parlours overlays the remains of an Iron 
Age farming community. Coins and pottery suggest occupation of 
the villa from the late 2nd to the late 4th century AD. This 
raises the problem of what a tile, no later than c. AD 122 in date, 
is doing at a villa which is significantly younger. 
The legionary stamped tile may be connected to some kind of 
legionary activity in the areae The road system 4 km to-the 
south-east of the villa splits the land into strips. This form of 
land division probably occurred in the early years of the Roman 
occupation of the area (Ramm, 1980: 33-4). This may be part of the 
territorium legionis, which consisted of land assigned to the 
garrison legion in holdings renewable every five years. The 
territorium may even have extended to the Dalton Parlours area 
(Addyman, 1984: 14). 
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The stamped tile from Dalton Parlours is unusual, in that it 
has a split in the stamp die resulting in a bar on the letter 1. 
This is seen on two tiles found at York so a York origin seems 
highly probable on this criterion alone. The tile has been given 
the die number 7A. - 
Doncaster 
Only one Ninth Legion stamped tile has been found at 
Doncaster and this has been thin sectioned. The stamped tile was 
found in the Hadrianic destruction levels of a Flavian building 
within the north-eastern quarter of the fort. The destruction 
level in question can be no earlier than the early 120's on the 
basis of black-burnished ware pottery found-in association 
(T. G. Manby pers. comm. ). Only a small fragment of the stamp 
survives but it is probably die type 7. 
The tile belonged to the early fort on the site. This was 
superceded by a small stone-walled fort initially constructed in 
the late 150's or early 160's (Buckland, 1978: 247). 
Malton 
Only three Ninth legion stamped tiles are known,., from Malton. 
Two tiles have die stamp 13 (Wright's 15), one of which has been 
analysed, whilst the other is die stamp 12 (Wright's 14). The 
tiles were found associated with the Trajanic period (Robinson, 
1978: 6). Neither stamp has been recorded at York. It is possible 
that both stamps are actually different parts of the same die 
stamp. 
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The fort at Malton was probably established by Cerialis, 
although Frere (1978: 117) believes Bolanus (governor of Britian 
AD 68-71) may have been responsible. The fort could have been 
occupied, at least initially, by a vexillation of the Ninth Legion 
(Salway, 1981: 95). This would explain the presence of the 
legionary stamped tile. Agricola reorganised Malton as a cavalry 
fort of some 3.24 ha. The fort seems to have suffered destruction 
and burning not later than the second decade of the 2nd century, 
after which the garrison appears to have been withdrawn. This 
evacuation was short lived, the garrison returning around AD 155 
after which the defences were repaired. The name and charactPr of 
this new garrison is unknown. During the reign of Constantius the 
fort was again repaired (Robinson, 1978: 6-8). The restored fort 
contained good stone internal buildings roofed with stone slabs 
rather than ceramic roof tiles (Ramm, 1978: 43) which continued to 
be occupied until the end of Roman rule. 
Slack 
Two tiles with Ninth legion stamps in the Tolson Memorial 
Museum, Huddersfield, may have come from the fort at Slack rather 
than York. Elgee and Elgee (1933: 136) state that "a tile stamp of 
the IX legion is also recorded from Slack". The Tolson museum 
tiles are die types 7 and'7B, both recorded at York. Neither 
tiles were analysed but visual examination of the fabric shows the 
tiles to be of York manufacture. The only other tiles used at 
Slack were produced at the tileworks at Grimescar nearby, and 
these have a distinctly different fabric. 
The fort at Slack is of particular interest as it has been 
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used to date the production of tiles from the Grimescar tilery. 
Standing on the road from York to Chester, the fort was founded by 
Agricola in about AD 79-80. Initially buildings were constructed 
in wood. A major period of reconstruction occurred around 
c. AD 104 when timber buildings were rebuilt in stone. This period 
is characterized by the appearance of roof tiles stamped 
COHIIIIBRE from Grimescar. Tiles of various types were also used 
during enlargement of the bath-house around the same period. A 
final phase of rebuilding commenced in c. AD 120. One double 
barrack block was completed but only the foundations were started 
on two other sites. The products f; om the Grimescar tilery were 
also used during this construction phase at Slack. It is believed 
that the sudden halt in building work may have been due to the 
withdrawal of the Slack garrison around AD 122-125. The pottery, 
however, shows that there was some military presence until around 
AD 140, if not later, although the garrison must have been a small 
one (Hunter et. al., 1970: 78-80). Tiles were also used 
in 
buildings constructed in the fort annexe which was occupied until 
at least AD160 (Hunter et. al., 1970: 87). 
Templeborough 
The only Ninth legion'stamped tile known from Templeborough 
has been analysed. Although badly weathered the stamp die appears 
to be type 10 (Wright's type 10) found at York. 
Pottery and coins indicate an occupation of some sort as 
early as AD 50 (May, 1922: 11). Rebuilding in stone took place at 
the beginning of the 2nd century, and the Ninth legion stamped 
tile may relate to this rebuilding phase. The permanent garrison 
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seems to have been the IV Cohort of Gauls, who produced tile ' 
stamped 'CIIIIG' (May, 1922: 122-3). 
Old Winteringham 
Old Winteringham, situated in Humberside, has pr'oduced a 
single example of a Ninth Legion tile. The tile has not been seen 
by the writer but from the published drawing (Wright, 1976a: 190-1) 
it would seem that the stamp is part of die type 8, already known 
from York. 
5.3.2 S xth Legion Ti e Sites 
R. P. Wright (1976) catalogued all the then known Sixth Legion 
stamped tile found in Britain., Despite containing many errors, 
Wright's catalogue still forms a useful basis for classification. 
In this section Wright's die numbers are given where possible. 
The distribution of Sixth legion tiles differs from that of 
Ninth Legion examples in having a large number of examples from 
sites in north-east England. With the exception of Cdrpow, in 
Scotland, which has a stamp die of unique type, all the sites 
north of Catterick have produced only four die types. None of 
these four types have ever been found at York (Wright's die stamps 
42-45). All four are very similar in appearance which suggests 
that they were used at the same time, or within a short period of 
each other. The stamps may indicate contemporary rebuilding work 
at a large number of military sites in the north-east of England. 
Unfortunately, until the date of the stamp dies is known, this 
cannot be established with any certainty. The tile stamps may 
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date from the period during which the Sixth Legion, or part of it, 
worked on Hadrians Wall. An inscription, now lost, recorded 
repairs to the face of the wall itself by the Sixth Legion in 
AD 158 (Frere, 1978: 178). In addition, it is known that the Sixth 
Legion, or at least a vexillation of the Legion, helped construct 
the Antonine frontier with the Twentieth and Second Legion (Todd, 
1981: 150). 
The north-east England stamp group is rather outside the 
scope of this present survey, but one stamped tile belonging to 
this group has been thin sectioned. This is the tile from 
Binchester referred to below. 
There is a stray Sixth Legion stamped tile 
Thorpe, Norfolk. This is Wright's type 78 also 
York. How, or why, this tile should have found 
Norfolk is rather a puzzle. The majority of SI, 
dies, except those referred to above, have been 
itself. 
from Gayton 
recorded from 
its way into 
xth Legion stamp 
found in York 
The sites outside York were Sixth Legion material has been 
analysed are described below: 
Aldborough 
Two Sixth Legion stamped tiles were analy sed from Leeds 
museum, both are thought by museum staff to have come from 
Aldborough. One stamp is catalogued by Wright as Ninth Legion 
type 1. It is in fact a Sixth Legion tile and has been given the 
die number 83. The other stamp die is blurred but the surviving 
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letters and size of the stamp both indicate a Sixth Legion die. 
Two Sixth Legion stamped tiles from Aldborough are in Bristol 
Museum. These are Wright's type 46 and 72, both known from York. 
Stamp die 83 on the other hand is only known from Aldborough, 
although stamp die 84, of very similar style, does occur at York. 
Binchester 
The fort at Bincester is probably an Agricolan foundation. 
It was occupied throughout the Roman period, except 
'for 
a period 
during the 2nd century when the fort seems to have been 
temporarily abandoned. An unstratified fragment of Sixth Legion 
tegula was excavated in 1979. It seems to be Wright's die type 44 
(Hassall and Tomlin, 1980: 409). 
Five fragments of bypocaust brick stamped NCON were found in 
the bath-house in the fort. Other stamped tiles, with the same 
die stamp are known from the hypocaust (Hassall and Tomlin, 
1978: 477). The bath-house dates to the 4th century as presumably 
do the stamped tiles. NCON probably means numerous Concanglensium 
'unit of men from Concangium' (Chester-le-Street), although no 
tiles of this type are known from Chester-le-Street itself 
(Hassall, 1979: 265). 
Carpow 
Three tiles from the large fort at Carpow, south of the Tay 
estuary have been analysed. Each have Wright's stamp die 62 which 
is found exclusively at Carpow. All Carpow tile stamps read 
LEG. VI. VIC. B. P. F., Leg (1o) Vi Vic (trix) B (ritannia) P (ia) F 
(idells), and presumably date to AD210 when Severus, Caracalla and 
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Geta took the title Britannicus (Hassell, 1979: 265). 
The fort, based on the tiles and coins found on the site, is 
dated to the early third century. Building continued until at 
least AD 212 (Wright, 1974: 291). Despite Caracalla's settlement 
with the enemy in Scotland, it is quite possible the fortress was 
retained for two or three years after AD 212 as a demonstration of 
Roman military strength. Carpow may have been intended for a 
large legionary vexillation, perhaps a mixed force drawn from 
Legio VI and Legio II. It was intended to be a permanent military 
garrison but it was never completed (Todd, 1981: 177). 
Dalton Parlours 
Some of the Roman tile analysed from Dalton Parlours may be 
of Sixth Legion date, although no Sixth Legion stamped tile was 
recovered during excavations of the site by WYMCCAU. Elgee and 
Elgee (1933: 140) record that "at Dalton Parlours, near Collingham 
on the Whalf, the flue-tiles of a hypocaust or heating-chamber of 
a villa bore the legionary (Sixth Legion) stamp". Many of the 
flue tiles recovered by WYMCCAU were visually very similar to 
tiles produced at York. 
c 
Piercebridge 
A Sixth Legion stamped tile has recently been uncovered from 
excavations at the fort at Plercebridge. The stamp die appears to 
be Wright's type 42, or it could be type 43 which is extremely 
similar. The stamp is of particular interest as it marks the 
southern limit of the north-east England tile stamp group. The 
next fort south, Catterick, has produced a York area die type. 
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9 Although not thin sectioned a visual examination of the tile 
revealed a similar fabric to the thin sectioned Binchester 
example. Both were visually very similar to Sixth Legion tiles 
known to have been produced in York. 
The fort at Plercebridge dates from c. AD 270. However, the 
Flavian settlement next to the fort may well overlie an earlier 
fort. It is not certain whether the tile was used in connection 
with the 3rd century fort or relates to an earlier military 
occupation of the site. 
Slack 
Two Sixth Legion stamped tiles in the Tolson Memorial Museum, 
Huddersfield, may have come from the fort at Slack. They are 
Wright's stamp die types 9 and 17. A die stamp, now lost, 
lettered LEG VI VICT has been reported from Slack (May, 1922: 13). 
it is possible that the Sixth Legion tiles were used to patch up 
the roofing at Slack after the tilery at Grimescar had closed. 
The presence of an altar to Fortune, set up in the bath-house by 
Modestuss centurian of the Sixth Legion, suggests than a 
detachment of legionaries may have been involved in repair work at 
the bath-house (Richmond, 1933: 47). 
Other Sixth Legion Tiles 
Only two other areas have produced Sixth Legion stamped tile, 
these are Halifax and Catterick. The Catterick tile is die stamp 
30, whilst the Halifax tile is die type 50. Both have parallels 
from York itself. Neither tile has been seen by the writer. 
c 
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5.3.3 Other Sites with Roman Tile Analysed 
Grimescar Tilery 
A selection of 15 stamped and unstamped tiles were examined 
from Grimescar Wood on the outskirts of Huddersfield. The aim of 
the examination was to study the variation in the fabric of tiles 
known to have been produced at the same kiln site. This could ' 
then be compared with the variation encountered at the legionary 
kilns at York. 
The kilns at Grimescar were operated by the Fourth Cohort of 
the Breuci, and are dated by the construction phases at the fort 
at Slack. Both pottery and tile were produced at Grimescar, 
principally to meet the demands of the military. The geological 
sequence at Grimescar Wood is: 
ft inch 
Shaley Mudstone 
Seggar Clay (fireclay) 4 6 
Lower Coal Measures ( Hard Bed Band Coal 1 0 
( Fireclay 3 0 
( Hard Bed Band Rock 18 0 
At Grimescar the fireclay has been exploited until relatively 
recent times. The best quality fireclay was the so called Seggar 
Clay above the Hard Bed Band Coal bed. It was these fireclay 
deposits which were probably used by the Romans at Grimescar to 
make their tiles and pottery (Wray et. al., 1930: 70). If so this 
would disprove Firman's (1975a) theory that solid geological 
formations were not exploited for brick and the production before 
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the late 17th century. The coal associated with the fireclay may 
have been used as fuel for the kilns, although there is no 
confirmation of this from excavations at the site (Purdy and 
Manby, 1973). 
It is not known when tile production at Grimescar ceased, but 
a date of c. AD 122-125, when the building work at Slack suddenly 
halted, seems reasonable. What is known is that the auxiliary 
unit was at Ebchester in c. AD 213-222 where it continued to make 
stamped tile (Elgee and Elgee, 1933: 124). 
Slack 
To establish beyond reasonable doubt that the Slack tiles 
came from the tilery at Grimescar, two stamped tiles, found at the 
fort were analysed. These were also compared with one of the 
Sixth Legion stamped tiles (die type 9) which may have been found 
at Slack. 
Castleshaw 
There is a possibility that the auxiliary unit which sent 
tiles (stamped CIIIBR) to Manchester and Melandra Castle, the 
Third Cohort of the Bracavaugustani, may have also sent tiles to 
Castleshaw. Alternatively they may have come from Grimescar. In 
an effort to establish the source of the Castleshaw tiles, three 
tiles were thin sectioned from Castleshaw and Manchester. 
The fort at Castleshaw, like Slack, was established byý 
Agricola in c. AD 79-80. Evidently the site was deserted, probably 
some ten years later. A second fort, much smaller than the first 
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was then constructed on the same site. The date of the second 
fort is uncertain but as stamped roof tiles were used it was 
probably contemporary with the second building phase at Slack. 
Castleshaw was abandoned when the building work at Slack was 
halted in c. AD 122-125 (Richmond, 1933: 51-2). 
Castle Dykes Villa 
The villa is situated near Ripon in North Yorkshire, some 36 
kms north-west of York. A sample of three tiles were analysed in 
an effort to determine whether legionary tile from York may have 
been sent to other villa sites other than Dalton Parlours. 
Castle Dykes was a bipartite villa without a corridor. There 
was a detached bath-building, which may have been for estate 
workers, and another separate building consisting of two heated 
rooms with a mosaic floor. All the buildings were situated within 
a fortified enclosure. The villa is thought to have been occupied 
in the late 3rd century (Berry, 1955: 257-9). 
Ilkley 
Recent excavations by WYMCCAU in the fort area in the 
vicinity of Ilkley church have uncovered a number of small tile 
fragments. These have been examined to determine if any may have 
been produced at York. 
Ilkley was apparently an Agricolan foundation* The area 
seems to have been evacuated under Hadrian and left empty until 
c. AD 160. It was then reoccupied, and this occupation continued 
until the end of the Roman period (Faull and Moorhouse, 1981: 150). 
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Stamped tiles were found in the bath-house. They are of late 4th 
century date and belong to the final phase of Roman occupation of 
the fort. The stamps name the garrison as the 11 Cohort 
Lingonum. 
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C14APTER 6 
ROMAN BRICK AND TILE 
6.1 Types of Tile and Brick 
A wide range of brick and tile types were produced at the 
legionary tile works at Yoýrk. The main types are listed below: 
Roofing Walling and Heating Other 
Tegula 
Imbrex 
Ridge Tile 
Finials 
Antef ix 
Tegula 
Brick (various sizes) Pipe/Drains 
Voussoir Tile (2 types) 
Flue Tile (2 types) 
Tegula is the name given to the standard Roman roofing tile 
characterised by flanges along each side (Figs. 12,14). The area 
below the bottom of the flange, and the area at the top end of the 
flange is cut away before firing. This allows the tegulae to over- 
lap on the roof. Certain tegulae from York, particularly the smaller 
examples, are tapered slightly from top to bottom to allow a better 
Joint in the overlap area. 
Imbrex 
Imbrex tiles cover the gap between the pairs of adjoining 
tegulae (Fig. 12). These tiles are also tapered, thus allowing 
the smaller end of one imbrex to fit under the larger end of the 
adjoining imbrex, in the same manner as tapered tegulae. Imbrices 
were mortared to the roof to ensure a water-tight join. Not all 
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Upper Cut-Away 
Flange 
Ott"', 
Stamp Sanded Sides 
Signature 
Mark 7*ýLower Cut-Away 
Tally Mark 
Tegula 
Imbrex 
ýJ 
Antef fx 
Roman Tiled Roof 
(Mortar Omitted) 
Figure 12: Roman roof tile varieties. 
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-3ancea uncersioe 
imbrices may have been used for roofing. In other areas of Britain 
they are known to have been used as drains, whilst at Rockbourne 
in Hampshire pairs of imbrices were mortared together to form pilae 
in'a hypocaust (Brodribb, 1983: 73). One unusual fragment, found 
under York Minster (YMEG, YM71 GN/23), has extreme thickening at 
the surviving end. This may have been to aid the attachment of an 
antefix tile. 
Ridge Tile 
Ridge tiles were produced to cover the ridge of the roof in 
certain parts of the country. They are similar to imbrex tiles, 
but tend to be larger, with no, or very little, tapering of the 
sides (Fig. 13). No definite examples have yet been found at York, 
although an odd shaped Sixth Legion tile from Blake Street (YAT, 
1975.6.? ) could possibly have been used for this purpose. An 
example with a chimney pot attached is known from Norton in East 
Yorkshire (Brodribb, 1983: 74). The absence of such tiles at York 
suggests that imbrex tiles were used in place of ridge tiles. This 
would have produced a rather jagged roofline, even when partly 
obscured by mortar. 
Roof Finials 
The Yorkshire Museum collection includes two Roman roof finials 
from York (Fig. 13). These were perforated tower-like objects used 
for decorative purposes. Medieval examples were placed on the crest 
of the roof at each end of the roof line. Roman finials probably 
occupied a similar position. The finials are: 
i) 11.4 cm diameter by 22.2 cm high 
ii) 12.7 cm diameter by 35.5 cm high 
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Vent 
Sanded 
Vents 
Roof Finials 
Ridqe Tile 
Figure 13: Roman roof finial and ridge tile. 
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Figure 14: Almost complete Roman tegula with 
Sixth Legion stamp, LEGVIVI, and 
signature mark. 
OIL, 
4' 
Figure 15: Ninth Legion stamped imbrex tile, 
stamped LEGIXHISP. 
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Each has a conical roof and three storeys, the upper two storeys 
pierced by windows. A flange on the base held the tiles on the roof 
with the aid of ridge tiles (RCHM, 1962: 114), or imbrex tiles used 
for the same purpose. 
Antefix Tiles 
Antefix tiles were made to cover the ends of the lowest course 
of imbrex tiles where they jutted out over the roof eaves (Fig. 12). 
The scarcity of such tiles at York suggests that only a relatively 
few buildings had antifix tiles. Normally the imbrex ends were 
presumably just covered in mortar. It seems likely that these 
decorative tiles were mainly restricted to buildings of military or 
official use. The other two sites in Yorkshire with antefix tiles 
are Slack and Templeborough, both military garrisons. 
Brick 
Brick occurs in a wide variety of different sizes, and was 
produced for a variety of separate uses. The various types of brick 
used in York are discussed in detail in Chapter 6.3. 
Voussoir Tiles 
(a) Solid Voussoir 
Voussoir tiles occur in two varieties. Solid voussoir tiles 
(Cuneatus) are especially tapered bricks which are used together 
to form an arch. They have been given the term Cuneatus by 
Brodribb (1983), there being no definite Latin name for such 
tiles. 
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(b) Armchair Voussoir 
The second type are known as 'armchair' voussoirs. These tiles, 
also tapered, were used. in combination with f lat tiles to produce 
a series of open spaces or voids in the roof (Fig. 16). This 
would have had the effect of lightening the roof structure. It 
is possible they were linked to box flue tile set in the walls of 
buildings in which case they may have provided ducts for heated 
air to circulate. Only twelve sites in Britain, including York, 
examined by Brodribb (1983) produced such tiles, whose use must 
have been to roof bath buildings. An almost complete Ninth Legion 
example from York is in the Yorkshire Museum, and excavations at 
Blake Street have produced a second possible example (YAT, 
1975.6.3269). 
Flue Tile 
(a) Half Box Flue 
Flue tiles also occur in two varieties. The earliest type are 
probably half box flue tiles (Figs. 10,17). To date no half 
box flue tiles have been found 'in situ' anywhere in Britain. 
Despite this their apparent purpose is clear. They were attached 
to the inside walls of buildings by means of T-shaped clamps, 
or perhaps nails. The space between the tile and the wall 
allowed hot air to circulate upwards, whilst the area cut out 
of the flange allowed lateral movement of air. The outer face 
of the tiles is normally keyed to allow the attachment of mortar 
or plaster to cover the tiles. In the vast majority of tiles 
this was achieved by scoring the sanded base of the tile with 
a knife, although examples with combed keying are known. Keying 
normally takes the form of a rough diamond pattern. 
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Side View Showing Use 
In Vaulted Ceiling 
'Armchair' Voussoir 
-S 
L. 
hair'Voussoir 
Plaster or 
Mortar 
Longitudinal Section Through Vaulted Ceiling Showing Suggested 
Use Of ýArmchair'Voussoirs 
Figure 16: Roman 'armchair' voussoir showing its 
use in a vaulted ceiling. 
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This is the pattern used on one of the half box flue tiles form- 
ing part of tile tomb 3 at York. The other tiles in the tomb 
are unusual in having no apparent keying marks. A fragment of 
knife-keyed half box flue tile also came from YAT's excavations 
at Blake Street (YAT, 1975.6.3269). 
Evidence from other parts of the country suggests that these 
flue tiles are relatively early in date (Betts, 1984: 7; Brodribb, 
1983: 156). An early date for the York tiles also seems likely. One 
tile in tile tomb 3 has signature mark type 7. This signature mark 
is found associated with Ninth Legion stamp dies on two tiles, one 
in Lincoln museum and one in the Tolson Memorial Museum, Huddersfield. 
Half box flue tiles seem to have disappeared when full box flue tiles 
became popular, perhaps in the late 1st or early 2nd century. 
(b) Box Flue 
Full box f lue tiles are, as the name implies, box like (Fig. 17), 
and they are used in the same manner as half box flue tiles. Two 
of the four sides are normally keyed. In York, as elsewhere in 
Northern England, this is usually done with a knife or stick, or 
by the use of a comb. The plain sides have vents cut out to allow 
the lateral movement of hot air (Fig. 17). Most box flue tile 
fragments in York are combed, rather than scored with a knife or 
similar implement. Combing seems to have been more popular in 
Britain as a whole. Of the 106 sites studied by Brodribb (1983: 
242) 60.3% had combed flue or voussoir tile, whilst only 23% have 
produced scored examples. The rest were either plain (4.7%), or 
roller stamped (13.2%). The latter are totally unknown in Northern 
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Figure 17: Roman box flue tiles. 
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England. The distribution of roller stamped flue tiles extends 
only as far north at Castle Hill (Margidunum), (Lowther, 1948: 24). 
The combs themselves were probably made of wood, but bone or metal 
could have been used to produce the finer combing patterns. 
Almost all the flue tile fragments found at Castleford and Dalton 
Parlours are combed. In contrast, the major method of keying used 
on box flue tile made at Grimescar tilery was scoring. 
Spacer Bobbins and Facing Bricks 
The use of spacer bobbins allowed a third method of cavity wall 
heating. They were used in association with facing bricks and nailed 
to the wall in the manner shown in Figure 18. Facing bricks, set 
vertically, parallel to the inside wall, served the same purpose as 
box flue tiles. Their outer face is characterised by prominent keying 
marks to allow the attachment of mortar or plaster as in box flues. 
They normally have nail holes or notches in the side indicating 
attachment by means of iron nails or clamps. 
Pipes and Drains 
Vitruvius described the three contemporary methods of supplying 
water in use during the Ist century B. C. These were channels of 
masonry, lead pipes, or earthenware conduiti* He recommended the use 
of clay pipes, noting that lead pipes are unhealthy (Granger, 1931, 
11: 187). Clay pipes were found on the site of the brickfields, 
between St. Peters School playing fields and the Ouse, leading to 
the west corner of the fortress (RCHH, 1962: 65). Wacher (1974: 165) 
considered the pipes to be Roman, based on their similarity with 
Roman pipes from Lincoln and elsewhere. 
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Nail or Iron Clamp 
Parietalis ( Facing Brick) 
Keyed Outer Surface 
Plaster 
Figure 18: Use of spacer bobbins and facing bricks 
in heating systems. 
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A number of pipes were discovered in Coney Street in 1956. 
Brodribb (1983: 198-9) believes them to be Roman, but the Yorkshire 
Museum in which they are housed, thinks they are almost certainly 
post-medieval. Pipes of certain Roman date were excavated by YMEG 
in 1971. A composite drawing, of the two best preserved fragments, 
is shown in Figure 19. The smaller end of the pipe fitted into the 
open larger end of the adjacent pipe. Vitruvius describes water pipes 
of similar shape for use in an aqueduct. The pipes Vitruvius describes 
have a tongue at one end and must have looked very similar to the 
example illustrated in Figure 19. Interlocking pipes ensured tight 
joints which, according to Vitruvius, were rendered watertight with 
a mixture of quicklime and oil. 
Two fragments of clay pipes were found during excavations of a 
Roman house at St. Mary Bishophill Senior. The house seems to have 
been constructed during the second half of the 4th century, although 
the pipes may well have been reused (Ramm, 1976: 44). 
only rarely in Britain is there any indication of what such pipes 
were used for. Suggestions range from internal piping of water in 
bath housest the transfer of water in and out of buildings, the drain- 
age of roadways, or downfall pipes for rainwater. During excavations 
at Argos in Greece, visited by the author, pipes of similar type were 
found 'in situ'-under the surface of a roadway leading to the main 
Roman bath house. 
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Figure 19: Roman pipe. 
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6.2 Methods of Manufacture 
Vitruvius writing in the 1st century B. C. states that sun dried 
bricks should be made during spring or autumn (Granger, 1931: 91). 
Bricks made during the summer dry out too quickly and have a tendency 
to crack. This may have been true in the Mediterranean but it is un- 
likely similar problems were experienced in more temperate Britain. 
Evidence from graffiti on the bricks themselves suggests that in the 
northern Roman provinces most bricks and tiles were produced during 
summer or early autumn. Tile graffiti also gives some indication as 
to the daily output of individual tilemakers. On the continent two 
tiles from Siscia (Brodribb, 1983: 286) state: 
i) Two workmen between them made 440 tiles on the 28th July 
ii) Four workmen each made 220 tiles on the 1st July. 
A tile from Silchester records 199 tiles, probably a day's out- 
put, whilst a tegula from London has a date of manufacture near the 
beginning of August (Hassall and Tomlin, 1980: 413-4). 
The brick clay itself may well have been dug the previous autumn. 
This would allow frost to enter and break down the clay into a form 
more suitable for brick and tile making. There is no evidence from 
York that any kind of material was, added to the clay as temper, 
although this remains a possibility for tiles with a more sandy fabric. 
Before use, water may have been mixed into the clay until the 
clay achieved the right consistency. Clay preparation was evidently 
not thought very important for bricks and tiles judging by the presence 
of occasional small pebbles. One Roman tile thin section (Y24/Sk) 
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seems to retain its original lamination (Dr. D. Peacock pers. comm. ) 
which again suggests clay preparation was kept to a minimum. 
The actual process of brick and tile manufacture was carried 
out using moulds of appropriate size. The sides of the moulds, 
which were probably wooden, were dampened in water and dipped in 
sand. This prevented the clay sticking to the sides of the mould. 
Even, round bessalis bricks were produced in sanded moulds. During 
the moulding process the moulds were placed on tables which were 
themselves sanded, although occasionally straw was used in place of 
sand. The moulds were open-bottomed; this is proved by the presence 
of lips of clay running along the bottom edge of many tiles, part- 
icularly tegulae. This occurs when clay is squeezed between the 
bottom of the mould and the moulding table. 
Details such as the lower cut-away on tegula could be added by 
attaching additional wooden blocks on to the inside of the moulding 
frame (Rook, 1977: 55). This, however, would prevent the moulding 
frame being lifted off the clay in the normal manner. There is a 
number of possible solutions to this problem. Firstly, the mould 
could be made to split open, thus allowing the clay to fall out. 
Secondly, the cut-aways could be on the baseboard, not attached to 
the mould itself. Perhaps the simplest method would have been to 
lift the full mould up, and then push out the clay from underneath. 
Finger prints on the sanded underside edges of certain tegulae 
suggests that this may have been the method employed at York. 
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The lower cut-away types found in Britain are illustrated in 
Figure 20. Cut-away types B and C are produced by blocks attached 
to the inside of the tegula mould. This reduces the width of the 
tegula at the bottom end. The remaining clay in cut-away type B is 
then removed with a knife. Similarly, type D is produced by a block 
attached to the bottom corner of the-moulding frame, or on to the 
baseboard. Both cut-away types B and C are found at York, along 
with types A, E, F and G. At York excess clay is cut off with a knife 
from cut-away type D to produce either type E or type F. Types A 
and B are the most common types in the country as a whole (Brodribb, 
1983: 43). By far the most common cut-aways at York are types E and F. 
These are mainly found on tegulae of size groups A and B. In contrast, 
many of the smaller tegulae (size group C) from York have cut-away 
type B. or occasionally type E. Certain tegulae in the Yorkshire 
Museum collection, for example the single tile of size D in the 
tomb 3, have a very irregular lower cut-away (type G). Similar 
tiles of this type are known from other areas of Britain. 
There has been some debate whether square wooden moulds were 
employed to make flue tiles. Experiments were carried out by Morgan 
(1979: 395-6) to produce flue tiles by wrapping a single piece of clay 
round a square wooden block with a join in the centre of one face. 
The clay was found to stretch sufficiently when turned over on to a 
flat surface for the block to be easily removed. Thin section analysis 
of Roman box tile seems to confirm that this was the method employed. 
Morgan found that in every case a single piece of clay had been 
employed with only one join. 
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Figure 20: Tegula, lower cut-away varieties. 
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Antefix tiles are sanded on their decorated front face. This 
indicates they were moulded rather than stamped. The back face and 
sides are normally roughly-smoothed over. 
Striations on the top surface of many tiles reveal that any 
excess clay was removed whilst the clay was still in the mould. In 
addition, the flanges found on tegulae and half box flue tiles are 
sanded on the outside and were clearly made by up-turning the clay 
whilst still in the mould. There is no evidence that such flanges 
were added at alater stage. 
Rook (1979: 298-301) has suggested that the striations seen on 
tegulae are the result of the clay being cut by wire running across 
the tile. Such a system would have been very awkward as the clay, 
would need to be cut whilst still in the mould. As Rook's own 
drawings clearly show this would have required the removal of large 
quantities of surplus clay from the mould, which would have to be 
completely filled to the top. It seems much more likely that the 
clay was rolled, or flattened out, to roughly-the correct thickness, 
cut, and then placed in the mould. Finger grooves commonly occur 
along the bottom of the inside edge of-tegula flanges. These are 
caused by the tiler pushing the clay into the edges of the mould 
whilst at the same time smoothing out any irregularities on the 
flange surface. It would have been far more difficult to push the 
clay into the mould corners using the method suggested by Rook. 
This could only have been done once the moulding process had been 
C omplete. 
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When tiles and bricks were removed from the mould the excess 
clay was removed with a sharp knife. On tegulae this knife trimming 
was normally done around the tile edges and the top outside edge of 
the flange. It was at this stage that the top end of the flange was 
removed to produce the top cut-away, whilst at the bottom end clay 
was frequently removed to produce, or enlarge, the lower cut-away. 
This produces the lower cut-aways shown in Figure 10. One tegula 
from York has an irregular top cut-away, a feature found on tiles 
from other sites such as London, Newnham and Leicester. Most cut- 
aways are, however, produced by clean knife cuts. 
During the knife trimming stage the central portion of the 
flange area was removed on half box flue tiles. The amount removed 
varied, but it was usually around half the whole length of the flange. 
Vents were cut out of the plain, unkeyed, sides of box flue tiles, 
although this could have been done whilst the clay was still round 
the mould. 
The sanded underside of many tiles appear to have been partly 
scraped smooth. Certain tegulae, such as an example from Blake 
Street (YAT, 1975.6. IV. 6197. A1312), have a completely smoothed base, 
but this is unusual for York tiles. At Grimescar tilery, on the 
other hand, completely scraping smooth the base is very common. It 
is not readily apparent why the base needed to be scraped smooth so 
often, Perhaps irregularities in the amount of moulding sand present 
on the moulding table often-resulted in an uneven sanded underside. 
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There is evidence from Dalton Parlours and Slack that a kind 
of scraper may have been used to smooth down the upper surface of 
tegulae. A similar implement may have been used on the underside 
as well. 
In contrast to other kinds of tile, knife trimming of imbrices 
is far less common. One imbrex tile from Blake Street (YAT, 1975.6. 
8055) has a knife cut bottom edge, and knife trimming along the 
bottom inside edge. 
Pipes may have been made by wrapping a circular piece of clay 
round a circular mould. The inside is sanded up to the neck of the 
pipe which is approximately uniform in thickness up to this point. 
I 
The neck of the pipe has been produced by pulling out the clay to 
produce a smaller circular opening. The clay has been considerably 
narrowed during the process. Circular striations inside the pipe 
neck and down the outside suggest that once the main body of the 
pipe had been made the neck was produced by spinning the clay on a 
wheel, in a similar manner to pottery. 
Nail holes are normally inserted into, roofing tile before firing,, 
1! although occasionally this seems to have taken place after firing. 
Roughly one in five tegulad in Britain have nail holes (Brodribb, 1983: 
23a). They are either round or square and are usually placed in the 
centre of the tile near the top edge. Nail holes are very rare in the 
large size legionary tile produced at York although they do exist. a 
Tegula YM71 PF 575/T. 8 from the Minster excavations has a crudely 
shaped round nail hole near the top centre of the tile. 
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Nail holes are more common on the smaller sized tegula. Three 
(30%) of the small tegulae (size group C) forming part of tile tomb 
7 have nail holes. One is in the top centre as expected, but the 
other two have holes at the top lef t hand side, only a couple of 
centimetres away from the flange. It is not clear why they should 
be positioned so off-centre. Perhaps the tiler was trying to ensure 
that the nail was protected, as it would probably have been covered 
by the left hand side imbrex tile. The nail holes found in small 
tegulae are all round in shape and are approximately 9-10 mm in 
diameter. 
Round and square nail holes occur more commonly at Dalton Parlours 
where they appear to have been pushed through from the top with a 
gouge like instrument. A fragment of tile from the fort at Castleshaw 
shows how tegulae-were attached. Still 'in situ' in a rectangular 
shaped nail hole (20 x 16 cm) is an iron nail with a head 2.8 cm in 
diameter and a surviving length of 11.5 cm. 
Nail holes in imbrices'are very rare. In York only two imbrex 
tiles have such holes and one of these does not go all the way through 
the tile body. The holes are at the top of the imbrex crest. Mortar 
must have been thought adequate to firmly attach them to the roof 
in most cases. 
Signature marks and tile stamps were added to various kinds of 
tile whilst the clay was still moist. Whenever such markings occur 
together the signature mark is almost always placed on the tile first. 
Indeed, there are many instances at York where the stamp seems to 
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have been deliberately impressed over the top of the signature mark. 
The only exceptions noted at York occur on a Ninth Legion stamped 
tile in tile tomb 6 in the Yorkshire Museum collection, and on a 
Sixth Legion tile (CX) found by YMEG. On these particular tegulae 
the signature mark has been put on after the tiles had been stamped. 
Stamping was almost always carried out after the clay was 
moulded and smoothed. But again there is one exception. An imbrex 
tile fragment from Bishophill (YM, BH62,4) was stamped and then 
curved into shape, resulting in a markedly curved stamp impression. 
When the tiles and bricks have been trimmed, and an appropriate 
number signed and stamped, they are left out to dry. A large paved 
area associated with the kiln at Wykehurst, Surrey, has been inter- 
preted as a drying area (Goodchild, 1937: 78). Drying is important, 
inadequately dried tiles will be damaged in the firing. It is during 
the drying stage that animals, and occasionally people, inadvertantly 
walk on the tiles leaving their imprints. 
Where such imprints occur they are always impressed over any 
signature marks or stamps and so must be later. Such marks suggest 
that at least a proportion of tiles were allowed to dry on the floor. 
Most Roman tile assemblages produce at least a few items with such 
markings and York is no exception. There are tiles with paw prints, 
hoof prints and the occasional impression of a Roman sandal. One 
sandal imprint at York is even on top of a legionary stamp mark. 
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The surface of one tegula found at Blake Street (YAT, 1975.6.1261) 
is pitted all over by rain drop prints. The rarity of such prints at 
York and elsewhere suggests that the majority of tiles were allowed 
to dry under cover. The drying shed must have been open at the sides 
to allow the odd stray animal to walk over the tiles. Certainly, open 
sided drying sheds were used in Britain during the post-medieval period. 
Open sides allow'the circulation of air which helps to increase the 
rate of drying. 
The frequency of animal prints is not surprising as the majority 
of kiln sites seem to have been established in either rural areas, 
or situated on the outskirts of Roman towns. Animal prints are part- 
icularly common on the bricks and tiles found on the rural villa site 
of Castledykes in North Yorkshire. Brick and tile making may well 
have been a part time occupation carried out on a seasonal basis by 
farmers, particularly in the more rural areas. This would account 
for the fact that many prints on bricks and tiles from Britain tend 
to be of domestic animals, or cats and dogs which may have been pets 
(Cram and Fulford, 1979: 208). Only in settlements with a substantial 
urban population or regular military demand are tilemakers likely to 
have been employed on anything like a full time basis. Even then 
they may have supplemented their income by doing roof repair and 
maintenance work during the winter months. 
The next stage in the'manufacturing process is the firing'of 
the dried clay. No legionary tile kilns have yet been excavated in 
York but they'are likely to have been similar to those used by the 
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Twentieth Legion at their tile and pottery works at Holt. The works 
consisted of a double flue kiln and a battery of eight kilns a short 
distance away. Three'of the latter were interpreted as tile kilns, 
the rest were thought to be for the manufacture of pottery. The tile 
kilns measured 14 it square, 17 ft 6 inch x 13 feet 6 inch, and 
17 feet 6 inch x 14 feet 6 inch. Each kiln was heated by a single 
flue connected to between eight or nine cross flues. The flue walls 
were built out of a variety of tile, including roof tile, together 
with sandy clay daub. Large tiles were used to bridge the cross 
flues and these were covered in daub to create the kiln floor. Vent 
holes between the large tiles and in. the daub floor allowed hot 
gasses to escape into the firing chamber (Grimes, 1930: 39-40). 
Nothing is known about the kiln's superstructure, 
Similar kilns are known from many other areas of the country, 
for example, near St. Albans (Davey, 1961: 67), Arbury and Griff Hill 
in North Warwickshire (Scott, 1971: 6-17) and Horton (a double flue 
type) in Surrey (Goodchild, 1937: 75). A list of most known tile 
kilns is contained in the BAR publication on Roman b rick and tile 
(McWhirr, 1979c: 110). 
. At Holt the tilery was associated with 
houses and worksh6ps 
presumably occupied by the tile and pottery makers. The tile works 
at Itchingfield in Sussex had a structure interpreted as a workshop 
and integral drying area (Green, 1970: 25). Evidence of substantial 
structures at other kiln sites is, however, relatively rare. At a 
kiln site near Canterbury, producing both tiles and pottery, the 
only evidence for some kind of structure was four post holes inter- 
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preted as a rough timber hut for the kiln attendants (Jenkins, 1956: 43). 
6.3 Roman Tile and Brick Size 
Very little work has been undertaken on the size of Roman tile. 
A notable exception is Brodribb (1983) who attempted to measure as 
many complete tiles in Britain as possible. He measured all the 
complete bricks in the Yorkshire Museum whilst the author supplied 
the size measurements of all the complete tiles making up the tile 
tombs. This section mainly concentrates on the material from York, 
but where appropriate the size of other Roman building material is 
added for comparison. 
Tegula 
Figure 21 shows the average length and breadth of all known 
complete tegulae found in York. Three major groupings are apparent. 
Group A consists of both Sixth and Ninth Legion stamped tile, both 
probably produced in moulds of the same, or very similar size. 
Certain of the Sixth Legion tegulae in this group are slightly 
smaller than normal because they are unusually highly fired. These 
are the bent tiles which make up tile tomb 2. 
The stamped tiles in group B are e: kclusively Sixth Legion. They 
are similar to group A in length, but the mould used must have been 
distinctly smaller in breadth. All six tegulae, with Sixth Legion 
stamps forming tile tombs la and Ib belong to group B, whilst seven 
out of eight Sixth Legion stamps in the tomb 2 belong to group A. 
This would suggest that these size groups may be of different age. 
The similarity of Sixth and Ninth Legion tiles in group A suggests 
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that the Sixth Legion continued to use the same moulds as the Ninth 
on the arrival in York in c. 122 AD. When replacements were needed 
new moulds were made, of slightly smaller width, to produce the tiles 
seen in group B. There is no apparent separation between, groups A 
and B in the other tile tombs, but as tiles from some. of the tombs 
are though to have been inadvertently intermixed this is not too 
surprising. 
Tegulae from tile tomb 7 comprise most of group C. These small 
tegulae are all unstamped. There is evidence to suggest that they 
are of Sixth Legion manufacture. Two broken tiles, from the tile 
tombs, show the tegulae to be between 18-24 mm. in thickness. This 
is the same thickness as fragments of thin tegulae excavated by YMEG. 
Certain of these York Minster tiles have Sixth Legion stamps and also 
have single nail holes, a feature of seven out of_ten of the tegulae 
in tile tomb 7. The only slight problem is that the tegulae in the 
YMEG collection tend to have a more sandy fabric, at least in compa- 
rison to the three tegulae in tomb 7 whose fabric can be seen in 
broken cross-section. The other possibility is that the unstamped 
tegulae in group C are not military at all but are the products of 
a civilian tilery operating in or near York. However, this would 
not account for the fragments of stamped small thin teg4lae excavated 
by the YMEG, and also in the Yorkshire Museum collection. 
1 
Two tegulae from York do not belong to any of the three slize 
groupings discussed. One tile, the smallest found in, York, is only 
34.4 cm long with a thickness of 17-21 mm. Unfortunately, there is 
no complete breadth measurement. The other unique tile'(labled D 
on Figure 21)v from tile tomb 3, lies approximately, mid-way between 
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groups A and C. Tile D is unstamped, but insufficient survives of 
the other tegula to say if the same was true. 
Figure 21 also includes the only complete tegula from the villa 
site of Dalton Parlours. This tile clearly does not match any known 
from York nor does it have a York fabric. In comparison, the average 
tegula size produced by the Fourth Cohort of Breuci at their tilery at 
Grimescar is very similar to tiles of size group A manufactured at 
York. The manufacture of tiles at Grimescar is roughly contemporary 
with the production of tiles by the Ninth Legion at York during the 
early 2nd century. There is a possibility that the two kiln sites 
may have deliberately produced tiles to approximately, the same size. 
Most of the legionary stamped tegulae found at York are larger 
in size than the average for the country as a whole. The average 
tegula size in Britain is 43.07 cm x 33.01 cm with an external flange 
depth of 5.03 cm, based on the measurement of 1010 examples (Brodribb, 
1983: 316). The figures for complete tegulae at York are: 
Length Breadth External Flange Depth 
Ninth Legion (Group A) 52.47 x 39.22 x 6.27 cm 
Sixth Legion (Group A) 52.18 x 39.17 x 6.57 cm 
Sixth Legion (Group B) 54.25 x 35.75 x 5.85 cm 
Unstamped (Tile D) 46.00 x 33.45 x 5.65 cm 
Unstamped (Group C) 38.62 x 31.04 x 4.42 cm 
Only a few sites in the country have produced tegulae over 50 cm 
in length. These are Batho Caerleon, ' Chester, Chichesterp Folkstone, 
Holt and Silchester (Brodribb, 1983: 28). The majority of tile on 
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these sites is, like York, of military origin, and most appears to 
be relatively early in date. Later in the Roman period both the 
quality and the size of tegulae seems to have diminished. This 
suggests that the smaller tegulae found in York may be later in date 
than the large heavy roof tiles which form the bulk of the tile tombs. 
Unfortunately, there is no direct dating evidence for the small tegulae 
from York. The only evidence that they may be of relatively late 
manufacture comes from the Scottish fort at Carpow. The Sixth Legion 
manufactured tiles at Carpow between AD 210-212 (Wright, 1974: 290-1). 
One tegula has a surviving length of 44.0 cm. This is distinctly 
smaller than the large legionary tile at York, but is still larger 
than the unstamped tegulae in group C. The only tegula of not too 
dissimilar length found at York is solitary unstamped tile D. 
Imbrex 
Imbrex tiles are far more vulnerable to breakage than tegulae. 
Only ten surviving imbrices with complete length and breadth measure- 
ments survive in the tile tombs at York. Imbrex tiles are tapered, 
the amount of taper varying between 24 and 67 mm with an average of 
41.2 mm. To obtain a breadth measurement the average between the 
smallest and largest width was taken for each complete tile. Imbrex 
tiles can be placed into one of two groups based on, their average 
breath measurements. These two groups are shown below: 
Group Number of tiles Average size Stamp type 
Length Breadth 
4 46.4 cm 17.5 cm, I (Ninth Leg. ) 
B6 49.3 cm 20.4 cm 4 (Sixth Leg. ) 
Overall Average 10 48.1 cm 19.2 cm 
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Group A contains imbrices with an average breadth of 17.3-17.6 cm. 
This compares with an average of 19.3-21.6 cm in group B. The stamp 
dies suggest that the later imbrices are Sixth Legion in date, whilst 
the smaller may be Ninth Legion. If only the breadth of complete, or 
substantially complete legionary stamped imbrices are considered the 
results are very similar: 
i) Average breadth Ninth Legion imbrices - 17.3 cm (2 tiles) 
ii) Average breadth Sixth Legion imbrices - 20.4 cm (6 tiles) 
Clearly more tiles are needed before it will be known for certain 
whether these two groupings are valid in every case. 
The two groups also show differences in length, although here 
the division into two groups is not as clear cut. Group A consists 
of tiles ranging in length from 44.1-49.0 cm, whilst those in group B 
range from 48.6-50.6 cm. The lower average length for group A is 
largely due to the presence of two unusually short imbrices only 
44.1 cm and 44.5 cm in length. The Ninth Legion stamped example in 
group A is 48.0 cm, and is thus only marginally shorter that the 
Sixth Legion stamped imbrices in group B. 
The average imbrex size in Britain is 39.82 cm in length by 
17.62 cm in breadth (Brodribb, 1983: 70). Compared to the country as 
a whole the imbrices fr= York are among the longest known. This is 
not surprising, they need to be long to cover the unusually large 
tegulae frequently used in Rom3n York. Imbrex tiles of similar 
length were manufactured at the Twentieth Legion tile works at Holt 
in Wales. The two smaller imbrices in group A are similar to the 
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average size (44.5 cm) used at the fort at Slack (Hunter et. al., 
1970: 96). Presumably, the tilers at York cust have produced a set 
of smaller size imbrex tiles to fit over the smaller sizes of tegulae, 
although none have yet been identified with certainty. Imbrex tiles 
vary widely in thickness, with most tiles between 10-28 mm thick. 
It is just possible that the thinner imbrex fragments may be part of 
these smaller imbrex tiles. 
Bricks 
Brodribb's work on brick size has confirmed that many bricks 
were made in set sizes. The various size units used were based on 
the Roman foot (Pes) which is equivalent to 29.57 cm, which is slightly 
smaller than our present day foot. This does not mean that brick 
size is highly standardized. The various size units were only roughly 
adhered to. The variation in size due to shrinkage during firing, 
which is up to 101 of the original volume, makes exact standardization 
difficult. In Figure 22 are the main Roman brick sizes used in 
Britain and these are described in turn below. The size measurements 
used for York are those collected by Brodribb, with more recent 
additions by the author. 
The idea that Ro=n bricks were made to set sizes is not new. 
Lister noted that the bricks used in the multiangular tower and 
adjacent wall have size measurements which "agree well with the 
notion of the Roman foot" (Lister, 1683: 240). 
Bessalis 
'Bes' basically means 'two-thirds of a unit', in this case a 
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Roman foot, which is eight Roman inches (19.71 cm). Bessalis occur 
in two forms, round or square. In Britain the average size of 608 
complete bessalis is 19.83 cm, which is 7.8 Roman inches, very close 
to the assumed standard (Brodribb, 1983: 91). The examples from York 
are slightly larger than the standard. The average size of the square 
bessalis at York is 22 cm x 21 cm. with an average thickness of 5 cm. 
This is slightly larger than the round bessalis which average 20.5 cm 
in diameter with a thickness of 6 cm. 
These small bricks were mainly used to form pilae, these are 
the pillars or piers which support the floor in hypocaut systems 
(Fig. 23). Square bessalis bricks are used for this purpose in the 
early 4th century bath-building at St. Sampson's Square in York 
(RCM4,1962: 42). Both round and square bessalis bricks were used 
in the bath complex discovered below the old railway station and 
yard south of the Ouse (RCIN, 1962: 55). 
Vitruvius states that the pilae formed of square brick should 
be 2 foot (60.9 cm) high, whilst FaventinuS states that the bessalis 
bricks should be round and should stand 2ý foot (76.2 cm) high in 
private baths and 3 foot (91.4 cm) tall in public baths (Plommer, 
1973: 1ý, 63), Both round and square bessal's were produced at the 
tilery at Grimescar. Complete square bessalis are also known from 
Dalton Parlours and Castleford. 
Pedalis 
As the name implies these bricks are one Roman foot square. The 
average size in Britain is 28.18 sq. cm, which is just under a Roman 
foot (29.57 cm). Many exaWles, however, are not quite square 
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Plan View Of Bricks 
(Brodribb, 1983: 95), The pedalis from York average 30 cm x 30.5 cm 
square with an average thickness of 5.5 cm. This is actually nearer 
to the Roman foot than the nationwide average. The example produced 
at Crimescar tilery were approximately 28 cm square. 
The main purpose of pedalis bricks was to act as capping or base 
tiles for col-ns of bessalis in hypocaust systems (Fig. 23). They 
were used for this purpose at the bath-house at St. Sampson's Square. 
Ex=ples have been found which have been used in hearth construction. 
At York, bricks, mostly fragmentary, were used in the two phase 
Roman tile oven at Ebor Brewery (Interim, 2.2: 18). At Blake Street 
two tile hearths, possibly used for lead smelting, were found asso- 
ciated with the final phase of Roman occupation on the site (Interim, 
1975# 3.3: 17). 
Lydion 
Lydion is the Greek term mentioned by Vitruvius to describe 
bricks which are Ix Ih Roman foot (Grangerg 1931: 93). The average 
size of Lydion bricks for Britain as a whole is 40.33 cm x 28.00 cm 
x 4.10 cm deep (Brodribb, 1983: 101). At York Lydion bricks seem to 
have been produced in two sizes. The smaller size, based on two 
complete examples, is 36 c= x 29 cm x5 cm. This length is much 
closer to Ik Roman feet than the assumed standard of III Roman feet* 
The larger size bricks measure on average 44 cm, x 28 cm x6 cm which 
is much closer to the size mentioned by Vitruvius. The latter were 
found 'in situ' flooring a building located by YAT just west of 
Bedern Hall. Two of these bricks had Sixth Legion stamps (Interim, 
1983,9.1: 13). 
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The larger tiles from York are similar in size to the complete 
example from Grimescar tilery which measures 45.5 cm x 30.5 cm. x 
7.6 cm (Purdy and Hanby, 1973: 102). Both are nearer to the Roman 
standard size than the national average. 
Lydion bricks had a wide variety of uses. In addition to paving 
they were particularly useful for providing bonding courses found in 
the walls of large public buildings or defensive works, such as the 
fortress wall exposed in the Museum Cardens at York. They could be 
used in hypocaust systems in place of pedalis. 
Tegula Sesquipedalis 
These are bricks Ih Ro=n foot square (44.35 cm sq. ). The 
average size of surviving examples in Britain is 40.69 cm. sq., with 
an average thickness of 5.29 cm (Brodribb, 1983: 102). This matches 
the tegula sesquipedalis bricks from York which are on average 40.5 cm 
sq. x5 cm thick. From the tilery at Grimescar are examples of round 
tegula sesquipedalis. One complete brick was discovered, this is 
42.9 cm in diameter (Purdy and Manby, 1973: 102). Such circular tiles 
are extremely rare in Britain and none are known from York. 
Tegulse sesquipedalis were used in both hypocaust systems and 
as a type of paving tile. Both Vitruvius ani Faventinus state that 
the base of hypocaust systems should be floored with such tiles 
1973: 15). 
Tegula Bipedalis 
These are the largest Roman bricks and are 2 Roman foot square 
(59.14 cm sq. ). The average for the country as a whole is 57.72 cm 
square x 6.05 cm thick (Brodribbb, 1983: 102a). Again the bricks 
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from York are very simiilarv the average size being 55.5 cm x 55 cm 
x 6.5 cm in thickness. 
The uses of tegulae bipedalis bricks seem to have been many. 
They were used to cover the gaps between smaller bricks in hypocausts 
(Fig. 23), and were suitable for providing bonding courses in walls. 
In addition, they acted as borders or quoins at the corner of build- 
ings and have been noted in arch construction. Vitruvius and 
Faventinus are again in agreement on their use in hypocausts. Both 
say they should be used to span the pillars of bricks. Palladius 
states that there should be two layers of tegula bipedalis bricks 
(Plummer,, 1973: 15-6). 
Is has been noted above that Lydion and Pedalis bricks are 
closer to the assumed Roman standard size at York than in the 
country as a whole. This raises the possibility that brick size 
was more closely regulated at military tileworks, such as York, 
than at rural or civilian tileries. 
Cuneatus (solid voussoir) 
There is no standard size of cuneatus. The examples from York 
are on average 29.5 cm, long x 29.5 cm wide with a tapered thickness 
ranging from 3 cm to 5 cm. 
'Amchairl voussoir 
The only substantially complete example from York is 34 cm long 
x 21 cm wide with a thickness of 4.5 cm, (Fig. 16). The only other 
sites in Yorkshire with substantially complete armchair voussoir tiles 
are Crimescar tilery and the fort at Slack nearby. The complete 
dimensions of these tiles are all slightly larger than the tile 
from York. 
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Half Box Flue Tiles 
The average size in Britain is 46 cm x 32.8 cm with an external 
flange depth of 8.2 cm (Brodribb, 1983: 154). The comparable figures 
for York are 52.5 cm x 43.5 cm with an external flange depth of 7.7 cm. 
Tubulus (Box Flue Tile) 
Box flue tiles come in a wide variety of shapes and sizes. There 
was no apparent attempt to achieve any kind of standardization. Three 
complete examples survive at York. Two are 37.5 cm tall x 15 cm wide 
x 14 cm in depth with two knife scored sides for the keying of mortar. 
The other flue tile is 33 cm x 28 cm x 12 cm with combed keying marks 
on two faces. In the two plain sides there are rectangular air vents 
on all three tiles* Rectangular vents are the most comm n type used 
in Britain occuring on 67Z of vented flue tiles. (Brodribb, 1983: 175). 
Spacer Robbins 
Eighteen examples are known from York. All are in the Yorkshire 
Museum in a box labelled 'bath house', although there are no details 
as to when or where they were excavated. The bobbins are 9.5 cm long 
with a tapered din-ter of 3.5-5 cm. In the centre is a nail hole 
tapering in size from 2-2.5 cm. 
Parietalis (Facing Brick) 
There are no complete facing bricks known from York. However# 
there are many examples of thin bricks (normally 3-4 cm) with the 
upper surface covered with finger or comb marks in a diamond or 
chequer-board pattern, Although it is not certain, it seems likely 
that they are fragments of facing bricks. The fort at Slack has 
produced a brick fragment of similar type. 
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Pipes 
No complete pipes of certain Roman date are known from York. 
The most complete pipes are 19.0 cm long with end diameters of 7.5 cm 
and 3 cm (Fig. 19). 
Unclassified brick and tile 
A number of ceramic objects found at York do not fall in to the 
major size groupings outlined above. One complete flat brick from 
York had the following unusual dimensions, 26 cm long x 13 cm. wide 
x 3.5 cm thick. Two sites in Yorkshire have provided single examples 
of bricks of similar size. From the fort at Slack comes a brick 
29 cm. x 15 cm x 6.5 cm. This is very similar to the brick from the 
villa site at Dalton Parlours which measures 30.2 cm x 14 cm x 3.4 - 
4.0 cm. It is uncertain exactly for what purpose bricks of this size 
were produced. Bricks of unusual rectangular shape are also found 
in tile tomb 8, but in this case it is difficult to be certain whether 
they are in fact partial fragments of larger size bricks. 
Another unusual ceramic object, of unknown purpose, found at 
York is a square object 9 cm x9 cm x7 cm tall. The sides are 
ribbed whilst the central portion is scooped out (Brodribb, 1983: 219). 
6.4 Colour 
Measurement of fabric colour by reference to standardized colour 
charts is widely used in archaeology. it is surprising therefore that 
relatively few ceramic reports include comprehensive colour chart 
descriptions. Munsell colour notations were used to describe the 
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range of hues found in Winchester Ware (Biddle and Barclay, 1974) 
and medieval bricks from East Anglia, Lincolnshire, and the Midlands 
(Firman and Firman, 1967: 308). The Romano-British Coarse Fabrics 
(Rescue) Pottery Colour Chart is used in Mathews and Green's (1969) 
description of post-medieval pottery from Inns of Court. In other 
reports general descriptions are used such as greenish-blue or 
yellowish-brown. Such terms are of little value where precise 
measurement of colour is required. 
It was decided to measure where possible the colour of all 
bricks and tiles sectioned using the standard Munsell Soil Colour 
Chart as recommended by Shepard (1968: 107). An attempt was made to 
measure colour using the Romano-British pottery chart but this proved 
unsatisfactory owing to the limited colour range compared to the 
Munsell chart. The advantage of using thin sectioned examples is 
that it allowed colour determination on a clean unweathered cut 
surface. Usually colour was recorded through the whole thickness 
of the s=ple. All colour determinations were undertaken in the 
same place using the saw standard lamp with a Mazda 100 watt bulb. 
Occasionallyv where tiles exhibited a wide range of colours, the 
predominant colours were recorded. Many tiles, particularly floor 
tiles, haa a grey core and this was also recorded. 
As a check of accuracy the colour of a number of ceramic sherds 
was determined twice. Sometimes at different times during the same 
dayo sometimes on different days. The results almost always corres- 
ponded with those previously obtained, or at most differed by one 
shade. This is acceptable bearing in mind that rarely does the 
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colour of the ceramic match a particular Munsell shade exactly. Rather, 
the shade nearest to the colour of the tile is the one selected. 
Robinson (1978: 66) looked at the accuracy and the amount of 
agreement in colour measurements between different individuals, using 
the same pottery sherds. The results using the Munsell chart were 
described as 'quite good'. The best results were for measurement 
of chroma, particularly for the surface, with slightly poorer results 
(lower levels of agreement) from margins and core. This is not sur- 
prising considering the small width of many pottery sherds. Measure- 
ment of tile colour is actually considerably easier. The greater 
thickness of tile means that there is usually a much greater area 
of colour, or each band of colour, to compare with the Munsell 
standards. Thin bands of colour do occur even in tiles, and accurate 
measurement of these did prove difficult. particularly bands under 
around 10 mm. 
To understand the importance of colour it is necessary to look 
at why certain clays fire to certain colours. Any single clay may 
exhibit a range of firing colours. The fired colour of a clay is 
due principally to its iron content, but it is also modified by other 
factors such as firing atmosphere and temperature (Worrall, 1968: 108). 
The red colour, common to many bricks and tiles, is the result 
of the oxidation of iron in the clay during the firing process. 
Certain tiles are characterised by the presence of a grey or black 
core. This indicates incomplete oxygen in the firing atmosphere 
(Shepard, 1965: 16). A number of tiles from Yorks many of which are 
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obvious wasters, show a black and vesicular interior producing a 
feature known as black coring. This results if carbonaceous material 
is not fully burnt off before the surface of the tile vitrifies, 
since this can prevent oxygen reaching the carbon within the body 
(Ryan, 1968: 36). Cases are then trapped by the dense impervious 
surface layer. 
Tiles which are completely grey, such as a number of imbrex 
fragments from Castleford, are known as reduced. This occurs when 
reducing gasses are present and the firing temperature is high enough 
for the ferric oxide in the clay to be reduced to ferro-ferric oxide. 
Cores caused by iron in a reduced state can often be recongnized by 
their steely appearance and a sharp dividing line between the reduced 
area and the oxidized outer =rgins (Grimshaw, 1971: 282). A Roman 
tile from Bishophill, York (thin section Y24/Bi) shows this feature 
clearly. 
White or pale coloured tiles are normally the result of firing 
clay with a low iron content. 
Hardness may occasionally be used as an identifying feature 
along with colour. Many tiles made at the tilery at Grimescar are 
characterised by their very soft fabric. This is in complete 
contrast to York where almost all tiles, with the exception of 
possible kiln waster material. are very hard. This is not necess- 
arily due to the York tiles experiencing higher firing temperatures. 
Fineness of grain and clay density also play a role. Clays can 
become hard at widely different temperatures and the rate at which 
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they harden also varies (Shepard, 1965: 114). The study of hardness 
is limited by the fact that there is no agreed method of assessing 
the hardness of fired ceramics. 
Figure 24 shows the results of colour analysis for Roman tile 
from York and neighbouring sites. Most tile produced in York is 
predominantly light red or red. Occasionally tiles are partly reduced 
but this is relatively uncommon. A small number of tiles are reddish- 
brown or reddish-yellow in colour but many of these are from the Ebor 
Brewery site in York and may well be kiln waste material. It is in- 
teresting to note that the only Roman tile discovered which may have 
been imported into the city is reddish-brown (YAT, 1973.15.11.10981), 
a colour of tile very rare in York (see Chapter 6.4). 
Tile from York, or thought to be from York, *found on other sites 
is, not surprisingly, the same colour as that found in York itself. 
All the York tile from Aldborough, -Castleford, 
Dalton Parlours and 
Templeborough is either red or light red. The only exception is the 
Ninth Legion tile from Doncaster, part of which is fired to a very 
unusual pink colour (Y. SYR7/4). 
Colour can provide a uieful means of identifying tiles from 
different origins found on the same site, This was possible at 
Castleford where selection of samples for analysis was principally 
based on colour. Many of the red and light red tiles from the fort 
and bath-house area were clearly from York, as indicated by the 
presence of Ninth Legion stamps. Many other tiles, principally 
from the vicus occured in a variety of colours (Fig. 25) either 
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absent or rare in York. Those which had the same red or light red 
colour as the York tiles could be distinguished, in many cases, by 
the presence of white silty bands in the clay matrix. The division 
of the Castleford tiles into two major groupings based on colour 
(one group originating from York, the other thought to be primarily 
of local origin) was subsequently substantiated by scientific analysis. 
The vicus tiles were similar in colour to many of the tiles from 
the tilery at Grimescar. The discriminating feature in this case 
was hardness. Almost all the tiles from Castleford were distinctly 
harder than those made at Grimescar. 
Measurement of colour is not always as useful as at Castleford, 
The York tiles at Dalton Parlours were indistinguishable in colour 
from other tiles on the site produced elsewhere. * Certain of the 
tiles produced at Grimescar have the same colours as those made at 
York. Where the Grimescar tiles do differ is in the presence of 
tiles of a pale pink, pinkish-white, or reddish-yellow colour. 
Such tiles are very rare, at York. Figure 25 under estimates the 
proportion of such tiles. This is because the harder fired red 
and light red tiles were selected for analysis as it was difficult 
to produce adequate thin sections, without consolidation, from the 
paler colouredv softer tiles. 
Three Sixth Legion stamped tiles were selected for analysis 
from Carpow in Scotland. All the other Carpow tiles, in the 
National'Museum of Antiquites in Edinburgh, were similar in colour 
to the tiles thin-sectioned. Analysis of the colour revealed that 
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two tiles had shades of brown not recorded at all from York. Only 
one of the other two shades (5YR6/6) is found in any quantity in 
the city. This reinforces the evidence from thin section analysis 
(Chapter 7.2.1) that these tiles were almost certainly not produced 
by the Sixth Legion in York. 
Accurate measurement of colour can provide important information 
despite being neglected in archaeological reports. Even thl's relat- 
ively small scale survey has shown that the study of colour, and to 
a lesser extent hardness, can prove extremely useful in determining 
whether tiles at a particular site are likely to have originated 
from a single source. Colour is perhaps of most use where kiln 
material is known and the complete range of firing colours can be 
determined, or alternatively where the tile is known to have been 
produced at a single source. Even where the origin of the material 
is totally unknown colour can be especially useful when used in 
combination with fabric analysis. 
6.5 Markings on Roman Brick and Tile 
This section is concerned with markings which were deliberately 
added during the manufacturing process, or later. I Often such marks 
reveal valuable evidence about the organisation of the tilemaking 
industry, and the distribution of tiles from the centres of production. 
6.5.1 Signature Marks 
These are markings, found on the top surface of many tiles, 
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formed by pressing into the clay with the end of a finger, or fingers. 
Occasionally a pointed stick or similar implement was used for the 
same purpose. Such markings normally cover only a small proportion 
of the top surface and tend to be curved. Certain keying marks are 
similar, but tend to cover a larger proportion of the surface area 
and are often composed of straight lines. only in a relatively few 
cases is it not possible to state with certainty whether a marking 
is a signature or for keying. 
All the more complete signature marks found at York are drawn 
in Figure 26'e It is not always possible to be certain whether mark- 
ings are sufficiently different to warrant a separate category. 
In this case they are given the prefix 'A' or W. Types 1-4 vary 
widely in size and shape, when more complete examples are known it 
may be possible to sub-divide these"categories still further. Many 
signature marks are too fragmentary to be classified with certainty. 
Listed in Figure 27 are the number of examples of each type, together 
with the legion if known. 
It has been debated as to what these markings actually mean. 
The evidence from Beauport Park, E. Sussex suggests that they are 
the mark ;f the individual tiler who made them (Brodribb, 1979a: 151). 
The site produced a number of very poorly finishe&tegulae all of 
which were found to carry the same distinctive signature. Evidence 
has come from London which substantiates this view (Betts, 1983: 7). 
Twenty complete tegulae of identical size were uncovered from the 
1983 excavations at Lime Street. Seven tiles were found with the 
same signaturep and five tiles with another type. Each tegula with 
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the same 
% 
signature was practically identical, but there were notable 
differences between the two sets of tegulae. 
Analysis of the signature marks from Beauport Park shows that 
certain markings are confined to tegula whilst others are only found 
on brick. This would suggest that not only did each tilemaker sign 
his own work but, at least at certain tileries, different tilers made 
different products. At York certain signature marks are found ex- 
clusively on brick or tegula, but there are too few examples of 
each type to say-if this is of any significance. 
The number of signature marks in use at any one time may' give a 
rough-indication of the number of tilers at work. It may also give 
an indication as to how long a particular tilery was in operation. 
The large number of such marks at York suggests a fairly long period 
of production. At Grimescar tilery, probably in operation for at 
least 20 years, only six signature marks are known for certain. 
The Keymer Brick and Tile Company at Burgess Hill, Sussex, still 
in operation, allocated a fixed number to each worker on finishing 
his apprenticeship (Brodribb, 1983: 299-300). This allowed the 
company to identify the particular output of each worker. Individual 
signature marks are likely to have been given out in Roman tileries 
for the same purpose. As tilemakers are likely to have been paid 
on output, individual marks provided an easy way of determining the 
number of tiles produced by each worker. This does not explain 
however why some tiles lack any kind of individual mark. Maybe 
only a set proportion of tiles were signed. 
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If every tiler in York had been given his own particular mark 
it seems likely that there would be even more signature marks than 
those already known. Individual marks may well have been passed on 
from father to son. It is known from the medieval period (Chapter 
9.2) than an unusually large percentage of the sons of tilers 
followed their fathers into the industry. Perhaps the same was true 
in the Roman period. 
On most tegulae found in Britain the signature mark is usually 
found at the bottom end of the tile, at a roughly equal distance 
between the flange sides. A number of tegulae from York have markings 
on the upper end of the tile. It is not certain whether these were 
applied for a different reason. The fact that at least one such 
mark (Fig. 26, Type 41) is only found on the top end of tegulae 
suggests this may be the case. 
The most common varieties of signature mark are the semi-circular 
examples shown in Figure 26. In Britain as a whole two-thirds of 
tegulae and 43% of brick signature marks are of this type. Why 
these types should be so common and the remaining types, of which 
at least 150 occur in Britain (Brodribb, 1983: 238), are so rare is 
difficult to explain. It may be that such markings are, not sign- 
atures at all but batch or tally marks. It is difficult to believe 
that tilers the length and breadth of Roman Britain would have choosen, 
quite independently, the same semi-circular marks for most of their 
tile. The other rather puzzling feature is the rarity of cross or 
circular signature marks throughout most of the country. 
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The majority of complete tegulae found 
marks, 'but they are far less common on 
illustrated by looking at the figures 
(Brodribb, 1983: 233-5): 
Complete tegula - 60% with 
Complete imbrex - 14% with 
Complete brick - 16% with 
in Britain have signature 
other types of tile. This is 
for the country as a whole 
signatures 
signatures 
signatures 
The comparable figures for York are as follows: 
Ninth Legion: 
i) Complete tegula - 66.7% (4 tiles) with signatures out of 6 
ii) Complete imbrex - None with signatures out of 1 
Sixth Legion: 
i) Complete tegula (Size A) - 94.7% (18 tiles) with signatures out of 19 
ii) Complete tegula (Size B) - 58.3% (7 tiles) with signatures, out of 12 
iii) Complete imbrex - None with signatures out of 4 
The figures for all the complete ti 
stamped examples are: 
i) Tegula (Size A) 87.2% (41 tiles) 
ii) Tegula (Size B) 53.8% (7 tiles) 
iii) Tegula (Size C) 100% (11 tiles) 
iv) Tegula (Size D) 100% 1 tile)'ý 
V) Imbrex 10% 1 tile) 
vi) Half box tile 100% 2 tiles) 
les, 
with 
with 
with 
with 
with 
with 
including s 
signatures 
signatures 
signatures 
signatures 
signatures 
signatures 
tamp 
out 
out 
out 
out 
out 
out 
ed 
of 
of 
of 
of 
of 
of 
and un- 
46 
13 
11 
1 
10 
2 
The size groups of the tegulae are those discussed in Chapter 6ý3, 
All examples of signature mark types 30 and 40 have been found exclu- 
siVely on small tegulae (size group C). The two other signature marks 
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found on these tegulae, types 5 and 22, have also been found on the 
larger tegulae (size groups A and B). All the small tegulae making 
up tile tomb 7 in the Yorkshire Museum collection are signed. Two 
other tiles of this type exist with complete dimensions; again both 
have been signed. 
The two large tegula groups with Sixth Legion stamps have the 
following signature types: 
i) Sixth Legion complete tegula, Size A: 1,2,3,4,9,10,20,36 
ii) Sixth Legion complete tegula, Size B: 2,3,4,9,11,38. 
Signature marks 2,3,4 and 9 were used by the Sixth Legion on 
tiles of both sizes. Signature mark type 11 is also found on tiles 
in size group A although none are stamped. The slightly larger 
number of signatures in group A is almost certainly due to the larger 
number of complete stamped tegulae in this group. On the evidence 
of signature mark type there is no apparent difference between the 
two groups. Where the Sixth Legion tiles in groups A and B do seem 
to differ is in the proportion of tiles which have been signed. In 
group A 94.7% of Sixth Legion stamped tiles are signed. This compares 
with only 58.3% in group B. 
Semi-circular signature marks are the most commqn type of sign- 
ature found both on Ninth and Sixth Legion tegulae (Fig. 27). The 
majority of other signature marks are found on tiles of one Legion 
only. With so few examples of most types of signature it is not 
possible to say at present if this is of any significance. 
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Type Legion Frequency 
9th 6th 
1 x 13 
2 x 10 
2a - - 1 
3 x x 8 
3a - - 
3b - - 4 x 9 
4a 1 
5 x x 7 
6 x 5 
7 2 (a) (b) 
8 4 
8a 1 
9 x 7 
10 x 2 
11 x 6 
12 1 
13 1 
14 1 
15 x 3 
16 1 
17 x 1 
18 - 1 
19 - x 2 
20 - x 1 
21 - - 4 
22 x x 4 
23 x 
24 
Type Legion Frequency 
9th 6th 
25 1 
26 2 
27 1 
28 1 
29 1 
30 9 
31 x 1 
32 1 
33 1 
34 1 
35 1 
36 x 1 
37 x 1 
38 x 1 
39 1 
40 1 
41 2 
(a) Type 7 from Slack 
(or York) on 9th 
Legion stamped tile. 
(b) Type 7 on 9th Legion 
stamped tile in 
Lincoln Museum. 
Figure 27: Frequency of signature mark types. 
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In contrast to the tegulae, only one imbrex fragment from the 
tile tombs has a deliberate marking of any kind. This is in the 
form of a three finger squiggle along the top crest of the tile. 
It is by no means certain whether these markings are actually sign- 
atures. They may have served a decorative purpose. For this reason 
the marking is omitted from Figure 26. A one finger squiggle, mark, 
in the same position, is also known from York. The mark is associated 
with a Ninth Legion stamp die. The rarity of such marks suggests 
their use may have been restricted to the period of occupation of 
the Ninth Legion. There are 17 other sites in Britain which have 
produced, imbrices with finger lines running along the length of the 
tile (Brodribb, 1983: 68). 
Certain markings on imbrex tiles from York are undoubtedly 
signature marks. Signature mark type 3b (Fig. 26) occurs on the 
side of an imbrex found during excavations at York Minster (YMEG, 
YM71AG97/27). Figure 26 also shows a fragment of imbrex (YAT, 75.6. 
3271) from Blake Street with the remains of a probable signature 
mark. Generally, such markings on imbrex tiles are relatively rare. 
Signature marks on bricks are also uncommon, both at York and 
in the country as a whole. ý Of the 28 comýlete bricks examined in 
the Yorkshire Museum collection only 3 (10.7%) had a signature mark. 
It is not readily apparent at the present time why signature marks 
should be so common on tegulae, but so rare on other types of tile. 
Very few complete lists of signature mark types have been 
published. This makes it difficult to compare the types found at 
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York with the types found e'lsewhere. Types 1,2,3,4,5,6 and 19 are 
known from London, types 1,5 and possibly 36 from Beauport Park 
(Brodribb, 1979a: 150), and types 4 and 5 from Dalton Parlours villa. 
As more signature marks are catalogued and published it is likely 
that even more parallels will come to light. It is only then that 
the full significance of signature marks will begin to be revealed. 
6.5.2 Tally Marks 
On the sides of tiles are occasionally found knife cut marks 
which appear to represent numerical figures (Brodribb, 1983: 293-9). 
These so-called tally marks possibly mark separate batches of tile 
ready to be fired. Figures 1 to 5 and 9 and 10 seem to be represented 
and perhaps 6. No marks have yet been found which represent the 
numbers 7 or 8. Similar marks have been found on pottery where 
they are referred to as batch-marks or batch-numerals. 
Most tally marks occur on the fore-edge of tegulae and on the 
edges of bricks, although one tegula from London is unusual in having 
the number IX cut into the flange top (Betts, 1983: 8). Only two sites 
in Yorkshire have so far produced tally marks, Templeborough and York. 
The York examples, found in York itself, are shown in Figure 28. 
Types 1-3 are knife cut marks, whilst type'4 is a possible finger 
impressed example. Figure 29 shows the tally mark on a tegula from 
Aldborough. The tile is originally thought to have been produced 
at the legionary tilery at York as it carries a Ninth Legion stamp 
die. 
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Knife Cut 
1 
Knife Cut 
2 
Knife Cut 
Possible Finger Mark Example 
4 
Full Size 
Figure 28: Tally marks on Roman bricks and tiles 
from York. 
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Full Size 
Figure 29: Tally mark on a tegula found at 
Aldborough, near York. 
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The York Minster collection has a number of tiles and bricks 
with faint marks on the sanded sides. None are knife cut so it would 
seem unlikely that many are deliberate tally marks. The mostýconvin- 
cing is shown in Figure 29 (Type 4). 
Tally marks seem to be most common on tiles produced by the 
military, or in, officially run tileworks. As well as at York, tally 
marks have been found at other military sites such as Chester, Holt, 
Lancaster, as well as areas with Classis Britanica stamped tile 
(Brodribb, 1979b: 219). Somewhat surprisingly none have yet been 
found in the Wall area. 
6.5.3 Gra iti 
Graffiti on tiles is often fragmentary and frequently difficult 
to distinguish. Almost all such markings were made before firing. 
Two graffiti tiles from York are of particular interest. The first 
refers to some type of social club to which Pollio gave his good 
wishes 'Pollio collegio feliciter' (Tomlin, 1979: 238). It may also 
possibly refer to a burial club, or some kind of guild (RCHM, 1962: 
114). The second graffiti of interest is one of only three Christian 
symbols known on tile from Britain. The others coming from Leicester 
and Wickford. Both the York and Wickford examples were placed on a 
tegula near the flange where they would have been covered by the 
imbrex. This would suggest they were meant to be deliberately con- 
cealed. The tile from York (YMEG, UM68 NE/T119) reads X"Pi, Chi-Rho, 
and was found immediately north-east of the principia,, (Wright and 
Hassall, 1974: 469). Chi-Rho are the first two Greek letters of the 
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name Christ. The date of the tile is uncertain, although there is 
little evidence to suggest that Christianity became a widespread 
religion before the early years of the 4th century (Frere, 1978: 371). 
York was one of the three places in Britain to send a bishop to 
appear at the Council of Arles in AD 314 (Salway, 1981: 340). 
The other tiles with graffiti found in York are listed by 
Tomlin (1979: 251) below: 
I) .... ) xxxv 
MSA ( 
3) .... ) H (.... 
6.5.4 Tile Stamps 
I 
It is'generally accepted that the earliest stamped tiles were 
produced by Legis IV Macedonica and found at Mainz on the Rhine. , 
They are believed to date from around AD 43/45 (McWhirr, 1979b: 253). 
In Britain the earliest military building using brick and tile is 
the legionary bath-house at Exeter dating between AD 60-65. Tile 
must have been in production before this date as fragments of tile 
are found in the fortress streets which were laid between AD 55-60. 
I In'London a wide variety of tile types were used in the city before 
the Boudiccan destruction of AD 60 (Betts, 1983: 8). 
Despite the evidence which suggests that tilemaking was intro- 
duced into Britain very early in the Roman conquest there are no 
legionary tile stamps which can be dated with certainly to the Ist 
century, A Ist century date for some of the York material is sugges- 
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ted by the presence of tiled ovens set into the back of the Ist cent- 
ury ramparts. A number of tiles in these ovens had Ninth Legion 
stamps. At Castleford the Ninth Legion tiles in the bath-house 
may correspond with the military occupation of the fort which came 
to a halt around the end of the Ist century. At present there is 
no definite proof that the Ninth were stamping tiles in the Ist 
century although this would seem a strong possibility. 
There is no evidence for the manufacture of stamped tile from 
Lincoln, which housed the Ninth Legion before its move northward to 
York in, AD 71. One LEG IX HISP tile'(Wright's die type 7) is known 
in Lincoln Museum, but there is no evidence that it was actually 
found in the city (McWhirr, 1979: 254-5). A York origin seems far 
more likely. Not only has the tile a stamp die and signature mark 
(type 7) known from York, but it has a fabric visually identical to 
other Ninth Legion tiles produced in the city. The tile is approx- 
imately 38 cm, in breadth, which fits the size of other Ninth Legion 
tiles used at York. 
For how long tile stampi 
to determine. The problem is 
practice of re-using stamped, 
This explains the presence of 
tile in the early 4th century 
(RCHM, 1961: 42). 
ng continued at York is very 'difficult 
made more difficult by the widespread 
and other tile, in later buildings. * 
both Ninth and Sixth Legion stamped 
bath-house at St Sampson's Square 
Certain stamps have titles awarded by the Emperor and thus can 
be dated. The Sixth Legion was given the title Gordiana by Gordian II 
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who reigned during the year AD 238. Gordiana stamped tiles are the 
last Roman tiles from York which can be dated with certainty. Other 
titles bestowed on to the legion and referred to on their tile stamps 
include the title Antoniniana, awarded by Caracalla (AD 198-217). 
In addition the Sixth Legion was also awarded, uniquely, the title 
Britannica in AD 210. A title found on tile from both Carpow and 
York. 
The stamp dies used to mark Roman bricks and tiles were probably 
made out of wood, although metal or clay dies may have been used on 
occasions. Wooden dies seem to have been used at York, one Sixth 
Legion stamp (YHEG, YM70 AJ61/T1, CVIII) clearly preserves the wood 
grain of the stamp die. A Ninth Legion stamp used at York (Fig. 30) 
has split in a manner which would be impossible if the stamp was of 
metal or clay. There is no apparent difference between Ninth and 
Sixth Legion stamp dies, except that those made by the Sixth Legion 
generally have slightly sharper and clearer letters. What the stamp 
implement actually looked like is unknown. 
The official legionary stamp must have been of some importance. 
One Sixth Legion tegula from York (YMEG, YM71 PF575: T8) is stamped 
twice, probably because it was realised that the first would be daur- 
aged by the addition of the nail hole. Usually tegulae are stamped 
at the bottom endv not the top end as in this case, so the problem 
does not arise. Other sites have produced double stamped tiles such 
as Holt9 London, Richborough (Brodribb, 1983: 270) and Slack, although 
they are always rare. A Ninth Legion example from tile tomb 6 in 
the Yorkshire Museum collection is shown in Fig. 15. The first stamp 
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is almost complete, but, the bottom edge has been obscured in one 
place when the tile was stamped again. For some reason only the 
very top of the stamp was impressed into the clay the second time. 
Most of the individual Ninth and Sixth Legion stamp dies found 
at York have been catalogued and published by R. P. Wright, (Wright, 
1976: 224-235 and 1978: 379-382)*. Regretably, Wright relied on 
squeezes and rubbings which resulted in major inaccuracies in both 
catalogues. For this reason, as many stamp dies as possible have 
been checked again. The Ninth Legion stamp die catalogue has been 
completely revised, whilst in the Sixth Legion catalogue many indi- 
vidual stamp drawings have had to be amended or completely re-drawn. 
The modified catalogues are shown in Figures 30-31. In the Sixth 
Legion list Wright's numbers are retained where possible. Wright's 
drawings are to a scale of 2: 5, the remainder are reduced to a scale 
of 2: 3. Certain stamp dies (marked YM) are reproduced by permission 
from the RCHM and YMEG. 
It is unlikely that this will be the final catalogue as new die 
stamps continue to be discovered. Ten new Sixth Legion stamp types 
have been found since Wright's catalogue was published in 1976. In 
addition, the discovery of better preserved stamp dies has allowed 
Wright's original drawings to be improved in accuracy. 
In Wright's original catalogue two Sixth Legion stamped dies 
have been given the same die number with the second example referred 
to as A. There is no obvious reason for this; it looks as though 
they are simply late additions to the catalogue. In Figures 30-31 
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11-H 
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12 
13 
L! ili 
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(R PWs OIL, 4) 
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Scale 2.5 
Figure 30: Ninth Legion stamp die types. 
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YM 
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Figure 30: Ninth Legion stamp die types. 
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cm 
15 Redrawn 
16 
17 
1A Redrawn 
19 
21%%%% 
20 Redrawn 
3 Redrawn 
21 ECVlltl 
4 LE CVl 
22 
7 
23 
LN 
24 
8 
ci 
25 
9 Redrawn 
26 
10 uG ivil 27 
11 LEC VI 
28 K Y] 
12 Redrawn 
29 
Redrawn 
Redrawn 
13 IC 
=J. V -1 
30 Redrawn 
14 31 rVIC, c 
_IQ 
Figure 31: Sixth Legion stamp die types. 
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Figure 31: Sixth Legion stamp die types. 212 
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Figure 31: Sixth Legion stamp die types. 
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Figure 31: sixth Legion stamp die types. 
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Figure 31: Sixth Legion stamp die types. 
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Figure 31: Sixth Legion stamp die types. 
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every die type has been given a separate die number. Variants have 
been given the letter A like Wright, but this is reserved for what 
appears to be the same die stamp which differs only because it was 
split or is becoming worn. For example, stamp die 46 and 46A look 
to be the same die, but in the latter the stops between the letters 
are absent. 
most Sixth Legion stamp dies can be classified with little 
difficulty provided sufficient of the stamp remains. The problem 
lies in the classification of Ninth Legion stamp dies. There appears 
to be a number of dies in use of very similar appearance. Frequently 
it is difficult to determine the precise die if only a small part 
of the stamp remains. Stamp die 8 is classed as a separate stamp 
die although it may be a variant of die type 7. Until better pre- 
served stamp dies are located the Ninth Legion classification shown 
in Figure 30 must remain provisional. 
A puzzling feature of stamped tile is the presence of single 
unique examples, whilst other stamp dies are extremely common. At 
Beauport Park, East Sussex, there were 47 unique types out of the 
83 varieties discovered (Brodribb, 1983: 271). This phenomenon is 
also seen at York where there is only one'known example each of 
Rinth 
Legion die types 5.9 and 11. This contrasts with 25 examples of die 
7 presently catalogued from York (Fig. 32). The likely explanation 
at York is that certain dies were used for a long period until they 
were worn out. These were then replaced by new dies which were only 
used-for a relatively short period before the Ninth Legion was trans- 
ferred in c. AD 122. 
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Figure 32: Ninth Legion stamped tiles classified by 
tile type. 
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7 7A 7B 89 10 
DIE NUMBER ý 
one stamp die seems to show a progressive deterioration (Fig. 30). 
The complete stamp die is classified as die type 7. Later in its 
life the stamp split from just below the letter H to just below the 
top of the figure 1. Despite this the stamp continued to be used, 
and has been given the die number 7A. The only Ninth Legion stamped 
tile from Dalton Parlours villa, and a couple of examples found at 
York, are all stamped with this cracked die. Later still, the area 
above the split disappears altogether. This die stamp, called 7B, 
is found on two bricks in York, and on a tegula from the Tolson 
Memorial Museum, Huddersfield. The latter may have been found at 
Slack, although it was clearly manufactured in York (see Chapter 6.2.1). 
In addition to the die cracking, many die stamps of types 7A 
and 7B show deterioration of certain letters, particularly letters 
S and P. Even many examples of die type 7 have an incomplete letter 
P, as do many tiles with stamp die 10. The bottom of the letters 
LE also seem to suffer from stamp die wear after prolonged periods 
of use. 
Very few Sixth Legion tiles show any sign of progressive wear. 
This would suggest that old dies were replaced well before they began 
to wear out. Figure 33-shows the number of stamp dies found in each 
category. Only stamp dies actually seen and checked are included. 
The distribution is slightly more even than for the Ninth Legion, 
but certain stamp dies seem more common than others. There are 15 
examples of die types 46, and 9 examples of dies 54 and 89. In 
contrast there are 38 stamp dies with only one unique example 
currently known. 
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Figure 33: Sixth Legion stamped tiles classified by tile type. 
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Certain groups of die stamps, very similar in shape and style, 
are also more common. This is especially the case with long thin 
die types 35,89 and 90 of which there are 20 examples. These 
particular stamps, all with the letters LEGIONIVI, are only found 
on imbrices and small thin tegulae, none of which unfortunately are 
complete. Another group is die types 1,1A and 2, all of which are 
characterised by abnormally thick, crude, lettering in the form LEVI. 
There are 19 stamp dies in this group. Many other Sixth Legion die 
types can be grouped together on style, for example stamp dies 32, 
33 and 94. It seems probable that many of these die stamps are 
either contemporary in age, or were made within a relatively short 
period of each other. It is likely that more than one stamp die 
was in use at any one time. 
Brodribb (1983: 272) noted that certain Classis Britannica 
stamped tiles tended to be confined to certain types of tile. This 
would indicate that not only did tilers have their own particular 
stampp but each tended to specialize in making particular types of 
tile. The same may have been true of York, although there are two 
few examples of many die stamps to be certain. Listed below are 
the stamp dies which are mainly restricted to one type of tile: 
Sixth Legion Die Stamp Tegula Imbrex Brick 
1A 18- 
36 -17 
41 -6- 
46 12 21 
46A -41 
47 71- 
78 7- 
94 -6 
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The results for stamp dies 46 and 46A are of interest. Not 
only is stamp die 46 mainly used on tegulae, and die 46A found only 
on imbrices, there is also a fabric difference. Tiles with die 46 
are predominantly fine in fabric, whilst tiles with stamp die 46A 
are mainly sandy. In Figure 34 all the Sixth Legion stamp dies 
from York are classed according to a visual examination of the 
fabric. 
It is apparent from'Figure 34 that certain stamp groups which 
can be linked in terms of stamp dies style can also be linked 
together on fabric. This reinforces. the belief that groups of 
stamps were in use during more or less the same period. Stamp 
groups 35,89 and 90 and 1,1A and 2, are almost all sandy, or 
slightly sandy, in fabric. In contrast most of the die stamps in 
the form LEGVIV (dies 46,47,48,50 and 53) have a fine, or 
occasionally slightly sandy fabric. Certain individual stamp dies 
are found exclusively on tiles of fine fabric, for example dies 9, 
54,56,78 and 79, whilst others such as dies 30 and 60 tend to be 
sandy. In addition to their predominantly sandy fabric die stamps 
35,52,89,90 and 94 have yellowish-white silty inclusions in the 
clay matrix. On tile stamp 94 this gives the tile surface'a spotted 
appearance. Unfortunately, the date of these sandy tiles has yet o: 
to be established. 
Reference has already been made to thin, small tegulae having 
their own set of die stamps. The large tegulae discussed in Chapter 
6.3 also have different dies. The following Sixth Legion stamp dies 
are found on the complete tiles from the tile tombs: 
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i) Tegula (Size A), stamp dies: 54,56,69,73,79,82 
ii) Tegula (Size B), stamp dies: 21,23,479 68. 
The single complete stamped tile excavated by YMEG (YM71 PH 
927 IX) fits in with the data above. It belongs to size group A 
and has stamp die type 54. The differences in die stamp would 
again support the suggestion that the two large tegula. size groups 
are of different age, although, archaeological proof is lacking. 
The frequency of stamping varies in different parts of Britain. 
In some places most tiles were stamped whilst in others rarely so. 
At Beauport Park 40 out of 41 (97.6%) complete tegulae were stamped 
(Brodribb, 1983: 274). The figures for complete tiles at York are 
as follows: 
i) Tegula (Size group A) - 55.5% (25 tiles) stamped out-of 45 
ii) Tegula (Size group B) - 92.3% (12 tiles) stamped out of 13 
iii) Tegula (Size group C) - NONE 
iv) Imbrex - 50% 5 tiles) stamped out of 10 
Size group A consits of 19 Sixth Legion and 6 Ninth Legion 
tiles-, whilst size group B comprises only Sixth Legion examples. 
As size group A consists of unstamped tilesl which could be either 
of Ninth or Sixth Legion manufacture, the percentage stamped cannot 
be compared with group B which appears to be exclusively Sixth Legion. 
The results for group C are slightly misleading. Although no com7- 
plete tiles in this group are known to be stamped, there are stamped 
fragments of small tegulae in the YMEG collection and the Yorkshire 
Museum. Many of these are of the sandy fabric type discussed pre- 
viously. 
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The imbrex stamped tile consists of 4 Sixth Legion and 1 Ninth 
Legion stamp die. Which Legion made the unstamped tile is unknown. 
When the actual number of stamp dies found on both complete and 
fragmentary tile is compared (based on the figures shown in Figure 33) 
the number of tegula and imbrex with Sixth Legion die stamps is found 
to be very similar. The figures for Classis Britannica stamped tile, 
listed below, show a similar result. 
York Stamped Tile 
Ninth Legion Sixth Legion 
Tegula 
Imbrex 
Brick 
Flue tile 
Voussoir tile 
TOTAL 
44 (55.7%) 
23 (29.1%) 
11 (13.9%) 
NONE 
1 (1.3%) 
79 
Classis Britannica 
Tile 
765 (33.2%) 
830 (36.0%) 
670'(29.1%) 
38 ( 1.7%) 
NONE 
102 (42.1%) 
109 (45.1%) 
29 (12.0%) 
2(0.8%) 
NONE 
242 2303 
In contrast to the Sixth Legion and Classis Britannica stamped 
tile, the Ninth Legion tile from York shows a far higher percentage 
of stamped tegulae. Another striking feature of the figures is the 
rarity of stamped flue tiles, and an even greater rarity of stamped 
voussoir tiles. Part of the reason may be the difficulty of distin- 
guishing small fragments of flue tile from thin tegulae, and voussoir 
tile from ordinary brick. This, however, would only account for a 
small part of the discrepancy. Stamped flue tiles are rare in 
Britain as a whole (Brodribb, 1983: 275). 
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The rarity of voussoir tile in York explains the low percentage 
of stamped examples. Bricks, on the other hand, are just as common 
as tegulae, but for some unknown reason, it was not thought necess- 
ary to stamp as many examples. This is particularly apparent at 
York where there is less than half the proportion of bricks stamped 
by the Classis Britannica. 
Figure 35 shows the Ninth Legion stamp dies found outside York. 
With the exception of die types 1-3 which come from the Carlisle 
area, all the stamped tiles probably originated from the legionary 
tilery at York (see Chapter 5.2). The majority of stamped tile which 
is believed to have been transported from York is brick (73.3%). 
This is an unusually high percentage bearing in mind that only 13.9% 
of Ninth Legion stamp dies are found on brick in York itself. This 
suggests that brick, rather than roofing tile, may have been the 
chief export out of York during the period of Ninth Legion production. 
In Figure 36 the Sixth Legion stamped tiles found outside York 
are listed, based on the work of R. P. Wright (1976), with subsequent 
additions. Unfortunately, in most cases Wright does not record the 
type of tile stamped, nor is it always apparent how many items were 
found at each location. What is clear is that the vast majority of 
stamp dies found outside York belong to the series 42-45, none of 
which are known in York. Only Aldborough, Halifax, Gayton Thorpe 
in Norfolk, and possibly Slack have produced Sixth Legion dies with 
York parallels. 
Part of a tegula fragment was found in 1972 outside the interval 
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1 -Tegula 
2 -Voussoir 
3 Brick 
SI-1 
Do-3 
Ca -3 
Ca-3 
Ca-31 I Tb-3 
Sc-3 I lCa-31 I Hw-21 I Ma-3 
Sc -31 Cr -11 Cr-1 II AI-1 I Da-31SI -310w-? l I AI-3 I Ma4 I Ma -3 
1234567 7a 7b 81 6--l 6-1 11 1 12 113 
Stamp Die Number 
SITE: 
AI: Atdborough 
ca : Castleford 
Cr : Carlisle 
Da : Oalton Partours 
Do : Ooncaster 
Hw: Hilly Wood, Northants 
Ma : Matfon 
ow: 01d Winteringham 
sc : Scalesceugh 
si : Stack(? ) or York 
Tb Jempleborough 
Figure 35: Ninth Legion stamped tiles found outside York. 
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SITE: STAMP 
9 17 30 42 43 
DIE 
44 
NUMBER 
45 46 50 62 72 78 83 
ALDBOROUGH XXX 
BINCHESTER X 
CARPOW X 
CARRAWBURGH Xx X 
CATTERICK X 
CHESTERS x 
CHESTERHOLM X X X 
CORBRIDGE XX X 
EBCHESTER XX X X 
GAYTON THORPE X 
HALIFAX X 
HIGH ROCHESTER X 
PIERCEBRIDGE X 
RUDCHESTER (42-5 UNA SSIGNED) 
SLACK xX 
DIES FOUND AT 
YORK: XX 
-X 
X X. XX 
Figure 36: Sixth Legion stamped tiles' found outside-York. 
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tower of the fortress wall. The stamp is believed to read )VIV2M( 
although only the reverse S is certain. A possible analogy was 
suggested from Richborough where there are two similar stamps. one 
stamped SILVIVS MA and another stamped )VS MA( in retrograde (Wright 
and Hassall, 1974: 469). Photographs of both were sent to the author 
(compliments of Nicholas Moore, Dept. of the Environment). Although 
similar, neither matched the York stamp. The stamp is almost certain- 
ly of Sixth Legion date as it closely matches Wright's die type 52, 
known only from York. 
Figure 37 shows three stamps ofuncertain type (Nos. 1-3). 
These may be either fragments of Sixth Legion stamps or parts of 
civilian tile stamps. One of the fragments (No. 3) may according to 
R. P. Wright (pers. comm. ), be stamped SAB (YMEG, YMPK 64/3 CLXVIII). 
In this case the stamp, of which only a very small part survives 
(Fig. 37, No. 3), could have read ALA SAB (INIANA). Another, pro- 
bablY more likely explanation, is that it is the very bottom letters 
of a retrograde Sixth Legion stamp of the type V)IVD(EJ. The right 
hand letter in Figure 37,3 looks more like the base of a '1' than 
the top of a 'B'. 
Tile stamp lin Figure 37 survives as a corner fragment only. 
It has certain similarities in style with the ends of stamp dies 23 
and 24. A Sixth Legion origin is therefore suggested, although with- 
out more of the stamp surviving this is not certain. 
The Royal Commission on Historical Monuments (1962: 115) record 
an imbrex tile stamped )IICTOOF. The tile stamp actually reads 
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Figure 37: Civilian Tile stamped TITUS, and 
unidentified tile stamp fragmentp(Nos. 1-3). 
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LEGIOVI in retrograde. It is Wright's type 34, and has a sandy, 
yellow spotted fabric similar to tiles with stamp die types 35,89 
90 and 94. 
The only certain nOn-military tile stamps come from Blossom 
Street and Rougier Street, both in the colonia. The Blossom Street 
stamp came from excavations on the site of the new Prudential 
Insurance building in 1966. It is an imbrex tile (BS. 2.3. A85) with 
the stamp die TITUS (Fig. 37). 
The Rougier Street tile, also an imbrex, is stamped AGRIPA. 
This stamp, like the Blossom Street example, is so far unique. 
There is, however, a mortarium. stamped AGRIPP known from York 
(Hassall and Tomlin, 1983: 349). The Blossom Street tile has a 
fabric visually identical with many legionary stamped tile fragments. 
Presumably, both the military and civilian tilemakers at York util- 
ized the same, or a very similar, clay source. 
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CHAPTER 7 
ANALYTICAL RESULTS AND INTERPRETATION 
All the Roman samples from York and neighbouring sites are 
listed in Appendix 2 together with their thin section and/or NAA 
number where appropriate. The results of textural analysis and 
NAA for each sample are listed in Appendix 3 and 5 respectively. 
Appendix 4 lists the rock and mineral content of each of the 
samples thin sectioned. 
Thin Section Analysis 
Two aspects of thin section analysis are considered. 
Firstly, the types of minerals and rock fragments found in each 
thin section. Secondly, the size of the quartz grains in the clay 
matrix (textural analysis). The number of grains in each size 
category, which each measure 0.015 mm, is recorded to produce a 
grain size distribution for each thin section. All grains below 
0.015 mm, are placed in the same size category, as are all grains 
above 0.09 mm. This means every quartz grain size distribution is 
described by the frequency of grains'in each of eight size 
categories. It is the number of quartz grains in each size 
category which is used as the raw data in the various statistical 
techniques adopted. In other words, it is the quartz grain size 
distribution, for each tile and brick sample, which are being 
analysed. 
Most of the difference between individual grain size 
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distributions occurs either in the smaller size categories 
(<0.015-0.045 mm) or the largest size category (>0.09 mm). This 
is discussed more fully in Chapter3.2.3. 
7.1 York 
The first aim of the analysis of Roman tile from York was to 
determine if there was any difference between Ninth Legion and 
Sixth Legion stamped tile. All the legionary stamped tile thin 
sectioned is shown in Figures 38 and 39. Included in with the 
Ninth Legion stamped tiles is the kiln material from the Borthwick 
Institute area, which is known to be of Ninth Legion manufacture. 
The results show clearly that the quartz grain size distributions 
of Ninth and Sixth Legion tiles do differ, although there is some 
overlap between certain grain size distributions. Ninth Legion 
tiles generally have a finer fabric than Sixth Legion tiles. Two 
Sixth Legion examples (Y6/Bs and Y8/Ym) are unusually sandy and 
form a separate group in Figure 39. Sand temper may have been 
added to these two tiles although it cannot be detected in thin 
section. This may be because the temper is the same size as the 
quartz already in the clay. 
The single stamped tile from Trentholme Drive (YI/Tm) thin 
sectioned was selected for analysis because of its unusually soft, ' 
fine fabric. Not surprisingly this was one of the few Sixth 
Legion tiles which grouped with the Ninth Legion stamped examples 
on the principal components plot and the cluster analysis diagram. 
Both the Severiana and Antoniniana stamped tiles have a very 
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similar quartz grain size and are grouped together on the cluster 
analysis di. agram. In contrast, the grain size of the Gordiana 
stamped tile is distinctly finer, so much so that it is grouped 
with the Ninth Legion stamped material. 
In Figure 40 are the results of discriminant analysis of all 
the Roman tiles thin sectioned from York. Again, the results 
confirm the separation between the Ninth and Sixth Legion group, 
with P (X/G) probabilities of between 21.9-98.2%. P(X/G) being 
the probability that the sample belongs to the group to which it 
has been assigned. 14 out of 17 (82.4%) of the Sixth Legion tiles 
fell into the Sixth Legion group (Group 2) with P(X/G) 
probabilities of 4.1-99.7%. The remaining three tiles were 
allocated to the Ninth Legion group with P(X/G) probabilities of 
26.3%, 48.4% and 44.7%. These three tiles (Y3/B!, Y6/Bi, YI/Td) 
were all placed in the Ninth Legion group in cluster analysis. 
Figure 40 also gives the P(G/X) values. Having defined the 
group this looks at the probability that the sample belongs to the 
group allocated, rather than any other group. A high P(G/X) value 
means that the probability of a sample belonging to one of the 
other assigned groups is low. The high P(G/X) values asdociated 
with the Roman brick and tile in Figure 40 shows that there is a 
high probability that almost all the samples belong to their 
assigned group rather than the other group. This holds true for 
the majority of the stamped tile, and the unstamped tile analysed 
from York. The latter was included in discriminant analysis under 
the heading 'ungrouped'. Discriminant analysis allocated each 
ungrouped tile to either the Ninth Legion or Sixth Legion group 
238 - 
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ACTUAL HI GHE ST PP13BAB IL I'Ty ZND HIGNEST 
TILE GROUP GROUP P(X/G) P(Cr/X) GROUP P(Cr/X) 
YlIBI 01 v74 
Y2/Bi 1 . 3ubu btO . 31 
Y3/Bi 1 32 . t, 2t1 
Y4/Bi 2.2 94257 .9qt1 1 , (1039 
Yý/Bi kit C- ýPcIa olý 19 .ý q(06 2* UOO, # 
Y6/Bi 2. '0*'- 0 1 *4643 . 8346 2 . 1654 
Y7/Bi OýGl, N 1 0 It '0 ý3 H 0PI . ", 8 
2 ,Ie42 
YB/Bi L; 1, GkP1. 5 19 ty 9ý3 *LOý7 
Y91 Bi UNGRPU 778 1ý d52 k, 14 6 
YlO/Bi (JNGre Pr. IIFII 7 cy It1 0 t, 3cý 
Yll/Bi UNGkPL Z 340b . 7217 1 . 2783 
Yll)/Ri UýCll- PL 1 2457 . 1- 1; & t, ,(01ý -1w, 
Y13/Bi 1 . 3076 . 9978 2 OJZZ 
Y14/Bi LINGP ýL 2 .t924 .9 -to I LA 30 
Yl 5/13 i Lj NGPPE. I . 5(-ý4 0 -q923 2 . 0077 
Y16/Bi Uý'Gk PC 1 . 2ýF5 3 boq5 . 33u, ý 
Y17/Bi Ut Glý PD 1 . 44ýij . 9957 2 . GO-4 3 
Y13/Bi L, NGPPD I .7tC 1; e. '12 Ic .C 7de 
Y19/Bi LINC4 PL, I .br, 3 Q 81; 5 2 Glc5 
Y20/Bi tJN*GP PO Z q76bC . 935t I . cbilý 
Y21/ Bi 1) NGkP fl 1 .aIC, 15 .k 11 70 2 . ý430 
Y22/Bi UNGk PU 2 532 . C, 434 1 uut)6 
Y23/Bi 1 . 3267 .7C bt 2 . 2935 
Y24/Bi 0"ý PE, 1 . 2638 - 99Eý3 uuII 
Y2516i Lj"ý ýu 1 . 532 3 9939 b06 I 
Y26/Bi LING P PU 1 , q(j3 0 . 4777 2 L, 223 
Yl/Br 1 . 2207 *4409 
Y2/Br 1 *9443 . 97411. 2 . 025ý 
Y3lBr 82 . -9 t77 2 . 0323 
Y4/Br 67E2 . ý, 7 q't 2 . 02C. 6 
Y5/Br 1 . 266ý .99b3 2 . 0017 
Y6/Br 1 1 *6462 . 990 7 2 L093 
Y7/Br 1 . 4217 *9962 2 . 0038 
YB/ Br 1 *3894 *7675 2 . 2325 
Y9lBr 1 1 *4717 . ýo 953 2 *0047 
YlO/Br 1. I * 2100 0998e 2 . 0012 
Yll /Br 10 1 . 5768 .b798 2 91202 
1 . 7061 *96b5 2 00115 
Y2/Bs UNGPPD 1 *9623 99656 2 *U344 
Y3lBs UNGkPD 2 . 660b . 9092 1 . 0908 
Y4lBs ?0 2 *9917 *9686 1 oU314 
Y5/Bs 2. 2 .4 56 5 . 9956 1 *0044 
Y6/Bs `2 o 2 . 4ý62 0995t 1 . 0044 
Y7/Bs 2. 2 . 2351 . 5831 1 o it 16 9 
2 *7972 *4417 1 . 0563 
Y9/Bs 1 1 95383 b629 z . 1371 
y1l) /Roz 1 1 . 5382 . 862b 2- 1372 
Y9/Bs 2.0 z 2b86 *(, 981 1 0019 
Yl/Eb t"'*" po 2 . 5136 . 9944 1 . 0056 
Y2/Eb UNGR PD 2 . 7016 . 9206 1 . 0794 
Y3/Eb UNGPPD 1 9307 *9619 2 . 0381 
Y4/Eb WNGF H) 2 . 4303 . 7q9b I . 2OU4 
YS/Eb UNGR PD 2 *1C72 - Cf ý09tý 1 -. 0005 
(P. TO) 
Figure 40: Discriminant analysis of York Roman tile, 
thin sectioned. 
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Figure 40: Discriminant analysis of York Roman tile, thin sectioned. 
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based on the tiles grain size distribution. 
There is a possibility that some of the unstamped tile may be 
of civilian manufacture. However, as all the stamped tile on the 
sites examined is military the unstamped tile is more likely to be 
entirely of military origin. 
Discriminant analysis places the majority of unstamped tiles 
from Bishophill in Group I in Figure 40. This is the group 
assigned to tiles with Ninth Legion die types. This suggests that 
the majority of unstamped tiles from Bishophill are probably of 
Ninth Legion manufacture. This fits in with the archaeological 
evidence. Most of the tile thin sectioned from Bishophill came 
from period 1. The tiles, ditches and scattered post-holes of 
period I suggests sporadic settlement, in what was later to become 
the colonia, in the 2nd century (Carver et. al., 1978: 30,37). 
In contrast to Bishophill, the majority of unstamped tile 
form Ebor Brewery, Aldwark, had grain size distributions more 
characteristic of tiles manufactured by the Sixth Legion. It was 
in this area that evidence emerged of Sixth Legion tile 
manufacture, in the form of tile wastets and overfired Sixth 
Legion tile stamps. The earliest phases excavated revealed a 
series of 2nd and 3rd century roads, a number of insubstantial 
structures and traces of other industrial activity in addition to 
tilemaking. These were succeeded by a building with mosaic 
flooring of 4th century date with associated ovens and hearths 
(Andrews, 1984: 197). 
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The Roman tile from Skeldergate was found in a series of road 
deposits associated with pottery from the late 2nd/mId 3rd century 
to the 4th century. Figure 40 reveals that 16 tiles analysed have 
a Ninth Legion grain size distribution whilst 9 have a Sixth 
Legion grain size distribution. The only curious feature is that 
the tile in the 4th century deposits (Y19-24/Sk) only contain 
tiles with a Ninth Legion grain size distribution. This indicates 
the reuse of much earlier brick and tile, possibly from the same 
source. 
The only unusual result in Figure 40 is for tile sample 
Yll/Sk from Skeldergate. This unstamped tile is allocated to 
group 2, but there is only a 0.2% probability of belonging to this 
group. The P(G/X) value however is 100%. This shows that 
although the chance of belonging to group 2 is very low, there 
is 
absolutely no probability of the tile belonging to group I either. 
Only a small fragment of the tile survives but it appears to be a 
fragment of tegula. The tile, which has the remains of a 
signature mark on its top surface, 
is in a distinctly sandy 
fabric. 
All the Romaýh tile thin sectioned from York is shown in 
Figure 41, together with clay samples from Coppergate and a 
possible hearth or kiln fragment from Ebor Brewery (Y3/Eb). The 
unstamped tile is allocated to the Ninth or Sixth Legion based on 
the discriminant analysis results. The clay samples collected 
have a distinctly different quartz grain size from all the other 
material thin sectioned, with the exception of samples Y. 4/Eb, 
Y8/Sk and Y7/Ym, on the cluster analysis diagram (Fig. 41). But 
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even these three tiles separate from the clay samples on the 
principal components plot. Sample Y3/Eb is again distinctly 
different from all the other material thin sectioned. The tiles 
fall into four main groups on the cluster analysis diagram: 
Group 1: contains 34 tiles with a fine fabric and mainly consists 
of Ninth Legion tiles together with Sixth Legion tiles of 
finer fabric. 
Group 2: contains 39 tiles of intermediate fabric, in other words 
tiles which are slightly sandy. This can be split into 
two sub-groups, labelled A and B. Group 2A (27 tiles) 
contains predominantly Ninth Legion material, whilst 2B 
(12 tiles) contains predominantly Sixth Legion material. 
Group 3: contains 14 tiles with a distinctly sandy fabric. This 
group comprises predominantly Sixth Legion material. The 
only certain exception is Yll/Br, Ninth Legion kiln 
material from the Borthwick Institute area. This sample, 
however, is right on the edge of group 3 on the principal 
components plot. 
Group 4: contains 10 samples, although sample Y3/Eb, referred to 
previously, is slightly separate from the rest. The 
group comprises of three tiles with a very sandy fabric, 
one of which has a Sixth Legion stamp, and all the clay 
samples collected. The two unstamped tiles have a Sixth 
Legion grain size distribution according to the results 
of discriminant analysis. - 
This division into fine, slightly sandy, and sandy was used 
to visually classify all the stamped tile from York discussed in 
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Chapter 6.5.4, very sandy tiles being placed in the sandy group. 
Three tiles from York have a fabric which suggests that they 
may have been imported into the city. Alternatively, the 
tilemaker could have used a clay source not normally exploited at 
York. 
The first is sample Yll/Bi from Bishophill. The tegula came 
from the silting of a ditch, which probably relates to drainage 
and enclosure activity in the area in the 2nd century (Carver 
et. al., 1978: 37). It has a grain size distribution containing 
quartz no larger than 0.135 mm. The tile is allocated to group 2 
in Figure 40 with a P(X/G) probabi-lity of 34.1%. This is the 
Sixth Legion grain size distribution group. Although the P(X/G) 
probability is fairly low, the P(G/X) probability figure is 72.2%. 
This means despite the lack of large grains, on grain size alone, 
the tile is not significantly different from other Roman tiles 
thin sectioned. Where the tile does differ is in its colour, 
which is a very unusual reddish-brown. A second unusual feature 
is the presence of large clay and iron oxide inclusions (up to 
5 mm) scattered in the clay matrix, together with occasional large 
fragments ýf quartzite. 
The other two tiles both have the same unusual fabric. One 
(YAT, 1974.14. IV-1993) is a flue tile, whilst the other is a 
fragment of Lydion. Both are characterised by abundant red clay 
and/or iron oxide inclusions up to 3 mm, with occasional 
inclusions up to 6 mm or a little larger. Quartz, mostly up to 
0.3 mm, occurs in moderate amounts distributed through the clay 
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matrix. The brick sample has occasional sandstone, whilst both 
have occasional silty bands and inclusions, some up to 15 mm in 
length. Both are a distinctive reddish-orange colour (2.5YR6/8 
light red), whilst the brick has a grey core (N5/0 grey). Tiles 
in this fabric have been found on other sites in the Yorkshire 
area. They are referred to in the text as the 'red clay 
inclusion' fabric type. 
The range of mineral and rock fragments found in Roman bricks 
and tiles from York are very similar (Appendix 4). There is no 
apparent seperation between Ninth and Sixth Legion stamped tile. 
This suggests that the same, or a similar, clay source was used by 
both legions, a finding substantiated by the results of NAA. 
The only tiles from York with an unusual fabric, in addition 
to the three tiles referred to above, are a group of Sixth Legion 
stamped tiles. These are characterised by the presence of 
yellowish-white rounded silty inclusions, a few millimeters 
across, which give the fabric a spotted appearance. Certain die 
stamps are found on tiles exclusively of this fabric. Two spotted 
Sixth Legion tiles were analysed, Y7/Bs (NAA: 19) and Y8/Bs 
(NAA: 18), both with stamp die type 94. The quartz grain size on 
the other hand appears no different from other Sixth Legion tiles 
found in the city. These tiles are more fully discussed in 
Chapter 6.5.4. 
Neutron Activation Analysis 
The results of NAA for all the tiles analysed are shown in 
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Figures 42-44. In cluster analysis (Fig. 43) both the Sixth 
Legion and Ninth legion stamped tiles are placed together in the 
same group, along with other material believed to be of York 
origin. The Ninth Legion tiles are NAA: 9-15, and the Sixth Legion 
tiles NAA: 18-25- In discriminant analysis Mg. 44) all the 
legionary stamped tile from York was placed in the same group, 
with P(X/G) probabilities of between 11.7-98.7%. The P(G/X) 
values were very high (between 99.7-100%) showing that there is 
almost no likelihood that they belong to another group. 
The conclusion which can be drawn is that on the basis of NAA 
there is no distinct difference between Ninth and Sixth Legion 
stamped tile, although the Ninth Legion stamped tiles are mostly 
placed together on the cluster analysis diagram. In addition, all 
the clay samples from York are grouped with the legionary stamped 
material from York. This is further evidence to support the 
archaeological evidence that they are of local manufacture. 
The results of thin section analysis and NAA can be summed up 
as follows. NAA has revealed that the clay used by both the Ninth 
and Sixth Legion at York was very Similar. It was also similar to 
the clay samples collected from Coppergate. Where the Sixth and 
Ninth Legion tiles do differ is in the size of the quartz grains 
in the clay matrix. The clay samples also have different quartz 
grain size distributions from the bricks and tiles analysed. 
From the evidence at Borthwick Institute site the clay used 
seems to be the lacustrine clay of glacial and immediate 
post-glacial date. The majority of Ninth Legion tiles have 
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Figure 44: Discriminant analysis of all NAA samples. 
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Figure 44: Discriminant analysis of all NAA samples. 
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smaller sized quartz in the clay matrix than Sixth Legion tiles. 
Archaeological evidence suggests a possible northward shift in 
tilemaking activity under the Sixth Legion. The military kilns 
were probably outside the north-west corner of the fortress. The 
location of the civilian tilery (or tileries) operating during the 
Roman period is not known. Only three tiles have been found which 
on the basis of their firing colour and mineral inclusions suggest 
a place of manufacture different from the other material 
examined. 
7.2 other Roman Sites 
7.2.1 Military 
Aldborough 
Three stamped tiles were thin sectioned from Aldborough, one 
with a Ninth Legion stamp, one with a Sixth Legion stamp, and the 
other tile with a probable Sixth Legion stamp die. The results 
indicate a York origin for all three tiles. The Ninth Legion tile 
I 
grouped with the Ninth Legion material from York whilst the 
definite Sixth Legion tile grouped with the Sixth Legion stamped 
material from York 
(Figs. 45 and 46). The probable Sixth M! gion 
tile also grouped with the Sixth Legion material from York. 
Another tile from Aldborough is in Liverpool Museum. It 'is a 
large fragment of tegula. The fabric of the tile was examined 
with a XIO magnification handlens and found to be identical to the 
majority of Ninth Legion stamped tiles produced at York. The 
tegula has a Ninth Legion stamp die type 7, well known from York. 
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A York origin therefore seems fairly certain, particularly as the 
tile has a breadth of 40.7 cm, which matches the size of tiles 
produced by the Ninth Legion at York. 
Binchester and Plercebridge 
The Binchester tile is the only tile from the north-east 
England Sixth Legion stamp group to be thin sectioned. Textural 
analysis revealed a grain size distribution similar to tiles from 
York (Figs. 45 and 46). This was rather surprising as there is no 
evidence that tiles with north-east England stamps were produced 
in the city. The only evidence which suggests that the tile is 
not from York is the fact that it has a finer grain size than most 
Sixth'Legion stamped tile, hence it is grouped with the Ninth 
Legion material. 
The Piercebridge stamped Sixth Legion tile was not analysed, 
0 
but a visual examination of the fabric with a low powered 
binocular microscope revealed a fabric very similar to Roman tile 
made in York. Perhaps this similarity may be due to tilemakers 
from York moving northward, and selecting similar clays for the 
manufacture of these Sixth Legion tiles. Presumably there is a 
kiln site somewhere in north-east Erigland, yet to be discovered, 
which was operated by the Sixth Legion. A kiln was uncovered at 
Corbridge but there is no definite evidence of brick and tile 
production (McWhirr, 1978: 108). However, a military site, like 
Corbridge, still remains the most likely site for a legionary 
tileworks (Dr. R. Jones per. comm. ). 
Binchester itself seems unlikely to have been the location of 
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this legionary tileworks. The two auxiliary stamped tiles 
sectioned, which are almost certainly of local manufacture, have a 
distinctly finer fabric than the Sixth Legion tile analysed 
(Fig. 47). 
Carpow 
The results from Carpow are similar in certain respects to 
the north-east England tiles. The Carpow tiles are almost 
certainly not produced in York, as the Sixth Legion die stamp used 
is found at Carpow and nowhere else. Despite this they group with 
the rest of the legionary tile from York (Figs. 45 and 46), 
although two of the Carpow tiles have a grain size distribution 
more characteristic of Ninth Legion rather than Sixth Legion 
material (Cp/l and 2). This may be significant as these two tiles 
are representative of most of the Carpow material housed in the 
National Museum of Antiquities in Edinburgh. The principal 
components plot shows that both Cp/l and Cp/2 fall on the extreme 
edge of the Ninth Legion group. The other tile (Cp/3) was 
deliberately choosen because of its more sandy fabric, and it was 
this tile which grouped with the other Sixth Legion material in 
Figures 45 and 46. This would seem to reflect variation in the 
clay source used to make the Carpow tiles. I 
Castleford 
In Figure 46 all the Ninth Legion stamped tiles thin 
sectioned (Cf/6, Cf/7 and Cf/9) found at Castleford is compared 
with the legionary stamped and kiln material from York. All three 
group with the York material, indicating a common origin. 
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The results of discriminant analysis in Figure 48 are not so 
clear. Four of the five Castleford tiles in group 2 not allocated 
to their assigned group have P(G/X) values of below 63%. Although 
these four tiles were not initially allocated to the York origin 
tile group, they are allocated to this. group wlien the 2nd highest 
P(G/X) probability is considered. They are allocated to group 2 
with 2nd highest P(G/X) probability values of between 12.7-37.9%. 
This indicates that although only two Castleford tiles in group 2 
were placed in their assigned group four out of five of the other 
tiles still have a probability of belonging to the 'York origin' 
tile group. 
NAA provides a clearer picture of the relationship between 
York and Castleford. All the tiles with Ninth Legion stamp dies 
from Castleford (NAA: 44-47) group with the material produced at 
York (Fig. 42-44). This indicates that the Ninth Legion stamped 
material found at Castleford is of York origin. Three unstamped 
tiles (NAA: 48,50,52), with a York fabric, were all allocated to 
the group (Group 2) containing the tile analysed from York. These 
unstamped Castleford tiles were allocated to group 2 with P(X/G) 
probabilities of between 59.0-90.1%. This again implies that 
these tiles were imported into Castleford from York. 
Also grouped with the York material is a fragment of possible 
half box flue tile from Castleford with only the top left corner 
of the stamp surviving (NAA: 53). There is no indication what type 
of stamp is on the tile. The tile (CAS80 S. 10. L078) is softer, 
and lighter in colour than the majotity of legionary material both 
at York and Castleford. 
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Tile does not seem to have been imported into Castleford in 
isolation. Considerable quantities of Flavian to Hadrianic 
pottery have been uncovered from Castleford, including York 
legionary type ware (Goodburn, 1979: 288). The latter is known to 
have been produced with Ninth Legion tile at York in the Peasholme 
Green area of the city. 
A number of other tile fabrics exist at Castleford. Large 
numbers of tiles occur in a fine fabric which according to the 
results of NAA form a chemically distinct group (NAA: 49,51,55, 
57-60). The majority of these tiles were found during excavations 
of the vicus. This contrasts with the bath-house tile which is 
predominantly of York type: 
York Fabric Tiles Fine Fabric Tiles 
Bath-house 
vicus 27 
Textural analysis reveals that four out of seven tiles in 
this fine fabric form a distinct group (Group 4) in Figure 48. 
These tiles (Cf/6, Cf/10-12) have P(X/G) probability values of 
53.6-95.4%. The other three tiles are allocated to group I (Cf/4) 
and group 2 (Cf/13-14). Discriminant analysis reveals that there 
is a chance that these tiles belong to group 4. The 2nd highest 
group probability, P(G/X), places all three tiles in group 4 with 
probability values of 23.6-30.3%. 
tegula with a fabric visually very similar to the tiles in 
the fine fabric group occurs in Wakefield Museum. The tile is 
stamped CIIIIG (the Forth Cohort of Gauls) which would indicate 
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that these fine tiles may be of military origin. Stamped tiles 
produced by the Forth Cohort of Gauls are also known at 
Templeborough. 
It is possible that the fine fabric found in the vicus may be 
locally produced. It is known that suitable brickclays exist in 
the Castleford area. A number of brick and tilemakers operated in 
the Castleford area during the last century (White, 1847: 397). 
The other fabrics found at Castleford occur as single 
examples and are most probably imports. One tile has part of a 
COH IIII BRE stamp die used at the tilery at Grimescar. This tile 
(NAA: 54) is grouped with the Grimescar material in discriminant 
analysis, and almost certainly came from the same source. 
Although the probability, P(X/G), that the tile belongs to the 
Grimescar group is only 20.3%, the P(G/X) probability value is 
95.5%. In other words, there is little likelihood that the tile 
belongs to any other assigned group. The chance of the tile 
belonging to the fine fabric Castleford group is only 4.5% when 
the second highest P(G/X) probability is considered. On grain 
size analysis the tile 
(Cf/15)'is grouped with the fine fabric 
Castleford tiles (Fig. 48). However, the probability, P(X/G), ' 
that the tile belongs to the Castleford group is only 18.3%, so 
the result does not necessarily invalidate the. conclusion drawn 
from NAA. 
The second unusual tile has a fabric characterised by 
numerous red clay and iron oxide inclusions, (Cf/17). This may 
well originate from the same source as the two similar tiles known 
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from York. Textural analysis reveals a distinctly different grain 
size from all the other tiles analysed at Castleford (Fig. 48). 
The third unique tile at Castleford comes from the same 
source as the sandy tiles used at the villa site of Dalton 
Parlours. In NAA (sample: 56) the tile is grouped with the Dalton 
Parlours material in both cluster analysis and on the principal 
components plot (Figs. 42 and 43). In discriminant analysis the 
probability that the tile belongs to the Dalton Parlours sandy 
group is only 17.3%. However, the P(G/X) value is 100%, 
indicating that there is no statistical chance of the tile 
belonging to any of the other designated groups (Fig. 44). 
Textural analysis of the grain size of this tile (Cf/16) 
indicates a fabric distinctly different from all other tiles thin 
sectioned from Castleford. The Castleford example is part of a 
box flue tile and has combed keying marks. A box flue tile from 
Dalton Parlours, in the same sandy fabric, has keying marks made 
by an identical comb, and this would seem to confirm the link. 
Doncaster 
I Only one Ninth Legion stamped tile (Dc/1) has ever been found 
at Doncaster. Although the tile is of slightly unusual colour 
(Chapter 6.4), the surviving part of the die matches a die type 
known at York. A tile from Aldwark Roman interval tower at York 
(Ym, 1977: 55) has a similar pale brown colour, and also has the 
same stamp die. Base on grain size analysis, the tile is grouped 
with the Ninth Legion material from York in Figures 45 and 46. A 
York origin seems fairly certain, especially as the Ninth Legion 
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tile from Templeborough not far to the south-west also appears to 
come from York. 
Grimescar, Castleshaw, Manchester and Slack. 
Tiles of Grimescar type are found at the fort at Slack. They 
are also believed to have been used at the fort at Castleshaw, 
although these may have originated from the tilery which supplied 
Manchester. Tiles, both stamped and unstamped, were analysed from 
all four sites. 
The grain size distribution in each of the tiles used at 
Manchester proved to be significantly different to the tiles 
produced at Grimescar. The Manchester tiles having a greater 
percentage of quartz in the larger size classes. Discriminant 
analysis (Fig. 48) shows a clear separation between the two groups 
of material. The Manchester tiles show a mineralogical difference 
between the Grimescar tileworks products. All three Manchester 
tiles analysed contain plagioclase feldspar. This compares with 
only one tile out of nineteen from Grimescar tilery. 
The Castleshaw material has a grain size which matches the 
material from the Grimesc'ar tilery as do the COH IIII BRE stamped 
tiles thin sectioned from Slack. Both almost certainly originated 
from Grimescar, hence they are grouped with the Grimescar kiln, 
material in discriminant analysis. 
The tiles analysed by NAA from Grimescar form a distinct 
analytical group (NAA: 1-5) in both cluster analysis and 
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discriminant analysis (Figs. 42 and 44). Two tiles from Slack 
were also analysed by NAA (samples 7 and 8) and these both grouped 
with the Grimescar material. 
One interesting feature of the Manchester tiles is that they 
have a similar grain size distribution to certain tiles produced 
at York. Two of the three Manchester tiles are grouped with the 
York material with 2nd highest group probabilities, P(G/X), of 
41.2% and 27.0%. The distribution of the stamped tiles found at 
Manchester and York shows that despite their similarities in 
fabric they must have been produced at separate production sites. 
This illustrates the point that it is quite possible to have 
different. kiln sites producing tiles with similar quartz grain 
size distributions. 
Of the three legionary tiles in the Tolson Memorial Museum 
which may have come from Slack, two (one Ninth and one Sixth 
Legion stamped tile) have a definite York fabric. Only one Sixth 
Legion imbrex tile has a fabric rarely seen at York. It was this 
tile which was analysed O/Sl). The fabric is unusually soft for 
a Sixth Legion tile and the quartz is smaller-than normal. 
Textural inalysis revealed a fabric which was coarser than tiles 
from Grimescar but which was more characteristic of tiles of Sixth 
Legion manufacture (Figs. 45 and 46). NAA confirms that the tile 
(NAA: 17) had been produced in York. An almost identical tile is 
known from Trentholme Drive in York; also both have the same stamp 
die (Wright's 9), and there is little doubt that the two tiles 
were manufactured around the same period. 
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The Grimescar tilery tiles differ in mineralogy from those 
produced at York. Limestone is totally absent from the Grimescar 
tiles but at York it is fairly common (Appendix 4). In addition, 
plagioclase is more frequent in York tiles than in tiles from 
Grimescar. 
Ilkley 
The brick and tile analysed from the recent excavations at 
Ilkley fort is very fragmentary. Even so, the material could be 
placed in fabric groups using a low powered binocular microscope. 
Three fairly distinct groups were identified although none had a 
fabric visually similar to the tiles produced at York. However, 
one of the fabric types had prominant red, clay and iron oxide 
inclusions in the clay matrix. Tiles of this type are known from 
York, Dalton Parlours and Castleford. The Ilkley examples are 
slightly softer but may well come from the same source. 
The other two fabrics differed only in the amount of quartz 
sand in the matrix. Both fabrics probably come from the same 
unknown kiln site. The sandier fabric is similar to the sandy 
tiles from Dalton Parlours villa but is unlikely to come from the 
same source. The rounded inside edge of an Ilkley tegula in this 
fabric contrasts sharply with the more square profile on sandy 
tegulae from Dalton Parlours. 
Malton 
One of the three Ninth Legion stamped tiles known from Malton 
has been analysed. All three tiles have a fabric visually 
identical to Ninth Legion tiles produced in York. 
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The tile has a grain size distribution characteristic of 
Ninth Legion tiles manufactured at York (Figs. 45 and 46). NAA 
also groups the tile with the material analysed from York 
(Figs. 42-44). There is no doubt that this tile is of York 
origin, this is despite the fact that the die type 13 is so far 
unknown from York itself. 
Templeborough 
Only one Ninth stamped tile is known from Templeborough. The 
tile has a grain size distribution which matches that found in 
many Ninth Legion tiles from York (Figs. 45 and'46). The 
available evidence indicates that the tile was manufactured in 
York. 
7.2.2 Villa Sites 
Dalton Parlours 
This villa site is of particular interest as it has produced 
a Ninth Legion stamped tile. The villa seems to have obtained 
tiles from a number of different sources. In the medieval period 
there are documentary references to tiles of different types being 
purchased from different manufact6ring centres for use on the same 
building (Moorhouse, 1981: 108). 
Cluster analysis places Dalton Parlours NAA samples 26,30, 
31,33,34,40 and 42 in the York group (Fig. 42). There is 
doubt however about samples 26,30 and 33. Samples 30 and 33 were 
placed in the Dalton Parlours fine and sandy groups respectively, 
rather than being grouped with the York material, in discriminant 
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analysis (Fig. 44). The probability that sample 26 belongs to the 
York is group 2.1%, however it was nearer the York group than any 
other. Theonly other Dalton Parlours tiles allocated to the York 
group had P(G/X) values of between 14.0% and 97.7%, the latter 
being the legionary stamped tile (NAA: 40). 
The Dalton Parlours fine fabric group is very similar 
visually to the material from York. The main difference being 
that the tiles from York tend to be slightly harder and slightly 
deeper red in colour, although not in every case. The fine fabric 
tiles form a distinct group on the cluster analysis diagram 
(NAA: 27-9,32,43). They also form a distinct group in 
discriminant analysis where the group has P(X/G) probability 
values of 50.5-80.1%. The probability that sample 30 also belongs 
to this group rather than any other, P(G/X), is 96.3%. 
Two tiles were analysed by both NAA and thin section 
petrology. NAA sample 
ý9 (Dp/8) and the Ninth Legion tile, NAA 
sample 40 (Dp/11). Both came from York according to NAA, and thin 
section analysis also puts both tiles in the York group in 
discriminant analysis and the principal components plot. 
Thin section analysis revealed no distinct differences in 
grain size between many of the tiles thought to have come from 
York,, and those forming the fine fabric gro up (Fig. 49). Because 
of this it was not possible to split the tiles into two groups for 
discriminant analysis. Instead all the samples were classed as 
ungrouped (Fig. 50). Of the 11 samples sectioned, with a fine 
quartz grain size, only 6 were allocated to the York Ninth and 
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Sixth Legion group with P(X/G) values of 8.0-80.9%. Principal 
component analysis of the thin sectioned material revealed a 
similar pattern. Here again certain tiles with a fine fabric fell 
into the York group whilst others lay outside. The thin section 
results, largely on different samples, reveal a similar pattern to 
the NAA analyses. In other words, certain fine fabric tiles 
sectioned appear to come from York whilst the others must have 
originated from a different source. Where the fine fabric tiles 
originate from is not certain, so far they are only known from 
Dalton Parlours itself. 
Certain tiles from Dalton Parlours have a distinctly sandy 
fabric. These tiles form a distinct group when analysed by NAA 
(samples 35-9,41). The single sandy tile (NAA: 56) from 
Castleford, already discussed, fits into this group. The results 
from thin section work show that on grain size most tiles can be 
placed into one group. Tiles with a sandy fabric allocated to the 
sandy group in discriminant analysis were Dp/4,5,12,16,17,19 
and 23. Samples Dp/6 and Dp/10 were allocated to the red clay 
inclusion and York fabric group respectively (Fig. 44). Most 
Dalton Parlours tiles with a sandy fabric thin sectioned also 
group together on the'cluster analysis diagram (Fig. 42). The 
source of these sandy tiles is not known. 
The red clay inclusion fabric found at York, Castleford and 
probably Ilkley, is also known from Dalton Parlours. Three 
examples of tiles in this fabric were found and all three were 
thin sectioned. Analysis of the grain size proved rather 
inconclusive. In cluster analysis (Fig. 49) all three samples 
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were grouped with the tiles from York. In discriminant analysis, 
where the tiles were allocated their own group number, they formed 
a slightly separate group on the discriminant plot (Fig. 50), with 
P(X/G) values of 50.4-99.3%. 
Despite the uncertainty surrounding the grain size results, 
it seems fairly certain from the presence of the prominent clay 
inclusions that they originated from a single unknown kiln source. 
One of the Dalton Parlours red clay inclusion tiles is a tegula 
(Dp/21) which has a flange profile almost identical with the 
flange on a tile of the same fabric at Castleford (Cf/17). 
With the exception of the red clay inclusion fabric type, 
there is little difference in the rock and mineral content of the 
other three Dalton Parlours fabric groups. Only-the sandstone 
content seems to vary. The number of sandy fabric tiles with 
sandstone inclusions is 77.8%, this compares with 28.6% of 
legionary stamped tile from York. All the fine fabric tiles, not 
of York origin, have a small amount of sandstone. One of the 
sandy fabric Dalton Parlours tiles has a fragment of 
clino-amphlbole (Dp/6), a mineral type very rare in Roman tile 
from York and other sites. 
Castle Dykes 
The tiles found at Castle Dykes villa have a fabric visually 
very similar to tiles manufactured at York. All three tiles thin 
sectioned had slightly differing grain size distributions, but all 
were grouped with the York material on the cluster analysis 
diagram (Fig. 51). In discriminant analysis all three tiles were 
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treated as ungrouped when they were compared with the Ninth and 
Sixth Legion material from York. All were allocated to the Ninth 
Legion group with P(X/G) values of 45.7 (Cd/1), 62.9% (Cd/2) and 
98.2% (Cd/3). 
At first sight this would suggest a York origin for the villa 
material but there are a number of problems with this 
interpretation. Firstly, the villa dates to the 3rd century, so 
it is unlikely that Ninth Legion material would have been used. 
Secondly, tile Cd/2 is characterised by frequent, fairly large, 
calcite crystals scattered through the clay matrix. This fabric 
type is unknown at York. Thirdly, one of the brick varieties 
found at Castle Dykes has not been recorded at York. All this 
implies that the villa tiles are not from York, despite their 
quartz grain size distribution. 
7.3 Tile Distribution 
During the early 2nd century the Ninth Legion tilery at York 
and the auxilary tilery at Grimescar were in operation at 
approximately the same time. A comparison of the distribution of 
each kilri site shows clearly that the legionary tilery at York was 
of more importance. Grimescar fabric tiles are found at three 
sites, with a maximum distribution of 32 kms. Legionary stamped 
tile produced by the Ninth Legion at York occurs on at least five 
sites with a maximum distribution of 63 kms (Fig. 52). Three 
other sites in Northern England have produced Ninth Legion die 
stamps with parallels at York. These, too, almost certainly came 
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from York, although this has yet to be substantiated by scientific 
analysis. 
The analytical results show quite clearly that despite its 
enormous weight tile made in York was transported to other parts 
of Northern England. This agrees with the evidence collected from 
other areas of the country by Darvill and McWhirr (1984). The 
problem which has to be considered is exactly how this material 
was moved. With the exception of Old Winteringham, all the sites 
with Ninth Legion stamped tile are directly connected to York by 
the Roman road system. The only exception is the villa at Dalton 
Parlours. Whilst the villa is not exactly on the road network ' 
the road from Tadcaster to Adel runs nearby. Transport by road, 
however, would havebeen difficult as only a relatively small 
quantity of tile could be moved by animal cart at any one time. 
Water transport seems to be the most obvious method of 
transport despite the fact that the actual distance travelled by 
water would in some cases be far longer than the equivalent 
distance by road. Diocletian's Edict, passed in AD 301, gives 
valuable information on the cost of different transport modes. 
The cost of sea transport, in this case of grain, works outas 
1.3% per 100 Roman miles. This contrasts with road transport cost 
of 36.7-73.4% of the value of wheat for every 100 miles. The 
Edict does not mention river transport, but an Egyptian papyrus 
dated AD 42 gives the cost of transporting wheat by inland water 
at a rate of 6.38% per 100 miles. The cost ratio of the three 
types of transport works out as sea 1, inland waterway 4.9 and 
road 28-56 (Duncan-Jones, 1974: 368). 
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Although there is certain doubt about the accuracy of 
Diocletian's figures, the picture that emerges is quite clear. 
Transport by inland waterway would have been far'cheaper than by 
road. Water transport would also have been well suited to the 
transportation of heavy, bulky objects such as brick and tile. It 
may be significant that most of the sites with Ninth Legion 
stamped tile from York are situated on navigable rivers 
(Figs. 52). Tiles could be sent down the Ouse and up the Don to 
Templeborough and Doncaster, or up the Aire to Castleford. The 
villa at Dalton Parlours is near the Whalf which flows into the 
Ouse south of York. Tiles could be sent northward to Aldborough 
via the Ouse and the Ure. Transport to Malton may have involved 
use of the Derwent and the Ouse. Buckland (1984: 56) suggests 
pottery may have been transported from East Yorkshire to York via 
the rivers Ouse and Derwent. 
It is not certain' which rivers in Yorkshire were navigable by 
water transport in the Roman period. Certain river journeys may 
only have been possible during seasons when the rivers level was 
relatively high. 
I Catterick, on the river Swale, has produced Sixth Legion 
stamped tile pf probable York origin(Fig. 53). In an area 
occupied by 3rd and 4th century buildings at Catterick was a 
causeway which could have served some form of wharfage along the 
north bank of the Swale. Although the Swale today is not 
navigable, the river was navigable to within 30 kms of Catterick 
in the early part of the century (Wilson, 1984: 77). The Romans 
may well have cleared a navigable channel right up to Catterick 
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Figure 53: The distribution of Sixth Legion stamped tiles. 
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itself to allow supplies to be brought in by water. At 
Castleford, on the lower ground between the fort and the Aire, 
there are stone buildings which have been interpreted as possible 
warehouses for supplies brought in by river (Sumpter, 1984: 83). 
The type of boat used to transport brick and tile, and other 
goods, on inland waterways is not known for certain. Presumably, 
they were of flat bottomed barge or canoe type, such as the boats 
discovered at Zwammerdam on the Rhine dated to about AD 150-225 
(de Weerd, 1978: 15). Similar boats were used to transport goods 
on the river Haine in Belgium during the Roman period (de Boe, 
1978: 22). 
The distances that tiles moved from York is fairly great. 
York-Templeborough is approximately 94 km, and York-Castleford 
approximately 71 km by water transport. The Ninth Legion is 
unlikely to have moved substantial quantities of tile if tile 
kilns had already been established on other military sites. In 
the Ist and early 2nd century York may have been the only 
tileworks in operation over a large area of Yorkshire. The. 
Pennine forts seem to have been supplied from other sources, such 
as Grimescar, due presumably to their inaccesslbilltý by water 
transport. 
During the Ist and early 2nd century wood was the principal 
building material. Wood was used for both fort defences and 
internal fort buildings, as well as for civilian buildings. 
Roofing may have been either wood or thatch. The demand for tile 
may have been such that it was more economic to transport tile 
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from an existing tilery, such as York, than to establish a kiln 
site on the spot. In Yorkshire, the demand for tile may have been 
low enough during this period for York to supply most of the needs 
of the military over quite a large area. 
During the 2nd century when fort defences and internal 
buildings were rebuilt in stone and tile, the demand for tile is 
likely to have increased substantially. No longer would it have 
been possible for York to supply the needs of military sites over 
a large geographical area. It must have become economic to 
establish tileries at the forts themselves. This would explain 
the reduction in the number of sites supplied by the Sixth Legion 
at York (Fig. 53). 
Whether the military kept control of the production at each 
military site unknown. At York, tile stamps prove that civilian 
manufacturers were allowed to establish themselves, presumably to 
supply the needs of the civilian population. No civilian tile 
kilns have been found in Yorkshire, yet it is apparent from York, 
and from the diversity of fabric types at such sites as Dalton 
Parlours, that they must have once existed. 
In some cases civilian tile production may have been located 
on suitable brick clays well away from urban areas. The tiles 
us6d at Castle Dykes villa are heavily covered by animal prints 
suggesting the manufacture of tiles in association with farming. 
These tiles may even have been produced at the villa itself, the 
so-called estate production mode of Darvill and McWhirr (1984). 
The presence of tiles with characteristic red clay inclusions 
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found in small amounts at York, Dalton Parlours, Castleford and 
possibly Ilkley, suggest the presence of a civilian tilery serving 
a particular area. This may be an example of Darvill and 
McWhirr's so-called district industry. 
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CRAPTER 8 
ANGLO-SCANDIN"IAN YORK 
8.1 History of Anglo-Scandinavian York 
It must be stated from the outset that only one group of 
tiles from York are believed to be of pre-Conquest date. These 
are the so-called polychrome relief tiles. Even these tiles 
cannot be dated with absolute certainty, although very similar 
tiles have been uncovered at Winchester which are almost certainly 
Saxon in date. If the York tiles are indeed pre-Conquest, and it 
is believed by the writer that they probably are, then they are 
unlikely to date before the mid 10th century (Gem and Keen, 
1981: 26). Because of the uncertainties of date it is intended to 
give only a relatively brief outline of the history of 
Anglo-Scandinavian York during the period in which the tiles may 
have been manufactured. 
From 876 to 927 York was under almost continuous Scandinavian 
rule. In 927 Athelstan recaptured the town for the English. The 
city remained in English hands until Althelsta6's death in-939 
after which York was ruled for some fifteen years by a series of 
Danish, Norwegian and English kings in separate reigns. The last 
Norwegian king, the exiled-Norwegian prince Eric Bloodaxe, was 
expelled from the city in 954, from then on York was controlled by 
a series of earls appointed by the English kings (Hall et. al., 
1978: 10). It is during this period of English rule that the tiles 
were probably made. 
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Much of York's population lay within a fortified enclosure 
constructed around 900 by the Scandinavians. An earthern 
embankment, crowned with a palisade, was constructed along the 
line of the Roman defences in the north-west and north-east. The 
fortifications extended to the rivers Ouse and Foss. Thus, the 
fortified area included both the Roman fort area and the land 
between the two rivers (Laing. and Laing, 1979: 147-8). Urban 
development was concentrated south-east of the fortress 
particularly in the Coppergate-Castlegate-Ousegate- Pavement area 
(Hall et. al., 1978: 12) (Fig. 54). Many of the modern street names 
in this area, as well as other parts of York, are of Scandinavian 
origin (Palliser, 1978). This suggests that much of the city's 
layout dates back to the Anglo-Scandinavian period. Excavations' 
in the Coppergate-Pavement area have revealed tightly packed 
buildings, gable-end to the street, with long narrow plots running 
back from the street front (Addyman, 1981: 112). The concentration 
of houses south-east of the fortress meant that the population lay 
in close proximity to both rivers. River transport was vital in 
order to bring in the goods and raw materials used and sold by the 
traders and craftsmens in the city. 
The absence of Anglo-Scandinavlan finds in the fortress area 
can be explained in part by its religious significance. In the 
fortress area was located the pre-Conquest Minster, and the area 
undoubtedly housed the cathedral schools, the Minster clergy and 
their retainers, and the archbishop (Smyth, 1979: 232). A Viking 
age royal palace may have been situated in the King's Court/King's 
Square area judging from place-name evidence. The pre-Conquest 
earls, on the other hand, seem to have resided outside the 
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fortress walls in the area later occupied by St. Mary's Abbey. 
The principal evidence for this is the place name Earlsburgh which 
refers to the vicinity of Marygate. St. Olave's church may have 
been built as a private church within the grounds of the earls' 
residence (Hall, 1978: 34). 
Numerous finds of 10th and Ilth century date imply that the 
area of Anglo-Scandinavian occupation extended to the area 
south-west of the Ouse. A number of churches in this area are of 
certain pre-Conquest date (RCHM, 1972b: XL). The main area of 
occupation may have been along Micklegate, the road which extended 
down to Ouse Bridge and led into the commercial heart of the city. 
South-east of the Foss, the street name Fishergate implies some 
kind of urban development (Hall, 1978: 34). Walmgate, the main 
route out of York towards the south-east, has pfoduced a cluster 
of Anglo-Scandinavian finds suggesting per-Conquest occupation 
(Brinklow, 1981). 
York during the Anglo-Saxon period became one of the key 
trading centres in Europe (Laing and Laing, 1979: 147). In the 
late 10th century St. ' Oswald describes the city as "fantastically 
stocked and enriched with treaiures of merchants who came from all 
quarters, particularly from the Danish people" (RCHM, 1975: XXXII). 
Despite the documentary evidence of such trade, the actual 
artifacts themselves are less easy to identify. It is not always 
certain whether artifacts were produced from local material, or 
whether imported raw material was utilized. Amber for the 
manufacture of ornaments may have been imported in bulk from the 
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Ba I tic. Equally likely is that it came from no further than the 
Yorkshire coast MacGregor, 1978: 37). Many artifacts which are 
without doubt imports are frequently wholly Scandinavian in 
flavour. This is not surprising considering the wholesale 
settlement of Scandinavian immigrants into York which took place 
in the later 9th and 10th centuries. 
Imports into Anglo-Scandinavian York included silk, probably 
from the Mediterranean, honestones from southern Norway, Steatite 
from either the Shetland quarries or Norway, and 'Pingsdorf-typel 
wares probably from the Rhineland 
_(MacGregor, 
1978: 37-9). 
Quern-stones, made from volcanic lava, were imported from the 
Niedermendig area of Germany. From the excavations at Coppergate 
came-a copper-alloy cross-brooch, also from Germany, a so-called 
#caterpillar' brooch from the low countries, and a cowrie shell 
which could only have come from the Red Sea or the Gulf of Aden 
(Hall, 1984: 89,103). 
Scandinavian coin hoards confirm that York traded extensively 
across the North Sea. During the 10th century the city began to 
mint coinage. For more than a century York was the most important 
mint in England second only to London (Dolley, 1978: 30). Two coin 
dies are known from York, the only dies of this age so far - 
discovered. The first was used when Althelstan was in control of 
the city in 927-939, whilst the second dates from c-920-927 (Hall, 
1984: 61-2). By the end of the Anglo-Scandinavian period the city 
was approaching a fully developed money economy 
__(MacGregor, 
1978: 57). 
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Anglo-Scandinavian York was an important manufacturing centre 
in its own right. Jet, along with amber, was worked to produce 
various ornaments. Several sites have produced evidence of glass 
bead manufacture (MacGregor, 1978: 40-2). A glass working kiln or 
furnace, made of re-used Roman tile, -was found at Coppergate. The 
kiln dates from c. 860, just before the Scandinavian occupation 
(Hall, 1984: 43-4). Traces of metalworking are known ' but only 
from a few sites in York, an undoubted Anglo-Scandinavian mould 
has been found at Blake Street along with fragments of crucible. 
Other craftsmen were involved in the manufacture of a wide variety 
of products made from bone and antler, wood, and leather. There 
is also evidence for the manufacture of textiles in the city, 
mostly of wool __(_MacGregor, 
1978: 56). 
The various types of Anglo-Scandinavian and Anglo-Norman 
pottery found in York are discussed by Holdsworth (1978), and 
Brooks and Mainman (1984). No Anglo-Scandinavian pottery kilns 
have been found in the York area, so it is not known for certain 
whether any pottery of this date is locally produced. The 
overfiring, distortion and cracking of certain Anglo-Scandinavian 
grey ware (type C) sherds suggests fairly local production. The 
only problem ii that certain sherds of this type were found to 
differ from clay samples collected in York when compared by NAA 
(Brooks and Mainman, 1984: 70). This does not rule out a local 
origin; the clay samples collected may have come from a different 
source to that used for pottery production. If Anglo-Scandinavian 
pottery was produced in the city research may establish whether 
there are any links with probable pre-Conquest tile found in 
York. 
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The Domesday Book records that there were 1607 inhabited 
dwellings in six of the cities shires, with no figures existing 
for the seventh (Hall, 1978: 36). Population estimates are 
notoriously difficult to calculate, but a reasonable estimate for 
York in the late Anglo-Scandinavian period would be 8000 people 
(Laing and Laing, 1979: 146). Domestic buildings during this 
periods were of wood as were the majority of other buildings such 
as warehouses and workshops. Excavation at Coppergate revealed 
buildings of post and wattle construction, later replaced by 
timber structures comprising square upright wall posts with 
horizontal split oak planks mostly outside the wall posts 
(Addyman, 1981: 112). 
The only substantial buildings which seem to have been built, 
or rebuilt, in stone were churches. Eight churches are recorded 
as being in existence by the Domesday survey, in addition to the 
Minster, and the existence of a further six pre-Conquest churches 
can be inferred (Hall et. al., 1978: 11). The pre. -Conquest church' 
tower of St. Mary Bishophill Junior still stands south-west of 
the Ouse, and includes fragments of reused Roman brick (RCHM, 
1972b: 27). Where they can be dated, most of York's pre-Conquest 
churches seem to have b; en constructed during the 10th or Ilth 
centuries. 
8.2 Anglo-Scan inavian ie 
Most polychrome relief tiles come from the church of All 
Saints, Pavement, probably built sometime in the 10th century 
(RCHH, 1981: 1). The tiles were laid as a pavement with a step 
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formed of tiles with flanges parallel to the east wall of the 
transept, so forming an altar platform. These are believed to 
have been relaid since no decorative scheme was followed (Gem and 
Keen, 1981: 24). 
Hall (1984: 113) suggests a Ilth/12th century date for the 
tiles, based on the presence of such tiles in layers of this date 
at Coppergate next door to All Saints Pavement church. This 
information could equally be used to argue the reverse. If they 
were removed from the church in the Ilth/12th century then this 
would imply that they came from a tile pavement which was already 
in existence at this date. The tiles were probably removed from 
All Saints Pavement when the tile pavement was relaid. When this 
may have occured is not known but the south transept, in which the 
tiles were found, has been dated on architectural grounds to 
c. 1150 (Gem and Keen, 1981: 24). 
Polychrome relief tiles of probable pre-Conquest date seem to 
have been used exclusively in buildings of religious significance. 
The available evidence suggests that many of these buildings were 
probably of stone, but-whether All Saints Pavements, was stone at 
this period is not known. Since it stood at the very heart of the 
commercial and urban area of pre-Conquest York this would seen 
most probable. However, not all major English churches of the 
10th and Ilth centuries were of stone; some were still built of 
wood (Gem and Keen, 1981: 24). It is not inconceivable that these 
may have had tiled areas as part of their decoration. 
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With the exception of All Saints Pavement, no other York 
pre-Conquest church has produced tiles of similar date. 
Excavations by YAT on the site of St. Helen-on-the-Walls revealed 
a small pre-Conquest stone built church. The date is uncertain, 
but the evidence from the pottery suggests construction in the 
late 10th century. The floor surface of this church consisted 
only of hard mortar up to 0.15 m thick (Magilton, 1980: 18). The 
only other pre-Conquest church excavated in detail is St. Mary, 
Bishophill Senior. This was of late Anglo-Scandinavian date set 
in what was probably an earlier precinct wall. No floor surface 
is mentioned in the published excavation report. The foundations 
of the stone church walls included reused Roman tegulae as well as 
various types of building stone (Ramm, 1976: 45-6). 
It has been suggested that some of the tile in pre-Conquest 
churches such as Brixworth in Northamptonshire may be Saxon rather 
than reused Roman (Everson and Parsons, 1979). Samples of brick 
from Brixworth have been subject to thermolumine"scent dating with 
inconclusive results. The fact that the Brixworth church bricks 
occur in two 'standard' Roman sizes (corresponding to pedalis and 
sesquipedalis bricks) makes a Saxon origin rather unlikely. 
I 
only Roman tile has been found used in the fabric of the 
pre-Conquest churches at York. Polychrome relief tiles seem to 
have been produced in complete isolation from any other kind of 
building material, both at York and elsewhere in Britain. 
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8.3 Methods of Manufacture 
8.3.1 York 'Liles 
All the tile designs found at York are shown in Figure 55. 
Design 7 is sketched from Gem and Keen (1981) plate 11 as the 
original cannot be located at present in the Yorkshire Museum. 
Designs 1-16 and 24-25 come from All Saints Pavement whilst 
designs 2-3,6 and 15-23 were found during excavations at 
Coppergate next door. All are relief tiles with the exception of 
designs 23 and 24. 
On the base of the smaller tiles moulding sand is still 
present on many examples. Most of the larger tiles, and certain 
of the smaller tiles, have had their backs scraped smooth so that 
no trace of moulding sand survives. The presence of moulding sand 
on the unsmoothed tiles indicates that they were produced in a 
wooden mould. The design was then stamped into the top surface of 
the clay. This was the standard method adopted for the 
manufacture of Medieval floor tiles. Stamping could have been 
done whilst the clay was still in the mould, or when the clay had 
been removed. 
How the flanged tiles were produced is uncertain. Some have 
moulding sand on the back so they would appear to have been made 
in a sanded mould. Two possibilities exist, firstly, the clay 
could have been moulded in the usual way, the clay forming the 
flange could have been placed over the edge of the moulding table 
and bent down by 90". An alternative would have been to turn the 
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tile over and bend the clay upwards in the same manner as a Roman 
tegula. Secondly, the clay flange may have been added separately. 
The flanges themselves give no clue as to how they were made. 
Most have been heavily trimmed with a knife, whilst the surface of 
others is obscured by mortar. 
Gem and Keen (1981: 25) suggest that the pattern on the relief 
tiles from St Edmund's Abbey was produced by placing clay into a 
mould with the design carved in the base. There is no evidence 
that this was the method employed at York. 
The edges of the relief tiles are knife trimmed. The sides 
of certain of the step tiles are almost straight. This was 
necessary to prevent mortar being visible between the tiles along 
the front face of the step. Most tiles, however, have lnclinEýd 
edges. They may be of the single bevel type (Fig. 56) or, more 
commonly, the double bevel variety (Fig. 56). This latter feature 
is found on no other tiles found at York. 
Three flanged tiles of design 9 are characterised by a 
steeply inclined knife cut side edge (Fig. 56). Both the flange 
and one side of the tile has-been cut away. Presumably, these 
tiles were especially made to allow them to fit over some 
obstruction, perhaps a stone plinth at the base of a wall. The 
other tile of this design has straight sides. 
Punctured into the base of most tiles are prominent keying 
marks. Most of these marks seem to have been produced by the end 
of a pointed stick. Keying must have been the last operation 
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performed on the tiles prior to firing as such marks are found 
pushed into the knife cut lower inclined surface on two bevel 
tiles. A number of differing keying implements seem to have been 
used which have produced a variety of keying impressions. Where 
present these impressions cover the whole of the tile base and on 
some flanged tiles the inner edge of the flange itself. The 
small, largely undercorated tiles (Fig. 55, Nos. 24-25) are keyed 
by a large circular hole gouged out of the bottom surface. One 
tile of this type lacks any kind of keying. 
A study of keying, and bevel type, has revealed that at least 
two tilers were employed in the tiles, manufacture, each with his 
own particular method of finishing off the tiles before firing. 
This is most apparent on some of the smaller tile designs. The 
first tiler produced tiles with one bevel edge, -but with no 
keying, whilst the second tiler produced tiles with twin bevelled 
edges with keying. Both used what appears to be the same stamp 
die. Some tiles have one bevelled edge with keying, which could 
have been made by either tilemaker, but these are uncommon. Three 
designs which show this division the clearest are types 10,14 and 
15. The three varieties are listed below: 
One bevel with no keying 
One bevel with keying 
Twin bevel with keying 
Design: 14 15 10 1 Total 
10 1 16 
2 - 3 
17 12 33 
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The results shown twice as many tiles with twin bevel edges. 
The inclined edges of the larger tiles are almost wholly of this 
type. 
After the tiles were stamped additional decoration was added 
by hand to certain designs. Small circular holes were used to 
decorate designs 4,5 and 24. Such a method of decoration would 
have been very slow and time consuming, and quite unsuited to mass 
production. 
Two glazes were used on the York tiles, a light brown and a' 
dull green. It is not always easy to determine whether one or 
both glazes were used on a particular tile. Many tiles are 
clearly two colour, particularly those with more simple designs. 
Other tiles seem to have been covered in green glaze only, for 
example the examples with the bird decoration (Fig. 55, design 8). 
Glazing was evidently not always carried out with adequate care. 
Certain tiles show areas on the top surface where the glaze is 
absent altogether. One tile fragment of design 2 appears to have 
greenish-yellow paint over the green glaze, which has partly 
overlapped on to the raised relief pattern. This may have been 
I 
added after firing to cover an area where the glaze had been 
forgotten or had become discoloured. 
To prevent the glazes of the two-coloured designs 
inter-mixing the tiles must have been stacked horizontally in the 
kiln during firing. The raised ribs of the design would have 
helped prevent such inter-mixing. It has been suggested than 
temperatures of 950* to 1000% would have been required to fuse 
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the glazes satisfactority (Gem and Keen, 1981). 
The relief tiles from All Saints Pavement show a large 
variation in the amount of wear. On certain tiles the glaze still 
survives of the top of the raised pattern. This would hdicate 
that they were used in an area of the floor which was not walked 
upon. Alternatively, they may have been used for another purpose 
other than flooring. Other tiles show clear signs of wear on the 
top of the raised decoration. Certain of the tiles from 
Coppergate have been worn flat, the former raised pattern only 
surviving in outline in the lower glazed area. This is despite 
the fact that such tiles would hardly have formed a very 
comfortable floor to walk on. ' 
One tile in this series stands out from the rest. This tile 
(Fig 55, design 23) has a single bevel edge, smoothed and stabbed 
back$ and a very worn top surface. Glaze only survives'in what 
may be the remains of a line-impressed design. There is no 
evidence that it was originally a relief tile. This unusual tile 
came from the excavations at Coppergate (1978.7. V. 10527.2602), 
and has a decorative style unique to tiles of this date found in 
England. 
8.3.2 Tiles From Other Sites 
Of the six sites producing polychrome relief tiles, tiles 
from four sites have been examined by the writer, whilst one group 
of tiles has been published in detail by Gem and Keen (1981). The 
tiles from other sites were studied in an effort to compare their 
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methods of manufacture, and surface designs, with those from York. 
Winchester 
The polychrome relief 
certain Saxon date. They 
levels of the Old Minster. 
before 980, or at the very 
(Gem and Keen, 1981: 24). 
tiles from Winchester are of almost 
were recovered from the demolition 
The Old Minster was reconstructed 
latest 994, and was demolished in 1093 
Both plain and relief tiles have been found. The relief 
tiles have greenish-yellow and brown glazes, whilst the plain 
tiles are glazed yellow or green. Three examples have been seen 
by the writer (by kind permission of Professor M. Biddle). The 
sides of these tiles are knife cut and, as at York, have a single 
or double bevel. The backs of two of the tiles, both of plain 
type, were keyed. These keying marks consisted of circular holes 
9 mm in diameter. The third fragment had relief decoration. Like 
all the other decorated tiles from Winchester the back was not 
keyed. 
St. Alban's Abbey 
The second largest collection Of polychrome relief tiles has 
come from the excavations at St. Alban's Abbey. Most of these 
tiles have been examined visually (with permission from Professor 
M. Biddle). Two fragments were found in 10th century graves 
sealed by Abbot Paul of Caen's chapter house of 1077-88 in 1978. 
More recent excavations in 1982-84 to the south of the nave have 
produced further tile fragments. They were found in the infill of 
a deep cellar-like room, built by Abbot Paul of Caen, over which 
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the 12th century cloister walk had subsided (Biddle and Kjolbye- 
Biddle, 1984: 11). The tiles probably originated from a Saxon 
church which may be beneath the present cathedral or perhaps 
further to the south. They were probably used for the surround of 
an altar (M. Biddle pers. comm. ), as is believed to be the case at 
York. 
one tile of probable Saxon date has what appears to be the 
remains of a flange along one edge. This would have produced a 
tile similar in appearance to those found at York. The tiles also 
show the usual division into single bevel or twin bevel knife cut 
edges observed at York and Winchester. The sides on one tile 
however were more or less vertical. On the back, the clay is 
either smoothed or sanded, as at York, and a number of tiles have 
stabbed keying marks. The fabric is either pink, white or grey in 
colour. A number of St. Alban's designs are also found at 
Winchester, and certain of the simpler patterns have parallels at 
York (Fig. 54, designs 13 and 14). 
Coventry 
The relief tiles from Coventry are predominantly light grey, 
brown or pink, not red earthenware as described by Gem and Keen 
17 
(1981: 23). They were found on the Benedictine Priory site of 
St. Mary in Coventry and are thought to have been used in the 
Priory Church (Hobley, 1971: 101). Similar relief tiles have been 
found in the mud of the river-bed near the site of the Priory 
(Chatwin, 1940: 35). The date of these tiles is unknown. A number 
of stray pre-Conquest finds have been made in Coventry (the name 
is Saxon) but pone from controlled archaeological excavations. 
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The edges of the tiles are probably knife-cut, although this 
is not always clear, and the base of most is keyed. Keying 
normally seems to have been carried out with a pointed stick, the 
method apparently adopted at York. Other tiles are keyed with 
circular depressions, 12 mm in diameter, the method adopted for 
the plain tiles at Winchester. The bottom surface of the tiles is 
often irregular which suggests the tiles may have been moulded 
rather than stamped. Three tiles have scored, knife cut, lines in 
the base, whilst one tile has a herringbone pattern scored into 
what is probably the bottom surface; brown, green or yellow glaze 
covers the decorated upper surface. One of the designs (Chatwin, 
1940, Fig. 2B) is paralleled at York (Fig. 54, Design 20). 
Another similarity is the addition of decoration to the stamped, 
or moulded, tile prior to firing, however, at Coventry this added 
decoration is more elaborate. 
St. Edmund's Abbey 
The polycbrome relief tiles from Bury St. Edmunds are found 
at St. Edmunds' Abbey. The available dating evidence suggests 
they were probably used in the masonry buildings erected following 
1020. Three main glaze types occur green, brown and yellow or 
light green. The backs are unusual in not being stabbed, but 
again the knife cut edges either have one bevel, or are twin 
bevelled. One of the designs (Gem and Keen, 1981: 21, Fig. 7) is 
paralleled at York (Fig. 54, Design 20). 
Peterborough 
The only other area of the country which has produced 
polychrome relief tiles is Peterborough. Only two pieces are 
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known, both in a white fabric. Archaeological and historical 
evidence suggests that they may be of late 10th or Ilth century 
date (Gem and Keen, 1981: 23). 
8.4 Analytical Results and Interpretation 
There seems little doubt that the probable pre-Conquest 
polychrome relief tiles found at York are of local manufacture. 
The two tiles analysed by NAA (Samples: 66-67) fit into the same 
group as the Roman and medieval tile from York and the clay 
samples collected from the city (Figs. 42-44). In the principal 
components plot in Figure 57 the seven tiles analysed by textural 
analysis (YI-5/Cg, Yl-2/As) are compared with all the medieval 
bricks and roof tiles thin sectioned. Only one tile (Y2/As) falls 
outside the distribution of the medieval roof tiles and bricks, 
both of which are thought to be locally produced. 
The range of mineral inclusions found in the relief tiles is 
very silmilar to that encounted in most Roman and medieval tiles 
known to have been produced in the city. The only difference is 
in the biotite content, which is slightly more frequent than 
usual, particularly in sample YI/Cg. The Coppergate samples also 
contain a mineral with a vivid blue pleocroism in plain polarised 
light, found in no other thin sections. This is probably 
vivianite which is a secondary mineral which develops on objects 
buried in waterlogged conditions, it is probably not part of the 
original tile fabric. Conditions at Coppergate are ideal for the 
formation of vivianite which can be seen as blue lumps on the 
surface of various tiles, as well as pre-Conquest pottery from the 
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site. The mineral does however occur in small amounts in some 
boulder clays (Grimshaw, 1972: 277). 
The probable pre-Conquest tiles from York are included in 
Figure 86, along with three similar tiles from Coventry. Both 
differ from the clay samples collected from York, whilst the York 
tiles themselves differ from the Coventry tiles. The only floor 
tiles with a similar grain size to the probable pre-Conquest 
relief tiles from York are the medieval floor tiles from Flanders 
(which must be purely coincidental) and one of the tiles of 14th 
century date from Bedern Chapel. As the latter may well have been 
produced in York (see Chapter 11.2) this is not too surprising. 
As an additional check the probable pre-Conquest tiles from 
York and Coventry were analysed seperately. Cluster analysis 
produced two groupings (Fig. 58). Samples Cv/2 and Cv/3 formed 
one group whilst Cv/1 and the York tiles formed the other group. 
Although Cv/1 was placed in the York group, the principal 
components plot (Fig. 59) shows that the tile lies very much at 
the edge of the York distribution. There seems no doubt that the 
York and Coventry tiles are from different sources, although Cv/1 
shows that there is a certain degree of overlap between the two 
sets of tiles when classification is based on grain size 
analysis. 
The York and Coventry tiles also differ in firing colour. 
The range of colours in the material analysed is shown below: 
0 
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York tiles: 2.5YR5/6 - Red 
5YR6/6 - Reddish-Yellow 
5YR6/4 - Light Reddish-Brown 
N/6 - Grey 
Coventry tiles: 5YR8/4 - Pink 
N18 - White 
N17 - Grey 
As already stated, the exact date of the polycrome relief 
tiles from York is unknown. Only at Winchester and St. Albans is 
a pre-Conquest date reasonably certain. Both sets of tiles have a 
distinct granular sandy fabric, which appears visually identical. 
Scientific analysis should prove whether they come from the same 
source. Gem and Keen's fabric I at St. Edmunds' Abbey also sounds 
very similar. The York and Coventry tile fabrics, however, have 
distinctly different grain size distributions. 
It is not fabric which links all the tiles in this series but 
the various similarities of manufacturing technique. These 
similarities suggests that all these tiles were produced within a 
relatively short period of each other. The evidence from York 
suggests that at least two tilemakers were at work. These 
differences are also observed at St. Albans, St. Edmunds' Abbey 
and Winchester which suggests the same workmen, may have been 
involved in their manufacture. The practice of leaving the back 
sanded, or smoothing it off, is recorded at both York and 
St. Albans. 
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On the other hand there are certain marked differences. The 
St. Edmunds' Abbey tiles lack stabbed backs, whilst the majority 
of the York examples are stabbed. In this case it may be because 
the York tiles are larger, so keying was felt more necessary. The 
smaller tiles from York are only slightly smaller in size than the 
St. Edmunds' tiles, and many of these have keying at'the back. 
Another reason for believing that these tiles may be of 
similar date is that the same design is frequently encounted on 
more than one site. What is not certain is if the same die stamp 
was used. Most of the designs which are found on more than one 
site tend to be the more simple patterns. In is apparent that 
each site has designs which as yet are unique to that particular 
area. The four bird design from York (Fig. 55, design 8), for 
example, is found nowhere else in Britain. 
The differences in fabric between the tiles from Coventry and 
York, and those from sites further south suggests production by 
itinerant tilemakers. Perhaps the tilemakers moved from an 
established tilemaking centre somewhere in southern England. This 
would account for the striking similarities in the methods of 
manufacture, whilst at the same tithe explain the differences in 
fabric. The presence of designs apparently unique to each site 
suggests that tilemakers were brought it to pave specific 
buildings with designs which were intended to be used only at the 
place of their manufacture. The step tiles from York with unusual 
steeply cutaway edges indicate that the tiles were 'Custom made' 
for the job. In the medieval period tile pavements were 
frequently commissioned to fit a particular floor surface (Drury, 
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1981: 133). It is highly unlikely that there would have been 
sufficient tiling work during this period to support a settled 
community of tilemakers. 
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CHAPTER 9 
MEDIEVAL YORK 
9.1 History of Medieval York: 1066-1500 
By the time of the Norman conquest York had 
and important commercial centre. The commercial 
had by this time moved to 'the south-east of the 
fortress, and the city's basic street plan seems 
established. Despite the devastations caused by 
'Harrying of the North' after rebellions in 1068 
city soon recovered. 
become a large 
heart of the city 
old Roman 
to have been 
the so-called 
and 1069, the 
North of the Ouse the majority of the population in the Ilth 
and 12th centuries was concentrated in the area of the Roman 
fortress, with occupation extending out to the rivers Ouse and 
Foss. Very little urban development existed south-east of the 
Foss (RCHM, 1981: XXXIII). Outside the central area, early grants 
of land and buildings confirm the existence of housing in 
Bootham 9 Fishergate, Gillygate and Marygate by the mid 12th 
century. The same. century probably saw suburban development in 
Monkgate. In c. 1282 the husgable rolls record 50 toffs in the, 
area. At Layerthorpe a small settlement may have been in 
existence by the late 12th century (RCHM, 1975: XXXVII-VIII). 
South-west of the river documentary sources suggest the city 
extended over the whole of the later walled area, even by the Ilth 
century (RCHM, 1972b: XL). During the second half of the 13th 
century better quality houses appeared in the Micklegate area as 
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the area gained popularity with the more wealthy citizens of York 
(RCIIM, 1972b: LXI). 
Some citizens had houses constructed in stone as early as the 
12th century (VCH, 1961: 52) but these were the exception. York as 
a whole seems to have had few stone buildings, with the exception 
of the Minster, churches, and property of the various religious 
houses. The majority of houses in Medieval York were of timber 
construction. Timber-framed buildings continued to predominate in 
York at least until the first half of the 17th century (RCMH, 
1981: LX). 
St. Mary's Abbey was founded in 1088 by William II, and work 
on the first Abbey church began, the following year. This was 
followed by a rebuilding of the Abbey church during the period 
1270-94 (RCHM, 1975: XL-XLI). The importance of York as a 
religious centre was further emphasised by the building of the 
Norman Minster between c. 1080-1100 (Phillips, 1985: 5-7,44-46). 
Four friaries were founded in York during the early 13th 
century (Fig. 60). The Dominicans settled in King's Tofts near 
Toft Green, the Franc-iscans near the castle, the Augustinian 
Friars on land between Lehdal and the Ouse, and the Carmelites at 
Horsefair. The latter moved in 1295 to a larger site on the banks 
of the King's Fishpond between Fossgate and Hungate (RCHM, 
1981: XXXIV). There were also other religious 
I 
houses established 
in York such as St. Clement's Nunnery and Holy Trinity Priory. 
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Monastic Precinct. 
A St Marys Abbey 
B Minster Yard 
C Bedern 
D St Leonard's Hospital 
E Carmalite Friary 
F Dominican Friary 
G Holy Trinity Priory 
H St Clement's Priory 
I StAndrews Priory 
T A*ugustinian Friary 
Figure 60: Medieval York. 
* Churches and Chapels 
A Hospitals 
Other Buildingst 
a Treasures House 
b, St William's Collage 
C Merchant Taylor's Hall 
d St, Anthony's Hall (Borthwick Institute) 
e Abbots Lodging (now part of the King's Manor) 
f Merchant Adventure's Hall 
The Red Tower 
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9.1.1 Trade and Economy 
The trade and economy of York had recovered from the effects 
of the Norman conquest by the early 12th century (Addyman, 
1981: 113). The 13th and 14th centuries marked a period of gradual 
economic expansion. This was principally due to the city's 
inceasing involvement in the wool trade. During the 13th and 
early 14th centuries much of this trade was in the hands of 
foreign merchants. Italian, Breton, Flemish and French merchants 
are all mentioned during this period. York merchants imported 
cloth, canvas and oats from the Low Countries whilst exporting 
grain to Gascony, and grain and wool to the Low Countries (VCH, 
1961: 42-3). Their foreign activities, however, were dwarfed by 
those of foreign merchants. Of the 1,300 sacks of wool exported 
by Hull in 1324-5, a mere 200 were those of York merchants 
(Bartlett, 1958: 301). 
By 1337, the time of Edward III's wool monopoly, York had 
become one of England's foremost wool towns. The rapid expansion 
of York merchants in the wool trade is illustrated by looking at 
the wool exports from Hull in 1378-9. Of the 2,700 sacks of wool 
exported that year 1,600 were shipped o, ut by York men (Bartlett, 
1958: 302). Wool was brought by York merchants from the sheep 
farming areas of the North and East Riding's of Yorkshire. 
The port of Hull was York's gateway to the continent. 
occasionally the city's merchants patronised other ports but such 
instances are rare. Bulky merchandise was floated down the Ouse 
in small barges known as keels to Hull for transhipment to larger 
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vessels for export. Imports were also unloaded at Hull before 
being dispatched westward to York (Bartlett, 1958: 98-9). The 
river Ouse, as in Roman times, was the main artery which kept the 
trade and commerce of York alive. 
As well as an increasing involvement 
York's prosperity grew with the expansion 
trade to other countries. York merchants 
Germany and the Rhineland, they imported 
traded during times of peace with France. 
allowed entry of English traders into the 
in the wool trade, 
and diversification of 
obtained wine from 
iron from Spain, and 
In 1388 a treaty 
Baltic. The Baltic 
trade, despite occasional trouble such as the seizure of goods, or 
the merchants themselves$ proved particularly lucrative to York 
merchants. Large consignments of cloth were sent to the Baltic in 
return for herring, timber, iron, bowstavess and ashes (VCH, 
1961: 102-3). 
During the 15th century the economy of York fell into gradual 
decline. This was reflected in the declining forture of the port 
of Hull. Between 1404-9 and 1478-82 the value of wool, cloth, and 
wine and of goods paying poundage which passed through Hull, fell 
by 58% (VCH, 19611.105). The latter part of the 15th century saw 
the virtual exclusion of the English merchants from the Baltic by 
the Hanse. In an effort to compensate for this exclusion York's 
trade with the Low Countries increased. Here they found 
themselves in completion with merchants from London who were 
assuming an increasingly dominant role. 
Even the home market was beginning to feel the effect of 
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outside competition. With the expansion of the rural textile 
industry in the West Riding, country cloth was brought into the 
city for sale, even by York merchants themselves. York tailor 
John Carter had cloth in his shop from Halifax in 1485 (VCH, 
1961: 90). With the increased import of cloth from outside, the 
city witnessed a decline in the textile crafts, along with trades 
dealing with leather and metal goods. London began to penetrate 
the markets of York at the end of the 15th century (VCH, 
1961: 104). 
York gradually began to exhibit the physical signs of decay. 
In 1487 the mayor, William Todd, wr ote to the King saying the 
walls were so greatly decayed that they were incapable of defence 
(RCHM, 1972a: 19). The decline in trade paralleled a decline in 
the city's population and with it a decline in the housing stock. 
An inquisition post-mortem held on the death of Sir Richard 
Fitzhugh in 1488 declared that he held 24 'messuages' in York 
which were ruinous for lack of repairs. In 1493,26 tenements 
belonging to the Vicars Choral were described as vacant (Bartlett, 
1958: 196-7). 
Despite the economic decline, particularly in the second half 
of the 15th century, there was still considerable wealth available 
during this period as is demonstrated by major building activity. 
Work continued in a sporadic manner on the Minster until 1473. 
Between 1420-1500 at least seven churches were entirely or partly 
rebuilt (Swanson, 1980: 214). 
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9.1.2 Population 
Accuracy in measurement of population_is difficult. No 
proper population figures are known for York, and those that have 
been made are at best educated guesses. What is apparent from the 
surviving documentary material is the general population trend. 
Population is important because an enlarging population will put 
pressure on the housing stock and lead to renewed building 
activity. This would result in more work for craftsmen employed 
in the building industry. 
Various authors have, over the years, tried to give fairly 
precise estimates of population without proper evidence to 
substantiate their figures. The number of freemen admitted each 
year has been used to give a rough guide to the population of 
medieval York. The York freemens list prior. to 1397 tends to 
contain only the names of immigrants taking up their freedom. 
This means that the York freemens list cannot be treated as a 
complete guide to the names and numbers of all freemen before 
1397, which limits its use in calculating popul'ation statistics 
(Dobson, 1973: 8). The freemens list also excludes the population 
in the liberties in York such as St. Mary's Abbey, the Minster, 
v 
and the castle. Absent from the register are also the craftsmen 
who worked in the liberties, such as the Vicar's Choral 
tilemakers. The liberties were mainly ecclesiastical areas 
outside the jurisdiction of the city council. In 1377 in at least 
four central parishes only half the households were enrolled 
freemen. From this it can be deduced that at this date an 
unexpectedly large number of men were employed as apprentices or 
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unskilled labourers. Others may have practised their craft 
illegally (Leggett, 1971: 130). In the 16th century where 
documentary evidence is of more help in Population studies 
"freemen entry rates show little or no correlation with total 
population" (Dobson, 1973: 17). 
Most of the dates given in the freemens list published by 
Collins in 1897 and 1900 are inaccurate by approximately one year 
before 1752. For example 1367 should be 1368, and 1681 should be 
1682. The dating in the freemans list'is based on the mayors year 
of office which commenced with the election of the new mayor on 
the 3rd February. This means that a tiler enrolled in 1425 could, 
strictly speaking, have been enrolled at any time between 3rd 
February 1425 and the 2nd February 1426. 
The freemens list begins in 1272 with the names of Thomas of 
Fulford, Peter of Foxholes, James of Pickering, and John of 
Settrington. These are all names of East and North Riding 
villages, which suggests a local rural origin for many immigrants 
entering York. Certain other immigrants appear-to have originated 
from Flanders. It seems likely that mortality rates were high and 
that immmigration was essential to maintain York's population 
(VCH, 1961: 41-2). 
Despite the limitations to population studies, documentary 
evidence seems to show a growth in population in the 14th century. 
This is despite the repeated occurrence of plague which first 
reached York in 1349. Dobson (1973: 17) has shown that except- 
ionally high entry rates for freedom seem to follow bouts of 
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plague. Bartlett (1958: 304) believes such deaths left gaps for 
the ambitious up and coming young men of the various craft guilds. 
By around the beginning of the 15th century the population 
expansion seems to have come to a halt. Towards the middle of the 
15th century the evidence seems to point to a progressive decline. 
The number of freemen admitted in 1411-1421 was 1,185, this fell 
during successive decades to 639 in 1451-1461. During the second 
half of the 15th century the rent from property owned by the 
Vicars Choral declined, apart from a period of relative stability 
in the 1470's (Bartlett, 1958: 193,196). Declining prosperity may 
have led to a slackening of the rate of immigration. In addition, 
during this period immigrants had to pay more for access to 
mastership in a craft guild (VCH, 1961: 95). 
9.1.3 The City Council 
The city council and the guild system were closely linked 
throughout most of the. medieval period. After the conquest York 
was ruled directly by the Crown until 1191. In 1212 the first 
mayor is recorded, and not long after there was a council of 
twelve, three bailiffs and a council of twenty-four (Johnson, 
1972: 540). In 1290 chamberlains are mentioned, four initially, 
then three thereafter (VCH, 1961: 34). During 1396 the city became 
a county in its own right, the three bailiffs became two sheriffs, 
and the twelve became known as aldermen. After 1418 the 
twenty-four consisted of ex-sheriffs. The 'counsaylours' were 
composed of both the twelve and twenty-four (Sellars, 1915: VI). 
One other body made up the council structure, this was'the 
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forty-eight. The forty-eight, who were called the 'commonalty', 
were an assembly representative of the craft guilds. The 
selection of the forty-eight may even have been in the hands of 
the guilds themselves although no records exist to confirm this. 
A list of members in each tier of the council and their 
occupations is-recorded for the year 1379. In the forty-eight are 
recorded the occupations of 44 people representing 26 different 
craft guilds. Members of the forty-eight seem to have been 
deliberately elected to ensure a representative selection of craft 
guilds on the council (Johnson, 1972: 544). Although tilers do n'ot 
feature on the 1379 list, a potter does. There seems little doubt 
that tilers and tilemakers would have been elected to serve on the 
forty-eight on various occasions. ' The importance of the craftsmen 
at council meetings can be judged from the fact that they were 
fined for unpunctuality if they failed to attend the meetings a 
sufficient number of times (Sellars, 1912: V). 
The line of demarcation between the forty-eight and the 
twenty-four is not very great, certain guilds being common to 
both,, such as ironmongers, barbers, and cordwainers. The most 
that can be said about the 1379 list is that "the mercers 
predominate in the twelve, the merchantile crafts in the 
twenty-four and the manufacturing crafts in the forty-eight" 
(Sellars, 1912: IX). 
Not unnaturally, power in city council lay with the most 
powerful guilds, particularly the merchants (and mercers, the two 
terms seem to have been interchangeable), and in the late 14th and 
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early 15th century with members of the cloth-making industry, such 
as drapers. These people filled most of the top places in the 
council, which at the end of the 14th century consisted of the 
mayor, the aldermen, two sheriffs, the twenty-four, and the 
fory-eight. The mayor and aldermen were the masters of the 
mistery of mercers (Sellars, 1915: XXIX). The majority of aldermen 
had already held office in some. capacity, either as mayor, 
chamberlain, or bailiff, and the same seems to be true of the 
twenty-four (Johnson, 1972: 542). York developed what Sellars 
(1915: XXXI) has described as "civic feudalism". Local government 
was dominated by the merchant class who retained not only economic 
but political power. This dominance was protected by the need of 
the craft guilds to gain approval for their ordinances from the 
mayor, aldermen and the twenty-four. In reality, York seems to 
have lacked rivals of sufficient strength to challenge the 
monopoly of power enjoyed by the merchants (Sellars, 1915: XXXII). 
Municipal government included other officials in addition to 
members of the council. One of these was the chamberlain. 
According to a document dated around 1400 chamberlains were chosen 
by the mayor and the council of the city only. This method of 
selection was replaced in the latter part of the 15th century by 
one in which not only the chamberlains, but also the bridgemasters 
and mayors were chosen in the Guildhall in the presence of 'a 
great number of the Commons'. The chamberlains task was to 
administer the financial affairs of the council for the year, 
often in very close cooperation with the mayor. One of the most 
important annual expenses being the Corpus Christ! plays (Dobson, 
1980: XXIV). 
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With the deteriorating economic situation in the late 15th 
century the problem of balancing the books became an increasing 
anxiety. This may have been behind the change in the number of 
chamberlains elected. Traditionally the number had been three, 
but between 1484 and 1500 the number generally varied between four 
and six. The chamberlains accounts show that the city was 
seriously in debt during this period. In 1486-7 over E82 was 
added to the inherited deficit of E506. This was at a time when 
the total net expenditure was never more than E200 at best 
(Dobson, 1980: XXVI). 
The chamberlains most important source of revenue was the 
bridgemasters (of Ouse bridge and Foss bridge) who derived income 
from the renting of tenements in the city. In 1433-4 they 
provided the chamberlains with E118, but by 1499-1500 the net 
contribution of both bridges had dropped to E39. Payment for 
admission to the freedom was the second most important source of 
revenue for the city chamberlains. This too began to decline 
in the latter half of the 15th century. In the year 1433-4 E52 5s 
Od was received from 105 individuals. By 1453-4 only 61 new 
freemen were admitted and the amount collected had dropped to only 
E15 14s Od. Perhaps in order to encourage the enrolment of new 
freemen, by the last two decades of the 15th century the council 
were allowing the payment of the admission fee, by instalment 
(Dobson, 1980: XXIX). 
So grave had the economic situation become in the late 15th 
century that many citizens were prepared to pay heavy fines to 
secure exemption from the office of chamberlain. This is not 
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surprising when the chamberlains themselves were held personally 
responsible for meeting the cost of routine expenditure at a time 
when the chamber contained no financial reserves (Dobson, 
1980: XXXVIII). This did not stop various members of the tilers 
and tilemakers guilds serving as chamberlains during the 15th 
century. 
9.1.4 The Guild System 
The exact origin of the guild system established in York is 
unknown. There are references in 1129/30 to a merchant guild. 
Although little is known about its organisation, it seems to have 
controlled all forms of trading in the city. The merchant guild 
must have been of considerable importance as its rights, 
privileges, and duties, were set out in some detail. Its validity 
even extended to the Crown's possessions overseas. 
With the increasing complexity of trade and commerce a single 
merchant guild to control all forms of business in the city became 
increasingly impractical. Individual trades began to form their 
own associations. The earliest craft guild was the weavers who 
received a Royal Charter in 1163. Other trades such as the 
glovers, saddlers, skinners and hosiers formed associations in 
1180, although without the Kings official approval. York at this 
time was still under direct royal control. The butchers, and 
possibly the drapers and vintners, had guilds before the end of 
the 13th century (Johnson, 1972: 465). As the division of trade 
into separate guilds continued the power of the merchant guild 
declined until it eventually disappeared without comment. 
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It seems probably that the guild system was deliberately 
fostered by the council as it provided a way to control industrial 
and commercial activity in the city (Swanson, 1980: 310). As noted 
already, the guild ordinances had to be confirmed by the mayor and 
city council. The ordinances of a guild were its rules and 
regulations which had to be observed under threat of heavy 
punishment. The earliest surviving-ordinances are those of the 
girdlers which in 1307 were confirmed by the 'mayor and community' 
(VCH, 1961: 91-2). Guild officials were responsible as much to the 
civic authorities as to their craft. When disputes arose between 
guilds over the responsability of various types of work, such as 
between the tilers and carpenters in 1425, it was the city council 
who sat in judgement. 
The medieval guilds of York can be broadly split into three 
categories, the craft guilds, the merchant guilds (or companies), 
and the socio-religious guilds. Marketing and commerce were the 
responsibility of the merchants, who were also known as the 
mercers. In all probability they were descended from the merchant 
guild. They engaged in both local and overseas trade, although it 
is not until 1366 that they are mentioned in an organised form in 
civic documents. In 1430 the mercers received a Royal Charter, a I 
distinction only enjoyed with the weavers. In 1581 the mercers of 
York became the Merchant Adventurers of York (Johnson, 1972: 511). 
There seems to have been both a social and economic distinction 
between the merchants and craftmen. Very few craftsmen managed to 
cross the divide and become merchants in their own lifetimes 
(Swanson, 1980: 439). 
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The true socio-religious guilds or confraternities pursued 
only religious or social alms. There were separate guilds in 
charge of hospitals, chantries, Malson Dieu ' chapels, bridges and 
plays (Johnson, 1972: 468). In addition, there was also the 
confraternity sides of merchant companies and craft guilds. The 
confraternity hospital or Maison Dieu would have housed the 
elderly and sick members of these guilds. Regretably, few details 
of the craft or merchant guilds confraternity side is known. 
It is the craft guilds to which most attention will be paid. 
Between 1350 and 1500 somewhere between 80 and 90 craft guilds had 
a recognised existence (Johnson, 1972: 517). Crafts guilds were 
essentially organisations established for self preservation. They 
were careful to prevent supply overtaking demand and regulations 
prevented anyone taking on more apprentices than were needed. 
Strict lines of demarcation were laid down in an attempt to stop 
other crafts poaching on their trade. Where such strict 
separation was not practical, as was the case with certain work 
undertaken by tilers and plasterers, the ordinances required that 
financial compensation should be paid when one guild uddertook the 
work of another (Swanson, 1980: 326). 
In total there are 57 craft guild ordinances surviving 
between the years 1376 and 1534 (Swanson, 1980: 20), including 
those of the tilers. The detailed structure of individual guilds 
varied from craft to craft, but certain features seem common to 
all. Searchers areý found in all crafts. They seem to have been 
the most important of guild officials. Their purpose was to help 
maintain and check the quality of the work undertaken by guild 
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members. Searchers had to be sworn in before the mayor and 
thereby became answerable to the city council on matters of 
standards of workmanship (VCH, 1961: 92). This was yet another 
method by which the civic authorities attempted to keep a tight 
rein on the craft guilds. Searchers were also bound by oath to 
bring members of a craft in front of the mayor if they had 
misbehaved or their work was not up to standard (Sellars, 
1915: XXIX). Another of the searcher's duties was to examine new 
entrants to the craft, both potential masters and servants, to 
determine their suitability (Swanson, 1980: 320). They also 
summonded guild meetings when appropriate. 
As certain guilds developed, a warden (or wardens) was 
appointed whose task it was to collect membership dues and enforce 
the laws of the guild. Often it was the wardens and searchers who 
effectively ran the whole guild. In certain guilds the senior 
warden became the master of the guild. On the confraternity side 
the guilds may have employed a chaplin or chantry priest (Johnson, 
1972: 538-9). 
Craft guilds were responsible for training their own future 
employees. This was undertaken by the use of apprenticeships 
which were strictly regulated by the guild ordinances. The normal 
length of an apprenticeship was seven years, and many crafts only 
took one apprentice at a time, although another was usually taken 
on before the first one finished his training. The apprentice was 
not only taught in the art of the craft, but given board and 
lodgings. In return he had to promise to keep the secrets of the 
craft and be of good behaviour. When apprentices were not enough 
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the labour force was supplemented by journeymen (hired labour 
employed at fixed rates of a fortnight or less) and servants (VCH, 
1961: 94). 
Almost all craft guilds had rules which allowed the 
employment of non-apprentices providing they were approved by the 
searchers. Entry to the guild was on payment of an appropriate 
fee. The advantage of the apprenticeship training for many was 
that it allowed freedom at a lower cost in comparison to those who 
brought their freedom without having trained in the city. Members 
of craft guilds normally had to be freemen of the city. The 
strict regulation on the type of work a craft guild member was 
allowed to do meant that it would not have been possible to have 
worked simultaneously in more than one craft. Therefore the 
occupation recorded in the freemens list by the name of each 
freemen is unlikely to have. changed in the craftsman's lifetime. 
The success of the tilers in restricting competition varied 
from one medieval town to another. In Lincoln, as at York, no 
tiler was allowed to come into the town to work unless he joined 
the tilers guild. In Worcester, on the other hand, the city 
authorities forbade the tilers to form a guild in the 15th 
century. This prevented them fixing wages or imposing 
restrictions on strangers working in the city. In 1461, the 
tilers of London were declared to be mere labourers and were 
forbidden to form a guild, however, seven years later they 
successfully petitioned for their original guild status to be 
restored (Salzman, 1923: 175,333). 
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Both the tilers and tilemakers guilds were involved with the 
annual York Corpus Christ! plays. The plays were religious in 
nature and were based on the Bible story. They are first 
mentioned by name in a city rental dated 1376, by which time they 
were already in existence (Johnson, 1972: 466). By 1415 the names 
of 57 guilds are recorded as helping with the production of the 
plays, including the city's tilemakers (VCH, 1961: 91). The 
individual plays were the responsibility of the various guilds in 
the city, although the city council was in overall control. The 
chamberlains' accounts testify that they were regarded as the 
central event in the civic calender (Dobson, 1980: XXXVII). In 
1408 the Corpus Christ! guild came into existence. Its purpose 
was not to organise the plays but the procession which took place 
on Corpus Christi day (Johnson, 1972: 468). During the early 15th 
century certain craft guilds found the cost of the plays an 
Intolerable burden and this lead to the amalganation of certain 
plays in 1422-3 (Sellars, 1915: XLIII). 
9.2 The Medieval Tile Industry of York 
Fragments of roof tile appeared in considerablc quantities 
from the 13th century onwards during, excavations at Coppergate 
(Hall, 1984: 133). Peg tiles were excavated by YMEG from the fill 
of the construction trench of York Minster library chapel. The 
tiles must be earlier that the building of the chapel which dates 
from c. 1250 (Dr. B. Haywood, per. comm. ). At Wharram, in the 
Yorkshire Wolds, nib tiles were used on a building built in c. 1180 
and demolished in c. 1250 (Hurst, 1979: 29-33,66). 
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Documentary evidence of tiled roofs and tiling work survives 
for the 14th century onwards. A Vicars Choral account roll dated 
1304 records, "In expences of houses in Stonegate and against the 
Bedern ... for one tiler with 
boy for 6 days 3s 10d with ale 51d" 
(YML, VC6/2/VNI m 1). 
The tile industry in York was in the hands of both secular 
and religious organisations. Both the Carmalite Friars and the 
Vicars Choral are known to have been involved in the production of 
tiles. Their tileworks were established on land in their 
pýssession or acquired for the purpose of tilemaking. Secular 
tilemakers are recorded in the freemens list from the 14th century 
onwards. They were normally excluded from land owned by religious 
organisations and therefore established their own tileworks in 
other areas of the city. 
9.2.1 Tile production and the use of tile by religious 
organisations 
In is not until 1374-75 that there is documentary proof that 
tiles were been produced in the York area. A tilehouse is 
mentioned in an account of the city boundaries which were ridden 
by the mayor Thomas de Howom. The account in the Memorandum Book 
reads as follows "Firstly from the water of the Ouse where there 
is Fletebrigg next to the Tilehouse in the Bishopfield, to the 
bridge at the end of the town of Holgate, always by a certain 
ditch there" (Sellars, 1912: 21). The tilehouse was sited south of 
a bend in the river Ouse roughly where present day Water End and 
Salisbury Road meet, just east of Holgate beck (Fig. 61). Until 
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relatively recently the remains of ponds where clay had been 
extracted could still be seen (Raine, 1955: 312). Bishopfields was 
a large area of land to the north-west of the city walls, south of 
the Ouse. The tilehouse was under the jurisdiction of the Dean 
and Chapter of York according to a document of probable late 14th 
century date (Harvey, 1966: 380: 1). The tilehouse in Bishopfields 
was still recorded in 1500 (Raine, 1955: 311). 
A Vicars Choral deed of 1409 records a tilehouse, or 
tilehouses, "between land of Thomas de Crathorn son of Nicholas de 
Cranthorn and the water of the Ouse, and between the meadow of the 
Lord archbishop and the ditch of the lord King" (Harvey, 1966: 392, 
n vi). This was thought by Harvey to refer to the tilehouse in 
Bishopfields but a more likely candidate is the tilehouse just 
outside the city walls at North Street postern which the Vicars 
acquired around this date. 
The Vicars Choral were based at the Bedern, not far from the 
Minster, their role was to deputise for the canons at services in 
the Minster. They were maintained by income from three benefices 
in Yorkshire and one in Hampshire. In addition, they collected 
rent from some 200 houses, mostly in York, and in the 15th century 
operated two tileworks (RCHM, 1981: XCVI). 
The first tilehouse was located at Spitalcroft. The tilery 
was probably located in a small area of land known as Vicars Lees, 
lying between the river Foss and Laythorpe (Fig. 61). It was 
built on property first acquired in 1292, although it is not known 
at what date tile production commenced. 
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The second tilery was acquired with a tenement in Blossomgate 
in 1410-11 from the widow of ýoger del Wele. The purchase is 
recorded in the Memorandum Book as follows "to grant a messuage 
called le Tylehouse, in the suburbs of York ... to the warden of 
the habitation of the vicars of the cathedral church of S. Peter 
called le Bederne". This seems to have been connected with a 
licence granted on 22nd May 1396 giving authorization to acquire 
lands, tenements, and rents to a yearly value of 40 marks 
(Sellars, 1915: 42). One mark equalled 13s 4d. Shortly after its 
acquisition the second tilery was leased until 1421-22 when it 
became vacant. The last lessee was William Heron who ran the 
tilehouse from 1416 to 1421. He was evidently not a member of the 
Vicars Choral but a freeman tiler who obtained his freedom in 
1397. At this date he was recorded as the tilemaker for the 
Carmelite Friars. In contrast, the tile house at Spitalcroft was 
run directly by the vicars themselves (Chambers, 1977: 2). 
A lease of a water-filled ditch and fishing rights to a 
merchant in 1421 records the second tileworks location. According 
to the lease the ditch was "without the postern next to 
Barkertowre against the Tylehouse" (Percy, 1973: 67). The 
water-filled ditch may have been an abandoned clay pit, although 
the geological map shows only boulder clay at this location 
(Fig. I). On a plan of the vicars property surveyed in 1836 by 
Sam Sharp the same area is refered to as "formerly called the Tyle 
Houses" (YML VC. 5/72). The tilehouse was located between the Ouse 
and present day Leeman Road, outside the city walls, approximately 
at the position of the war memorial park. 
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During the year 1421 a vicar John Hickling, was charged with 
stealing "earth to a value of twenty pounds" from an area known as 
Clifton Ings (see Chapter 2.1) north-west of the city. The charge 
was brought by William Haldenby who said "by force of arms, that 
is, with swords and bows and arrows ... (they) ... dug and carried 
away one-hundred cartloads of earth, and committed other 
misdemeanours, to a value of E40". Harrison (1952: 41) suggested 
that the soil was for the middle court of the Bedern "so that it 
could be sown with fresh grass-seed". One-hundred cartloads of 
earth is clear_ly far too much for such a purpose. An alternative 
explanation is that the 'earth' was in fact clay needed the Vicars 
tile kilns. This suggestion is substandiated by the fact that in 
defence of his actions John Hickling said he knew that in the year 
1411 Robert Haldenby had demised the land to the Vicars Choral as 
holders and farmers of the Tilehouse on the outskirts of York and 
that in return the vicars had paid to Robert Haldenby the sum of 
16s in rent every year since (Harrison, 1952: 41). The agreement 
with Haldenby in 1411 was presumably connected with the vicars 
purchase of their second tilery in the same year, and the need to 
obtain additional supplies of suitable clay for brick and tile 
making. Although the other vicars seem to have regretted the 
rather heavy handed approach of Hickling he was still elected as 
subchanter a year later for a further period of office. 
In 1494 it was the turn of the vicars to complain about 
damage to their property. An inquiry was held in the council 
chamber in 19th November which revealed that hedges had been 
pulled up, part of the tilehouse at Spitalcroft knocked down, and 
posts and a gate had been thrown away. The tilemaker Nicholas 
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Denton denied all knowledge of the affair. On the 21st November a 
carpenter Robert Clerk said that he and John Chatterwoud, -a 
servant of Thomas Tirrell, a weaver, had on Sunday evening entered 
the Vicars Lees and damaged the tilery on the orders of Tirrell. 
A John Chalke also admitted that he and William Friston, again a 
weaver, and 60 other unknown people "wer opon monday at nyght 
between VII and VIII of the cloke wer present at pullying down of 
the said teilehouse and heggs and also saith that he went thydder 
by comaundement of Thomas Tirrell his maister". Thomas Tirrell 
was questioned by the council on 22nd November and although he 
confessed to having been present he denied having had any hand in 
it (RaIne, 1941: 111-112). 
What penalties were given to the guilty men is not recorded 
nor is the reason why the vicars property was attacked. The 
incident shows that the Vicars Lees was still in the hands of the 
Vicars Choral. The city's claim to the area was withdrawn in 1495 
after a lengthy dispute (VCH, 1961: 499-500), yet the tilemaker in 
charge, Nicholas Denton, was a York freeman who took up his 
freedom in 1490 (Collins, 1897: 214). It would appear that the 
Spitalcroft tilery was now leased out, as had the tilery near 
North Street Postern in the early 15th century. 
The reason the Vicars Choral owned two tileworks was because 
tile production was a profitable enterprise. Two account rolls 
for the Spitalcroft tileworks, dating from the first quarter of 
the 15th century, show an average profit of E37 13s 3d, an 
important contribution to the income of the Vicars Choral 
(Chambers, 1877: 3). Account roll III records that William Alrdale 
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was paid 20d (Is8d) for every 1000, bricks produced, and 3s 4d for 
every 1000 roof tiles. Bricks were actually sold at 5s per 1000, 
and roof tiles at between 9s and 9s 7d per 1000. A healthy profit 
margin, even allowing for the cost of raw materials, fuel and kiln 
repairs 
Four Vicars Choral tileworks accounts survive. All four are 
housed in the York Minster Library (YML VC6/7), and are dated as 
I 
follows: 
1. Account Roll I Compiled sometime between 1416-26. 
Chambers (1977: 2) says c. 1420. 
2. Account Roll II Probably also compiled some time during the 
period, 1416-26 (C. Kightly pers. com. ) 
3. Account Roll III Called c. 1427. This includes a complete, 
or nearly complete account roll for the 
year 1427 with some additional information 
carried over from 1426, plus the receipts 
from the sale of tiles in 1428 and 1429 
(Chambers, 1977: 2-3). 
Account Ro-11 Vqlx Chambers (1977: 2) 
, 
gives a date of c. 1421. 
The Vicars Choral made tiles for their own use in addition to 
selling tiles to the Minster and the Bridgemasters. The tileworks 
accounts record: 
"15 received from the Bridgemasters for 1600 Thakchaps (roof 
tile)" (Roll III) 
I'32s Id paid for (12,000) Wailtilechaps (brick) for Gardner, 
carried to the Bridgemasters at 4s'7d the thousand" (Roll I). 
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Between 1415 and 1422-3 the Minster purchased tiles 
exclusively from 'Magistro Roberto Scruton' or in association with 
two members of the Vicars Choral, Thomas Tanfeld and William 
Welwyk (Raine, 1859: 35-48). Tanfeld was manager of the 
Spitalcroft tileworks, and in 1426 appears as the lessee of the 
tilery near North Street Postern. The number of tiles purchased 
by the Minster from the Vicars Choral amounted to 6,500 tiles in 
1415,3,800 tiles in 1421-2 and 10,300 tiles in 1422-3. 
A Robert Skureton is recorded in two of the Vicars Choral 
tileworks accounts (Roll III and Vq Ix). He is undoubtedly the 
same person as Robert Scruton of the Minster Fabric Rolls. He 
first appears in the Dean and Chapter records in 1401, and by 1416 
is appearing as a proctor. Skureton must have been involved in 
the merchandising of the tiles manufactured by the Vicars Choral. 
In addition, he appears to have been acting on his own behalf or 
as an agent for some other tilemaker. However, his Will proved on 
13th December 1427 makes no mention of either the tilemakers or 
the Vicar's Choral (Chambers, 1977: 3-4). 
A large quantity of tiles were produced to roof properties 
owned by the Vicars Choral. As well as renting existing houses 
the Vicars were also engaged in house building, particularly in 
the later 14th century when increased immigration put pressure on 
the existing housing stock. New houses were built by the vicars 
in Patrick Pool and 'Benet Place' (probably in Swinegate) in 
1360-4 (VCH, 1961: 85). They also built houses for rent on strips 
behind their garden in the Bedern (RCHM, 1981: XXXV). Housing 
contruction continued in to the 15th century, an account roll of 
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Robert Appleton (bursar in 1409) describes the building of two new 
houses in Petergate (Harrison, 1952: 162). 
The number of houses rented by the vicars varied from year to 
year. In general, the number of houses rented was higher in the 
second quarter of the 14th century than the first quarter, and 
this expansion continued into the first half of the 15th century. 
In 1325,109 houses were rented, in 1336-37, -136 houses, in 1350, 
157 houses, and in 1415-6,254 (Harison, 1952: 116-7). The account 
rolls of the Bridgemaster of Ouse Bridge also shows a heavy 
expenditure on building repairs up to the 1460's (Swanson, 
1980: 264). 
Economic decline from the mid 15th century began to be felt 
in the property market. The rent from the Vicars Choral property 
began to fall as tenements became vacant. In 1426 the amount 
collected from their 260 tenements amounted to E80, in 1457 the 
number of tenements owned had only dropped to 247 but the rent 
collected had fallen to E50. This suggests that the population of 
York was beginning to fall (Bartlett, 1958: 193-4). This would 
undoubtedly have led to a fall in demand for tiling work. 
Economic decline may have been the reason why the Spitalcroft 
tilery appears to have been leased out by 1494. 
In the Vicars Choral tileworks accounts there are occasional 
references to the payment of workers for completion of internal 
tiling work. The tilehouse itself was tiled by John Killam over 
five days, at 5d per day (Roll I). The Vicars residences 
themselves, which were rebuilt many times in the later Middle 
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Ages, often had narrow brick, or stone, foundations set in shallow 
trenches (Addyman, 1979: 74). 
The other religions organisation known to have been involved 
with brick and tile manufacture was the Carmelite Friars. 
According to Chambers (1977: 3) their tilery was located near the 
Friary of the Carmelites. All that remains of the Friary today is 
a stretch of precinct wall at the rear of properties on the 
north-east side of Fossgate. The RCHM (1981: XCVI) thinks the 
Carmelites tileworks may be the one referred to in 1384 in 
Bakeners Lane, near St. Margaret's church in Walmgate. Kaner 
(1980: 4) on the other hand thinks it may have been just across the 
city moat from the Red Tower in an area later known as Tilepitts 
Close. This area was sold in 1623 along with other properties 
acquired from the Carmelites at the Dissolution. 
The oldest surviving brickwork of certain medieval date is in 
the undercroft of the Merchant Adventures Hall (Fig. 62). An 
entry in the Merchant Adventurers accounts refers to the purchase 
of wall-tiles (bricks) from the Carmelites in 1358, "to the 
Carmelite friars for 20,000 wall tiles E7, and for their carriage, 
los 8d" (Sellars, 1918: 15). The number of bricks forming the 
undercroft appears to match the number supplied by the Carmelites 
(RCHM, 1981: 82). The Merchant Adventurers Hall is sited on the 
banks of the Foss between Fossgate and Piccadilly. The majority 
of the building work was carried out between 1357 and 1361. The 
roof was evidently tiled as there is a reference to "the carriage 
of the tiles for the roofs" (Sellars, 1918: 13). 
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va-gure 62: Merchant Adventures Hall, with brickwork of 1358. 
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The Carmelites seem to have even supplied tiles to the Vicars 
Choral. In 1395-6 the Vicars purchased 5,500 'thaktyles' and 
'walltyles' from 'frater' Thomas Croste (Chambers, 1977: 8, n4). 
William Heron, who obtained his freedom in 1398, is recorded as 
the Carmelites tilemaker in the freemens list (Collins, 1897: 99). 
Tiles were produced in Clifton area during the 15th century. 
In December 1421 the Minster purchased eight loads of 
'telescarthes' (waster tiles) from a 'telehouse' at Clifton for 8d 
(Raine, 1859: 45). 
The township of Clifton lay within the liberty of St. Mary's 
Abbey, and it is possible that they owned the tilehouse as well. 
This may account for the extensive use of brick in the Abbots 
Lodging House, now part of the King's Manor. St. Mary's Abbey 
Abbots Lodging dates from c. 1270 but most of the present building 
dates from the extensive rebuilding of the late 15th century 
(Fig. 63). Most of this rebuilding work was carried out in brick, 
and fragments of the original diaper pattern survive. In 1483 a 
Crown Licence was given to Abbot Thomas Boothe to retain Richard 
Cheryholme, bricklayer, along with four servants for as long as 
necessary. Cheryholme was admitted as a tiler to the freedom of 
the city in 1482. He may have originally come from Cherryholme, a 
place near Drax not far from Selby and the centre of a brickmaking 
district. Building work continued under Abbot Sever until 1502 
when he moved to the- bishopric of Durham (RCHM, 1975: 30). The 
Abbots Lodgings contains some of the earliest terracotta used for 
t 
structural work known in England (RCHM, 1975: XLVIII). 
411- 
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Figure 63: King's Manor, formerly St-. - Mary's Abbey Abbots Lodging, with brickwork ol- late 15th cenEury date. 
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Brick was also used in the postern gate set in the Abbey 
precinct wall near Bootham Bar. The postern gate dates from 1497 
and has walls of brick faced with ashlar (RCHM, 1972 a: 172). In 
the Abbey grounds is a small length of walling containing a 
gateway, doorway and windows. The wall, standing one and a half 
storeys high is of ashlar but with brick backing at first floor 
level to the west, and is of c-1500 date (RCHM, 1975: 13). 
9.2.2 Tile production and the use of tile by secular tilemakers 
Despite its inadequacy particularly in the 14th century, the 
Freemens List provides valuable information on secular tilemakers 
and tilers working in the city. The first tiler recorded in the 
freemens list. is Gilbert Colyngham, father of William Colyngham. 
who obtained his freedom in 1309. Collingham is a small village 
in West Yorkshire not far from Dalton Parlours Roman villa. It is 
not until 1353 that the first tilemakers are recorded. John Le 
Sauscer and John de Heselbech were made freemen tilemakers at this 
date. The surname Heselbech suggests he may be of foreign 
extraction. Most walltile (brick) used in Britain before the 
second quarter of the 14th century had to be imported from 
Flanders (Swanson, 1980: 247) so it is not impossible that John de 
Heselbech may be a Flemish brickmaker who settled in the city. 
Documentary evidence indicates that foreigners were substantially 
involved in briCkmaking in England during the 15th century (Drury, 
1981: 129). 
Between 1351 and 1400 the freemens list records 46 new tilers 
and tilema'kers. During the period 1401-1450 this figure increases 
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to 56 (Fig. 64). The reason for this slight expansion may be the 
increased use of locally manufactured wall-tile. Wall-tile 
infilling of timber framed buildings became a common occurrence in 
the 15th century. However, many of the tiles produced by the York 
tileries seem to have been roof tiles. Documentary sources show 
that tilers were in constant demand for roofing tenements and 
shops during most of the 15th century (Swanson, 1980: 248-9,266). 
Both roof tiles and wall-tiles were produced in great numbers in 
the Vicars Choral kilns at Spitalcroft. 
It is nqt possible to state with accuracy how many freemen 
tilers were active in the city at any one time. Not all tilers 
seem to have taken out their freedom, or at least there is no 
record of them doing so. It, is not uncommon to find the names of 
tilers who cannot be traced in the freemens list. Of the 17 
tilers in the Lay P oil Tax returns for 1381 only 2, possibly 3 
tilers, are recorded as such in the freemens register (Bartlett, 
1958). Of the 32 names of tilemakers and suppliers mentioned in 
the accounts used by Swanson (1980: 247) only 7 appear in the 
freemens list and only 3 are described as tilemakers. Only rarely 
is a tiler recorded as selling tiles which suggests that middlemen 
were involved, as would seem to be the case with the Minster 
tiles. There are's however, exceptions. The Vicars Choral 
tileworks accounts record payment of 3s 4d to Richard Redehede 
"for looking after and selling tiles from St. Martin's Day Olth 
Nov. ) to the day of this account" (Account Roll III). Redehede 
was not a Vicars Choral tilemaker, -but a secular tilemaker who 
gained his freedom in 1424 (Collins, 1897: 134). 
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Ti Tm Total 
1301-10 1 1 
1331-40 1 1 
1341-50 2 - 2 
1351-60 3 2 5 
1361-70 6 2 8 
1371-80 8 - 8 
1381-90 12 1 13 
1391-1400 11 1 12 
1401-10 6 3 9 
1411-20 10 3 13 
1421-30 3 2 5 
1431-40 14 4 18 
1441-50 10 1 11 
1451-60 7 - 7 
1461-70 9 3 12 
1471-80 9 2 11 
1481-90 9 1 10 
1491-1500 6 2 8 
Ti Tilers 
Tm Tilemakers 
Figure 6ý: Number of tilers and tilemakers recorded in the freemen's list up until 1500. 
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The other unknown factor is the amount of itinerant labour 
employed in building work. Such itinerant labourers are only 
likely to have been in the city for a short period and therefore 
would have been exempt from the necessity to take up the freedom. 
The lack of freemen connected with the tile industry before 1350 
(see Fig. 64) may be due in part to the presence of itinerant 
craftsmen. An alternative explanation may be that much building 
work was undertaken by labourers under the supervision of 
craftsmen. The Vicars Choral account rolls record "for drink 
given to the labourers at the Tylehouse this year - 2s 3d" (Roll 
III). Labourers are rarely recorded as such in the freemens 
register. It is possible that before the mid 14th century only 
the relatively important craftsmen involved in the tile industry 
took up their freedom. The freemens register, in any case, tends 
to contain only the names of immigrants taking up their freedom 
before 1397 (Chapter 9.1). 
Neither tilers and tilemakers are recorded in the 1377 poll 
tax returns for the City of York (Leggett, 1971) but are recorded 
in the 1381 poll tax. This seems to have been a fraud as it is 
actually based on the 1377 poll tax. Although the 1381 poll tax 
more accurately reflects the situation in 1377 it does give an 
indication of the distribution of tilers in the various parishes. 
This is mapped out in Figure 65. It is apparent from this diagram 
that tilers are not concentrated in any particular area of the 
city. Eight out of ten potters, on the other hand, are found in 
just two parishes in Walmgate. This suggests that the pottery 
industry was concentrated in this part of the city. The discovery 
of pottery wasters of a local variant of 15th century Humber Basin 
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Ware (Brinklow, 1981) in the foundation trench of a tenement 
building in Walmgate would substantiate this. It seems possible 
that the potters shared the same clay pits known to have been used 
by tilemakers in the Walmgate area during the 16th century. A 
pottery kiln was uncovered during excavations by Y. E. G. at 12 
Castlegate. The kiln seems to have been in use until the late 
13th or early 14th century (Andrews, 1984: 205). 
York Memorandum Book records a 'tegularuml in Bakeners Lane 
in Walmgate in 1384, leased to Simon de Elvynton for 6s. This 
probably refers to a tileworks, although 
it could mean a warehouse 
where tile was stored ready for sale 
(Rev. A. Leak, pers. comm. ). 
Bakeners Lane lay on the north-east side of Walmgate, adjacent to 
St. Margaret's rectory (Palliser, 1978: 4). 
The Red Tower at Walmgate is so called because of its red 
brick construction (Fig. 66). The bricks would have almost 
certainly have come from the Walmgate area 
itself. The tower is 
thought to be the new tower on which tilers were employed on the 
King's command in 1490. It was not known as the Red Tower as such 
until 1511. The building 
is of brick but with some footings and 
dressings of stone. Despite repair and alteration at various 
periods up until 1958, there remain substantial areas of original 
brickwork. 
The city walls near the Red Tower were partly built of brick, 
much of it removed last century. The bricks used to underpin the 
walls near a tower sited 
between the Red Tower and Walmgate Bar 
closely resemble those 
from the Red Tower itself and may be 
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Figure 66: The Red Tower, with brickwork of 1490. 
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contempory (RCHM, 1972a: 140). During this period bricks were also 
used to block the main arch of Fishergate Bar which had been 
attacked and burnt in 1489. These remained until the arch was 
reopened in 1827 (RCHM, 1972a: 10). 
Clay pits are recorded in the Hob Moor area in the 16th 
century. Hob Moor was common land which lay wholly within the 
city boundary. It was rough and poorly drained land used almost 
exclusively by the city (VCH, 1961: 428-9). In the freemens list 
two tilersare recorded as having come from 'Drynghouse', ý Richard 
Watson in 1418 and William Sekker in 1433. Dringhouses is now a 
suburb south of York laying close to Hob Moor. It seems probable 
that the tilers may have been associated with the tile production 
in the Hob Moor area. 
A number of poorly made floor tiles were discovered "in North 
Street in 1888 under the great chimney of Messrs. Rountree's Cocoa 
Works" (Sampson, 1891: 158). They are wrongly refered to in many 
publications as the Tanners Moat tiles. On their discovery they 
were believed to be wasters which led Sampson to suggest that 
there was a tilery on the spot. There is no documentary evidence 
for tile production at this location. The so-called wasters from 
North Street were said by Eames (1980: 270) to be lost; in fact 
they are still to be seen in the Yorkshire Museum. 
The North Street tiles are badly produced, with the design 
frequently smudged, although they are by no means obvious kiln 
wasters. The tiles themselves are described more fully in Chapter 
A tile kiln at North Street would seem very unlikely. 
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The city authorities would have been unlikely to tolerate the 
nuisance of a tile works so near the centre of the city. 
Beverley, in 1261 ordered that "on account of the stench fouling 
the air and destruction of fruit trees, no one is to make a kiln 
to burn tiles nearer the town than the kilns now are, under 
penalty of a fine of 100s" (Salzman, 1923: 181). It is therefore 
of little surprise to find that all Yorks known kiln sites are 
outside the city walls with the exception of the probable tile 
kiln in Bakeners Lane. The only reason a tile kiln may have been 
tolerated within the walls at Walmgate was that it was in this 
area of the city that the poorer section of the population was 
concentrated. 
9.2.3 Tile imports into York 
In addition to the production of tile and brick in the York 
area, there is documentary evidence for tile imports from further 
afield. The account roll of John of Fulford, Vicars Choral 
chamberlain for 1238-9, records repairs to Bedern Hall. The roll 
says "for tiles from Beverley and for brass 9d" (Harrison, 
1952: 36-7), unfortunately the type of tile is not specified. 
Presumably at this date the vicars were yet to become involved 
with tile production themselves. The same year also saw work on 
Bedern Chapel. The roll of John of Middleton, chamberlain states 
"to a workman for tiling the walls of the chapel and for the 
erecting the scaffold at the Werkhousegarth, with a boy for two 
days carrying wood, Is" (Harrison, 1952: 33). - 
Andrew Bossal obtained tiles for his house from Cawood in 
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1339. The city also brought tiles from here in 1454 (Swanson, 
1980: 247). Cawood is a village on the Ouse 15 km south of York. 
The Archbishop's Palace at Cawood, mostly demolished in 1646, has 
a stone gatehouse with mid 15th century brick ranges on either 
side (Wight, 1972: 394). 
Plain floor tiles were imported into Britain in large 
quantities from Flanders during the medieval period. During the 
16th century a few decorated tiles were also imported from the. 
same source (Eames, 1980: 274). At York the crypt of the Minster 
was paved in 1415 "in 500 large Flaundre (Flemish) tiles, brought 
for the Crypts of William Newland price, each hundred, 6s 8d; sum 
33s 4d; and in 500 smaller tiles bought of the same price, each 
hundred, 20d, sum 8s 4d, and for carrying of the said tiles to the 
Minster, 8d" (Raine, 1958: 36). Some of these large and small 
Flemish tiles still survive in the Minster. Flemish floor tiles 
were imported into York throughout the 15th century, but it was 
not until the second half of the century that they began to arrive 
in considerable quantity (Bartlett, 1958: 126-7). During the 14th 
century 'tylis flandr' were imported into York for fireplaces 
where in 1327 they were priced the same as roofing tile at 10s per 
thousand (Salzman, 1952: 141). 
9.2.4 The tilers and tilemakers guilds 
Tilers and tilemakers must have worked in close cooperation 
although documentary evidence suggests they had separate guilds. 
Throughout the medieval period tiles and tilemakers are recorded 
separately in the freemens list. Both are also responsible for 
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different Corpus Christi plays. The date at which the tiles and 
tilemakers established their craft guilds is uncertain. 
When the York merchants began to establish a formal guild 
structure in the second half of the 14th century, they attracted 
members from Newcastle, Whitby and Hull, as well as craftsmen of 
various trades working in the city (Sellars, 1918: VI). Tilers are 
recorded among its member in 1368, which may indicate that they 
lacked a formal guild structure of their own. All this quickly 
changed; by 1420 the guild had become a specialized group of 
merchants and mercers. No longer were outsiders represented or 
members of other professions in York (Sellars, 1918: XIII). 
The earliest tilers' ordinances to survive date from 1412 
(Sellars, 1912: 58-61). Reference is made in the ordinances to 
plasterers doing the work of tilers. This caused considerable 
friction between the two guilds in the late 14th and early 15th 
century. Although the plasterers tried hard to maintain their 
independance, the separation from the tilers began to look 
increasingly artificial. During the 1390's the nine master 
plasterers drew up their guild ordinances, but the oldest master, 
Walter Sparowe, had taken out his freedom as a tiler in 1376, 
although he described himself as a plasterer in his Will (Swanson, 
1980: 245). The tilers ordinances of 1412 were an attempt to 
obtain payment for tiling work undertaken by the plasterers. 
These stated that if a plasterer did the work of a tiler "he will 
pay to the pageant of the tilers for Corpus Christ!, besides the 
cost of their apprentice, 3d" (Sellars, 1912: 59). This work had 
also to be supervised by the searchers of the tilers. 
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Despite the tilers ordinances, disputes with the plasterers 
continued unabated. Finally both sides decided to submit their 
differences to arbitration. The artibrators consisted of the 
newly elected mayor Thomas Esyngwald and four impartial people 
chosen by the mayor himself. This resulted in the drawing up in 
1424 of what are in effect joint ordinances covering both craft 
guilds. The ordinances of the craft guilds state: 
"Item. that two searchers shall be elected annually in an . 
impartial manner, namely one from each craft ... both these 
two searchers shall be good to one another, humble and decent 
as is fitting". 
"Item, by the four said arbiters, John Symond, plaster, and 
Richard Watson, tiler, are elected searchers to govern and 
search the said crafts". 
Before agreement on joint ordinances tilers and plasterers 
always took out their freedom separtely. After agreement was 
reached, in addition to individual plasterers and tilers in the 
freemens register there are craftsmen recorded as taking out their 
freedom as both tilers and plasterers. The first recorded tiler 
and plasterer in the freemens list is William Flaynburgh. In 1401 
Flaynburgh took out his freedom as a tiler, but is recorded as a 
plasterer and tiler in 1424 when his son Richard gained his 
freedom as a cutler. The first people to take out their freedom 
as plasterers and tilers were WilJiam Wryght and John Wygton in 
1428 (Collinst 1897: 105,135,140). Although tilers and 
plasterers continued to appear occassionally throughout most of 
the 15th century, the majority of plastering seems to have been 
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undertaken by people describing themselves as tilers (Swanson, 
1980,250), particularly in the latter half of the century. In 
1445 Ralph Somer worked for the custodians of Ouse Bridge where he 
is described on different occasions as a plasterer and a tiler. 
Despite obtaining his freedom as a plasterer, his work clearly 
involved both tiling and plastering. Somer's work included 
working a plaster kiln, plastering and roofing the house of Thomas 
Beleby, and the making of at least three chimneys and a hearth 
(Swanson, 1980: 250). Joint ordinances of plasterers and tilers 
were again drawn up and approved in 1475 (Raine, 1942: 179-180). 
The work of plasterers and tilers continued to be interchangeable, 
in 1478-79,12d was given by Richard Marston, after payment by 
York city chamberlains, "to Thomas Pennok and John Reder, tiler 
both for their burning of a kiln of plaster and their work there 
for five days in the same month on the chamber's behalf" (Dobson, 
1980: 163). 
The mayor Thomas Gare and the city chamberlains sat in 
-1 
judgement in a dispute involving the tilers and plasterers over 
payments given to the masons for the feast and play on Corpus 
Christi day. This occured in either 1420 or 1434, there being two 
mayors called Thomas Pare. The dispute concerned the tilers and 
plasterers who worked on stone walls and stone foundations of 
houses. It was stated by the mayor and council that all tilers 
and plasterers had to pay contributions to the masons guild, as 
had been the custom in the past, if they undertook building work 
in stone, if they did not then the masons could not expect any 
payment (Sellars, 1912: 148). 
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Tilers were also in dispute with the carpenters guild in the 
early years of the 15th century. This dispute centred on the 
making of louvers which were generally wooden structures covering 
the hole in the roof which allowed smoke to escape. Louvers not 
only allowed the smoke from internal fires to escape, they also 
prevented rain and draughts, hence the term 'draughtlowers' in the 
York accounts. In certain cases ceramic louvers were supported on 
a wooden superstructure. The dispute was brought before the mayor 
in 1425 where it was decided that the making of louvers belonged 
predominantly to the carpenters. It was agreed that "the tilers 
of houses shall henceforward insert louvers on all houses whether 
of their own making or of the making of the carpenters, well, duly 
and faithfully, without murmur or contradiction; provided that 
louvers of this sort shall be examined by the searchers of the 
carpenters". In compensation the tilers agreed to contribute to 
the carpenters pageant play Id each year on Corpus Christi day. 
The price of louvers was fixed at 10d, 8d, or 6d depending on 
quality (Sellars, 1915: 173-4). Carpenters not only made louvers 
but seem to have been involved in tiling work if the need arose. 
In 1477 the Merchant Adventurers paid 21s 8d to "two carpenters 
and to two servants laying tiles ... for 13 days, at 20d a day" 
(Sellars, 1918: 74). 
Louvers are associated with buildings heated by means of an 
open fire. However, evidence for the type of heating used in most 
medieval buildings is minimal. Bedern Hall may have had a louver 
in the roof implying an original open hearth (RCHM, '1981: 60). 
During the 16th century brick fireplaces and chimneys began to 
replace louvers in timber framed buildings. An early fireplace 
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occurs in the King's Manor, it dates from the late 15 century 
(RCHM, 1975: 40). 
York's tilers and carpenters were linked in another respect. 
Carpenters among other things were involved in making tile pins 
(Swanson, 1980: 229). These were the wooden pegs which held peg 
tiles to the roof. At Coppergate peg tiles were found with their 
wooden pegs still 'in situ' in the nail holes (Hall, 1984: 133). 
Iron nails were also used for the same purpose. A ridge tile 
from Skeldergate (YAT, 1974.14. I. 1640. A971) had an iron nail still 
in its nail hole. 
There are frequent references to the purchase of pins and 
nails in the York accounts. The York Merchant Adventurers paid 6d 
"for two thousand pins for tiles" in 1357 (Sellars, 1918: 9). In 
the Vicars Choral tileworks accounts there is reference to the 
purchase of 'dublespikying', 'middlelspykyng' and 'tyngiinalls'. 
The masons and the tilers were again in dispute during the 
latter part of the 15th century over who should undertake repair 
work on the city's defences. Traditionally work on the defences 
was entrusted to the masons as the walls of the city were of 
stone. Towards the end of the 15th century tilers seem to have 
played a greater part 
in maintaining the city's defences. In 
1475-76 the city chamberlains accounts recorded payment "to Henry 
Wyllott, tiler, for walling and mending the decayed walls of this 
city bear Walmgate Bar within the same, 4s". He was also employed 
at the same time to rebuild the defective walls of a bridge and 
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fasten stone blocks on a Staith (Dobson, 1980: 153). Wyllott 
gained his freedom as a tiler in 1465 (Collins, 1897: 184) and was 
elected a Common Mason in 1477, an official post occupied by men 
responsible for upkeep of the walls (RCHM, 1972a: 174). 
During 1490 tilers were responsible for building what is 
generally believed to be the Red Tower (Fig. 66), as well as an 
adjacent section of walling. It was this work which brought the 
tilers in direct confrontation with the masons. The masons 
considered that by allowing building work in brick the tilers were 
endangering their livelihood in the city. During construction 
work on the new tower the masons "maliciouslie brak and withdrawe 
certain toles" of the tilers Maine, 1941: 60). In September 1490 
the mason Henry Wood was "commit to prison for breking of the 
tolez belonging to the tilers wirking at the newe Towre" (Raine, 
1941: 61). The masons Henry Otley and John Kirke were also sent to 
prison. By October 1491 the situation had deteriorated further. 
Despite asking for council protection against threats of murder 
and mutilation by the masons, the tiler John Patrik was murdered. 
Patrik had become searcher of the tilers guild by 1488, having 
gained his freedom in 1479 (Collins, 1897: 201), and was therefore 
probably the chief tiler involved in the building work. Not 
surprisingly suspicion fell on the masons. In the council chamber 
on the 20th October two masons, William Hyndley and Christopher 
Horner, were sent to jail whilst an inquest could be arranged to 
determine whether either were guilty of the murder of John Patrik 
(Raine, 1941: 77). 
The outcome is not recorded, but presumably both men were 
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acquitted. Hyndley, the master mason of the Minster is recorded 
as having consturcted the organ screen between 1475 and 1505, 
whilst Horner is reported as been involved in an affray in 1504 
when he was put in prison. It comes as little surprise to learn 
that the person Horner was brawling with was Christopher Nevill, a 
tiler (Raine, 1942: 7). 
9.2.5 Price of medieval brick and tile 
The price of bricks and tiles used in York seems to have been 
regulated by the council at an early date. In 1389 the Memorandum 
Book records efforts by the city council to fix the price, size, 
and quality of tiles produced by York's tilemakers. It states 
that "henceforward makers of tiles shall not sell roofing tiles 
more dearly than 1000 tiles for 10s; and they shall sell 120 tiles 
of this sort for each (national) hundred Oe. a use of the 'long 
hundred'); and that the tiles shall be honestly made and fired and 
shall be of the length and width assigned by form to the said 
tile-makers; and moreover they shall not sell wall tiles at a 
price greater than 1000 for 5s, and these always estimated and 
sold at 120 for the 100" (Sellars, 1912: 42). 
Before 1389 the price of roof tiles had already been 
established at around 10s per 1000, with wall tiles at around 5s 
per 1000. The city's regualtions only seem to confirm the 
existing price structure. A selection of brick and tile prices 
are shown in Figure 67. It is apparent that the price of building 
and roofing material remained remarkably steady throughout the 
14th and 15th centuries at York. The price of wall tiles at Hull 
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DATE: ROOF TILE BRICK RIDGE TILE CORNER TILE GUTTER 
(WALLTILE) TILE 
(per 1000) (per 1000) (per 100). (per 100) (per 100) 
1327 los (4 a penny) (6 a penny 
1358 7s 
1364 lls 2s 2s 
1368 los 
1370-1 los - 4s 
1389 i0s, 5+ 
c. 1416-24 los 5s, 4s7d 
c. 1427 9s, 9s7d, 9s6d 5s 3s2d 
1449-50 los (23 for 9d) 
1457-58 los 5s 
1461-62 9s 6s 
(+ at 120 for 100 tiles) 
(* average figure) 
(Dobson, 1980; Raine, 1859; Salzman, 1952; Sellars, 1918; 
YML M2/6c and 6d; YML Vc/6/7 Tileworks Accounts. ) 
Figure 67: Price of bricks and roofing tiles. 
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during the same period was the same as at York at 5s per 1000 
(Salzman, 1952: 140-1). 
Freemen tilers seems to have been involved in building work 
for a wide variety of clients. In some building accounts, 
however, it is not possible to state who supplied the tiles, only 
that roofs were being tiled. The St. Leonards' Hospital Receivers 
Accounts for 1370-1 (YML M2/6c) records the purchase of: 
"For 4000 tiles bought new 40s 
For carriage of the same - 8d 
For 50 'corners' - 2s 
For 60 Icambbes' - 2s 
For 100 'cambbes' and 100 'corners' - 6s 
Another example of tile purchase occurs in the hospital 
receivers accounts for 1461/2 (YML M2/6d) which state: 
"For 7000 tiles called 'thaktielez' (roofing tiles) at 9s a 
1000 
For 2400 tiles called 'waltietez' (wall tiles) at 6s a 1000 
For 100 tiles called 'Riggetielez' (ridge tiles) at 28d each 
all brought from Alice Lillylowe this year 
And for 'tilescarthez' (Waster tiles') brought from Thomas 
Grissop for repairs this year 
And for Itilecarthes' bought from Alice Lillylowe for the 
receivers repairs this year - 16d in all" 
Thomas Grissop may be the same Grissop who offered a 
halfpennyworth of ale and a white cake to the herdsmen to keep 
cattle away from a tilehouse (Kaner, 1980: 5). He is recorded in 
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the city chamberlains accounts as making a wooden gutter for a new 
building under construction in 1449-50 in 'Fesegalel (Feasegate). 
Here again Thomas Grissop is associated with someone named 
Lillylowe. The chamberlains obtained "2000 thaktile (at a price 
of 10s per 1000) and 23 ridge tiles (9d) brought from Nichola 
Lillylowe for 20s 9d" (Dobson, 1980: 65). Presumably Nichola and 
Alice Lillylowe were related. Two tilers were employed to help 
construct the new tenement in Feasegate, John Watson and Ralph 
Somer. Watson obtained his freedom at a tiler, but Somer, as 
already mentioned, is recorded in the freemens list as a 
plasterer. The chamberlains accounts show that not only were 
Watson and Somer responsible for tiling work on the new tenement 
in Feasegate but they were involved "in pulling down old houses in 
Hamerton Lane and Fesegayle" (Dobson, 1980: 64). The new tenement 
in Feasegate seems to have been roofed in part from tiles taken 
from the demolished houses in Hammerton Lane. A William Plompton 
was paid 2d "for carrying 3 loads of tiles from Hamerton Lane to 
Fesegayle" (Dobson, 1980: 65). 
Members of the tilers guild were employed by the Merchant 
Adventurers at various times during the 15th century. The 
Merchant Adventurers Incorporation Deed of 1357 allowed them, to 
own property. Soon after they acquired property in Walmgate, 
Castlegate, Fishergate and in the parish of St. Denis (Sellars, 
1918: VII). Tilers were needed both to repair their own guild hall 
as well as the roofs of tenements owned in the city. During 1476 
repair work was being undertaken on the guild hall (Merchant 
Adventurers Hall) as the following account reveals: 
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"And they paid to William Byrkyn for 350 tiles to repair the 
guildhall 3s 21d 
And they paid to William Voyce, tiler and his servant working 
there on the said hall for 5 days at 10d a day. Total: 4s 
2d" (Sellars, 1918: 75). 
It has been noted that a person who sells tiles is rarely a 
tiler by profession. William Byrkyn is not recorded as either 
a tiler or tilemaker. The tiler employed by the Merchant 
Adventurers, William Voyce, obtained his freedom as a tiler in 
1475 (Collins, 1897: 195). The Merchant Adventurers records also 
record work on their property in Walmgate where John de Kexeby was 
employed in 1368. Typical items of expenditure recorded are: 
"Item to John Sauser for 1000 tiles bought for roofing 10s 
Item, on the carriage of 2000 wall tiles 2s 6d 
Item, to John de Kexeby tiler, for the roofing of houses in 
Walmgate, 2s" (Sellars, 1918: 23-5)". 
Extracts from the York Minster Fabric Rolls were published by 
Raine in 1858. Tilers are frequently mentioned as being employed 
during the main periods of construction. Large quantities of 
tiles were supplied by the Vicars Choral tileworks at various 
dates between 1415 and 1422, although the actual tiling work seems 
to have been in the hands of freemen tilers. The earliest tiler 
recorded is in a damaged account roll of 1404 (Raine, 1859: 27). 
Only the surname Normanton is present. This may have been John de 
Normanton, tiler, who obtained his freedom in 1380 (Collins, 
1897: 78). Other tilers, or tilers and plasterers, working at the 
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Minster include John Asse, John Kyrkham (free in 1410), John 
Pulane, and John Gell (free in 1563). 
Other references to the use of tile include the purchase of 
roofing tile in 1454-55 by the city chamberlains. The accounts 
state "in the repair of the common crane, namely on 100 thaktyles 
bought from William Jowkyn, 12d" (Dobson., 1980: 99). In 1444 the 
tilemaker John Sharpe left 3s 4d to the fabric of All Saints 
church North Street together with 500 roof tiles. The church was 
extented in the second quarter or middle of the 15th century and 
had been entirely reroofed by c. 1475 (RCHM, 1975: 5). 'Waltyghel' 
was used during repairs to the gaol undertaken in 1377 (Salzman, 
1952: 454). 
9.2.6 Wage rates of tilers 
Wage rates for tilers followed the pattern of other craft 
guilds. A lower sum was paid if food was provided, and wage rates 
were lower in winter than in summer. At York in 1327 tilers, 
hodmen, and plasterers were paid 4d. a day. Between Ist November 
and the beginning of February wages fell by a halfpenny (Salzman, 
1952: 68,71). When the Black Death swept through England, 
reaching York in 1349, the scarcity of skilled labour sent wage 
rates rising upwards. It was this which lead to the Royal Statute 
of 1351 which contained a clause specifically concerned with 
limiting the wages paid to craftsmen employed in the building 
trades. This stated that the daily wage should not be more than 
for "tilers 3d, and their mates lid, without meat or drink, from 
Easter to Michaelmas, and from that time less according to the 
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rate and discretion of the justices which be thereto assigned" 
(Stat. 25 Edw. III, c. 2). The next Statute to fix wages was 
issued in 1446 (Stat. 23 Hen. YI, C-XII) which gave a master tiler 
3d or 4d (with or without food respectively) in summer and 21d or 
4d in winter (Salzman, 1952.: 72,75-6). This was followed by yet 
another act in 1495 (Stat. 11 Hen VII, c. 22) which set the wage of 
a tiler, or bricklayer, at 4d with meat and drink or 6d without in 
summer, and in winter at 3d and 5d respectively. The act also 
regulated the hours of labour. From mid-March to mid-September 
work was to begin by 5 o'clock, there was allowed half an hour for 
breakfast, 11 hours for dinner and sleep (sleep was permitted from 
the middle of May to the middle of August) or else one hour for 
dinner and half an hour for 'nonemete', with the work continuing 
until 7 or 8 o'clock. From mid-September to mid-March every 
workman was "to be at thar werke in the springing of the day and 
departe not till nyght of the same day" (Salzman, 1952: 76). The 
York Minster regulations concerning hours of work, written around 
1352 and 1370, are similar to those laid out in the Statute of 
1495 (Salzman, 1952: 56-58). The latter Statutes seem to have been 
an official recognision of practices which were already well 
established. 
Comparison of the various Royal Statutes show that the wage 
rates of tilers, as with other craftsmen, remained remarkably 
stable in the 150 years following the Black Death. Three building 
accounts of the Vicars Choral dated between 1360 and 1407 put the 
wage of a tiler at 10d a day (Harrison, 1952: 156). This seems 
rather high, perhaps the figure includes the wage of an apprentice 
working for the tiler. In 1426 John Kyrkeby was paid 10d for a 
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days tiling work at Spitalcroft tileworks, but this included the 
wage of one servant (Roll III). When John Killam tiled the 
tilehouse at Spitalcroft he was paid 5d per day (Roll I). In 
1449-50 John Watson, tiler, was employed by the city chamberlains 
on "tilering and plastering... for 12 half days in summer, taking 
6d a day, and for 2 days in winter, taking 5d a day, 3s 10d" 
(Dobson, 1980: 65). These rates are those laid down in the 1495 
Statute for tilers not receiving food. The Vicars Choral also 
paid the Statute wage rate to John Kyllom in c. 1427 "for tiling at 
the Tylehouse for two days - 8d", paid "in the week of the feast 
of SS Simon and Jude" (28th October), (Account Roll III). In 1497 
the amount paid to Henry Botarall, for half a days tiling work was 
3d (Sellars, 1918: 102). 
It is apparent from these few brief examples that the rates 
of pay for tilers at York were very much in line with those laid 
down by Royal Statute. What is much less certain are the hours 
stipulated for tilers at York, although they probably differed 
little from the York Minster regulations. 
When new buildings were constructed by the city council or 
the Vicars Choral they seem to have acted as contractors 
themselves, paying the wages of the craftsmen involved. An 
alternative method was to hire a contractor who would sub-contract 
out the work to the appropriate craft guilds. In 1335 the 
parishioners of St. Martin Coney St. made a contract with a Robert 
Fitzgiles to build a row of houses next to the church. Fitzg1les 
sub-contracted out the tiling work for these tenements to William 
Harpham (Swanson, 1980: 231). In medieval England, in some 
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contracts, the builder supplied the materials necessary. In 
others the employer was obliged to do so, the builder only 
supplying the labour and tools. Occasionally, responsibility for 
materials was divided between the two. Payment was generally in 
the form of a certain sum in advance and the remainder in 
instalments as work progressed (Salzman, 1952: 52). 
Swanson (1980) has studied the relative wealth of the craft 
guilds in York, from evidence supplied by surviving Wills. From 
her studies it appears that relatively few craftsmen had any real 
affluence, and tilers seems to be no exception. Of the 116 
plasterers and tilers made free between 1401-1500 only 6 have 
Wills or probate acts which survive. The proportion of freemen in 
each particular craft guild taking out Wills partly depends on the 
prosperity of the trade. This figure ranges from 3-27%. Only 5% 
of tilers and plasterers are Will makers compared to 20% for the 
more prestigious craft of glazers (Swanson, 1980: 411-4). 
Despite the apparent lack of wealth of members of the tilers 
and plasterers guilds, a surprisingly high number of sons of these 
trades followed in their fathers footsteps. The figure is far 
higher that the prosperous glazers. Between 1397-1534,67% of 
sons followed their fathers craft of plastering and/or tiling. 
This compares with 26% of carpenters sons and only 16% of masons 
children (Swanson, 1980: 451-2). It is not readily apparent why 
such large nembers of sons of tilers and plasterers should follow 
their fathers profession. The answer may be in the relative 
stability of the craft. As the majority of buildings would have 
been tiled, even when new building work slowed down, as seems to 
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be the case towards the end of the 15th century, there would still 
have been a continuing steady demand for tilers to undertake roof 
repairs on existing buildings. 
There is evidence to suggest that tilers and tilermakers 
sought to increase their income in other ways, particularly the 
tilemakers, whose profession was more seasonal in nature. As the 
manufacture of tiles was normally situated in agricultural land 
outside the city walls, it would be surprising if some of those 
involved in tilemaking did not hold rural small-holdings as well. 
This would seem to have been the case with William North who on 
his death in 1502 wa's described as a yeoman and tilemaker 
(Swanson, 1980: 247). The chamberlains accounts record "from 
Williame Northe, tiler, 9s 8d for his forteiture in the keeping of 
sheep on the pasture against the ordinance of the city" (Dobson, 
1980: 178). The combination of tilemaking and agriculture is 
testified as early as 1332 at Penn in Buckinghamshire (Hohler, 
1942: nl5). Thomas Pillym, tiler, on the other hand, received 
money from the stalls he farmed out on Foss Bridge (Dobson, 
1980: 122). 
9.2.7 Involvement of tilers and tilemakers in local government 
Tilers and tilemakers were involved in local government in 
York. It seems fairly certain that both crafts would have been 
represented at various times on the forty-eight, despite their 
absence from the surviving list of guild members represented in 
1379. Representatives of both craft guilds were elected as 
Chamberlains on occasions, particularly when the number of such 
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officials increased after 1483. Robert Baynes, tiler, and William 
North, tilemaker (and sheep farmer! ) are both recorded as 
chamberlains in 1497. Tilers are also recorded as helping the 
council give judgements in property disputes. In 1487-8 the 
searcher of the tilers guild, John Patrik) along with Michael 
Clerc and John Braidley, carpenters, examined the roof of a house 
in Bowthom (Bootham) situated between Thomas Davell, 'squire', and 
Thomas Wandesforth, 'gent'. It was agreed that Thomas Wandesforth 
should undertake the necessary roof repairs "as far as the rynnyng 
rofe of a house of the said Thomas Wandisforth" (Sellars, 
1915: 248). 
9.2.8 Involvement of tilers and tilemakers in the Corpus Christi 
plays 
Both the tilers and tilemakers were involved in staging the 
pageant plays on Corpus Christi day. The earliest lists of the 
pageants in the Corpus Christi procession date from 1415 and 
c. 1420. In the 1415 list the millers, turners, and bowl-makers 
are part of the same pageant as the tilemakers. In the c. 1420 
list the tilemakers pageant is referred to seperately as is the 
millers, and the joint turners and bowl-makers play, the 
tilemakers play being the Judgment on Christ in which Pilate 
condemns Jesus to death (Sellars, 1915: 171). This may well have 
been the part of the pageant play which the tilemakers were 
responsible for all along (Chambers, 1977: 5). The tilers play, on 
the other hand, was the Birth of Christ (Johnson, 1972: 574). 
During 1422-23 the saucemakers, turners, hay-resters, 
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bowl-makers, millers and tilemakers asked the city council if 
their four pageant plays might be amalgamated into one play called 
the Condemnation of Jesus Christ. This was agreed, but their 
merger led to disagreement between the various guilds over the 
amount each should contribute to the staging of the play. This 
lead to the dispute going to the mayor and council for arbitration 
in 1424-25. It was agreed that "the Saucemakers and the 
Tilemakers would support, thenceforward the labours and the 
expenses of the above mentioned pageant ... and that the Millers 
would pay and deliver every year forever on the eve of Corpus 
Christi to the Saucemakers and Tilemakers, ie. to the masters of 
the aforesaid pageant 10s sterling in aid of the expenses of this 
pageant ... and that the Hay-resters and those who formerly paid 
yearly to them will pay on the eve of Corpus Christi to the 
keepers of the said pageant 5s" (Sellars, 1915: 171-2). The 
arbitration also allowed one or two millers and one hayrester to 
accompany the pageant masters and share in the refreshments of 
Corpus Christi day. The cost of repairs to the pageant wagon and 
other properties was to be shared by all the guilds involved. 
In 1432 the saucemakers also dropped out of the production of 
the pageant play, leaving the tilemakers in sole control. It was 
agreed "that every year on the eve of Corpus Christi the 
Saucemakers should pay to the Tilemakers 5s in money for their 
share of the aforesaid pageant forever" (Sellars, 1915: 173). 
The Vicars Choral tileworks accounts show that the vicars 
provided financial support to a Corpus Christ! play, presumably 
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that performed by the tilemakers in the city. Account Roll III of 
c. 1427 records: 
"Paid to Master Robert Skurneton for the play of Corpus 
Christi in the time of Master Thomas Tanfield - 16d 
Paid to the same for the play of Corpus Christi this year - 
3s 8d 
Paid for drink with the Pageant-masters - 4d". 
Such payments may also account for the next entry in the 
roll: 
"Item paid to tilers in the town - 4d". 
Account roll I records that 2s 2d was paid "to Heron for our 
Play", and 2d was also paid to his workmen. He was either William 
Heron, freeman tilemaker and lessee of the Vicars Choral tilery 
outside North Street Postern, or his son John, made free as a 
tilemaker in 1413. Heron may have been pageant master of the 
tilemakers Corpus Christ! play, although the payment to his 
workmen suggests he may have been responsible for only part of the 
pageant, such as assembling or maintenance of the pageant-wagon 
(Chambers, 1977-7). 
The history of the tiling industry, based on surviving 
documentary material, seems to be one of slow development up until 
1350. There then followed a marked expansion in the later half of 
the 14th century based on York's prosperity in overseas trade, and 
with it increased building activity. During the first half of the 
15th century the numbers of tilers involved in the building 
industry continued to grow. Building activity continued through 
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much of the 15th century, in spite of the gradual economic 
decline, as witnessed by the construction of new houses in 1459-60 
in Thursday market by the custodians of Ouse Bridge (Swanson, 
1980: 232). However, the worsening economic climate in the latter 
part of the 15th century does seem to have finally adversely 
effected the building trade. The number of building craftsmen 
taking out their freedom fell from 433 in 1401-1450 to only 282 in 
1451-1500 (Swanson, 1980: 264). This decline continued into the 
16th century. 
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Chapter 10 
i 
Medieval Brick and Tile 
This section is concerned with the types of medieval brick and 
tile found in York and their probable method of manufacture. The 
medieval tiles in the Yorkshire Museum have been examined along with 
tiles in the YM]EG collection. By far the majority of medieval tile 
has been excavated_by YAT. At the time of writing almost none of 
these tiles have been catalogued or examined in any way. It has only 
been possible to look in detail at a relatively small sample of this 
tile in the time available. A full discussion of the varieties found 
in York will only be possible when the YAT material is examined in 
full. 
10.1 Types of Tile 
Peg Tile 
The most common ceramic roofing material is the peg tile. This 
is a rectangular shaped piece of clay normally with one or two holes 
punched into the top edge (Fig. 68). Iron nails, or wooden pegs were 
driven into the holes to attach the tiles to the roof. Certain peg 
tiles found at Coppergate still had wooden pegs attached (Hall, 
1984: 133). The majority of peg tiles have one circular, or square, 
hole in the centre of the upper edge. The size of these holes varies, 
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Figure 68: Medieval bricks and roofing tile types. 
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most are between 9-15 mm, the circular holes being rather larger than 
the square holes. Clay projecting from the underside edge of the peg 
holes show clearly that these holes were pushed in from the top 
surface. Often the sides of the square holes are tapered downwards 
showing that the instrument which made the holes must have been 
tapered. Certain holes have only very small openings on the underside 
indicating that they were never actually nailed to the roof. Many 
medieval peg tiles have peg holes which do not actually go through the 
tile. It would seem that either such tiles were not used on roofs or 
that not all tiles needed to be attached to the roof by means of pegs. 
If glaze is present on the peg tile surface it is usually in the 
form of splash glaze. Certain peg tiles, however, have a more uniform 
covering of lead glaze. Fragments of roof tile from Blake Street 
(YAT, 1975.6.4294/4281) have a thick green glaze, similar tiles are 
I 
known from the excavations at York Minster. 
Sand on the sides and base of the tile clearly shows that peg 
tiles were produced by a moulding process. Ridges or depressions 
parallel to the tile edges are a common feature on the top surface of 
many peg tiles (Fig-68). It is not readily apparent why such markings 
occur. In certain cases they seem to have been produced by scraping 
smooth the top surface. More often such markings seem to suggest that 
they are the result of attempts to push the clay into the sides of the 
mould. One fragment (YAT, 1973.14. IV. 744) has a lip of clay running 
along the top edge of the tile showing where the clay has 'banked up' 
against the top of the mould. This would have caused a gap between 
the tile and the tile overlaying it. It was to prevent this that the 
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clay seems to have been pushed into the moulds, thus producing the 
ridges and depressions. Peg tiles when laid on the roof would 
normally overlap each other by approximately two-thirds. 
An unusual complete peg tile was uncovered by YMEG. The tile is 
longer and thinner than normal. It was made in a sanded mould as 
usual but the top 124 mm of the tile tapers inward, reducing its 
breadth from 210 to 167 mm (Fig. 68), the tapering having been produced 
by cutting the tile sides away with a knife. Tapered tiles such as 
these may well have been especially made to cover curved roofs. 
p 
A number of peg tiles were recently removed from the King's Manor. 
Among the more usual single peg hole tiles were two unusual roofing 
tiles. The larger of the two was the same as many other peg tiles 
apart from a semi-circular area absent from the centre of the bottom 
edge (Fig. 68). This tile was found in association with a smaller tile 
with a pronounced nib on the top, or bottom, edge (Fig. 68). The 
second tile may fit under the first tile as shown in Figure 68, the 
under tile being shorter so as not to obscure the nail hole of the 
upper tile. These tile pairs may have been used at the roof ends 
where a double row of tiles would have offered added protection 
against the weather. 
One tile from Skeldergate, (YAT, 1973.14.1.215) comprised a 
rectangular slab of clay, the same size and thickness as a peg tile, 
but with no nail holes. This may well have been used for roofing, but 
equally well it may have served some other function. Tiles of this 
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type were used in the late 14th century fireplace of the Warming House 
in St. Mary's Abbey, now preserved in the Yorkshire Museum (RCHM, 
1975: 13). 
Similar tiles were found mortared together in a block at 
Skeldergate (YAT, 1973.14.644). Clearly, these tiles were not used 
for roofing. Many other sites in York have produced peg tile sized 
tile used for a variety of functions. One of the most common uses of 
such tiles was as infilling in timber framed buildings where they were 
set vertically. Two 13th century hearths, constructed of tiles set on 
edge, were found during excavations at Bishophill (Interim, 2.1: 13). 
At Bedern the remains of a substantial tile-built furnace or kiln have 
been excavated. The kiln seems to have been rebuilt at least once 
(Interim 3.3: 20). An entry in the Vicars Choral tileworks accounts 
(Roll III) records 113sreceived from Master Ricd (Richard) Kyrkeby for 
300 thakchaps (roof tiles) for the furnace within the Bedern". This 
may not have been the tile-built furnace excavated by YAT, as it lay 
outside the Vicars Choral property at Bedern. On the other hand, as 
it lay next door it may have been sited on land owned by the Vicars 
Choral and leased out (M. Stockwell, pers. comm. ). 
Tiles of similar size were used to make a channel immediately 
outside a building of 13/14th century date at Coppergate (Hall, 
1984: 140). Presumably the channel was built to take away excess 
rainwater. Tiles were also employed in building construction. At 
Walmgate the sill beam of a 13th century timber-framed building rested 
immediately above a course of tiles. The street frontage area 
associated with this building had a series of tiled hearths with the 
tiles set on edge like the examples from Bishophill (Interim, 1979, 
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6.2: 32). Perhaps one of the most unusual uses of such tiles occurred 
at Clementhorpe. Here was found a coffin formed of roof tiles set on 
edge which contained a single skeleton with five heads (Interim, 1977, 
5.1: 32). This echoes the Roman practise of using tiles for burial 
purposes. 
Roof tile fragments had another use. They could be broken into 
crude rounded shapes and used for gaming pieces or counters. Three 
fragments of this type were found during excavations at York Minster 
(YMEG, YM70 AB 10/12; AB 10/3 and ABW/4). 
Flanged and Curved Tile 
A second method of covering roofs was also used in medieval York. 
Tiles were produced with a flange down each side, these flanges are 
smaller than on Roman tegulae and lacked the upper and lower cut-aways 
of Roman'tiles. No complete tiles of this type are known from York 
(Fig. 69, No. 4) but complete, or substantially complete examples are 
known from London and Southampton. These flanged tiles were clearly 
made in a mould and exhibit many of the features of their Roman 
counterparts, including, on some examples, a shallow groove on the 
inside edge of the flange. At the top and bottom of the tile the 
flanges often merge with a ridge of clay running along the tile. edge. 
Similar tiles in London and Southampton (Platt and Coleman-Smith, 
1975,2-190) are known to have nail holes and some are glazed. 
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Figure 69: Medieval ridge and flanged roof tiles. 
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The London examples, in the Museum of London collection, are 
tapered so that the tiles could overlap on the roof. The tile from 
Southampton, on the other hand, had straight sides. One fragment of 
flanged tile from Skeldergate in York (YAT, 1973.14. lA. 1210) has a 
central square shaped nail hole near the top edge. 
As in the Roman system of roofing, the flanges were covered by 
semi-circular tiles which served the same purpose as Roman imbrex 
tiles. Medieval curved tiles are sanded on the inside and were 
clearly manufactured in much the same way as imbrices (see Chapter 
6.2). They even show a groove on the tile ends and bottom edge, a 
feature so typical of Roman imbrex tiles. They do, however, differ in 
a number of important respects. Firstly, they tend to be smaller; 
secondly, they are frequently glazed, at least in part, and thirdly, 
they have nail holes at the top end. These nail holes, similar in 
size to those found on peg tiles, tend to be circular in shape. In 
some tiles the nail hole is covered in mortar showing that it was not 
used. Medieval curved tiles must have been mortared to the roof in 
the same manner as Roman imbrices. 
Medieval flanged/curved roof tiles at Southampton are assigned by 
Platt and Coleman-Smith (1975,1: 240) to c. 1200, and recent 
excavations have provided a terminus ante quem of the 13th century. 
Ordinary peg tiles did not appear in Southampton before C. 1250. 
Similar tiles are now being recognised at other sites (largely 
monastic) in central southern England. In Yorkshire they are also 
known from Scarborough where they date from the mid 12th century 
(Drury, 1981: 127). The York tiles cannot be closely dated as yet, but 
they are probably contemporary with similar tiles in other parts of 
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the country. In London such tiles appear in the mid 12th century and 
their use extends into the early 13th century (Dr A. Vince pers. 
comm. ). 
Ridge Tile 
Many roofs in York seem to have been constructed with purpose 
made ridge tiles. Unlike the curved tiles used with flanged roof 
tile, these were normally decorated (Fig. 69, Nos. 1-3). The 
decorative crest occurs in a wide variety of different shapes but the 
method of manufacture appears to be the same. 
One fragment (YAT, 1973.14.1.489) has had one of the decorative 
nibs knocked off. Where the nib was attached, the top of the 
underlaying tile has a smoothed surface. This indicates that the 
decorative nibs were attached after a plain ridge tile had been 
completed, prior to firing. Ridge tiles with decorated crests formed 
by triangular knife cuts are widely distributed in Yorkshire as well 
as the Midlands and the south. 
One fragment of ridge tile differs from all the others so far 
examined from York (YMEG, YK143/88). The tile, consisting only of a 
small piece of one of the decorative nibs, is characterised by having 
holes made through it (Fig. 69, No. 3). The tile was found in a Norman 
horizon in a layer under the exterior surface of the Norman Minster 
(Dr B. Haywood, pers. Comm. ). This means the tile pre-dates the 
Norman Minster which was constructed in 2.1080-1100. The pottery 
associated with the tile was of 11th century date. This tile is 
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undoubtedly the earliest fragment of medieval ceramic roofing material 
in York. What ig more significant is that nowhere else in Britain has 
so far produced any medieval ceramic roofing material which can be 
dated with certainty before the mid-12th century (Dr A. Vince, pers. 
comm. ). Tile fragments occur in London from the second half of the 
12th century onwards, whilst roof tiles appear sporadically elsewhere 
around 1200 (Drury, 1981: 130). 
Finials and Louvers 
A possible louver fragment was uncovered from excavations at 
Skeldergate (YAT, 1973.14. IV. 761). A louver is a type of roof- 
ventilator which, if ceramic, normally consists of a series of 
apertures with projecting canopies or hoods either above the openings 
or entirely round them like a flange. Louvers were certainly used in 
York, the Merchant Adventurers paid 5s to John Sampole for an 
unspecified number of IloVeres' in 1358 (Sellers, 1918: 16). These 
need not have been ceramic; reference has already been made (Chapter 
9.2) to the manufacture of wooden louvers by carpenters in medieval 
York. One fragment of ceramic louver, along with at least two 
finials, are amongst the unpublished material from Hungate, York 
(Moorhouse, 1983: 316, n24). 
Finials were placed on the top of roofs usually at either end, 
and were normally only of decorative importance (Fig. 68). There are 
two finials from York in the Yorkshire Museum collection, and a 
solitary finial fragment was found during excavations at King's Square 
in 1957 (Le Patourel, 1970: 159). Finials are known to have been 
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produced at the Cowick kilns (16 miles from York) and the Winksley 
kilns (25 miles from York). The latter has also produced a possible 
chimney pot (Moorhouse, 1983: 315). 
The manufacture of finials and. louvers is frequently associated 
with the manufacture of pottery. Covick and Winksley are pottery kiln 
sites. Who manufactured the finials and louvers used at York is not 
certain. John Sampole who sold the louvers to the Merchant 
Adventurers was a freeman tiler, but there is insufficient proof to 
say that they were manufactured'by tilemakers rather than the city's 
potters. Tilers may well have only been responsible for fixing the 
louvers and finials to the roofs. Certainly there is no record of 
their production in the 15th century Vicars Choral tileworks accounts. 
Gutter and Corner Tile 
Another variety of tile used at York, known through-documentary 
sources, is the gutter tile. In 1327 'gotertyles' were six a penny, 
compared to Iriggetillel-(ridge tile) which were four a penny. By 
1364 both were being sold at the same price, 2s per 100 (Salisman, 
1952: 232). The Vicars Choral tileworks produced 'cornl(er) tiles 
during the first quarter of the 15th century. 
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Wall Tile (Brick) 
Brick, normally referred to as 'wall-tile' in documentary records 
in York up until the 16th century, has many of the physical features 
associated with roofing tile. Medieval bricks were clearly moulded as 
moulding sand survives on the sides and base. The top has normally 
been smoothed off as drag marks are usually visible along the length 
of the brick. A common feature of many medieval bricks is a series of 
depressions running parallel to the edges of the brick (Fig. 68). As 
these are below the level of the smoothed surface they must have been 
added later. It has been suggested already that such markings on peg 
tiles are due to some kind of tool being pushed into the clay, partly 
to flatten it out, and partly*to make sure the clay was pushed into 
the edges of the mould. The same operation seems to have been carried 
out on bricks whilst they were in the mould. Whatever was used to 
perform this task may itself have been sanded to stop it from sticking 
to the clay. On certain bricks the depressed edges have more sand on 
the surface than the central smoothed area. However, as many bricks 
have a naturally sandy fabric it is not always possible to say with 
certainty that this occurred. The number of top edges which have been 
pushed'down varies between one and all four. 
I 
Certain bricks were made deliberately soft so that they could be 
rubbed down after they had been built into the building. Occasionally 
these bricks were produced in a brown colour to imitate stone. Bricks 
of this colour and softness have so far not been found at York. The 
only possible example comes from Blake Street, York. This brick is 
unusually soft and has a reddish-yellow colour (5YR6/6). 
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Bricks with one end fired grey in colour (vitrified headers) were 
produced to be used in diaper work. The grey bricks contrasted with 
the normal red bricks on the wall and were positioned to produce a 
pattern. The remains of diaper work can be seen in the 15th century 
brickwork of the King's Manor (Fig. 63), and also in the Archbishop's 
Palace at Bishopthorpe. Vitrified headers used in diaper brickwork 
were not always bricks which happened to be overfired. Usually one 
end was deliberately dipped in sand and this produced a glaze on 
firing (Firman and Firman, 1967: 309). As the bricks on the King's 
Manor were sanded on the sides anyway, it is not certain whether such 
bricks were especially produced or whether they are just overfired 
ordinary bricks. 
Bricks were not only used for conventional wall construction. At 
Bedern a number of brick lined pits were uncovered (Interim, 
1978,5.3: 31-2). The same site also produced a 14th century brick 
lined drain (Interim, 1978,5.2: 15). 
When bricks were first used at York is not known for certain, but 
they were almost certainly introduced later than ceramic roofing tile. 
The evidence from documentary sources and standing buildings suggests 
that bricks first began to be used in York sometime during the first 
half of the 14th century. 
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Possible Hearth Tile 
Figure 70 shows what is thought to be a type of hearth tile. The 
tile started as a solid square block of clay produced in a sanded 
mould. The pattern was scored into the top of the clay surface, and 
the triangular shaped pieces of clay were cut out with a knife. 
Finally, the pointed circular holes were added. This particular tile 
(YAT, 1973.14. IV. 94) was found at Skeldergate. A similar tile, but 
without the round holes, is now in the Yorkshire Museum collection, 
and there is another fragmentary example from Walmgate (YAT, 
1978.8.11.2277). A tile of similar design was noted by the author in 
Canterbury cathedral where it had been reset into the floor. It has 
been suggested by YAT that these tiles may have served as decoration 
at the back of hearths. 
Floor Tiles 
A variety of different kinds of floor tile were used in York, the 
origin of which is fully discussed in Chapter 10.3. 
(a) Mosaic 
The earliest medieval floor tiles used at York are of mosaic type 
(Fig. 74, Nos. 3-7). As the name implies, clay was cut into a number 
of different shapes either before or after firing. The mosaic 
fragments would then be assembled on the floor in a number of 
geometric patterns. Too few fragments have been found at York to 
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suggest the patterns used, but they were undoubtedly similar to the 
mosaic floors laid at the great religious houses of the north such as 
Fountains, Bylands, and Meaux. 
Mosaic tiles could be produced by two methods. In the first, the 
designs were deeply scored on a slab of clay which was split up after 
firing. The alternative method, which was. the one employed at York, 
was to cut out each shape individually. Normally the outline of the 
tiles to be cut out was scored on to the surface of a clay slab, 
either with string or wire. If it was a curved shape a template was 
used, then each shape would be cut out with a knife (Eames, 1980: 35; 
Beauhah, 1980: 10). This was a slower method of production but tiles 
could be produced with sides sloping inward which allowed the shapes 
to be fitted closely together. Sloping sides had another advantage; 
when the tiles were set in the floor, mortar could squeeze up between 
them holding the tiles firmly in position (Green et. al., 1979). 
Inward sloping slides are a feature of almost all medieval floor tiles 
found at York, and these, too, are knife cut. 
Early mosaic floors consisted of plain mosaic shapes either 
slipped or unslipped. Later, various types of decoration were added 
to mosaic pieces. Only one example is known from York with added 
decoration (Fig. 74, No 7). The tile was cut out, covered in a thick 
white slip and then stamped with a simple decoration in the centre of 
the tile. For the impression to have formed in the slip, the slip 
must have had a consistency similar to Putty. The resulting 
impression in the slip was then filled with red clay. Before firing, 
the excesý clay and white slip was scraped off leaving the top surface 
ready for the addition of glaze. This technique produced a light 
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coloured tile with a design in dark clay. The red slip inlay method 
was used on mosaic tiles from Guisborough Priory, Cleveland and 
Melrose, Roxburghshire (Knight and Keen, 1977: 67). Tiles of this type 
are known as reverse inlay tiles. 
Where pavements comprising of square tiles are laid out at 450, 
half tiles are required at the pavement edges. These were produced by 
the same method used to produce certain mosaic tiles. In this case a 
square tile was cut diagonally to a depth of at least half the 
thickness. After firing the tile was split into two triangular shaped 
fragments. The disadvantage with this technique was that a nib of 
clay projected out from the side of the tile where it had joined the 
adjacent tile during firing. This prevented a close fit when tiles 
were laid on the floor. Half tiles produced by this method are known 
from St Mary's Abbey and York Minster, the Minster tiles are plain but 
the St Mary's Abbey example is decorated (Fig. 74, No. 30). 
Two Colour 
Mosaic tiles were both difficult to make and lay, and as such 
were totally unsuitable for mass production. It was these factors 
which led to the demise of mosaic tile making in Yorkshire in the 13th 
century. Tile-makers now concentrated their efforts on the 
manufacture of square paving tiles. 
The vast majority of decorated floor tiles found in York are 
approximately square in shape. Most are classed by Eames (1980) as 
two colour tiles, the darker part being the clay body, the lighter 
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part the added white slip. Two coloured tiles can be produced by a 
variety of different techniques (Fig. 71), although it is not always 
clear how each particular tile has been produced. 
The design found on inlaid tiles was produced by impressing a 
carved wooden block into the prepared clay. The hollow produced by 
the stamp was then filled with. a white slip, in this case the slip 
must have been in the form of a liquid. After the top surface of the 
tile was wiped smooth the tile was ready to be glazed and fired. On 
firing, the white slip normally changed to a pale yellow colour. 
On rare occasions this technique was modified to produce square 
reverse inlay tiles using the method outlined previously. One tile 
design from York Minster (Fig. 73, Nos. 1-2) has the same pattern in 
inlay and reverse inlay. The use of inlay for the pattern meant that 
even when the tile was gradually worn the pattern could still survive 
for a considerable period of time. 
A quicker, but less effective way of producing two colour floor 
tiles was the stamp-on-slip method (Drury, 1979: 9-11). In this method 
the white clay slip was brushed on to the clay and then the tile was 
stamped. Finally, the surface is smoothed level by taking off the 
surplus slip. If this was not achieved correctly a layer of slip 
would be left in the bottom of the stamp cavity (Fig. 71). Eames 
(1980: 47) describes another method which would have produced similar 
results if the tile surface was not scraped down to the correct level. 
In this method the tile is coated in slip, either by pouring it on to 
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Figure 71: Varieties of Medieval floor tile decoration. 
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the tile, or dipping it in white inlay. The surplus clay was then 
poured off leaving a thin layer of slip adhering to the stamp 
cavities. The top of the tile would then be wiped clean. 
Another method which seems to have been used to produce two 
colour tiles found at York is the slip-on-impression method (Fig. 71). 
In this technique the stamp was lightly impressed into the clay, slip 
was brushed on to the tile, and then the surface was scraped clean. 
This method seems to have frequently produced blurred edges to the 
pattern. The advantage of this technique was that the shallow 
cavities allowed the slip to make an excellent bond with the tile 
body, and thus eliminate the danger of white clay fall out (Eames, 
1980: 47). 
Relief and Counter Relief 
The manufacture of relief tiles has been discussed already in 
Chapter 8.3. Relief tiles have the design cut into the wooden stamp 
so that the design would be raised above the rest of the tile surface. 
In counter relief (Fig. 71) the reverse is the case, the designwas 
sunk below the level of the rest of the tile. Counter relief tiles 
could be produced simply by stamping with the same wooden block used 
for two colour tiles, but then not adding the white slip before 
glazing and firing. In relief or counter relief tiles the whole tile 
surface was slipped and glazed, or the tile was just glazed. 
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Line Impressed 
In this technique the decoration on the tile is produced by 
impressing a pattern of thin lines into the clay (Fig. 71). Eames 
(1980: 40) believes that such thin lines cut into the clay could only 
have been produced by metal stamps. She believes that thin upstanding 
lines on a wooden block would have soon broken off with prolonged use. 
Line impressed tiles have, however, been produced by designs cut into 
wooden blocks. during reconstructions of medival tile making carried 
out at Norton Priory (Green et. al., 1979). 
The last task before floor tiles were fired was the addition of 
the glaze. A lead glaze was used. If it was free from impurities a 
colourless glaze would result. Usually, however, a small amount of 
iron was present which gave it a yellow colour, hence the yellow 
colour of the slip on two colour tiles. A high copper content in the 
lead glaze produced a near black glaze. 
Green glaze could be produced by the addition of copper; 
occasionally brass, may have been used (Eames, 1980: 20). Glazed tiles 
were produced at the experimental tile kiln at Norton Priory. In 
addition to the colours described above, iron was used to produce a 
dark brown colour. Orange tiles were found to be the result of 
applying lead glaze without additives which oxidised during the firing 
(Greene and Johnson, 1978: 38). A characteristic feature of medieval 
floor tiles is their variation in colour. This is due both to slight 
variations in the glazing mixture and to varying conditions in 
different parts of the kiln. 
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10.2 Methods of Manufacture 
This section deals primarily with the documentary evidence for 
tile manufacture. The first stage in the manufacture of ceramic 
bricks and tiles is the collection and preparation of the clay. An 
Act passed in the reign of Edward IV in 1477 stated that the clay for 
tile making had. to be dug and laid before the first day of November. 
The clay was then stirred and turned over before the next first day of 
February, after digging and laying out. This clay had not to be 
worked before the first day of March, and all the stones had to be 
removed along with veins of Imarle and chalkel (Celonia and West, 
1967: 217-8). The exact routine used'by the York tilemakers is not 
known, but it was probably similar to the act of 1477. One thing is 
certain, York's medieval tilemakers were not too concerned about the 
removal of stones, a feature noted in the Roman period. Rounded 
pebbles up to 20mm long are occasionally found in some roof tiles and 
bricks. 
The clay was dug during winter and allowed to lie in the open to 
enable rain and frost to break it down. It was tempered for use by 
the addition of water and by being trodden, probably with bare feet, 
until it was about the consistency of dough. It was then ready to be 
moulded. 
A question which is frequently asked, but is very difficult to 
answer, is whether sand or other material was deliberately added to 
the clay. The addition of sand to clay reduces shrinkage on drying 
and burning. After a study of medieval bricks from East Anglia, 
Lincolnshire and the Midlands, Firman and Firman (1967: 306) came to 
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the provisional conclusion that no fluxes were deliberately added to 
the brick earth or brick clays. Drury and Platt (1975: 138) discussing 
the tiles from the Danbury tile factory in Essex believed that little, 
if anything, was done to the clay after it was dug and weathered. On 
the other hand, at the medieval tile kiln at Boston, Lincolnshire, 
previously fired clay seems to have been added to the clay as a 
temper. Coal dust found on the site may also have been used as a 
tempering agent (Mayes, 1965: 97-8). 
At York the medieval tileworks accounts of the Vicars Choral 
record, in c. 1427, "and paid to 3 men labouring there in 
mixing/tempering earth (in temperacionem terre) for 3 days - 3s" (Roll 
III). No mention is made of material being added to the clay. The 
only clue that temper may have been added is the purchase of ashes 
(cineris), possibly from North Street (Roll II). The tileworks 
accounts record: 
"Item paid to Thomas Tanfield for 20 quarters of ashes 5s 6d" 
(Roll III) 
"Paid for 14 strakes of ash - 143/2dII (Roll I) 
Ashes could be used for temper. An act of George II allowed the 
sale of bricks where the brickearth had been mixed with sea coal 
ashes, sifted or screened through a sieve or screen half an inch wide 
(Lloyd, 1928: 49). No recognisable inclusions of ash have been found 
in any of the York material examined which raises the possibility that 
the ash may be waste from kiln firings which was sold off. 
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At present it must be concluded that there is no clear evidence 
for the addition of material to the natural clay at York. Although 
the amount of sand inclusions varies widely, as it does in some of the 
Roman material, this probably reflects differences in the types of 
clay used. Medieval bricks from York are generally sandier than 
roofing tiles. This would suggest that a sandier clay was preferred, 
or at least tolerated, for the manufacture of bricks. 
After clay had been mixed into the right consistency, it was 
ready to be moulded. Both medieval bricks and tiles were made in 
moulds. As in the Roman period, sand was used on the moulding frame 
sides to prevent the attachment of the clay. The mould itself, 
resting on the top of a table covered in sand or straw, seems to have 
been made out of wood, beech being-considered the best material to use 
according to a detailed description of brickmaking in Ebbisham, Surrey 
in 1683 (Lloyd, 1928: 34). The moulds used by the Vicars Choral at 
York were strengthened with iron. Similar moulds were in use at the 
Ashburnham Estate brickworks in Sussex until the 1960's (Leslie, 
1971: 12). The York accounts (Roll III) record: 
"Item paid to John Grene for 4 'Thakteleformes' and 2 
Wallteleforms' - 12d 
Paid for strengthening 2 'Wallteleformes' with iron - 71/2d" 
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Whilst account roll 1 states that 8d was paid to Richard Joinour 
for Iformes' for four lwaltiles', and ld for drink. 'Form' is the 
word used at York instead of mould. In the case of bricks, the mould 
seems to have often comprised of two compartments, this would allow 
the manufacture of two bricks at a time. 
After the clay had been pushed into the moulding frame (or form) 
the surplus clay would have been removed; this was carried out using a 
wooden tool known as a strike (Brooks, 1939: 155). According to the 
Ebbisham brickmaking accounts such implements were best made of 'Firr, 
(Lloyd, 1928: 34). This may explain the reference to the purchase of 
'Scotfer' in the York accounts (Roll I). 
Alternatively, the excess clay may have been cut off with a 
length of wire in the same manner as cheese-wire. The York accounts 
mention the purchase of such an item. In account roll I 3d was paid 
"for a half pound of lwyer". In the same roll there is reference to 
the purchase of a Iscapull. This, too, may have been used for 
trimming the clay in the mould. 
To help in the manufacture of bricks the mould could be fitted 
over a 'stock'. This was an area of wood raised half an inch or so 
above the level of the moulding table. It was slightly smaller in 
size than the brick mould itself, allowing the mould to slip over the 
stock (Lloyd, 1928: 34). It is not certain that all bricks made in 
York were moulded with the assistance of a stock at such an early 
date, but this seems probable. The York tileworks accounts (Roll III) 
record: 
"Paid for repairing 2 'walltylestokkes' - 2d" 
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All medieval bricks and tiles made at York seem to have been made 
in sanded moulds. The Hull accounts record that a ketch load of sand 
was taken from a ship to the tilery in the town (Brooks, 1939: 160). 
This was undoubtedly for use as moulding sand. The purchase of sand 
is frequently mentioned in the York accounts. Account roll III 
states: 
"Item, paid to Richard Flaxton for 80 pack-horse loads of sand 4s 8d 
it of of Robert Samon 11 200 11 to of to 14s 
it to of John Garton 60 it of It If 4s 
it it If John Bolland 80 if to It to 4s 8d 
it to of Robt. Gardyner 20 of it it of 14d 
Total 28s 6d" 
The sand must have been carried in bags as there is a record of 
payment. 
"For 3 ells of canvas for sand 'pokys' (bags) - 18d" (Roll I) 
There are also frequent references to workmen carrying sand at 
York. Water needed for tempering the clay and wetting the moulds was 
obtained from either the Foss or River Ouse. Account Roll I says: 
"Paid to the water carrier for bringing 180 loads of water from 
the river of Foss to the Tilehouse - 2s 3d. 
To the water-carrier for drink - 3d". 
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When the bricks and tiles had been smoothed and trimmed they may 
have been emptied out on to a board and carried to the drying area. 
'Tunboard', mentioned in the York accounts, may have been used for 
this purpose. Alternatively, the mould itself may have been taken to 
the drying area by the tilemakers assistant to be emptied out there, 
the tilemaker using a second mould in the meantime. 
Marks on bricks, from various parts of Britain, show that they 
were normally stacked on the drying area (or hack) in a herring-bone 
arrangement. Such markings are particularly common on bricks from 
Bishop Alcock's Palace, Ely, where they show that the bricks were laid 
with their sides at about 300-450 to each other (Firman and Firman, 
1967: 305). The bricks would have been laid about ten courses high, 
possibly with straw between each course, and left for about a month to 
dry (Brooks, 1939: 156). The hack, or hackstead, itself was probably 
no more than a large open sided timber-structure, as at Danbury 
(Drury, 1981: 136). Hull, however, seems to have been rather 
different. The drying bricks were covered with Inattes', probably a 
type of sail cloth. They were supported over the bricks on sticks, 
and seem to have acted as rough covers to keep the rain off. Canvas 
was purchased for the same purpose (Brooks 1939: 160). 
Little information about the drying of bricks and tiles is 
contained in the Vicars Choral tileworks records at York. The 
purchase of cloth suggests a similar situation to Hull. Account Roll 
I reads: 
"Paid to Wm. Pykeworth for his clothing for thaktiles against the 
feast of Christmas - 6s 8d 
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Paid to the same for his clothing for waltiles - 5s" 
In addition, there are references to the payment for straw in the 
accounts which could have been used in the drying process, or for 
packing the finished tiles for transportation from the site. Two 
medieval roof tiles, one from Blake Street and the other from 
Skeldergate, have animal footprints impressed into the top surface. 
number of peg tiles from the Danbury kiln in Essex had dog and goat 
footprints (Drury and Pratt, 1975: 138). This suggests that at least 
some tiles from York and Danbury were laid out to dry at or near 
ground level. 
It was important that the drying area should be kept as dry as 
possible and well drained. At the Meaux tilery drainage on the site 
was improved by enclosing the area in a ditch into which excess water 
could be channelled (Eames, 1961: 141). Such a system of ditches may 
have been used at the Spitalcroft tilery at York to improve drainage. 
The tile works accounts record: 
"Paid for repairs in IDykyng' for 1 day - 4d" (Roll I) 
To one labourer working 'in le dykyng' for IY2 days - 6d" (Roll 
111) 11 
After the drying process had been completed the next stage was 
the firing of the kilns. The majority of medieval brick and tile 
kilns excavated have a roughly square furnace area. They were heated 
by fires contained in arched tunnels running under the kiln (Eames, 
1980: 23). Two double-chambered furnaces, for the manufacture of roof 
tiles, were excavated near Meaux Abbey. Also found on the site were 
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the remains of a mosaic floor tile kiln of 13th century date (Eames, 
1961: 137-68). At Boston, Lincolnshire, a large kiln, dating from the 
first half of the 14th century, was excavated. The kiln, which 
produced roof tile and ridge tile, consisted of three firing tunnels 
below a brick built firing chamber 15 feet long by 20 feet wide. 
Rectangular bases at the other end of the kiln from the stoking area 
may have been the bottom of chimneys (Mayes, 1965: 92,101). The Boston 
kiln seems to have been open-topped, that is the kiln load was covered 
with a layer of wasters and/or clay. An alternative method was to 
cover the kiln with a temporary dome of clay or specially made roof 
furniture. Evidence for the latter has come from Meaux (the floor 
tile kiln) and Danbury among others. 
Very little is known about how the objects to be fired were 
stacked in the kiln during the medieval period. A description of 
brickmaking written in the late 17th century states that the bricks 
are to be stacked over the flues of the kiln in the form of an arch 
(Lloyd, 1928: 35). This process was paralleled at the medieval Boston 
kiln (Mayes, 1965: 102). Floor tile wasters at the Danbury kiln show 
that they were stacked on end, with one layer of tiles laid at right 
angles to the others. This contrasts with the, diamond stacking in the 
medieval tile kiln at Clarendon, Wiltshire, and the irregular stacking 
at the kiln at Bawsey, Norfolk. Some of the glazed floor tiles at 
Danbury appear to have been laid in the kiln flat, or nearly so 
(Drury, 1975: 144-6). It is not certain which method of stacking was 
used at York. 
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Wood was the most usual fuel used for firing a kiln. Coal may 
have been used at Boston, and coal was found in a tile kiln at North 
Berwick (Eames, 1980: 23). 'Fen turves' (peat) were used at Ely in 
1334 (Drury, 1981: 136) and this was the only fuel used at the medieval 
brickyards at Hull. The Hull brickyards required 84,000 turves to 
fire one kiln (Brooks, 1939: 159). There are numerous references to 
the purchase of turves for fuel in the York accounts. Like Hull, turf 
seems to have been the only fuel used, although brushwood may have 
been needed to start the fire initially. Account roll III states: 
"Paid to William Makeblyth'of Heslington with two carts, for 
carrying 110 cartloads of turf from the water of Ouse to the 
'Telehousel in Ile Spitellcroftel, taking for each cartload 4d - 
36s 8d" 
One possible source of the turves may have been in an area of 
moorland to the south-east of York known as Tilmire. At the end of 
the 12th century one of York's citizens was permitted by St. Leonard's 
Hospital to dig turves at Tilmire. Later the area largely became 
common land and this was confirmed in 1401 following a dispute between 
St. Leonard's Hospital and the city (VCH, 1961: 498-9). 
The turves were carried into York by boat. Account roll I reads: 
"In drink for the boatman and carter - 2d" 
Not all the turves may have been obtained from the Tilmire area as E9 
16s ild was paid to John Barker for several loads of turf "got in the 
water of Ouse". This suggests that fen peat was collected from the 
banks of the river. The majority of the turf used at Hull probably 
came from the banks of the Humber (Brooks, 1939: 159). 
1 
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Women are rarely mentioned in the York accounts, but a woman was 
employed at York, along with labourers (presumably male), to carry the 
turves from the Ouse to the tilehouse. 
The firing of a kiln probably took around five days, and must 
have followed closely the procedure used by the Roman tilemakers at 
York. Stage one involved lighting a slow drying fire which would be 
maintained for about 48 hours. The temperature would be kept at 
around 2000C, just enough for water which still remained in the tiles 
to be driven off. In the next stage the temperature was raised to 
about 10000C. This was the temperature needed to fire the glaze. The 
kiln was then allowed to cool slowly before it was opened and the 
contents removed (Eames, 1980: 30). Kiln firings usually took place in 
the summer months in Britain. At Hull the process was usually 
repeated at least twice, sometimes even four times in a single season 
(Brooks, 1939: 160). 
It is not certain from the York accounts how many kilns were 
operated by the Vicars Choral at Spitalcroft. In account rolls I and 
III brick output came from kilns 1-3, whilst tile output came from 
furnaces 1-8, and 1-7 respectively. In account roll II tile was 
produced in furnaces 1-6 and brick in furnaces 7-8. It is not clear 
whether furnace meant a firing or an individual kiln. The former 
seems probable, as it is unlikely that the Vicars operated up to eight 
kilns and fired most only once a year. The reference to output from 
kilns 1,2 and 3 suggests at least three kilns were operated. 
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Repairs to the kilns were an important part of the running of any 
tilery. Eames (1980: 31) believes that one tile kiln would not last 
for more than about four years, even it if was subject to regular 
repairs. During repeated firings the walls themselves would begin to 
vitrify and were gradually eaten away to the point of collapse unless 
repaired. Repairs to the kilns were regularly carried out at Hull 
before the summer firings began. 
The Vicars Choral accounts at York_record the rebuilding of a 
"tile furnace" at the Spitalcroft tilery in 1427. Before rebuilding 
work commenced John Symond and two other men were paid 5s Ild for 5Y2 
days work "removing the old furnace". Four other workmen were also 
employed during the same week. More unusual expenses included "In 
tips given the the workmen this first week 4d". Advice on 
construction of the kiln foundations was sought from a Thomas Bolton 
and John Hardy. After the foundations of the kiln were laid in stone, 
the next stage was the building of the superstructure. 6d was "paid 
to William Conysby for making the vault (firing chamber) for one day 
and a half" and the same sum "for a key(stone) for the vault" (in 
clavl pro. Syntreol). It is possible, however, that Conysby's 
Isyntreol was internal scaffolding for the kiln and the 'clavl were 
nails for this structure (C. Kightley pers. comm. ). Next, large 
quantities of earth were brought in. This was probably to place 
around the upstanding walls of the kiln. An earth bank served two 
purposes; firstly it strengthened and protected the walls, and 
secondly it improved the insulation in the kiln. Earth walls of this 
kind are thought to have surrounded other kilns, such as the one 
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excavated at Boston, Lincolnshire (Mayes, 1965: 101). In the tenth 
week 4d was paid "for hay to cover the said furnace" presumably as 
protection against the weather. 
Before the reconstructed kiln could be used the kiln had to be 
dried out. The York accounts (Roll III) state: 
"And for 2,000 turfs, with their carriage, for drying out the 
said furnace - 2s 4d 
And for bundles of brushwood for drying out the furnace - 4d" 
The drying out presumably took two days as 8d was paid to William 
Rasyn "for bringing branches and underbrush to the furnace for two 
days". Normally only turf seems to have been used in the firing 
process. 
Another entry in the York records refers to the patching up of an 
existing kiln: 
"Item paid to William Airdale in the week of the feast of 
St. Dunstan (19th May) for mending the kiln with 'Walltylebasts', 
for three days at 4d the day - 12d" (Roll III). 
Tileries and brickyards were not pleasant places to work so 
clothing seems to have been provided on occasions. In Hull the 
chamberlains provided some of their workmen with boots (Brooks, 
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1939: 158), whilst at York 2d was paid for gloves for John Donanby 
(Roll I) and the same sum was paid to Henry Samon also for gloves 
(Roll III) - 
The equipment used in the medieval brickyard at Hull was recorded 
by the chamberlains in 1425. This comprised four wheelbarrows, three 
sand tubs, three forming stocks, one ladder, three flekes, one trough, 
and five moulds. Other implements used include coalrakes, shovels, 
and water tubs. This list is very similar to the equipment recorded 
in use at York. The York accounts include a wheelbarrow, a 'tub', 
sieves, lwyrel, 2 pots for water, a knife for Ilechyng', Iscipis' 
(skeppis baskets? ), a hammer, mats, Iscutells', bowls, an iron pick, 
spades, and four roof tile moulds and two walltile (brick) moulds. 
The mats were probably made by local women in York as account roll III 
records: 
"Paid to the wife of William Topclyffe for 24 mats - 3s 4d" 
Other more unusual purchases recorded in the Vicars Choral 
accounts include 'Wyndowclothl bought from the rector of St Helen's 
Church for 17d (Roll I) and '153s 4d paid to Joh Hyklyng Succentor (of 
the Minster) for one piece of silver plate" (Roll III). 
The Vicars Choral tileworks at Spitalcroft not only sold the 
usual varieties of roofing and walling material they also sold off 
cheaply the waster material from the kilns. Account rolls I and III 
record the sale of 'Bendtyle', 'Dityle', 'craketyles', 'Weschars', and 
'Skarthes'. -Roof tile and wall tile were split into 'chaps' and 
'bastards'. These may be the same as the hard and samwell bricks of 
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the Westminster Palace Accounts (Kaner, 1980: 5). Samwell bricks are 
those which were stacked on the outside of the kiln and in consequence 
are underfired and of inferior quality. Such bricks could still be 
used, but they were normally used for internal structural work. At 
York in 1510 'hardwaltiell were sold at 6s per 1000 and 
'basterdwaltiell at 5s 3d per 1000, along with Isinglewalltiell at 5s 
over 1000 (Salisman, 1952: 144). 
There is no evidence for the use of glaze at the Vicars Choral 
tileworks. However, certain roof tiles, particularly ridge tiles, do 
have a splash glaze, so clearly the technique of glazing tiles was 
known in York. Two methods of making lead glaze from lead oxide were 
known in the medieval period. In the first method, lead oxide powder 
is applied to the tiles so that it reacts with the silica in the clay 
during the firing process. In the second method, a soda-lead silicate 
glass is produced by heading the lead oxide with sand, salt, and 
fritting. This mixture is then powdered and applied to the tiles in 
the form of a slurry with water or other special liquids. Both 
methods produce glazes of very similar appearance, although they 
differ slightly in their chemical composition (Drury and Pratt, 
1975: 140). 
There is documentary evidence to support the suggestion that in 
Britain tiles were always glazed before they were fired. This is in 
contrast to Flemish tiles imported into Britain. Medieval Flemish 
tilemakers normally gave their tiles a first or 'biscuit, firing 
before they added the glaze. The tiles were then fired a second time. 
This produced a very high gloss surface to the tiles, but when worn 
the glaze tended to flake and crack (Eames, 1980: 19). This is 
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particularly apparent on tiles which have been both glazed and slipped 
after the first firing. On Flemish tiles the slip is not impregnated 
into the top of the clay body as it is on British tiles. 
Using the evidence from excavated tile kilns it is sometimes 
possible to establish approximately how many tiles were produced in a 
single kiln firing. Drury and Platt (1975: 147) suggest a capacity of 
c. 11,000 floor tiles for their kiln 1 at the Danbury tilery. This is 
enough to pave 135 square metre of floor. The optimum load for the 
mosaic floor tile kiln at Norton Priory was found to be 750 tiles 
(Greene and Johnson, 1978: 39). These figures can be contrasted with 
the production figures known from documentary sources. The Kentish 
Manor of Wye tileworks in 1355 had an output of 98,500 plain or flat 
tiles, 500 Ifesteux' (ridge or gutter tiles), and 1000 'corners' from 
10 kilns. In 1370 168,000 plain tiles, 650 festeux, and 900 corners 
were produced from 13 kilns (Salsman, 1923: 177). Detailed production 
figures are known from the Hull brickyards (Brooks, 1939: 156-7). In 
1303 output was 54,350 bricks, and in 1304 92,000 bricks. Further 
figures are known for various dates between 1394 and 1433. The 
average output at Hull was around 92,000 bricks per year, although in 
certain years no bricks seem to have been produced at all. 
The production figures for the Vicars Choral tilery at 
Spitalcroft are shown in Figure 72. Overall, the production at York 
is not too dissimilar from the 14th century Kentish Manor'of Wye 
tileworks. The scale of the tilery certainly seems to have been 
larger than at Hull, although here only bricks were produced. The 
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Figure 72: Vicars Choral tile production, Spitalcroft tileworks. 
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Figure 72: Vicars Choral tile production, Spitalcroft tileworks. 
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average number of roof tiles (thakchaps plus thakbast's) per firing 
was 10,664. This compares with a figure of 24,156 for bricks 
(walchaps plus walbast's). 
As bastard tiles are recorded separately, it is possible to work 
out the percentage of underfired tiles produced. These figures are 
shown below: 
Account Roll I Percentage of bastard roof tile - 3.6%, brick - 1.9% 
of - 5.3%, It - 7.2% 
of - 6.2%, of - 11.5% 
These figures reveal that, on the whole, the proportion of 
bastard bricks and roof tiles was surprisingly small. This testifies 
to the skill of'the Vicars Choral tilemakers. William Pykeworth 
produced slightly fewer bastard roof tiles and bricks than William 
Airdale, his successor. This is possibly due to Airdale's shorter 
experience of tile-making. 
10.3 Medieval Floor Tiles 
Excavations in the city of York have produced a wide variety of 
medieval floor tiles ranging in date from the 13th to the late 
15th/early 16th centuries. A selection of floor tiles have been 
analysed by thin section petrology, the results of which are fully 
discussed in Chapter 11.2. 
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10.3.1 Decorated and Mosaic Floor Tiles 
In 1980 Eames published her catalogue of decorated medieval 
lead-glazed earthenware tiles. This comprehensive work lists over 
3108 individual tile designs from all parts of the country now housed 
in the British Museum. As this book is now regarded as the standard 
work on the subject, Eames's design number is included in the list of 
floor tiles examined (Fig. 73). All the decorated tiles from York 
which are not drawn in Eames's catalogue are illustrated in Figure 74. 
Normally, only the tiles where a York origin is reasonably certain are 
illustrated. The tiles with IYMI catalogue numbers are from the York 
Minster_Excavation Group collection, whilst those marked 1YMU1 are 
housed in the Yorkshire Museum. 
The earliest medieval floor tiles from York were found by YMEG 
and originally paved part of the Minster. They are of the mosaic 
type, and are paralleled at other sites in Northern England (Fig. 74, 
Nos. 3-7). The earliest mosaic fragment known in Britain comes from 
Canterbury Cathedral where a triangular shape with green glaze was 
found in a pre-1162 context. It was found in the same context as a 
late Saxon polychrome relief tile and may well be Saxon (Horton, 
1980: 5). The earliest undoubted medieval mosaic pavement is also 
found at Canterbury and dates from 1220 (Eames, 1968: 4). It is widely 
believed that such pavements may well have been introduced from the 
continent where religious houses had tile mosaics of the type found in 
England. 
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DECORATED MEDIEVAL FLOOR TILES. 
SITE TILE NUMBER EAMES PLACE DRAWING 
of NUMBER, 
MANUFACTURE 
TWO COLOUR: 13th CENTURY 
Mary's Abbey Saint HB6,237 2669 Yorkshire 11 
It HB8 - if 12 of HB15 is 10 
if HB50,53-55, - it 9 67,79. 
York Minster YMNN3553, 423/4 Probably 8 
YM68EN124 Meaux Abbey 
of YM72xK48/2, - It 2 XJB/29 
it YM72XJ87/10 
TWO COLOUR: 13th CENTURY? 
Bedern Chapel 1980.20. II(x8 ) 2236 Yorkshire 13 
Holy Trinity Church, 
Micklegate 236 - Unknown 37 
MOSAIC 13th CENTURY 
York Minster YM69 OL/11 S156 Probably 6 
YM690CE/202 S266 Meaux Abbey 3 
YM72XJ78/69 4 
XK35/4 
YM72XL52/5 S166 5 
YMXJ87/11 241 7 
TWO COLOUR: 14th CENTURY 
Parliament Street 2459250 2099 Midlands 20 
St. Leonards 216 1531 
St. Mary's Abbey, 
York Minster 19, no number. 2441 21 
S. M. Abbey, 
Holy Trinity Church 57958959 - 18 St Mary's Abbey 44 1408 
42945946,46A, 
80 - 17 71 72 1741 , 73 - SMA53T7+ 1682 
SMA53T6+ 1546 
SMAT5B+ 53T7+ - , SMA53T? 
drain tile 1521 
Figure 73: Decorated Medieval floor tiles found in York. 
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Saint Mary's Abbey SMA53 Rooml(x2), SMA, 3026 Midlands 
SMA?? TlB 
of SMA53 11 
If 12, SMA53T6BTopsoil 2416 If 
is SMA53T7+ - if SMA54T4A - It SMA54T5A Top - to 
SMA55TG6XTop - it SMA60 1376 if 
SMA74 1405 of 
York Minster 38 68 1356 it 
It , 183, no number 2075 it 
of 184, no number 1358 it 
No number 1975 it 
of 1740 
York (old) Railway 
Station T257 1624 
of T258 - 19 of T259 1582 
Bedern Chapel 1980,20.11.9004.11, 
117 - Unknown 14 if 1980.20.11.9004.13 - it 16 of it . 14 - to 15 It it . 15 - if - 
Saint Mary's Abbey 9 2060 France 41 
TWO COLOUR: 14th CENTURY? 
Saint Mary's Abbey 242 - Unknown 38 'Bird in the Hand' Ho tel, 
St. Leonard's. 246,249 - 39 
City Wall, near (old) 
Railway Station No number. - 40 
COUNTER RELIEF: 14th CENTURY 
Saint Mary's Abbey SMA55T4XW 1935 Penn, 42 
Bucks. 
TWO COLOUR: LATE 15th/EARLY 16th CENTURY. 
Holy Trinity, Micklegate 174 - Probably 27 
Fountains 
28 Lord Mayor's Walk 1971.306 1558 33 
North Street, 
Archbishop's Palace 203, British Mus. 1462 32 
North Street, 
57, The Garlands 227, no number 24 
Figure 73: Decorated Medieval floor tiles found in York. 
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Street 204 North Probably 25 
if 205 Fountains 28 
206,228 of 22 
207 30 
208 26 
209 31 
226,229,230 23 
231 29 
Parliament Street 239 35 
TWO COLOUR: LATE l5th/EARLY 16th CENTURY? 
Saint Mary's Abbey SMA55TLX Topsoil- Fountains - 
Abbey? 
York Minster YMXB44/17 - it 34 
LINE IMPRESSED: l5th/EARLY 16th CENTURY 
York Minster YMXB8/77 203 Fountains 36 
Abbey? 
Figure 73: Decorated Medieval floor tiles found in York. 
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I' 
I' 
8 
7 
cm 
Figure 74(i): Mosaic and square decorated Medieval 
floor tiles from York Minster, 13th century. 
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10 
12 
/r 
Figure 74(ii): Medieval floor tiles from 
St. Mary's Abbey, 13th century. 
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cm -, 
13 
14 
16 
15 
cm 
Figure 74(iii): Medieval floor tiles from 
Bedcrn Chapel, No. 13,13th century(? ) , Nos. 14-16,14th century. 
- . 
421 - 
------------ ! Is 
U6 
17 
"aMR 
19 
20 
18 
21 
0 
cm 
Figure 74(iv): Medieval floor tiles, Nos. 17-18, 
21 St. Mary's Abbey; No. 19 (larger size variety), 
York Railway Station, No. 20 Parliament Street, 
14th century Midlands area tiles. 
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22 
24 
26 
I' 
23 
25 
27 
0 
1 
5 
I 
- cm 
Figure 74(v): Medieval floor tiles from North Streetq late l5th/16th century. 
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28 
30 
29 
31 
cm 
----------------- r 
32 33 
Io 
Eames-1.1(')2 
Sc aIe: l 3 
Figure 74(vi): Medieval floor tiles from North Street, late 
15th/16th century. 
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34 
35 
36 
cm 
Figure 74(vii): Medieval floor tiles, No. 34 York Minster9 
late 15th/16th century (? )q 
No. 35 Parliament Streetq 
No. 36 York Minster, both late 15th/16th century. 
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37 
Reduced top surface 
Oxidised top surface 
39 
41 
40 
42 
05 
I 
Cm Figure 74(viii): Medieval floor tiles, No. 37 Holy Trinity, 
Micklegate, 13th century(? ), No. 38 St. Mary-'b 
Abbey, No. 39 'Bird in the Hand' hotel, No. 40, 
City Wall, near old railway station, 14th centu 
, 
ry 
M, No. 42 St. Mary's Abbey, 14th century. -426- 
In the north of England Fountains Abbey is believed to have been 
the first in the area to be paved. Records show that the mosaic was 
laid down during the abbacy of John Kent who ruled the house from 1220 
to 1247. The tile mosaic used at Byland and Rievaulx Abbeys are very 
similar. The same clay source and templates appear to have been used 
for both, and many of the mosaic patterns are similar. The tiles from 
both Abbeys may well have been produced at Old Byland where a tile 
house was mentioned by Phillip, third Abbot of Byland in 1197. This 
does not mean that the mosaic dates from 1197 as the kiln may have 
originally been producing roof rather than floor tiles. A date 
sometime in the early 13th century seems more probable. Meaux Abbey 
has many of the same tile shapes used at Byland and Rievaulx, although 
they are slightly smaller than average. This suggests the same 
templates were utilised but the clay used at Meaux shrank rather more 
on firing (Eames, 1980: 73-4). The mosaic tiles from Meaux Abbey were 
made at a tile kiln excavated nearby at North Grange, Meaux. The 
abbey pavement is known to have been constructed during the time of 
Abbot William in 1249-69 (Eames, 1961: 166). 
Eames has suggested that not only were templates moved around, 
but new templates were added when each new tilery was established. If 
the number of arrangements used at each site increased as time went on 
the order, in which the various abbeys discussed were paved, would be 
Fountains, Byland, Rievaulx and Meaux. All the mosaic fragments found 
at York have parallels either at Byland, Rievaulx or Meaux. The most 
interesting tile is a fragment of inlaid mosaic found only outside 
York at Meaux. This suggests that the York tiles must be later in 
date than the Fountains, Byland and Rievaulx Abbey pavements. 
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Contemporary with the mosaic tiles from York Minster are a series 
of small square tiles. The tiles are inlaid in white slip, or the 
slip has been stamped and the design filled with red inlay; the same 
stamp being used on both occasions (Fig. 74, Nos. 1,2,8). In the 
base are prominent keying marks, formed by three circular holes. Both 
the square tiles and the mosaic tiles are characterised by a thick 
layer of slip, up to 5 mm in places, which must have been put on the 
tiles in a 'plastic' state. A 13th century date is suggested by the 
use of a thick layer of slip, and the prominent keying marks. After 
the 13th century, tilers usually dispensed with keying the base of 
their tiles (Eames, 1980: 282). 
Similar small inlaid tiles come from Jervaulx Abbey, although 
they lack the keying of the York examples. The Jervaulx tiles are 
also thought to be contemporary with the mosaic inlaid tiles from the 
Abbey, and thus date to the 13th century (Eames, 1980: 214). The York 
square tiles were probably made in the tilery which operated near 
Meaux Abbey, along with the mosaic tiles. A tile of identical design 
to Figure 74, No. 2, occurs in the Yorkshire Museum collection (YMU, 
No. 182). No provenance is given in the museum catalogue but a lable 
on the tile itself says "This fine tile from Maux (Meaux) Abbey. " The 
tile has an identical fabric to the York Minster tiles. In addition, 
Eames records the presence of tile design 8 from Meaux Abbey itself 
(Eames design 423/4) and gives its place of manufacture as probably 
Meaux Abbey. 
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The square inlaid tiles from York are around 103 mm square 
(Fig. 75). Only one tile is similar in size; this is a small French 
tile from Saint Mary's Abbey discussed later in the chapter. The 
French tile is, however, markedly thinner (Fig. 76). 
York also possesses another group of floor tiles dated by Eames 
(1980) to the 13th century. They are known from both Rievaulx and 
Byland Abbeys where they are about 165 mm square by 34-40 mm thick. 
The sides are characterised by having little or no bevel with no 
keying marks on the base. The York examples (Fig. 74, Nos. 9-12) are 
similar in almost every respect. Although not all the tiles from York 
are paralleled at Rievaulx and Byland, they undoubtedly belong to the 
same group. Not only do the York tiles have the same physical 
characteristics of size and shape, they have the same style of 
decoration. These tiles were presumably made after mosaic tiles were. 
no longer being produced. A similar tile is known from Guisborough 
Priory where Knight and Keen (1977: 72-3) date the tile to the 14th 
century. This seems rather late; Eames believes that on stylistic 
grounds they must have been produced before the end of the 13th 
century. The Guisborough tile, however, could be later, as it is only 
around 25 mm in thickness, and much thinner than the other tiles in 
the series (Fig. 76). 
Another tile design of possible 13th date is illustrated in 
Figure 74 (No. 13). Tiles of this design are all significantly 
smaller than the St. Mary's Abbey tiles discussed above. They were 
discovered by YAT during excavations at Bedern Chapel. A triangular 
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170mm 
160 
150 
r- 14C 
13( 
121 
11 
1c 
100 110 120 130 140 150 160 170mn 
Breadth 
Ei Yorkshire (Probably Fountains Abbey) -15/16th Century 
A Midlands Area ( Possibly Nottingham) -14th Century 
m France ("Lewis*Group Tile )- 14th Century 
,& Yorkshire( Probably Meaux Abbey )-13th Century 
0 Yorkshire -Probably 13th Century( Bedern Chapel Tiles) 
0 Yorkshire-13th Century (St Mary's Abbey Tiles) 
Place of manufacture unknown-. 
I 
Bedern Chapel - 14th Century 
b% Bird in the Hand' Hotel, St Leonards Place -14th Century 
C Holy Trinity Church -13th(? ) Century 
Figure 75: Length and breadth of decorated floor tiles. 
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lSth/early 16th Century 
a Yorkshire (from: North Streef; 57 The 
Garlands, Y. M; Holy Trinity, Micklegatej 
28 Lord Mayors WalkiProbably S. M. A) 
14th Century 
b Midlands (from-. S. MA)YM; St Leonards, 
Parliament St, Holy Trinity, Old Railway Station) 
c France (from, SKA) 
d Penn, Buckinghamshire (from, SKA 
Unknown: 
e 'Bird in the Hand' Hotel 
f Bedern Chapel 
13th Century 
g Yorkshire (from, SAM 
h (from-Y. M) 
j -Probably 13th C. (from -. BedernCp. 
Unknown: 
I 13th C. Q) (from Holy Trinity) 
15 20 25 30 35 40-mm 
THICKNESS 
S. RA-Saint Mary's Abbey 
yM -York Minster 
Figure 76: Thickness of decorated floor tiles. 
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fragment of the same design occurs at Byland Abbey, and a complete 
example occurs at Guisborough Priory. Knight and Keen also Place this , 
tile design in the 14th century. 
Eames (1980) again disagrees and places the tile design in the 
13th century. The tiles from York are 29-37 mm in thickness and have 
a small key hole in the centre of the sanded under-surface. The 
presence of keying would support a 13th century date. 
Bedern Chapel is of 14th century date. The chapel was 
consecrated in 1349, although the building probably took place in 
about 1330. The floor tiles may well have been reused from an earlier 
building. A 13th century doorway in the south-west wall is assumed to 
have been reused from another building (Interim, 1980,7.2: 14). 
Other tiles excavated from Bedern Chapel are almost certainly of 
14th century date, and may well date from the construction of the 
chapel itself. These tiles, of two known sizes, are illustrated in 
Figure 74 (Nos. 14-16). All are thinner than the probably 13th 
century tiles from the chapel. 
The small tile design has a smoothed base with lightly scored 
lines cut into the bottom surface. The backs of the larger tiles are 
sanded and partly smoothed. A tile with the same design as Figure 74 
(No. 14) is also found in the Yorkshire Museum collection (YMU, No. 
225). Unfortunately the tile has no provenance. 
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None of the 14th century tiles have known parallels outside York. 
This raises the possibility that the tiles were manufactured in the 
city. Some of the floor tiles used at Bedern Chapel may have been 
manufactured by the Vicars Choral at their tileworks at Spitalcroft. 
Account Roll III, of 15th century date, records: 
"Item lls 8d received for 140 lpamment'll 
The unusually high price of these tiles, in comparison to normal 
roofing and wall-tiles, suggests that they were almost certainly floor 
tiles. Pamments were usually square and were chiefly used for paving, 
although some were built into walls (Harley, 1974: 72). What is not 
known for certain is whether the York paving tiles produced by the 
Vicars tileworks were decorated or plain. 
The majority of decorated tiles found in York are of 14th century 
date and have parallels in the Midlands area (Fig. 73, Nos. 17-21). 
Waster paving tiles were found in George Street, Nottingham in 1816, 
and in 1821 two tile kilns were uncovered in the same street (Parker, 
1932: 83-4). Further kilns were uncovered in the same area, although 
it is not certain if they were producing pottery or tile. Tiles were 
also produced at Dale Abbey, in Derbyshire, around the same period, 
and at a kiln situated at Repton (Ward, 1892: 120-1). Nottingham type 
tiles have been recorded from both Dale Abbey and Repton, which 
indicates that not all Nottingham type tiles were produced at 
Nottingham. In addition, a large number of Nottingham type tiles were 
uncovered from the site of Lenton Priory where traces of-tile kilns 
were located, and at a tile kiln at Chilvers Coton. 
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The complexity of the situation in the area makes any assessment 
of the exact relationship between the various kiln sites difficult. 
This is illustrated by the fact that Ward published five designs from 
Dale which he said were found in the Repton kiln. All five were also 
published by Parker from Nottingham itself, two of these from the site 
of kilns. 
In an effort to clear up the complexity, the British Museum has 
undertaken a programme of thin section work and NAA on tiles from the 
Midlands. Using the two techniques, each of the sites examined could 
be separated analytically. In addition, some sites showed tiles with 
more than one fabric (Hughes, et. al., 1982: 122). Clearly, the 
various stamp dies were moved around from tilery to tilery as the same 
designs were produced at different kilns. 
Where the York tiles (Fig. 74, Nos. 17-21) were produced would be 
impossible to determine with certainty without a full-scale programme 
of scientific analysis. What is known is that the 14th century tiles 
found in the city have parallels at Lenton Priory, Beauvale Priory, 
Ulverscroft Priory, Dale Abbey, and Nottingham, to name but a fewý 
sites. Hull and Guisborough have both produced Midlands area type 
tiles, and the Hull examples have been analysed scientifically by the 
British Museum. The results, unfortunately, were rather inconclusive. 
Analysis showed that they formed an analytical group similar to those 
of Nottingham and Dale Abbey but distinguishable from it. However, 
they were much closer to the Nottingham/Dale groups than the 'local' 
bricks and roof tile from Hull (Hughes et. al., 1982: 119). This 
result suggests that the Hull tiles probably did come from either 
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Nottingham or Dale Abbey. The difference between the Hull tiles and 
the Midlands kilns could be due to a slight change in the clay source 
in use in the lifetime of the individual kiln site. 
Watkins has put forward the argument that the Hull tiles may be 
local, based on documentary evidence. In 1320'two tilers, Robert de 
Nottingham and Ranulph de Belgrave, occupied land in the city. Their 
surnames suggest that they originated from the Nottingham area 
(Watkins, 1980: 22). However, they may just as easily have been 
producing roof tiles, or bricks, rather than floor tiles. 
A probable Midlands origin for the Hull tiles is evidence to 
support the theory that the York tiles are from a similar source. 
This is reinforced by the fact that all but one of the Hull designs 
recorded by Whitcomb in 1956 are also found at York. Almost all the 
Midlands type tiles found in York have been found at Nottingham which 
would suggest they originýted from the tile kilns known to have 
operated in the city. The designs of both York and Hull are in good 
condition indicating that the tiles in both places are roughly 
contemporary and that they were made when the stamps were fairly new. 
Tiles of Nottingham type were first used in Trinity Hospital, 
Leicester, founded in 1331, and Beauvale Priory in Nottingham in 1343 
(Whitcombe, 1956: 10). On stylistic grounds Eames believes that the 
bulk of the production occurred after 1340 and continued in to the 
15th century. The good condition of the York designs suggests a date 
early in the life of the Nottingham tile industry. Certain new 
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designs were added as the older stamps wore out. Three of these 
designs are thought to be of 15th century date (Eames, 1980: 230-1), 
but none have been found at York. I 
Figure 76 reveals that the Midlands type tiles have an average 
thickness of between 18 and 25 mm. This is considerably thinner than 
the square inlaid tiles, of probable 13th century date from St. Mary's 
Abbey. Figure 75 shows that they are also considerably smaller. The 
trend to smaller, thinner, tiles in the 14th century reflects the fact 
that floor tiles were now being produced in commercial quantities. 
Smaller tiles were not only cheaper to make because less clay was used 
in manufacture, they were also easier to handle and transport. In 
addition, more tiles could be fired at once. This was important as 
floor tiles were normally sold by the thousand (Eames, 1980: 282). On 
the other hand, floor tiles could not be made too small or an 
excessive number would be needed to cover the floor area to be paved. 
Most commercial tiles seem to have settled on a size of between 
100-125 mm, with a thickness of around 20-25 mm. Approximately half 
the decorated floor tiles from York fall into this size range 
(Fig. 76). Figure 75 reveals another feature of the Midlands area 
tiles; their occurrence at York in two size classes. One group ranges 
in size from 115-122 mm, whilst the other ranges from 131-133 mm. 
Tiles of both sizes were used at St. Mary's Abbey whilst only the 
larger tiles were uncovered from the vicinity of York old railway 
station. The latter are believed to have been used in the Dominican 
Friary. The Minster tiles also belong to both size groups. Tiles of 
both sizes, with identical die stamps, were produced in the Midlands 
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area. This again supports the view that the York tiles were 
manufactured in the Midlands, possibly at either Nottingham or Dale 
Abbey. 
I 
In York Minster the Midlands type tiles were used to pave 
St. Nicholas Chapel in the east aisle of the north transept. They 
seem to be associated with the tomb of Archbishop Greenfield who died 
in 1315 (O'Connor, 1980: 12). This would again suggest that the tiles 
were made relatively early in the life of the Midlands tile industry. 
Examples of these tiles are in the Yorkshire Museum and on display in 
the undercroft of the Minster. Some of the 14th century tiles have 
patterns with many features in common with contemporary stained glass 
design, such as can be seen in the nave of the Minster (O'Connor, 
1980: 11-3). 
The Yorkshire Museum collection contains a number of unusual 14th 
century tiles. One tile (Fig. 74, No. 41) belongs to what Eames 
(1980: 209) refers to as the 'Lewes' group. Tiles of this type are 
mainly found in Sussex, but recently examples have turned up in 
France. It is now fairly certain that these tiles are of French, not 
English, manufacture (E. Eames pers. comm. ). The tile, from St. 
Mary's Abbey, is Eames design 2060, also known from Langdon Abbey, 
Lewes Priory and Poynings church. It is typical of tiles from this 
group, being only 100 x 101 mm in size. The tiles cannot be dated 
with complete accuracy, but a date in the third quarter of the 14th 
century seems probable. 
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The presence of such a tile at York is rather surprising, 
especially as, apart from one possible example in Oxfordshire, all the 
known English examples are from southern England (Eames, 1980: 209-10). 
The tile may reflect the trade contacts which were established between 
France and York during periods of peace. 
The Yorkshire Museum collection has a single example of a tile of 
Malvern type. Examples of tiles with Malvern designs are known from 
Nottinghamshire, but these tiles were produced at the tilery at Lenton 
Priory and not in the Malvern area itself. The museum example (YMU 
No. 42) has the same design as floor tiles from Great Malvern itself. 
Sampson (1891: 157) states that the tile was found at St. Mary's Abbey, 
but the Yorkshire Museum catalogue states that the tile may not have 
come from York. 
A third unusual tile, this time with a definite St. Mary's Abbey 
provenance, is also housed in the Yorkshire Museum (YMU, No. SMA 55 T4 
XW). This is Eames design 1935 which originates from the large scale 
commercial tilery at Penn in Buckinghamshire. The tile is the same 
size as other examples of the same design, but differs from the rest 
in lacking white slip inlay (Fig. 74, No. 42). Instead, the design has 
been left in counter relief and the whole tile has been coated in 
white slip to produce a yellow coloured tile on firing. Production at 
Penn began before 1332, and Penn tiles were still available in the 
13801s. The tile was found during excavations at St. Mary's Abbey in 
1955. Why a Penn tile Should have travelled so far north is not 
readily apparent, especially as no other sites in Yorkshire have 
produced such tiles. 
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During the late 15th or early 16th centuries a group of tiles 
were produced which saw a return to floor tiles of a larger size and 
thickness (Fig. 74, No. 22-35). Tiles of this date found at York occur 
in two sizes, 114-118 mm, and 140-153 mm (Fig. 75). Most tiles range in 
thickness from 26-33 mm (Fig. 76). Tiles of this type mainly come from 
the supposed tilery at North Street. As discussed already in Chapter 
9.2, the evidence for the manufacture of tiles at this location seems 
very slim. Although the tiles are badly made, there are no obvious 
wasters. Certain tiles have clay attached to the upper glazed 
surface, where tiles have touched during the firing. The glaze on 
these, and certain other tiles, appears to be unworn suggesting that, 
for some reason, they were not actually used for flooring. 
Tiles of a similar age are found at Fountains, Byland and 
Rievaulx Abbeys. The tiles of this series are easily identified by 
their fabric, which is coarse and sandy. This has resulted in an 
irregular outline to the stamp die cavities resulting in a blurring of 
the design. The white clay inlay is very thin, and certain tiles show 
evidence of having been produced by the stamp-on-slip method (Drury, 
1979: 10). 
An unusual feature of some of these tiles is the presence of nail 
holes in the corners of the upper surface. This is normally a feature 
of tiles imported from the Netherlands (Eames, 1980: 270). As only 
certain tiles have such holes this suggests that there were at least 
two tilers at work. One who used a nailed board and another who did 
not. The tiler who used the nailed board may even have come from the 
Netherlands. None of the tiles found at York, however, have any 
obvious nail holes. 
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Tiles in this series seem to have been commissioned by two abbots 
of Fountains. A four tile pattern includes the initials JD for John 
Darnton who was abbot from 1478 to 1494. Darnton was succeeded by 
Marmaduke Huby abbot from 1494 to 1526. One of the tile designs can 
be attributed with certainty to Huby as it includes both this coat of 
arms and motto. One design has the arms of the abbey within a 
circular band (Eames, 1980: 261-271). 
Only two tiles from the series found at York are listed in Eames 
(Fig. 74, Nos. 32-33). Tile 33 is Eames design 1558 from Rievaulx 
which shows the badge of Thomas Stanley, Early of Derby, who died in 
1504. Many of the other designs from York are extremely similar to 
other tiles found at Rievaulx and Fountains Abbey. Tile number 204 in 
the Yorkshire Museum, found in York, is another version of Eames's 
design 1495 from Reivaulx, whilst a tile from Holy Trinity, 
Micklegate, has parallels at Byland in the west cloister (L. Keen 
pers. comm. ). 
The only tile in the British Museum collection from the York area 
is Eames's design 1462 from the site of the Archbishop's Palace, 
situated on the Ouse 4 kilometers south of the city. Although Eames 
dates the design to the early 16th century she does not believe it 
belongs in the same group as the other late medieval Yorkshire tiles 
(Eames, 1980: 272). As the same design occurs in York itself (Fig. 74, 
No. 32) in the same fabric as the other tiles in the late 15th/early 
16th century tile series, the Archbishop's Palace tile almost 
certainly belongs to the same group. 
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In addition to the large collection of these tiles from North 
Street similar tiles have been found at 57 The Garlands, 28 Lord 
Mayors Walk, Parliament Street, Holy Trinity Church in Micklegate, and 
there is a single example from York Minster. There is also a probable 
example from St. Mary's Abbey (YMU, SMA55 TLX TOPSOIL). Outside York 
a tile of this type has been found at Hull (Watkins, 1980: 22), and 
there is another possible example from Eastgate, Chester (Eames, 
1980: 333). 
Yorkshire possesses another series of late medieval floor tiles. 
These are a small group of line-impressed tiles. One basic decorative 
pattern was used, but it occurs in five variants on tiles of differing 
size. They occur both at Fountains and Rievaulx Abbeys, and at Sawley 
Abbey and Mount Grace Priory. One of the designs from Rievaulx has 
nail holes, and this again may indicate the presence of a tilemaker 
from the Netherlands operating in Yorkshire during this period. A 
small fragment of one of the Rievaulx designs (Fig. 74, No. 36; YMEG, 
YMXB8/77) was uncovered at York during excavations at the Minster. It 
was tiles of this design which were reported in the Handbook of the 
Yorkshire Museum of 1891 as coming from a kiln not far from Fountains 
Abbey (Sampson, 1891: 155). The position of this kiln has now been 
lost. 
Dating of these line impressed tiles is difficult. They are 
thought by Eames to be similar in date to the two colour tiles 
described previously. Keen (1979) says they date from the first 
quarter of the 15th century at Mount Grace Priory. This may well be 
correct as the line impressed tile from, York has a different fabric to 
the North Street two colour tiles. The York tile also has a fabric 
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visually very similar to the tiles of identical design from the 
Fountains Abbey kiln. Both also have slightly finer moulding sand on 
their base, in comparison to the two colour tiles. 
All the available evidence suggests that both the two colour and 
line impressed. tiles-came from the Fountains Abbey area. The line 
impressed tiles are probably earlier than the two colour tiles 
according to Keen, 
lanq 
it is these tiles which were found at the 
Fountains Abbey, kiln site. The late 15th/early 16th century two 
colour tiles may have been produced at the same kiln site. A small 
selection of tiles: from North Street have been sectioned along with a 
floor tile fromFountains Abbey itself. 
There are a number of tiles of uncertain age which fall into no 
apparent group. None have known parallels published elsewhere. 
The tile shown in Figure 74, number 37, is probably the earliest 
of the four (YMU, No. 236). It has a thickness of 36-7 mm, and a size 
of 110-4 x 112-3 mm. The tile thickness suggests a 13th century date, 
but the length and breadth differ from other tiles of this date. The 
tile is very unusual as the design is not produced by the addition of 
slip. The tile has been stamped in the normal manner, but on firing 
the stamped area changed to a grey, reduced, colour whilst the 
majority of the tile became oxidised and turned reddish-brown. Green 
glaze covered the whole top surface. 
Tile number 40, in Figure 74, came from the city wall near the 
(old) railway station, according to an inscription written on the side 
of the tile. The floor tile has tapered sides and a round top edge, 
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and may belong to some kind of border pattern. The half tile from 
Saint Mary's Abbey (YMU, No. 38) may have served a similar purpose. 
Both tiles are probably 14th century in date. 
Two tiles from the 'Bird in the Hand' hotel, which stood at the 
end of St. Leonard's Place, at its junction with Bootham, have no 
known parallels outside York (YMU, Nos. 246 and 249). Both tiles are 
identical, they show a lion in white slip against a plain background 
(Fig. 74, No. 39). Although they are the same thickness as the 
Midlands type tiles, they are both slightly smaller. 
All other decorated floor tile fragments are too small, or too 
worn, to be identified with certainty. Sampson (1891: 156) records the 
presence of floor tiles from St. Williams college "of a late date". 
Two tiles had a design incorporating a unicorn and a fox. They were 
purchased by the Yorkshire Museum in 1881 but their present 
whereabouts are unknown. 
The manufacture of decorated lead-glaze floor tiles largely died 
out at the end of the medieval period. Some of the last inlaid tiles 
to be made were used to cover the floor of Llanthony Priory, 
Gloucestershire in the middle of the 16th century. Relief tiles, 
however, continued to be produced in isolated localities until the 
early 18th century (Eames, 1968: 25,29). In York the last decorated 
floor tiles were those made in the late 15th/early 16th century found 
at North Street and elsewhere. The production of such tiles did not 
die out because of the dissolution of the religious houses as the 
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craft died out in France too, although the monasteries were retained. 
The industry seems to have ended because of a change in architectural 
fashion. 
10.3.2 Plain-Floor Tiles 
Flemish Tiles 
Plain floor tiles were used in various locations in the city of 
York. The size and thickness of such tiles is shown in Figures 77 and 
78 respectively. Unfortunately, lacking decoration, such tiles are 
extremely difficult to date and are thus grouped according to the site 
at which they were found. Only in the case of the Flemish floor tiles 
from the crypt of York Minster do we know the date at which they were 
used. The crypt contains two sets of tiles. One set are about 180 mm 
square, a selection of which are shown in Figure 77, whilst the others 
are around 275 mm square. Because they are set in the floor their 
thickness cannot be determined, except for one of the large tiles 
which was roughly 32-51 mm thick. The tiles are either slipped 
resulting in a yellow colour, or unslipped, in which case they are 
dark green. The tiles are laid in a chequerboard fashion. Despite 
the fact that documentary records prove that both sets of tile were 
imported from Flanders in 1415, nail holes could not be found in any 
of the tiles despite a painstaking search. 
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Figure 77: Length and breadth of plain floor tiles. 
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The plain tiles from Skeldergate excavated by YAT in 1973 did 
have five clearly defined nail holes in the top surface. One in each 
corner and one in the tile centre. There is no doubt that these tiles 
are Flemish, as are all other plain floor tiles with nail holes found 
in York. Even if such holes are not present, Flemish tiles can 
usually be identified by the flaky nature of their slip when damaged, 
and their fairly frequent slightly sandy fabric. Three Skeldergate 
tiles were thin sectioned. One of these (YAT, 1973: 14.111.692) has 
been stuck on the nailed board twice resulting in two pairs of nail 
holes in each normal position. The Skeldergate tiles are much smaller- 
than those used in the crypt of York Minster as they range in size 
from 119-123 mm, with a thickness of 21-26 mm. One of the fragments 
(YAT, 1973: 14.1.414) has clearly been reused as there is mortar on the 
broken edge. 
The Flemish tiles from Skeldergate are very similar to the 
Flemish tiles uncovered during the excavations at St. Mary Bishophill 
Senior. At least four nail holes, one in each corner, are visible on 
one tile (YMU, 1978.63 A 49). Three of the tiles (YMU, 1978.63. A 
48,49,51) have a more orange body colour and two 49 and 51) are 
slightly larger than the remaining tiles (Fig. 77). The latter may not 
be contemporary with the other floor tiles as these tiles are 125-127 
mm in size compared to 117-121 mm for the main group. One tile from 
St. Mary Bishophill Senior was found 'in situ' over the footings of 
the Saxon and Norman east end of the church. This implies that at 
least one size of Flemish floor tile were laid down after the 13th 
century eastward extension. They may well date to the reconstruction 
of the north aisle in c. 1300 (Ramm, 1976: 57). 
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One example of a Flemish floor tile was uncovered from Bedern 
Chapel by YAT. This differs from both the Skeldergate and St. Mary 
Bishophill Senior tiles in its size, which is only 113-4 x 113-5 mm. 
The tile has four nail holes, one in each corner. It is only slightly 
larger than two examples of Flemish floor tiles from St. Mary's Abbey 
whose sides range in length from 109-112 mm. The St. Mary's Abbey 
tiles (YMU, SMA Top Soil; SMA53 WS), however, have five nail holes. 
Three complete plain floor tiles were uncovered during 
excavations under the Minster, and these are shown in Figure 77. All 
three lack nail holes but two (YMEG, YM69 SD/43; YM71SD US/2) are 
probably of Flemish origin. One Flemish tile fragment from York 
Minster (YMEG, YM68 ES/119) has two surviving nail holes but only one 
measurable side. The surviving length is 114 mm which is the same as 
the tile from Bedern Chapel. This is, however, different from the 
tiles in the Minster crypt. 
Clearly, Flemish floor tiles were imported into York in a wide 
variety of sizes. Numerous other medieval sites in England received 
similar tiles including Mountgrace Priory, Hull and Guisborough 
Priory. The Guisborough tiles are 25 mm thick, typical of York tiles, 
and occur in two sizes (Knight and Keen, 1977: 74). The first are 
about 110 mm square, fairly similar to the St. Mary's Abbey tiles, 
whilst the second are about 250 mm square. Tiles were imported into 
England in considerable quantities from at least the 14th century 
until the reign of Henry VIII (Eames, 1980: 273-4). 
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English Tiles 
Not all the plain floor tiles used in York were Flemish. The York 
Minster excavations produced a large number of English made plain 
floor tiles, many of which were fragmentary. The wide differences in 
thickness (Fig. 78) suggest a number of different sources for these 
tiles. Certain tiles could be distinguished because of the presence 
of numerous silty inclusions in the clay matrix. These tiles have a 
brown or green glaze or, if slipped, were yellow in colour. All the 
tiles were either scraped smooth on the base or have the remains of 
fine moulding sand. The close similarity of fabric and thickness, six 
out of seven tiles have an average thickness of 28-29 mm, strongly 
suggests a common origin for tiles in this silty fabric group. 
Another group of plain floor tiles is characterised by having 
coarser than usual moulding sand on the base. These'tiles are also of 
similar thickness, 29-34 mm, suggesting these tiles, too, may be 
contemporary. All have a fine, or slightly sandy fabric with a glaze 
colour of either green or various shades of brown. 
Most of the other fragments in the YMEG collection are too small 
to place into any kind of grouping with certainty. One tile (YMEG, 
YM72 xBl/52), however, has a coarse sandy fabric not unlike the 
decorated tiles from North Street. 
Two plain floor tiles were found at Lord Mayors Walk. One has 
had to be consolidated, presumably because of its soft sandy fabric. 
This tile, which has only fragments of yellow glaze surviving on its 
top surface, has the same type of sanding on its base as that found on 
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the North Street tiles and may well belong to the same series. The 
sanding on the other tile, which has a black coloured glaze, is 
obscured by mortar. 
There are plain floor tiles of similar size to the Lord Mayors 
Walk tiles at St. Mary's Abbey, although they seem to be from a 
different source. All the Abbey tiles have a fine fabric, where 
visible, and are characterised by a slight depression in the central 
area of the top surface of the tile. The tiles, all of which have 
fine sanding on the base, are glazed yellow or yellowish-green. 
Another plain floor tile excavated from the Abbey (YMU, SMA53 Blind 
School) has a slightly sandy fabric with an unusual light yellowish- 
brown colour. This tile seems to be different from all the other 
tiles from St. Mary's Abbey. 
Plain floor tiles, like decorated tiles, were used primarily to 
pave ecclesiastical buildings. The tiles found in Clementhorpe 
Nunnery were located in what has been intel-preted as part of the 
priory church. Paving tiles were found in two separate areas. One 
area consisted of heavily worn unglazed floor tile, whilst the other 
consisted of much repaired glazed and unglazed floor tile. In a third 
area there were tile impressions in the mortar base but the tiles 
themselves had been removed (Brinklow, 1984a: 5-6). 
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10.4 Medieval Brick and Tile Size 
Brick 
The size of the bricks at Coggeshall Abbey, used in the church 
dedicated in 1167, are approximately 2x6x V/4 inch (305 x 152 x 
45 mm), (Lloyd, 1928: 96). These are the earliest bricks of certain 
post-Roman date in Britain (Gardner, 1955: 21). They belong to a 
series of bricks known as the medieval 'great brick', which commonly 
measured 13 x6x2 inch (330 x 152 x 51 mm) and dates to the period 
c. 1150 - 1225 (Drury, 1981: 127). Such large bricks were gradually 
ousted by smaller, more handy sized units, during the 13th century 
(Woodforde, 1976: 42). 
With the possible exception of buildings using the 'great brick', 
the dating of buildings by the size of their brickwork has met with 
limited success. Medieval brickwork in particular is very variable. 
-Bricks in the same wall, even in the same course, can vary widely. It 
is not uncommon in the 15th century to find differences in the order 
of two inches in length (Lloyd, 1928: 11). Clearly, such differences 
can not be explained by differing degrees of shrinkage caused during 
firing. Bricks must have been produced in moulds of different size. 
Dating of brick structures can be further complicated by the reuse of 
older bricks of different size. 
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The problem of using size in dating can be illustrated by looking 
at the bricks used in Little Wenham Hall, Suffolk. Although it is one 
of the first houses built with a substantial quantity of brick, the 
bricks, dating from 1260-1280, are only fractionally different from 
today's British Standard Metric size of 215 x 102.5 x 65 mm (85/8 x 4Y8 x 
2Y8 inch), (Woodforde, 1976: 45). 
To look at the variation in brick size over time, measurements 
were taken from a number of standing buildings in York, with 
additional information from excavated material. These ranged in date 
from the 14th to the mid 18th century. Where possible both the length 
and breadth were recorded for each brick, along with the thickness. 
This, however, was not possible where bricks were set in a wall except 
at the corners of buildings. The accuracy of size measurements taken 
from standing buildings can never be as good as from excavated 
examples which are generally detached and relatively free of mortar. 
In certain buildings the mortar pointing tended to obscure the brick 
edges making measurement difficult. In these cases care was taken to 
measure what seemed to be the most complete dimension. Whilst this 
may not be the true size in every case the discrepancy is only likely 
to be in the order of a few millimetres. 
The amount of dated medieval brickwork which is accessible for 
size measurement is relatively small. Valuable additional information 
has been obtained from bricks in the YMEG collection, and examples 
uncovered by YAT. 
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Length 
A close look at the length measurements (Figs. 79-80) reveals that 
the 14th century bricks from the Merchants Adventurers Hall are, on 
average, longer than the 15th century examples from the Red. Tower and 
the King's Manor (St. Mary's Abbey Abbots Lodgings). The largest 
bricks from York are from the excavations at York Minster. They were 
part of a brick floor surface bounded on two sides by a low limestone 
wall. The structure probably post-dates the nave, constructed in 
c. 1291, but the exact date of the bricks is not known (YMEG, pers. 
comm). Their size would indicate a date in the 14th century, or 
perhaps the 13th century. The infill of the brick structure contained 
13th century pot, but this does not prove a 13th century date. 
St. William's College staircase block, built in the third quarter 
of the 17th century, contains a mixture of contemporary 17th century 
and reused medieval brick, a feature which apparently has so far gone 
unnoticed. Many of the medieval bricks have a weathered appearance 
due to their age and possible poorer quality. At least one example 
has the remains of coarse moulding sand, a feature characteristic of 
medieval bricks. In contrast the 17th century brick at St. Williams 
Collage has fine moulding sand attached to the outside where it can be 
seen at all. Another building incorporating medieval brickwork is the 
Borthwick Institute rebuilt in brick in 1655, this came to light when 
collecting samples of brick removed during recent repair work to the 
area below the left window on the south-east front of the building 
(Fig-95). 
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Breadth 
There is no apparent difference in the breadth between bricks of 
14th and 15th century date (Fig. 81). Bricks from the 14th century 
Merchant Adventurers Hall are almost identical to those from the 
King's Manor. In contrast, many of the late 15th century bricks used 
in the Red Tower are notably broader than bricks used in the King's 
Manor during the same period. Again this illustrates the dangers of 
using brick size to date buildings of brick construction. 
Most of the medieval bricks recovered from excavations by YAT and 
YMEG are of similar breadth to the broader examples found 'in situ' in 
the Red Tower (Fig. 66). The reused bricks in St Williams College are 
very similar to those from both the King's Manor and the Merchant 
Adventurers Hall, and most of the smaller examples from the Red Tower. 
The wide variation in breadth exhibited by bricks in the Red Tower may 
indicate the presence of reused bricks, or the addition of later 
brickwork. What is certain, is that the tower has been repaired and 
altered many times during its history. 
Thickness 
Studies by Lloyd (1928: 11,96-100) have shown that most medieval 
bricks used in England up to the mid 15th century were approximately 
1%-2 inch (45-51 mm) in thickness. Figure 79 shows the thickness of 
medieval bricks plotted along with their length. 
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It is apparent from Figure 79 that there is no obvious difference 
in thickness between bricks of 14th century and 15th century date. 
Just over half have a thickness of between 45-51 mm, which is 
comparable with bricks of a similar age in other parts of the country. 
Most of the remaining bricks are only marginally smaller. 
The results for the bricks of uncertain date are significantly 
different. All but one are less than 45 mm, the thinnest of which is 
only 33.5 mm. These bricks, mainly from York Minster, are almost all 
thinner than the medieval bricks listed by Lloyd (1928: 96) from other 
areas of the country. 
None of the bricks from York have dimensions equal to those given 
for the medieval 'great brick'. The examples from York Minster are 
approaching the length of the 'great brick', but are signifeantly 
smaller in breadth. 
The nearest towns with a significant amount of medieval brickwork 
are Hull and Beverley in Humberside. The size of brick used in both 
towns is discussed by Lloyd (1928: 6). In the north and south 
transepts of Holy Trinity Church, Hull, the bricks of c. 1315-20 date 
are mainly 229 x 111 x 52 mm and 248 x 121 x 54 mm respectively. 
Whilst in the chancel of c. 1340 the bricks are usually around 251 x 
127 x 56 mm. The bricks from the chancel and south transept at Hull 
are similar in length and breadth to the bricks reused in St. 
William's College, and some of the smaller examples in the Red Tower. 
The York bricks are, however, around 10 mm thinner. 
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The bricks from Beverley Minster, dating from the second quarter 
of the 14th century, and in the North Bar, constructed in 1409-10, 
measure on average 254 x 133 x 51 mm. There are no bricks of exactly 
this size from York. Some of the bricks in the Red Tower are similar 
in length and breadth, but the Beverley bricks, like those from Hull, 
are again greater in thickness. 
The evidence from Hull and Beverley shows that the size of the 
moulds used must have been similar to at least some of those in use at 
York, at least in terms of length and breadth. It is the shallow 
depth of the mould which distinguishes the York bricks. Clearly, 
there was no attempt in medieval Yorkshire to produce a standard size 
brick. No doubt each town attempted to ensure that the bricks 
produced were of correct size, but the size chosen seems to have been 
selected regardless of the size used elsewhere. 
Roof Tiles 
Very few complete medieval tiles have been found during 
excavations at York. Those that have been measured are listed below. 
All are roof tiles, with the Possible exception of the plain blank 
tile, number 5. 
Complete Medieval Roof Tiles (in millimetres) 
Length Breadth Thick- Nail Hole Comments 
ness 
1) 270 149-154 14 - With nib on bottom 
edge: 40xl5xlO mm 
2) 271-273 185 12 9 (square) 
3) 300-304 179-180 17 9 (round) Depression in lower 
edge 
4) 312-320 214 15-17 16 x 22 
5) 313-315 213 17-19 - Plain blank tile 
6) 326-330 211 11-13 11 x 8-11 
7) 367-372 167-212 17-23 18 (round) Two nail holes, 
tapered upper 
quarter. 
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Length 
Based on length, the roof tiles listed above can be placed into 
three fairly distinct groups. The first consists of tiles 1 and 2 
which are around 270 mm in length. Both tiles have a smaller breadth 
t 
than most other roof tiles, particularly the tile with'the nib on the 
bottom (or top) edge. This tile is discussed more fully in Chapter 
10.1. In the second group are tiles 2-6 which are 300 mm and over, 
with an average breadth of 302-328 mm. Finally, there is tile 7 which 
tapers inward at the top edge. This tile is distinctly longer than 
all the other tiles measured. Tile 7 is also described more fully in 
Chapter 10.1. 
Breadth 
Roof tiles with square, or slightly rectangular nail holes are 
broader than tiles with round nail holes. Round peg hole tiles range 
in breadth from 176-202 mm, whilst square, or rectangular, nail hole 
tiles range from 186-224 mm. The majority of the latter having a 
breadth of over 206 mm. All are of one nail hole type, except the 
tapered tile referred to above. 
More tiles will have to be measured before distinct groupings can 
be established. Initial findings suggests two main groupings. Tiles 
with a breadth between 176-188 mm and another group with tiles between 
206-218 mm. The tile with a rib on one edge is only 149-154 mm, 
distincly thinner than all other peg tiles. 
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Thickness 
The majority of rectangular shaped peg tile ranges in thickness 
from 12-19 mm. Ridge tiles have a similar thickness. The only roof 
tiles which differ from this are, firstly, a series of glazed roof 
tiles found at York Minster and in number of YAT excavations, and 
secondly, the tapered roof tile from the YMEG collection. The latter 
ranges in thickness from 17-23 mm, whilst the glazed roof tiles range 
in thickness from 15-21 mm. Two glazed roof tiles of this type from 
Blake Street have been thin sectioned (Y26/Bs and Y28/Bs). 
Tile size is specified in the 1477 Act passed during the reign of 
Edward IV. The sizes specified are as follows: 
Plain tile - 267 x 159 x 13 mm (or at least 6.5 mm) 
(10'/2 x 6% x 
Y2 inch) 
Roof or - 330 x 13 mm (or at least 6.5 mm), no breadth 
Crest tile specified 
(13 x %, inch) 
Gutter or - 255 mm, with convenient width and 'thickness 
Corner tile (10 inch) 
The plain tile from York is signifcantly larger than that 
specified in the 1477 Statute. Most of the roof tiles from York are 
slightly smaller than the 1477 Statute. The nearest is tile 6 with a 
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length ranging between 326 and the Statute size of 330 mm. The 
thickness of the roof tiles from York varies, but is usually not far 
from the Statute thickness of 13 mm. 
Floor Tile 
The size of the various types of floor tiles found in York are 
discussed in the medieval floor tile section (chapter 10.3). 
10.5 Colour 
In Figure 82 are the results of colour analysis for most of the 
medieval bricks and tiles thin sectioned. The range of colours 
exhibited by bricks and roofing tile found at York is very much the 
same as that shown by Roman tile manufactured in the city. Most tiles 
are either red or light red. This is not surprising as the same clay 
source seems to have been exploited in both periods. 
Certain roof tiles are characterised by the presence of a grey, 
reduced, area. These are the thicker, glazed, roof tile described in 
the last section. Dating evidence is lacking, but these tiles are 
probably quite early. 
Medieval bricks from York are usually fired to a red or, very 
occasionally, a reddish-yellow colour. It is not uncommon to find 
various shades of red in the same brick. Firman and Firman (1967: 308) 
looked at the hue of bricks ranging in date from the 12th to the first 
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half of the 16th century. Almost all the bricks studied were fired to 
various shades of red, particularly from the 15th century onwards. 
Before this date brick colour was found to vary-widely. The only 
bricks of pre-15th century date at York are in the Merchant 
Adventurers Hall. These are red in colour and do not exhibit the 
colour range of 14th century bricks in other parts of the country. 
Red coloured bricks are characteristic of other Northern 14th century 
brickyards, such as Hull (Harley, 1974: 71). 
The floor tiles in Figure 82 fall into two groups, those with 
reduced cores and those without. The tiles from Bedern Chapel, of 
14th century date, have reduced cores, as do the probable 13th century 
tiles from the same loation. In contrast, the Flemish tiles from 
Skeldergate are all light red in colour, including the three examples 
thin sectioned. None of the late 15th/early 16th century floor tiles 
from North Street, and other sites, have reduced cores either. The 
solitary plain floor tile found at Bedern Hall also lacks a grey core. 
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Chapter 11 
Analytical Results and Interpretation 
A list of the medieval material thin sectioned and subject to 
neutron activation analysis is shown in Appendix 2. The rock and 
mineral inclusions, and textural analysis results, for each thin 
section are listed in Appendices 3 and 4 respectively. Appendix 5 
shows the NAA isotope concentrations for each sample. 
11.1 Roof Tile and Brick 
The fabric of medieval bricks found in York differs from the 
majority of roof tiles produced in the city. Bricks were generally 
sandier than many roof tiles. Figures 83 and 84 show the results of 
cluster analysis and principal components analysis respectively. In 
the cluster analysis plot (Fig. 83) one cluster consists of eight brick 
samples together with seven roof tile samples. In the other cluster 
there are twelve roof tile samples but only two brick samples. In 
principal components analysis (Fig. 84) certain brick samples are 
placed in the roof tile distribution whilst others fall outside. 
Where both roof tile and brick were compared using discriminant 
analysis the results showed a relatively small overlap between the two 
(Fig-85). Eight out of ten bricks (80%) were placed in the designated 
brick group, and sixteen out of nineteen (84.2%) of roof tiles were 
placed in the designated roof tile group on the basis of discriminant 
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analysis. Excluding mis-classified samples, the probabilty, P(X/G), 
that the bricks belong to the designated brick group was between 
16.9-99.1%. For roof tiles the probability that they belonged to the 
designated roof tile group was between 8.9-99.4%. 
The scatter of the principal components plot reflects the 
variation in the grain size distribution of individual samples. This 
may be due to differences in the clay used at different kiln sites 
operating in the York area. A number of different clay pits are known 
to have been in operation around York during the medieval period. 
Even roof tiles from the same source may show fabric differences if 
the nature of the clay used altered as the clay pit was extended. 
At York peg tile roofs were in existence by the mid 13th century. 
It is possible that they superseded roofs of flanged/curved tile 
construction. Two flanged tiles from Blake Street were thin 
sectioned, Y26/Bs and Y28/Bs. The date of York's flanged tiles is 
uncertain, but they are known to have gone out of production by the 
mid 13th century in other areas of Britain. The principal components 
analysis plot and the cluster analysis diagram (Figs. 83-84) show no 
apparent difference in fabric between flanged tiles and peg tiles. 
The other two roof tiles which are probably early are the thick, 
glazed examples from Blake Street (Y26/Bs and Y28/Bs). Both differ 
from the other roof tiles analysed in having a greater percentage of 
grains under 0.015 mm. One of these tiles has a fabric different from 
all the other medieval roofing material analysed. 'In discriminant 
analysis (Fig. 85) the tile is allocated to the brick group with a 
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Discriminant Function 1 
Figure 85: Discriminant analysis of Medie'val roof tile and 
brick, thin sectioned. 
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P(X/G) probability value of 82.7%. In principal components and 
cluster analysis (Figs. 83-84) the tile is grouped with the medieval 
pottery samples. 
A brick sample from Bishophill (Y33/Bi) differs from all the 
remaining bricks analysed. Thin section analysis revealed a very fine 
sandy fabric, with very few quartz grains over 0.12 mm in size. In 
cluster analysis (Fig. 83) the brick groups with the medieval pottery 
samples. This may indicate that the brick, and the glazed roof tiles 
(Y28/Bs) referred to previously, came from a similar clay source to 
that used for pottery manufacture. 
Neutron activation analysis was carried out on three medieval peg 
tiles (NAA: 68-70). All three grouped with the Roman tile produced at 
York and with the clay samples obtained from Coppergate (Figs. 42-44). 
This not only indicates that the roof tiles were produced at York, but 
that a similar clay source was utilised during both the Roman and 
Medieval period. 
Despite the slight differences in grain size between medieval 
bricks and roofing tile, the actual rock and mineral inclusions are 
very similar in both. They also show little difference from the 
inclusions found in Roman bricks and tiles from, York (Appendix 4). 
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11.2 Floor Tile 
In the time available it has only been possible to analyse a 
relatively small number of decorated and plain medieval floor tiles. 
The results therefore represent more of an initial plot study, rather 
than a detailed analysis of all known types found in the city. 
Particular attention has been paid to the varieties of tile only found 
in York which may well be of local manufacture. Despite the limited 
nature of this study, thin section analysis has proved extremely 
useful in defining the fabric of many of the floor tile groups found 
in the city. 
Bedern Chapel 
The floor tiles from Bedern Chapel fall into two groups (see 
Chapter 10.3.1); a thicker series of tiles believed by Eames 
(1980: 323) to be 13th century, and a thinner series of tiles almost 
certainly 14th century in date. 
I 
The earlier and later Bedern Chapel tiles separate on the cluster 
analysis plot (Fig. 87). The probable 13th century tiles form a 
reasonably close group. In contrast, the 14th century floor tiles are 
separate and it would seem unlikely they originated from the same 
source. 
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In principle components analysis (Fig-86) the probable 13th 
century tiles again form a reasonably close group, whilst the two 14th 
century tiles separate. One sample (Y6/Bd) lies next to the probable 
13th century group. This suggests that Y6/Bd and the probable 13th 
century floor tiles may have originated from a common source. 
Two sets of 14th century tiles occur at Bedern Chapel, both of 
different size. Unfortunately, only broken examples were thin 
sectioned so the original size of the two floor tiles analysed is not 
known. However, the broken length of sample Y6/Bd was longer than the 
surviving length of the smaller floor tile variety, which measures 98 
mm, and is thus presumably one of the longer tiles, which have an 
average size of 119 mm. 
Figure 88, the principal components plot showing all the medieval 
and post-medieval material thin sectioned, reveals that the probable 
13th century Bedern Chapel tiles have a different grain size 
distribution from brick and tile manufactured in York. A York origin 
therefore would seem unlikely. Again, the two 14th century floor 
tiles are separated on the principal components plot. 
When the Bedern Chapel tiles were compared with just the medieval 
and probable pre-Conquest tiles from York (Fig. 89) the distribution 
pattern again showed that the probable 13th century Bedern Chapel 
floor tiles differ from the brick and tile thought to have been 
manufactured in York. Again this indicates an origin outside the 
city. 
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Both 14th century floor tiles have grain size distributions which 
could be matched at York although tile Y6/Bd is on the very edge of 
the medieval brick distribution. It is the 14th century floor tiles 
which have designs so far unparalleled outside York. The other tile 
(Y5/Bd) fits in both the medieval roof tile and brick distributions. 
This tile at least would seem to be of local manufacture. The Vicars 
Choral are known to have produced floor tiles in the 15th century and 
could possibly have produced these tiles to pave their own chapel. 
Bedern Hall 
The Bedern Hall floor tile (Yl2/Bd) differs from the Bedern 
Chapel tiles as it is lacking in any type of decoration. It also has 
a much more sandy fabric. The tile differs from the chapel tiles on 
both the cluster analysis and principal components plots (Figs. 87 and 
88). It is one of the few tiles which has a grain size distribution 
similar to the clay samples collected although the clay samples do not 
match the brick and roof tiles of local manufacture. The Bedern Hall 
floor tile falls into the medieval roof tile distribution in Figure 89 
and could well be locally produced. Neutron activation analysis of 
the Bedern Hall tile may establish whether the tile is indeed of local 
manufacture. 
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North Street Tiles 
It has already been noted that the 'wasters' from the North 
Street site, dating from the late 15th/early 16th century, are almost 
certainly not waster tiles. This is despite the fact that many are 
poorly made and appear to be unused. 
The North Street tiles (Yl-3/Ns) are instantly recognizable by 
their markedly coarse sandy clay matrix. They are all grouped 
together on the cluster analysis dendrogram and principal components 
plot (Figs. 87 and 86) which indicates that all three originated from 
the same source. A York origin seems very unlikely as all three 
separate from the majority of medieval and post-medieval material 
shown in Figure 88. 
An origin in the Fountains Abbey area has been suggested based on 
the stamp design (Chapter 10.3.1). One floor tile (Fa/1) from the 
Abbey itself was thin sectioned, but the tile has a grain size 
distribution much finer than the North Street tiles from York 
(Fig. 86). As the earlier Fountains Abbey tiles are known to lack the 
distinctly sandy fabric of the late 15th/early 16th century tiles, the 
thin sectioned example could be one of these earlier floor tiles. 
There are examples of 15th, or early 16th century, tiles in the 
Yorkshire Museum which are believed to have come from a tile kiln near 
Fountains Abbey. These have the same sandy fabric as the North Street 
tiles from York. A plain tile found recently at Fountains, also has 
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the same sandy fabric as the York tiles. There seems little doubt 
that the York tiles originated from a kiln site, now lost, somewhere 
close to Fountains Abbey. 
Flemish Floor Tiles 
Three Flemish floor tiles, probably of 15th century date were 
thin sectioned (Y31-33/Sk). The tiles have a similar grain size and 
mineral inclusion content. All three tiles have abundant quartz and 
quartzite, with a scatter of red clay inclusions, together with 
plagioclose feldspar, muscovite and biotite mica in a calcium 
carbonate rich clay matrix (Appendix 4). 
On the cluster analysis and principal components plot (Figs. 87 
and 86) they were found to group with some of the probable pre- 
Conquest tiles from York and the Fountains Abbey tile, although there 
is no evidence to suggest either were Flemish imports. This 
highlights again one of the problems of grain size analysis. It is 
quite possible to have tiles from widely different sources to have 
very similar quartz grain size distributions. A similar situation 
arose when the Roman tile from Manchester and York was compared 
(chapter 7.2.1). This is one of the reasons why NAA is used in an 
effort to substantiate the results of textural analysis. The Flemish 
floor tiles, along with the Fountains Abbey tile, also have a fabric 
not to dis-similar to many medieval bricks and tiles probably made in 
York. When grain size is of little help, it is usually other 
attributes such as mineral content, or tile size, colour and hardness 
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which can be used to differentiate tiles of different origin. In the 
case of Flemish floor tiles it is manufacturing technique (Chapter 
10.2). 
The floor tile groupings discussed above were tested using 
discriminant analysis (Fig. 90). All tiles, except one, were allocated 
to their correct group with P(G/X) probability values ranging between 
65.7-100.0%. The only exception is Yl/As, one of the probable pre- 
Conquest tiles from All Saints, Pavement, church in York. This tile 
was allocated to the medieval Flemish floor tile group. The Bedern 
Hall tile has a 100% P(X/G) probability. This is because there is 
only one tile in group 5 so it must belong to that group. However, 
the 100% P(G/X) value shows that there is no chance of the tile 
falling into any of the other five discriminant analysis groups. The 
two 14th century Bedern Chapel tiles have identical P(X/G) 
probabilities. This is because the group centroid falls mid-way 
between the two samples. Unlike principal components analysis both 
14th century floor tiles separate away from the probable 13th century 
tiles. This may be due to the small number of samples in each 
discriminant analysis group. Despite the small sample size, the 
discriminant analysis results illustrate the potential information 
which can be gained from even a relatively small scale textural 
analysis study. 
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Figure 90: Discriminant analysis of Medieval and probable 
Pre-Conquest floor tiles, thin sectioned. 
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Floor Tile Minerology 
With so few tiles of any one type thin sectioned it is not 
possible to study in detail any differences in minerology or inclusion 
type. Certain floor tile groups do show distinguishing features 
(Appendix 4). The imported tiles from Flanders are all characterised 
by the presence of biotite grains in a clay matrix containing small 
calcium carbonate crystals. A number of other tiles also have a 
calcium carbonate rich clay matrix. 
& North Street tiles have a 
greater percentage of quartzite grains than other medieval floor 
tiles, largely due to their more sandy fabric. Sandstone occurs in 
small amounts in the Bedern tiles, particularly Y5/Bd one of the two 
14th century examples, and the North Street tiles, but is absent from 
the Flemish imports. A number of the Bedern Chapel tiles also have 
inclusions of siltstone and laminated shale (or mudstone). These 
inclusions are absent from the other medieval floor tiles analysed. 
Most inclusions, such as muscovite, are common to all floor tile 
groups, but even muscovite varies in amount, being particularly common 
in the probable 13th century floor tiles from Bedern Chapel. 
11.3 Medieval Pottery 
Three 15th century pottery samples were analysed for comparative 
purposes (Yl-3/Wg). All three sherds belong to a series of pottery 
wasters uncovered during excavations at Walmgate, and are clearly of 
local manufacture (Chapter 9.2). Only one tile (Y28/Bs) and one brick 
(Y33/Bi) had a grain size distribution anything like the pottery 
sherds. The pottery samples have clear evidence of the addition of 
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temper. The majority of quartz grains are below 0.09 mm in size. In 
the fine grain clay matrix are scattered medium and large grains, 
mainly between 0.12 - 0.55 mm, and it is these which seem to have been 
deliberately added. In contrast, thin sections Y28/Bs and Y33/Bi show 
no evidence of the addition of sand temper. There is no gap in their 
grain size distributions between the small grains and the medium and 
large grains. In the case of tile Y28/Bs and brick Y33/Bi the medium 
and large grains seem to be part of the original clay matrix along 
with the small quartz grains. 
The results of cluster and principal components analysis (Figs. 83 
and 84) show that roof tiles and bricks have-a different fabric to 
pottery. This suggest that pottery production was carried out 
separately. This is despite the fact that both activities occur in 
the Walmgate area of the city. Potters and tilemakers had separate 
guilds in medieval York, and this would undoubtedly have prevented 
pottery being made by anyone other than the city's potters, unless 
prior agreement had been reached first. 
11.4 Clay Samples 
The clay samples collected (Y6-11/Cg) differ in their grain size 
distribution from most other medieval material thin sectioned 
(Fig. 88). As in the Roman period, this does not mean that the 
sectioned material is not locally produced. It simply indicates that 
the clay samples collected are not representative of the clay used for 
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brick and tile manufacture. It is apparent that future work would 
benefit from attempting to compare more clay samples from sites around 
York. 
Despite the differences in grain size, the actual rock and 
mineral inclusions found in the clay samples are similar to those 
found in bricks and roof tiles thought to be of local manufacture- 
The main rock and mineral inclusions in the clay samples are quartz, 
quartzite, iron oxide, muscovite, and clay inclusions. Biotite, 
chert, plagioclose feldspar, vein quartz, and heavy minerals occur in 
certain thin sections (Appendix 4). Most medieval brick and tile 
samples have a very similar range of rock and mineral types. The only 
major difference is that limestone and sandstone fragments occur in 
certain brick and tile thin sections, but these inclusions are absent 
from the clay samples. 
The NAA results (Figs. 42-44) show that the clay samples group 
with the three York medieval roof tiles analysed as well as the Roman 
and probable pre-Conquest tiles thought to have been produced in the 
York area. 
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Chapter 12 
Post-Medieval York 
12.1 The History of York: 1500-1750 
The 16th century witnessed a period of relatively little change 
in the physical structure of the city. There was little or no 
suburban expansion, houses continued to be predominantly timber 
framed, although the period saw the gradual introduction of brick 
features such as chimneys and fireplaces (Brooks, 1972: 287). The only 
major new buildings were town houses built in York by gentry and 
Northern officials (Palliser, 1979: 27-8). Typical of this development 
are the large houses constructed at 2-6 and 16-18 Micklegate. 
Construction of such dwellings, on the site of several tenements, may 
have only been possible because the area was devastated by the plagues 
of 1550 and 1551. This must have put a lot of vacant property on the 
market at the same time. House prices had fallen markedly because of 
the fall in demand for housing following bouts of plague. They were 
further artificially depressed by the Royal Statute of 1540 ordering 
that decayed houses be rebuilt. In addition, many of the religious 
houses owned by Leonard Beckwith in 1543, obtained after the 
Reformation, were quickly put on the market (RCHM, 1972b: IXV). 
The Reformation in 1536-9 had important economic consequences. 
Not only were the ten religious orders in the city and suburbs closed, 
but also the forty properties owned by the other religious houses in 
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city. Many of the religious orders are known to have had considerable 
wealth, and to have purchased goods in York, in particular St. Mary's 
Abbey, the richest house in the North. Closure may well have caused a 
sharp decline for goods and services in the city. The Reformation 
also resulted in a large number of monastically owned houses being 
transferred to the Crown (Palliser, 1979: 220-1). In 1547 the city 
witnessed the suppression of the chantries and religious guilds, 
including the hospitals such as St. Leonards (Brooks, 1972: 294). Once 
again considerable numbers of houses in the city changed ownership. 
Two government officials initially bought the majority of the charity 
properties in 1549 (Palliser, 1979: 221). 
Despite the 1540 Act, ordering decayed houses to be rebuilt, few 
houses were actually rebuilt; most were patched-up at Thinimum cost. 
The continuing economic decay, which first manifested itself in the 
later half of the 15th century, continued into the 16th century. 
Urban property decay continued, and the corporation housing rents 
continued to fall. Faced with dwellings in urgent need of repair, 
private landlords often took the easiest course and demolished the 
buildings completely. In 1524 the council forbade anyone from 
demolishing houses which stood "towards the commen stretell without the 
city authorities approval. Only 40 or 50 houses are mentioned as 
being built in the 16th century, and of these only seven were 
constructed during the first 60 years (Palliser, 1979: 214). A further 
sign of York's continuing poverty was the closure of 15 of the city's 
40 churches by 1553, following an Act of Parliament in 1547. Most of 
the redundant churches were demolished immediately. 
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York's physical appearance altered little during the 17th 
century. Despite the lack of major public buildings, the 17th century 
did see a gradual change in building style. In the first half of the 
century most buildings continued to be of timber framed construction 
(RCHM, 1981: LXXV), whilst in the second half of the century brick 
became increasingly fashionable. Some of the first secular buildings 
to use brick extensively were Fairfax (later Buckingham) House begun 
in 1638 and Towers' Folly of c. 1640. 
Events in the Civil War revealed the disadvantages of timber- 
framed housing. In March 1642 King Charles 1 moved his court to York 
which during the next six months served as a Royal Capital. During 
this period repairs to the bars and walls were carried out. In April 
1644, following a crushing Royalist defeat at Selby, the city was 
beseiged by Parliamentarian forces. Being of wood, the timber-framed 
buildings in the suburbs were burnt by the defenders in order that 
they could not be used as shelter by the attacking Parliamentary 
troops. Not all the buildings outside Bootham Bar were destroyed 
however. Following the Royalists decisive defeat at Marston Moor the 
city surrendered on 16th July 1644. By the following year repair work 
on the defences had already begun (RCHM, 1972a: 25). 
After hostilities ceased the city authorities decided in a 
resolution of 27th January 1644/5 "It is moved to Common Council on 
Monday next for making an order for building houses upright from the 
ground in brick" (RCHM, 1972b: LXVI). No doubt the burning of the 
suburbs had highlighted the fire risk associated with timber-framed 
buildings. 
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The extent of suburban development before the Civil War is shown 
in John Speed's map of 1610. Houses are shown in Bootham, Marygate, 
Gillygate and Monkgate- A few houses appear at St. Maurice's Road and 
a few more in Jewbury. Less than a dozen houses are recorded at 
Layerthorpe. Lawrence Street had houses up past St. Lawrence's 
church, with a few houses leading to the Church of St. Nicholas, 
Archer's plan drawn after the Civil War in c. 1680 shows that housing 
had been rebuilt in Bootham, with more tenements in Marygate than 
before. In Monkgate the houses do not extend as far out from the 
walls as previously. On the south side of the city no new development 
is recorded (RCHM, 1975: XXXVIII-IX). 
The 18th century witnessed substantial building activity in the 
city. Much of this building work involved no more than the 
reconstruction in brick of the original house front. This was 
encouraged by the council who allowed certain tenants a reduced rent 
to help pay for such improvements. In 1703, for example, the council 
allowed a tenant E45 to help undertake improvements including a new 
brick-built house front. With the increase in horse drawn coaches and 
carriages the city authorities found it necessary to widen some of 
York's narrow medieval streets. This led to the demolition of houses, 
or house fronts were rebuilt further back from the road (VCH, 
1961: 208). 
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12.1.1 Trade and Economy 
The period up to around 1560 was largely one of economic decline. 
Freemen involved in the various crafts dealing with woollen cloth 
suffered particularly badly. Cloth accounted for less than 1% of the 
port of Hull's trade in the last years of Henry VIII's reign. Two 
centuries earlier the port had shipped a quarter of England's total 
wool exports (Davis, 1964: 5), much of it with the help of York 
merchants. In the early 16th century the fullers and cardmakers 
guilds disappeared completely. Other craft gilds, such as the pinners 
and wiredrawers, only survived by amalgamation (Palliser, 1979: 209). 
Cloth continued to be handled by York merchants, but the city became 
an entrepot rather than a point of origin. This was also the time of 
York's other important trading commodity, lead. The largest single 
market for both lead and cloth was Flanders (Palliser, 1979: 195). 
Goods continued to be exported from York via the port of Hull. 
Unfortunately, in the early 16th century London was taking over much 
of the import and export trade enjoyed by the other ports such as 
Hull. 
The city of York seems to have had various disagreements with 
Hull during the 16th century. In 1508 the Merchant Adventurers 
complained to the port about, among other things, the amount levied on 
lead going through for export, and the sale of cloth in the town 
(Sellers, 1918: XLIX). Another dispute flared up in 1571, this time 
over the purchase of coal at Hull. York wrote in a letter to the port 
"we shall desyre you to suffre the said citizeans to buye coales at 
the said towne of Hull, withoute lett of youe or any of your 
inhabitants according to the said composition" (Raine, 1950: 34). 
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In the mid 16th century the trade between York and the port of 
Hull included ashes, coal, clapboards, fish and eels, grain, iron, 
pitch, tar, salt and wainscot, mainly going up river, and cloth and 
lead, mainly travelling down river. The Hull port books of the 15601s 
record the purchase from Newcastle of substantial quantities of coal 
and salt by York merchants, together with marshland Iturves' (peat). 
By the end of the 16th century Newcastle had come to dominate York's 
coastal traffic (Palliser, 1979: 194). The imported turves and coal 
may have been used as an additional source of fuel by the city's 
tile and brickmakers. 
Overseas trade continued to be principally with the Netherlands, 
although with the improvement of the city's economic position in the 
latter part of the 16th century York merchants began to diversify 
their foreign activities. York merchants traded with France, 
especially Gascony, and with northern Germany and the Baltic. The 
city also had trading contacts with Italy and Spain (Palliser, 
1979: 195-6). Trade with the Baltic and northern Germany increased 
rapidly in the 15601s, and continued to 1626-27 when war came to 
Elbring and Danzig (Davis, 1964: 9,21). 
York benefited from the revival of Hull's trade from the middle 
of the sixteenth century. The city also provided a centre for goods 
and services over a large area of Northern England and the North 
Midlands, and regular trading contacts were established with London. 
The revival in York's fortunes was helped tremendously by the 
establishment of the Queen's Northern Council in the city, following 
the Queen's instructions in January 1561. The council's headquarters 
were sited in the Abbots Lodging House of St. Mary's Abbey. This 
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building, which became known as the King's Manor, was considerably 
enlarged during the late 16th and early 17th centuries (RCHM, 
1975: 31-4). No doubt the craft guilds in the building trade benefited 
from the extensive additions to the Manor during this period. In June 
1561 the Queen established the Ecclesiastical Commission for the 
Northern Province, and this too was sited at the Manor. These two 
bodies attracted many gentry and other visitors to the city, as well 
as employing a large number of servants, messengers and other minor 
officials (Palliser, 1979: 262-3). 
With the continuing presence of the Council of the North and the 
Ecclesiastical Commission, York became increasingly established as a 
regional capital. The city was also becoming reliant on the 
increasing number of gentry who resided either permanently or 
temporarily in the city (VCH, 1961: 166). Even the abolition of the 
Council in 1641 did not damage York's prosperity unduly. 
During the 17th century approximately half the population who CM 
were admitted to the freedom of the city were involved in the 
building, clothing, furnishing and victually trades. In contrast, 
the 17th century saw a large fall in the number of haberdasherers, 
merchants, and mercers. Despite the improved trading position of 
Hull, York merchants were hampered by the continued rivalry of London, 
interruption of markets, and lack of adequate shipping. During the 
17th century Hull merchants began to establish a firmer grip on trade 
in the port and in the process the York merchants were gradually 
eliminated (Davis, 1964: 26). Nevertheless the Ouse continued to be an 
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important link between York and Hull, which in 1698 carried great 
quantities of woollen manufacturers, lead, butter, corn, rape-seed, 
tallow and several other commodities (Jackson, 1975: 50). 
In York new craft guilds appeared, and old established guilds 
began to take on a new importance towards the end of the 17th century. 
Occupations such as bookbinders, booksellers, stationers, clockmakers, 
cabinet-makers, rugmakers, soap-boilers, and tobacco pipe makers, 
reflected the rising standards of living experienced by the more 
wealthy of York's citizens (VCH, 1961: 167-9), particularly the gentry 
who had settled in the city. York was beginning to develop into a 
social centre of some importance. 
The development of the city as a social centre continued during 
the 18th century. A large percentage of the population were involved 
with producing not just the basic needs of York's inhabitants, but 
also the luxury goods and services required by the gentry. Attempts 
to set up manufacturing industry began at the start of the 18th 
centry, but these largely proved unsuccessful. Without water power 
and an adequate supply of cheap coal York could not share in the 
industrial expansion of the period (Brooks, 1972: 313). 
Drake, writing in 1736, condemned the city council for continuing 
to strictly regulate trade in the city. He believed, probably 
rightly, that the payment for freedom and the limits imposed on the 
numbers of outsiders allowed in the city dissuaded entrepreneurs from 
establishing manufacturing concerns at York. The freedom regulations 
continued throughout the 18th century, the city authorities allowing 
few relaxations to encourage trade. It was not until the next century 
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that certain large scale manufacturing industries developed. York's 
prosperity depended mainly "on the resort to and residence of several 
country gentlemen with their families" (Drake, 1736,240). 
Despite the lack of large scale manufacturing industry, York 
continued to be an important marketing and regional centre, with 
produce coming in from the rich agricultural land of the Vale of York. 
One of the most important markets in the city was the wholesale butter 
market in Micklegate. York was also one of the leading corn markets 
in the north of England, in addition to dealing with salt, lime and 
particularly coal. Some of the city's water-borne trade was conducted 
in vessels which were built locally on the banks of the Ouse. Trade 
in the 18th century was conducted by dealers, small merchants, 
mariners, brokers, and shopkeepers. No longer was trade in the hands 
of a relatively small group of wealthy merchants. The York merchant 
company had lost most of its influence by this period (VCH, 1961: 220- 
5). 
12.1.2 Population 
The dramatic decline in the population of York experienced in the 
late 15th century continued into the 16th century. No exact 
population figures*are known but the available evidence suggest a 
figure of around 8,000 in 1548. This compares with an approximate 
figure of around 12-13000 at the beginning of the 15th century 
(Bartlett, 1958: 202; Palliser, 1979: 202). The reason for the decline 
seems to have been the continuing contraction of the cloth trade, and 
the progressive rise of the newer textile centres in the West Riding. 
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Epidemics of plague in the early 16th century probably hastened the 
population fall. Mortality, as indicated by the number of Wills 
written, was high in the first decade of the 16th century and again in 
1520-2. York was again badly affected by epidemics on three occasions 
between 1538 and 1559. Queen Mary and Queen Elizabeth both mention 
that epidemics were part of the cause of York's poverty. In 1562 the 
city council spoke of "the evydent decaye and dymenishying both of 
people and habitacons, by the third part of this cite" (Palliser, 
1979: 224). The effects of the plague were to leave a large number of 
houses vacant in the city. 
During the second half of the 16th century, after the epidemic of 
1558-9, the population began to rise. Immigrants were again being 
attracted into the city, which was now free of major epidemics, and 
the native population began to expand. The population grew from 
around 10,000, at the start of the 17th century, to about 12,400 at 
the close of the century (Johnson, 1972: 533). 
The population in the first half of the 18th century remained 
fairly static at around 12,000. Even to sustain this figure the city 
must have attracted a substantial number of immigrants. The natural 
population was constantly depleted by epidemics of various kinds 
between 1715 and 1735. Only during the last four decades of the 18th 
century did the city's population begin to expand once more (VCH, 
1961: 212-3). 
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12.1.3 The City Council 
A new Royal Charter dated 1517 specified how the common council 
was to be chosen. The Council now had to consist of two members 
chosen from each of the 13 principal guilds and one member from each 
of the 15 inferior guilds, making 41 in total. These members, 
together with the oldest searcher from each craft, nominated three 
aldermen for the position Of future mayor. The actual choice being 
made by the present mayor, aldermen and sheriffs (Johnson, 1972: 545). 
Merchants continued to dominate the top positions in the council. The 
merchant class provided half the city's Tudor mayors and aldermen. 
For eleven years in the 16th century the posts of mayor and master of 
the mercers gild were one and the same (Palliser, 1979: 160). 
Although the common council were in part responsible for election 
of the mayor and were partly responsible for choosing the aldermen, 
their real power seems limited. Only rarely are its members recorded 
at meetings of the mayor, aldermen and twenty-four. Like the previous 
common council it seems to have acted only on certain issues of 
particular importance (Bartlett, 1958: 282). 
The continuing economic decline during the first half of the 16th 
century had a serious affect on civic finances. In 1537 the 
chamberlains accounts show a record deficit of E483 for the year. The 
situation gradually improved in the second half of the century. One 
reason for the city councils improved position was the sale of many of 
its unprofitable urban tenements in 1562-3. Money was invested in 
more profitable freehold and leasehold land and even, on occasions, 
whole manors (Palliser, 1979: 217,265-6). 
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A major change in the structure of civic government occurred in 
1632. At this date it was decided that the common council should 
consist of 71 people chosen from four wards. These were Bootham, 
Micklegate, Monk and Walmgate wards, named after the four principle 
gateways into the city (Johnson, 1972: 548). This excluded the guilds 
completely from the common council. The charter of 1632 brought a 
number of adjacent villages under the jurisdiction of the city. This 
was subject to continued dispute throughout the 1630's. A new charter 
was drawn up in 1665, which was similar to that of 1632, but did not 
include the annexation of the villages. The latter was the major area 
of contention in the original charter. With the exception of the 
years 1685-8, the 1665 charter remained in force until municipal 
reform in 1835. 
The Lord Mayor, aldermen, sheriffs and the twenty-four were 
sometimes referred to as the 'privy council'. It was this body which 
effectively ruled the city (Brooks, 1972: 305). Power in the council 
continued to be held in the hands of the merchant class during the 
17th century, as it had in the 16th century. Between 1603 and 1701 
merchants held the position of mayor on no less than 60 occasions. 
Merchants continued to outnumber other professions on the alderman's 
bench. It was not until the early 18th century, when the influence of 
the merchants was in decline, that the number taking the office of 
mayor diminished (VCH, 1961: 180). 
The city council continued to derive its income from a variety of 
different sources. Payment for freedom continued to bring in finance, 
along with rents from property, fines for refusal to take office and 
loans. During the period of economic decline in the late 15th century 
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the corporation allowed payment of the franchise in instalment. As 
the situation worsened in the 16th century, concessions to encourage 
taking up the freedom became more generous. In 1518-9, as the 
situation became more desperate, new freemen were allowed membership 
of any and every craft guild without payment (Palliser, 1979: 212). 
Guild regulations restricting membership were effectively suspended by 
the council. Craft guilds were allowed to take any number of 
apprentices, servants or journeymen as they saw fit. 
With the economic growth in the second half of the 16th century 
guild restrictions were quickly reimposed. The minstrels guild again 
imposed limits on the number of apprentices in 1561. In addition, 
guild control was tightened to discriminate in favour of freemans sons 
(Palliser, 1979: 268,274). 
During the 17th and 18th centuries payments for freedom provided 
, 
the city authorities with a steady income. In the 18th century those 
claiming their freedom by patrimony were usually admitted free of 
charge. Those claiming by apprenticeship paid El and the rest paid 
E25 or more (VCH, 1961: 231). Another source of income during the same 
period was fines for refusing to take civic offfice. This became a 
regular occurrence after 1660. The city seems to have had a 
deliberate policy of threatening individuals with election to office 
knowing full well that many would pay for exemption rather than accept 
office. 
The chief source of income of the corporation through the 18th 
century was rent from property in the city. This rose steadily from 
the 1720's, partly as a result of increased rents. The city also 
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derived income from charities placed in the corporation's hands by 
various benefactors. Some of the capital acquired with the charities 
and from rented buildings was invested in property (VCH, 1961: 229). 
12.1.4 The Guilds 
With the exception of a period during the mid 16th century, when 
the rules of guild membership were relaxed, guild income continued to 
be derived from similar sources as before. Firstly, payments for 
admission, and secondly, the members annual payments, to help in the 
cost of running the guild and for the annual Corpus Christi pageant. 
The pageant continued until the 1570's after which it was abandoned in 
the changed religious atmosphere after the Reformation. The money 
levied to stage the plays continued to be levied, but now the money 
went to supplement the guild's general income. A final source of 
income was the money obtained from fines on guild members. 
Guild expenditure included among other things payments at 
members' weddings and funerals, provision of food, drink, and music at 
guild feasts and Payments for rent of St. Anthony's Hall. The hall, 
now known as the Borthwick Institute, was used by the guild of St. 
Martin until the guild was finally dissolved in 1627. In 1554 an 
order allowed use of the hall by all the guilds in the city without 
hall of their own (RCHM, 1981: 91). Other guild expenditure included 
the pageant plays on which considerable amounts were spent until their 
abolition (Palliser, 1972: 103). 
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During the reign of Elizabeth 1 the term 'guild' went out of 
fashion when the name 'company' was increasingly preferred. In this 
study the two terms are synonymous. 
Control of the guilds continued to lie very much in the hands of 
the civic authorities. This is illustrated by the fact that in 1519 
punishment of craft guild members was taken out of the hands of the 
individual guild searches and passed to the mayor and aldermen 
(Palliser, 1972: 109). 
During the 16th century certain craft guilds disappear when the 
freemens list at the start and at the close of the century is 
compared. Among the guilds disappearing are the bellmakers, bowyers, 
carvers, fullers, printers, textwriters and vestment-makers. Craft 
guild numbers in the textile crafts, such as weavers, dyers, and 
fullers continued to fall. In contrast, guilds connected with the 
garment trade, such as the tailors, glovers, and haberdashers show a 
considerable rise. The guild system in the 16th century is one of 
growth in some trades and decline in others (Johnson, 1972: 546-7). 
Certainly, the guild system is not something which ended with the end 
of the medieval period. 
During the 17th century there was probably between 50 and 60 
guilds in the city. Even several new guilds were formed during this 
period, such as the silk-weavers in 1610 and the trunkmakers in 1667. 
The guilds continued to exercise a tight control over their members 
with the corporation's backing. Searchers continued to ensure that 
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the detailed guild ordinances were being observed. The guild 
ordinances themselves were still confirmed and revised by the city 
council (VCH, 1961: 170). 
It was in the 18th century that the guild system started to fall 
apart. Although guilds still continued to exert influence over their 
respective crafts, they found it increasingly difficult to force 
freemen to become members of their companies. Despite this, searches 
continued to impose fines and enforce guild ordinances. New clauses 
were even added to the ordinances of some guilds in the early 18th 
century. This suggests that the corporation were keen to strengthen 
guild control regardless of the detrimental effect to trade and 
industry in the city. The majority of the working population 
continued to take up the freedom of the city. 
The building trade, along with companies involved with clothing, 
food and drink accounted for between 30 and 40% of the enfranchised 
working population. During the 18th century the bricklayers were 
among the leading individual trades, along with the tailors, 
cordwainers, butchers, bakers and carpenters and joiners (VCH, 
1961: 218). As the century progressed more and more guilds ceased to 
be active. In 1623,49 guilds (taking the mercers and merchants 
together) had paid to use St. Anthony's Hall, by 1788 only 15 guilds 
remained (Brooks, 1972: 313). 
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12.2 The Post-Medieval Tile Industry of York (1500-1750) 
12.2.1 Brick and Tile Production Sites 
The manufacture of tiles and bricks in the 16th century continued 
much as it had done in the 15th century. Both the Vicars Choral and 
secular tilemakers continued to operate in the city. Tiles also 
continued to be imported from Flanders. The York Minster account 
rolls record in 1530-1 (Raine, 1859: 105) "Pro Flanders teyle et bryke 
to Mr Kirbye house, 23s". Documentary evidence shows that the Vicars 
Choral still owned the tilery outside North Street postern in 1524 
(Fig. 91). At that date the vicars' right of access from the Ouse to 
the tilehouse was in dispute. The council agreed on 18th October 1524 
that the vicars "for ever more shall have fre and peceable passage, 
coursse and recoursse to and fro the water of Ouse unto the seyd 
teylhousys with claye, watter and sande and all necessary belongyngs 
to the same without disterbance or lett" (Raine, 1942: 97). This 
agreement also mentions the 11tenaunts and farmours of ther teylhousys" 
which suggests that the tilery was leased out at this period. The 
vicars' involvement in tile and brick manufacture appears to have 
ceased sometime during the 16th century. 
In 1547 the vicars still owned 169 dwellings, although some of 
these are described as decayed, with an annual rent of E56 lls 8d. 
Various repair rolls survive for the 16th century showing that tiling 
work was still required. In 1559-60 the repair roll records payments 
to "Robert Skozame, tiler 37s 6d" and I'Maraduke Walker for tiles, 12s 
4d" (Harrison, 1952: 117,147). 
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Figure 91: Post-Medieval kiln sites around York. 
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Repair work continued at the Minster at various times throughout 
the 16th century. In 1509-10 the fabric rolls of the Minster record 
the purchase of Ithaketeill', 'hardwallteill, lbasterdwalltiell, 
Isinglewallteill' and Irige teill, (Raine, 1859: 95). In 1535-36 
I paving tiles were purchased, but of what type is not made clear. 
Marmaduke Walker is also referred to in the Minster fabric rolls. The 
Minster purchased roof tiles and brick from Walker and George Gaile in 
1543-44, and again from Walker in 1547-48 (Raine, 1859: 108,110-1). 
The tile kiln in Bishopsfields continued in operation. During 
the-Civil War siege works were carried out at the brick kilns, as they 
were now known (RCHM, 1972a: 23). In 1721 the area was referred to as 
the "Bishopsfield ... where tyles or bricks have formerly been made" 
(Raine, 1955: 312). 
Bricks and tiles were produced at a number of other sites around 
York during the period up to 1750 (Fig. 91). The best documented are 
the clay pits used for tilemaking outside the walls between the Red 
Tower and Walmgate Bar, just east of Foss Islands road (Fig. 91). In 
1545-6 York Civic Records record the lease of "the tyle pytts with the 
mote whiche wee esteme the wynter ettege worth 6s 8d" (Raine, 
1945: 137). The tile pits based outside Walmgate were part of the 
city's lands. By 1597 they came into the hands of the rich Beckwith 
family of York. Among the property belonging to William Beckwith at 
this date was a small close called "the Teile Pitts extra Walmegate 
Barrel'. In 1612 Leonard Beckwith and Roger Belt leased an area 
outside Walmgate Bar called "the tyle pitts" next to ground referred 
to as "the hither tyle pitts" (Raine, 1955: 296). The position of the 
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tile pits in the Walmgate area is shown on John Lund's plan of the 
area dated 1772 where an area of ground is referred to as 'Tile Pitts 
Common'. 
Tiles were obtained from a tilery in the Clifton area during the 
medieval period. Tile production continued into the post-medieval 
period. IlTyle Pitts" in the tenure of Robert Newton are recorded in 
1590, and there is a ITyle House Flat' among the 16th century field 
names in the area (LCS, NH2106). 
The Temple Newsam accounts record the presence of a brick kiln in 
the Clifton area in 1632 (EA 19/15), and 1635 (EA 13/18). The Leeds 
City Archives record that one of the closes in a Mr Croft's tenure in 
1763 near the west end of the town (Clifton) "was formerly called Tyle 
House Close" (LCA, NH2888/73). This may have been situated at St. 
Peter's playing fields just south-west of Westminster Road (J. Kaner 
pers. comm. ). ' In 1768 John Gibson is recorded as making "bricks in 
his garth and has grubbed up the hedge near Barkers garth and is 
beginning to do the same at the side next the garden". Barkers garth 
became Marquee Gardens which is situated next to the Ouse at the 
western end of the town. Gibson's land is probably the narrow garth 
immediately to the east which by 1832 had become the possession of 
Richard Lambert (Hutton, 1969: 8). This may be the John Gibson who 
gained his freedom as a bricklayer in 1728. 
The land between Clifton and the city walls north-east of the 
Ouse was used for brickmaking in the 18th century. Drake (1736: 63) 
records "opening a large Piece of ground to dig clay for bricks, 
betwixt Bootham and Clifton, on the left hand, at about a quarter of a 
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mile distance from the city". Brick-kilns are also mentioned. A 
brick-kiln in the occupation of Joshua Giles is recorded in the area 
in 1720 (YCA, House Bk42 f14). Brickmaking in the area seems to have 
been taken over by Montague Giles who is recorded as a brickmaker in 
the freemens list in 1756 (Collins, 1900: 277). There also appears to 
have been earlier brickmakers of the same name (LCA, NH 2241/4; 2157A). 
The Giles family held land behind Ingrams Hospital which fits with 
placing their brickyard near Queen Anne's School (J. Kaner pers. 
comm. ). 
Brickmaking at Heworth Grange began some time in the 18th 
century. There are payments to John Abbey for bricks from the area in 
1750 (LCA, NH2199). This may have been the John Abbey in the freemens 
list who gained his freedom as a bricklayer in 1704. Abbey died in 
1754 and his son-in-law Jonathan Crookes took over his land in the 
same year. Manufacture of bricks probably took place near the Foss in 
the vicinity of Pottery Lane. 
In 1708 Alexander Harrison, a bricklayer asked permission "to dig 
clay to make brick out of the ground called the Havergarths" (Sellars, 
1917: 311). The Havergarths are marked on John Lund's map of 1772. 
The area, owned jointly by the Merchant Adventurers and Merchant 
Taylors, lay outside Walmgate Bar between Hull Road and Osbaldwick 
Beck, east of Bull Lane. Harrison obtained a lease of the Havergarths 
for 40 years, with the liberty to make bricks in 1719 (J. Kaner pers. 
Comm. ). 
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Tang Hall Fields belonged to the prebend of Fridaythorpe, but at 
the end of the 15th century the city was allowed access. In 1525 the 
corporation took a lease of the estate (VCH, 1961: 499-500). Part of 
the lease states that the Mayor and Commonalty be "allowed to dig 
clay, gravel and sand in the closes, but were to fill in the pits so 
made within the said term" (Percy, 1973: 277). This probably refers to 
the extraction of clay and sand for, among other things, the 
manufacture of brick and tile. 
A more certain area of brick and tile production is around Hob 
Moor. Clay pits are mentioned in the Hob Moor area in 1563 (Raine, 
1948: 56), and brick and tile were being manufactured near Holgate 
Fields in 1645 (RCHM, 1981: XCVI). As Holgate is adjacent to Hob Moor 
the tilery may be the same as that referred to in 1563. Cooper's map 
of York published in 1832 shows brick-yards to both the south-west and 
south-east of Hob Moor. 
The earliest reference to the term 'brick' at York occurs in the 
York Minster fabric rolls and dates from 1530 (Salzman, 1952: 142). 
The term, however, does not seem to have come into common use before 
the latter part of the 16th century. Before this date brick was known 
as wall-tile. The intermediate form 'brick-tile' is found in the 
Minster fabric roll of 1543-44. In the freemans list the first 
brickmaker is recorded in 1581 and the first bricklayer in 1591. 
Introduction of the term bricklayer considered with the increased 
use of brick by craftsmen whose principal concern in the past had been 
with the tiling of roofs. This led to the gradual disappearance of 
tilers from the freemans register, the last tiler being registered in 
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1619. From this date craftsmen who were engaged in tiling and 
bricklaying considered themselves bricklayers. Figure 65 reveals a 
s imilar switch in the late 16th and the early 17th century from the 
term tilemaker to brickmaker. This does not mean that tiles were not 
still being produced, rather it is a reflection of the increasing 
importance of brick manufacture. This is illustrated by the fact that 
William Leng is recorded as a tiler in 1568, but a bricklayer in 1600. 
Similarly, John Dawson gained his freedom as a tiler in 1595 but calls 
himself a bricklayer in 1624. Just as plastering was undertaken by 
people calling themselves tilers in the 16th century, tiling was 
undertaken by men calling themselves bricklayers in the 17th century* 
12.2.2 Brick and Tile Building Construction 
During the 16th century almost all domestic dwellings were of 
timber-framed construction with tiled roofs. Thatched roofs were 
forbidden altogether in the 1580s, due to the fire risk although the 
complete absence of thatchers in the freemens list suggests they were 
always rare (Palliser, 1979: 32). The use of stone declined in the 
building slump of the first half of the 16th century and the masons 
guild had ceased to function by 1561. Stone continued to be used 
along with timber and brick, particularly on public buildings but not 
on such a sufficient scale to warrant full-time stone masons. The 
mason to Lord Huntingdon, William Foster, was a tiler by trade 
(Palliser, 1979: 172). Plastering continued to be carried out, but as 
noted above, this work was*now undertaken by craftsmen calling 
themselves tilers. 
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Building constructional techniques did not remain static in the 
16th century, despite the lack of building work in the first half of 
the century. The introduction of brick fireplaces and chimneys seems 
largely to have begun during this century. Most of these early 
fireplaces of 16th or early 17th century date have four-centred arches 
of brickwork. Examples are found at No. 66, Low Petergate, which had 
a great chimney-breast inserted in c-1600, and in the kitchen at St. 
William's College (RCHMP 1981: LXXIII). In the undercroft of the 
Merchant Adventurers Hall are four fireplaces of brick, possibly added 
in 1575 (RCHM, 1981: 84). The use of brick in fireplaces and chimneys 
in timber-framed buildings must have substantially reduced the risk of 
fire. 
In the 16th century the wall-tile infilling of timber framing 
began to be replaced by brick walls, on which panelling began to be 
fastened by the early 17th century (RCHM, 1972b: LXVIII). The bricks 
used in the late 16th century were smaller and thicker than those used 
in the 15th century (see Chapter 10.4). It is not, however, until 
after the Civil War that brick began to be widely used in construction 
work. 
Documentary referentes to building work in the 16th century 
include payments to a. tiler and his servant by the Merchant 
Adventurers in 1504 for work on a store house and slaughter house. 
The same year also saw tiling work on the Merchant Adventurers Hall 
for 13 days at a cost of 10s 10d (Sellars, 1918: 113). An early 
example of the use of brick in a prominent position, at a time when 
brick was still not fashionable, occurred in 1578. A brick stall was 
added by John Harper, atailor, in front of his residence in 
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Stonegate. Unfortunately, the stall was considered by the council to 
project too far into the street and they ordered that it should 
"forthwith (be) taken downe by the said Harper". However, it was 
still there in 1580 so the council threatened Harper with a fine of 
40s if it was not removed by St. Peter and Paul day (Raine, 
1950: 177; 1953: 35). During the 16th century the lead on the roofs of 
the aisles of the Borthwick Institute were replaced by tiles, as had 
been recommended in 1551 by the city council (VCH, 1961: 483). 
Brick was used in the extension and alteration of the King's 
Manor in the 16th century. The north range which fronts the first 
post-dissolution addition was probably constructed between c. 1560-70. 
it is two storeys high, built of reused stone, probably from 
St. Mary's Abbey, and brick (RCHM, 1975: 41). During the same century 
the church of St. John the Evangelist was repaired in narrow red brick 
after the steeple had blown down in 1551-52. The 16th century doorway 
at the east end of the north aisle of St. Mary Bishopshill Junior has 
a round rear arch of brick (RCHM, 1972b: 28). 
Where possible if a building was to be demolished as much of the 
material as possible was salvaged for future use. After the 
Dissolution the corporation bought the property of St. George's Guild. 
In 1566 it was decided that 'the mansion house called St. George's 
Chapel' should be demolished, but it was retained and became a 
workhouse by 1569. If demolition had proceeded the tiles, timber and 
I 
other material were to be kept by the city chamberlains (VCH, 
1961: 483). During the same period-the corporation stripped the lead 
off the chapel of St. William, re-roofed it with tiles, and sold off 
the timber of St. Anthony's (Brooks, 1972: 295). 
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Roof tiles and other materials were retained when the Act of 1547 
allowed the City to close its poorer parish churches. The parishes 
concerned were amalgamated with neighbouring parishes. When the union 
of parishes was finally ratified on 27th January 1586 a further 
church, All Saints Peaseholm, was closed. Before ratification of the 
union a number of churches had been condemned, only to be reprieved at 
a later date (Palliser, 1974: 92-3). One of these was St. Martin, 
Micklegate. When the parishioners heard that the church was to be 
closed they stripped lead from the roof, but were ordered by. the City 
authorities to surrender it and re-roof the church in tile. During 
this period lead was stripped from numerous churches in the city and 
re-roofed in tile, much to the disapproval of the City Council. The 
city house book in 1551 states that the churches were "thakked ageyne 
with tyle to the great defacyng of the hole Citie" (Raine, 1946: 54). 
With the closure of All Saints Peaseholm in 1586 tile and timber was 
stripped from the church and taken to St. Cuthbert's church for use 
there in 1589 (Sutton, 1978: 90-1). As for the remaining roofing 
material, the corporation records state that "the rest of the tyle and 
tymber and stone to be taken downe and kept for the use of the poor of 
this cittyell (Palliser, 1974: 99). 
In 1564 the city decided to rebuild decayed houses on the south 
end of Foss Bridge. Part of the old tile and timber was to be used in 
the repairs whilst the rest was "to be saved and kept for further uses 
of the sayd Citiell (Raine, 1948: 89). Many houses had fallen into ruin 
during the economic decline of the first half of the 16th century. In 
1569 the council again agreed to the repair of houses on Foss Bridge, 
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"and the thak tyle to be reaved of and saved" (Raine, 1948: 146). it 
would appear that the necessary repairs still had not been carried out 
by 1569. 
occasionally roof tile seems to have been stripped off or taken 
without permission. In 1563 Leonard Temple took 1200 of the city's 
roof tile. He was ordered to deliver the tile back to the city 
storehouse or else pay the sum of 40s before St. Mary's day. Five 
years later the draper William Gylmyn stripped the tiles off a newly 
roofed building and carried away and sold a substantial number of the 
tiles. Not surprisingly when Gylmyn appeared before the Mayor he was 
required "to fynd suerties for the repayrying and coverying of the 
said buylding agayne with convenyent spedell (Raine, 1948: 139). 
The corporation's decision on the 27th January 1644/5 that 
henceforth building work was to be in brick put an end to the 
traditional methods of building construction. One of the earliest 
brick houses was built in Micklegate by Thomas Waller probably just 
before 1600. Part of it may still survive incorporated into the backs 
of Nos. 142-146 Micklegate (RCHM, 1972b: LXVI). Despite the 
introduction of brick relatively few domestic buildings were 
constructed in the early 17th century, although there may have been a 
slight increase in house building in the later years of the century 
(VCH, 1961: 161). Many medieval houses were re-fronted in brick or 
partly rebuilt in the latter half of the 17th, and 18th centuries 
(RCHM, 1981: LXXV). The use of brick for foundations became 
increasingly common in the 17th century. 
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The use of brick was not restricted to housing construction. 
Bricks, probably of late 1.6th or early 17th century date, were used to 
form the central chambers of two lime kilns on the site of 
Clementhorpe Nunnery (Cherry, 1977: 99-100). Two hearths of brick, one 
of late 15th and one of late 17th century date, were'uncovered during- 
excavations at Walmgate (D. Brinklow pers. comm. ). 
During the 17th century many churches in the city underwent 
extensive rebuilding and additions. In 1677 the tower of St. Martin- 
cum-Gregory was re-faced in brick with stone quoins (Fig. 92). The 
chancel walls of the north aisle of St. Mary Bishopshill Senior were 
raised in 17th century red bricks (RCHM, 1972b: 32). Between 1670 and 
1703 large quantities of brick were purchased by Holy Trinity, 
Goodramgate for repair work, and in 1684-5 the tower of St. Margaret 
was largely rebuilt in brick and the roof was covered with tiles. The 
earliest non-conformist chapel surviving in York is the Unitarian 
Chapel in St. Saviourgate (Fig. 93). It was constructed in brick by 
December 1692 (RCH1M, 1981: 55). 
One of the most notable brick buildings of the 17th century is 
Ingram's Hospital in Bootham. Originally almshouses, the hospital was 
built by Sir Arthur Ingram who died in 1640. Extensive repairs were 
necessary in 1649 after the building was badly damaged in the Civil 
War seige of 1644. At least 5000 bricks were used in the repair work 
and part of the roof was re-tiled in 1674 and again in 1789 (RCHM, 
1975: 49). The defences were also in need of repair after the Civil 
War. In 1645 E. Gyles was granted E48 "to repaire the decayes in the 
corner of the cittyes walls on the ould Baile and the other decay 
thereto adjoyning ... and to make a watch house of brick and stone 5 
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Figure 92: St. Martin's Church, with brick tower of 1677. 
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Figure 93: Unitarian (St. Saviourgate) Chapel, built 
by December 1692. 
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yerds in length 2 yerds and a halfe broad within". Between 
Bitchdaughter Tower and the next tower to the north-west there are 
three stretches of brick work patching on the inner face, probably of 
17th century date (RCHM, 1972a: 91-2). 
Brick forms part of the substantial extensions to the King's 
Manor built during the 17th century. The upper two storeys of the 
central north block are mainly of late 17th century brick. There is 
also brickwork of the same century in the south range (RCHM, 1975: 41- 
2). Other examples of 17th century brickwork are to be found at St. 
William's College where the north elevation has a brick stair block 
built during the third quarter of the century. The Treasurers House 
still retains much of its original brick dating from a major 
reconstruction of 1628-48. In 1673 the Merchant Taylors purchased 600 
bricks for ls per 100 for refacing part of their hall. The majority 
of the brick refacing, however, dates from the 18th century. St. 
Anthony's Hall (now the Borthwick Institute) was refaced in brick in 
1655 (RCHM, 1981: 91), (Fig. 94). 
During the 17th century the traditional flat peg tiles began to 
be replaced by curved pantiles. Many of the early pantiles used in 
Britain were imported from Holland. The early York pantiles were also 
probably imports as the port of Hull was importing such tiles from 
Holland in 1668 (Davis, 1964: 27). When pantiles were first imported 
into Britain is not known. In London none are found before the Great 
Fire of 1666 (A. Vince pers. comm. ). At York the earliest reference 
to pantiles known to the writer is dated 1682. Jacob Richards 
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Figure 91ý: (Upper): Borthwick Institute, formerlý, 
Saint Anthony's Hall, rebuilt in brick in 1655; 
(Lower): Ath century brick houses in Micklegate. 
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describing the outer west range of the Kings Manor in 1682 says it 
"never was finished within, but the roof was and covered in panntiles 
(whiýh) were afterwards taken off" (RCHM, 1975: 35). 
Considerable building activity took place in the 18th century. 
New houses were built in brick and a considerable number of old houses 
were rebuilt with brick fronts (Fig. 94). Good quality bricks of 
uniform colour were used in the principal elevations, and poorer 
quality paler stock bricks in other areas (RCHM, 1981: LXXVIII). The 
best brickwork not unnaturally occurs in the most important houses of 
the 18th century, mostly laid in Flemish bond. Examples of early 18th 
century brickwork occur at the Queen's Hotel, Bathurst House and 86 
Micklegate. In the first half of the century bands of oversailing 
brickwork are common to houses in this period. The oversailing 
varying from three to seven courses in depth (RCHM, 1981: LXXVII). 
Examples of brick-work of 1700-1750 date are so numerous that 
only selected examples will be given here. Extensive brick-work of 
early 18th century date survives at the Merchant Taylors Hall. In 
1725 building work commenced on the Mansion House using a mixture of 
stone and brick. Bricklayers James Disney, William Potter, George 
Burton and Quintin Snare were employed during the construction of the 
Assembly Rooms in Blake Street between 1730 and 1735, (RCHM, 1981: 100). 
Wandesford Hospital (now Wandesford House), Bootham, was opened in 
1743, the bricklayers employed were Robert Kibblewhite, Thomas Dunn, 
and Richard Nelstrop. Certain bricklayers owned the property they had 
built, Robert Clough, master building, owned the houses he built in 
Bootham and Gillygate during the second half of the 18th century, as 
well as other properties in the city (RCHM, 1975: LV). 
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Timber framed buildings with rebuilt brick fronts include Nos. 
35,37 Walmgate, rebuilt with a brick front in c. 1740; No. 27 
Colliergate refronted in brick in c. 1725; and Nos. 1,3 and 5 Blake 
Street rebuilt in Flemish bond brickwork in the second quarter of the 
18th century. Early examples of terrace construction are found at New 
Street, where Cumberland Row, Nos. 3-9 (odd) were being roofed in 
1746, and Nos. 16-22 (even) St. Saviourgate (Fig. 95) built in Flemish 
bond in c. 1740 (RCHM, 1981: 208-9). 
Roofing in the 18th century consisted principally of pantile, 
although plain peg tiles also occur. During the mid 18th century some 
of the wealthier houses began to have roof coverings of Westmorland 
slate, this gave way to Welsh slate towards the end of the century 
(RCHM, 1981: XCVI). The first slater recorded in the freemens list is 
John Powley who gained his freedom as a plasterer, slater and tiler in 
1741 (Collins, 1900: 256). 
Pantiles continued to be imported into England until after the 
18th century, although they were gradually superceded by English-made 
pantiles (Hudson, 1972: 36). The Assembly Rooms in Blake Street were 
first covered with flat tiles, but some of these were replaced by 
Dutch glazed pantiles in 1732 (RCHM, 1981: 101). Normally pantiles 
appear not to have been glazed. 
When pantiles were first produced in the York area is not 
A 
certain. Jon athan Crooke, son-in-law of John Abbey, a York 
brickmaker, was manufacturing pantiles in 1755, along with 'broad 
tiles' and bricks (LCA, NH2199). 
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Figure 95: St. Saviourgate, Nos. 16-22 (even) built c. 1740. 
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Tin glazed decorated tiles are known to have been used in York 
during the post-medieval period. These too may well have been 
imported from Holland, throughout the 17th and 18th centuries English 
merchants are known to have stocked and sold Dutch tiles. This is 
despite the fact that the technique of making tin-glazed earthenware 
had been introduced into England by Dutch potters in the 16th century 
(Ray, 1973: 33). The earliest tin-glazed tiles appear to have been 
used for paving, but by the late 17th century such tiles were only 
used for walls, stoves or fireplaces (Hume, 1977: 18,23). 
During much of the 17th century tin-glazed tile production in 
England seems to have been a sporadic affair. Mostly tiles were a 
side line to the manufacture of pottery, except perhaps at Liverpool 
which had begun the manufacture of delftware by 1710. Even in the 
18th century far fewer tiles were produced than in Holland. Often it 
is difficult to decide whether a tile is of English or Dutch origin. 
The York example uncovered from a clay lined vat in Skeldergate, could 
be either. The tile is white with a design in blue, apparently hand 
painted. Associated pottery dates from the second half of the 17th 
century (Holdsworth, 1978: 16,36). 
The increase in the demand for brick in the 16th and 17th 
centuries led to the employment of York brickmakers outside the city. 
In the reign of Henry VIII a bricklayer travelled to Temple Newsam, 
near Leeds, to undertake a structural survey (Palliser, 1979: 186). 
Brick was used at Temple Newsam in the 1630s. Walter Armstrong, a 
York brickmaker, was employed at Temple Newsam during this period 
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(Temple Newsam Papers EA 13/9, EA13/15). This is probably the same 
Walter Armstrong who gained his freedom as a bricklayer at York in 
1626. 
The largest brick-built structure in West Yorkshire at this date 
was Clarke Hall at Stanley-cum-Wrenthorpe. A bond dated October 1636 
reveals that bricks were made for the Hall by Richard Fisher a 
brickmaker from York, and Christopher Walker of Whitkirk. The bond 
states that they were to make 11200,000 bricks at the rate of 34d per 
1,000 good, hard, well-burned merchantable bricks of the size they 
have lately made at Temple Newsam ... to be paid E33 6s 8d, viz E4 at 
digging of clay, E4 at first turning and tempering, Z4 at second and 
40s every fourteen days II(Thornes, 1981: 40). 
In addition to York brickmakers working outside the city, 
brickmakers from other parts of the country moved into York. One of 
the reasons given by Alexander Harrison for asking permission to dig 
clay on his land called the Havergarths in 1708 was that "some 
brickmakers, coming from Nottingham and Derbyshire has quite outundone 
him in making of bricks to his great loss" (Sellars, 1917: 311). A 
house on the site of No. 4 High Petergate was sold by Samuel Towell of 
Cawood, bricklayer, to William Gibson of York, in 1743 (RCHM, 
1981: 180). Towell must have settled in York as he had gained the 
freedom of the city in 1735. 
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12.2.3 The Tilers/Bricklayers and Tilemakers/Brickmakers Guilds 
During the last decade of the 16th century, when the numbers of 
bricklayers increased markedly, the bricklayers tried to break away 
and form their own guild, this however proved unsuccessful (Davis, 
1880: 138). The tilers, plasterers and bricklayers guild continued to 
exist throughout the 17th century. The bricklayers are found amongst 
the list of trades paying for the upkeep of St. Anthony's Hall in 
1623, where they contributed ls 4d (Johnson, 1972: 551). If the list 
is a complete record of all the guilds still in existence, excluding 
those with their own guild hall, then it would suggest that the 
brickmakers and tilemakers no longer had a guild. In 1573 additions 
to the tilers, plasterers and bricklayers guild ordinances allowed 
them to examine "all maner of stuff whatsoever to be made by the said 
brick makers and tyle makers" (Raine, 1950: 75). Again this suggests 
that the brick and tile makers may have lacked a formal guild 
structure. The tilemakers are recorded as one of the crafts not 
represented on the Common Council in 1579 (Johnson, 1972: 547). The 
last known accounts of the company of tilers, plasterers and 
bricklayers are dated 1778. 
Although by no means a complete list of freemen, or those known 
to have been working in a particular craft, the freemens list does 
provide valuable information over the whole period under discussion. 
Between 1525-1600 the tilers and bricklayers rank among the top 12 
occupations (Palliser, 1979: 159). Figure 96 lists the number of 
tilers, bricklayers, tilemakers and brickmakers in the freemens list 
between 1501 and 1750. 
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Ti Tm Br Bm Total 
1501-10 10 - - 10 1511-20 6 1 - - 7 1521-30 7 - - - 7 1531-40 13 4 - - 17 1541-50 12 2 - - 14 1551-60 16 4 - - 20 1561-70 13 2 - - 15 1571-80 13 2 - - 15 1581-90 17 - - 2 19 1591-1600 6 - 8 - 14 1601-10 3 - 12 - 15 1611-20 4 - 12 - 16 1621-30 - 19 - 19 1631-40 - - 12 2 14 1641-50 - - 15 1 16 
1651-60 - - 25 3 28 
1661-70 - - 25 1 26 
1671-80 - - 28 4 32 
1681-90 - - 22 - 22 1691-1700 - - 26 - 26 1701-10 - 1 26 2 29 
1711-20 1 - 31 2 34 
1721-30 - - 23 1 24 
1731-40 1 50 1 52 
1741-50 l(b) l(a) 24 2 28 
(a) tile and brickmaker 
(b) tiler, plasterer, and slater. 
Ti - Tilers 
Tm - Tilemakers 
Br - Bricklayers 
Bm - Brickmakers 
Figure 96: Number of tilers, bricklayers, and tile 
and brickmakers in the freemen's list. 
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Between 1501-1550 the total number of freemen in these crafts 
amounts to 55. With the gradual economic recovery, and renewed 
building activity, in the latter half of the 16th century this figure 
raises to 83 between 1551-1600. The total for the period 1601-1650 is 
remarkably similar, 80. With the change to brick construction after 
the Civil War this figure increases to 134 between the years 1651- 
1700. This is principally due, not surprisingly, to the large intake 
of bricklayers. This figure rises even further, to 167 between 1701- 
1750, due to the increased building activity during the 18th century. 
A change in the composition of the freemens list occurs in the 
first half of the 18th century. Tilers, plasterers and tilemakers are 
again mentioned. This may represent a separation of craftsmen into 
two groups, those involved with tiling and plastering, and those 
concerned with bricklaying, although both belonged to the same guild. 
Such a separation would have become more practical as the demand for 
bricklaying and tiling work increased markedly during the building 
expansion of the 18th century. 
The reappearance of the first tilemaker in 1705 after an absence 
of 125 years is of interest. This may indicate the Production of 
pantiles in York rather than peg tiles which seem to have been 
produced by craftsmen calling themselves brickmakers. The import of 
pantiles from Holland may have seriously affected the demand for 
traditional peg tiles. It is not inconceivable that peg tile 
production declined considerably with the change in fashion to pantile 
roofs. If this is correct then the appearance of tilemakers in the 
18th century could represent an attempt to regain the roof tile market 
in York from the Dutch. 
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A noted feature of the tile industry in the 15th century was the 
tendency of the sons of tilers and tilemakers to follow in their 
father's footsteps. In the post-medieval period many sons of 
bricklayers and brickmakers also took up the craft of their fathers. 
It is also apparent from the freemens register that certain York 
families had particularly strong associations with brickmaking and 
bricklaying. Bricklayers with the surname Hunter or Harrison are 
particularly common. bsing the freemens register it is possible to 
trace with a fair degree of accuracy the involvement of at least some 
of the Hunter family in bricklaying over a period of five generations. 
George Hunter gained his freedom as a bricklayer in 1587, his son 
Henry became a bricklayer in 1619. One of Henry's sons, also called 
Henry, became a bricklayer in 1655, and in turn his son George became 
a bricklayer in 1692. George Hunter had two sons involved in 
bricklaying, George enfranchised in 1714 and Robert, enfranchised in 
1725. Many other bricklayers with the surname Hunter were working in 
the same period and some no doubt were close relatives. 
12.2.4 Involvement in Local Government 
The influence of craftsmen involved in the ceramic building 
industry on the governing of the city seems relatively small. When 
the Common Council was reorganised after the Royal Charter of 1517 a 
list of guilds participating in the council was recorded. No 
craftsmen involved with tiles or bricks are mentioned. Neither are 
they in a similar list dated 1579 (Johnson, 1972: 546-7). However, in 
1532-3 when the new mayor was elected in the presence of 
representatives of each craft, the tilemakers were represented by 
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William Collyngwod. The influence of the guilds on the Common Council 
was to be eliminated anyway with the switch to the ward system in 
1632. Both tilemakers and tilers (and later brickmakers and 
bricklayers) continued to hold the office of chamberlain at irregular 
intervals throughout the period 1500-1750 (Collins, 1897,1900). 
In May 1550 John Stamper, tiler, "was elected and chosyn to be 
brigmayster of Ousebrygell (Raine, 1946: 37). Stamper, along with 
Robert Vawce, refused to take up office and were fined. Payment of 
the fine was by means of a loan from the City Council because "the 
sayd Stamper ys supposyd to be but a poore man". This would seem to 
confirm Swanson's findings (1980: 414) that the tilers and plasterers 
were a relatively poor section of the community. Stamper, however, is 
recorded in the freemens list as a city chamberlain in 1559 (Collins, 
1897: 279). Another case of a tiler holding civic office is William 
Foster, a freeman in 1572, who in September 1585 was allowed to 
postpone taking up the office of Sheriff "for one yeare next coming 
onelye". This was "at the request of the right honourable the 
Countesse of Huntingdon" (Raine, 1953: 105). Foster must have been 
needed for building work by Lord Huntingdon who was president of the 
King's Manor during the period i572-95 (RCHM, 1975: 32). 
During the 16th and 17th centuries three tilers were elected to 
serve as officials responsible for upkeep of the city's defences. In 
1554 tiler Thomas Nottingham was elected as a Muremaster, in 1562 
tiler John Awdcorne was elected as a Common Mason, and in 1611 James 
Gibson, also a tiler, was elected to the office Of Common Husband 
(RCHM, 1972: 174-5). Awdcorne was the searcher of the tilers guild by 
1571, along with Thomas Yaits. Both men were required to sit in 
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judgement over a property dispute in 1571 along with the searchers of 
the carpenters (Percy, 1973: 261). The searchers of the tilers guild 
were required to sit in judgement in similar disputes during the 15th 
century. 
12.2.5 Effects of Economic Recession 
Reference has already been made to the relaxation of guild 
regulations governing the number of apprentices in the economic 
recession of the first half of the 16th century (Chapter 12.1). The 
tilers guild must also have relaxed its guild regulations for when the 
economy began to improve the guild reintroduced restrictions on the 
number of apprentices in 1572 (Palliser, 1979: 269). Even before this 
date Stephen Morland, tiler, had to obtain permission in November 1567 
to take on Miles Nortton of Newton Ouse as an apprentice (Percy, 
1973: 290). The length of an apprenticeship was now stated to be eight 
years. Nortton actually obtained the freedom of the city as a tiler 
in 1576 (Collins, 1900: 17). 
The reintroduction of guild restrictions is contained in the new 
ordinances of the Plasterers, tilers and bricklayers dated 1572 
(Raine, 1950: 57-9). Additional items were added to allow the guild to 
inspect the property of the tilemakers and brickmakers. The price of 
roof tile was fixed at 10s for every 1000, and bricks at 5s for every 
1000. Work done by pavers in the city now had to be inspected by the 
searchers of the plasterers, tilers and bricklayers guild (Raine, 
1950: 75). 
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With the reduction in the amount of building work during the late 
15th and early 16th centuries the tilers and bricklayers, and the tile 
and brickmakers, must have suffered badly. The tilemakers came under 
fire from the council in 1505-6 when they stated "that thurgh the 
disciet and hurt of the teilmakers gret damege cometh unto the bildyng 
in the Citie" (Raine, 1942: 17). Perhaps the tilemakers were trying to 
cut costs by producing poorer quality tiles. The effects of the 
recession were especially evident by 1515. At this date York Civic 
Records describe some of the tilehouses in the city as "ruynous and 
dekayed" (Raine, 1942: 47). Because of this the tilemakers asked to be 
relieved of their responsibility of staging the annual Corpus Christi 
play. Instead, the play was to be performed by the Millers, helped by 
contributions from certain other guilds. In 1518, the Millers play 
was placed in charge of the 1gyrdlers' supported by payments from the 
saucemakers, and 'whitchaudlers'. As for the Millers it was stated 
that they "shall have the Tielhouses when they goo towards ther 
charges of ther pageant bryngyng furth" (Raine, 1942: 66). The 
tilemakers and brickmakers of York seems to have suffered particularly 
hard during this period. Between 1498 and 1531, a period of 34 years, 
only one tilemaker gained the freedom of the city, William Lawrence in 
1517 (Collins, 1897: 239). 
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Swanson (1980) noted that in the 15th century members of the 
tilers and tilemakers guilds were not particularly prosperous. Not 
surprisingly the same seems to be true during the beginning of the 
16th century. The income from goods recorded in the lay subsidy roll 
for 1524 are recorded below (Swanson, 1980: 425): 
f-2 f-3-9 f-10-19 Total 
Tiler 23 
Tilemaker 1 
12.2.6 Wage Rates of Tilers and BrjL*cklayers 
During 1552 the searchers of the tilers and carpenters asked the 
mayor and council to increase their wages in line with inflation 
(Palliser, 1972: 106-7). This they evidently refused to do, so the 
tilers and carpenters stopped work. Faced with what amounted to 
strike action, the mayor and council "ordered that the serchors of 
tylors and carpenters and other of their occupacons are commytted to 
ward by the Lord Maiour for refusyng to work after the wages ... and 
shall remayne there unto suche tyme they will worke after the sayd 
wages" (Raine, 1946: 78). The wages for both bricklayers and tilers 
are recorded in 1563. They are the same as that for other branches of 
the building trade such as the carpenters and plasterers (Raine, 
1948: 58). 
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"Frome the fyrst day of Marche to By day without meate viiid 
Mighelmesse By day with meate Mid 
Frome Mighelmes unto Euster ) By day withoute meat viid 
) By day with meat iiid" 
In 1651 the wages of bricklayers, along with those of carpenters, 
joiners and masons was fixed at ls 4d per day from Lady Day to 
Michaelmas and ls 2d per day for the remainder of the year (Fowkes, 
1966: 452). 
Other more personal aspects of the life of York's tilers are 
occasionally recorded in the documentary records. In 1543 the tiler 
Ninyane Blytheman was committed to prison for slandering the Mayor and 
council. Blytheman is recorded as saying they"were all false harlotts 
to God and our Prynce" (Raine, 1945: 94). In 1576 the tiler Thomas 
Awdecorne and his wife Alice had sufficient income to employ a servant 
named Anne Godfray. Domestic servants, however, seemed to have moved 
around various premises in the city. The tiler and his wife said "she 
is but my servant for a whyle, and I cannot tell when she will be here 
to nyght and away tomorowe" (Palliser, 1979: 132). Thomas and Alice 
Awdecorne lived at this date in St. Sampson parish. Both are recorded 
in the Civic Records as refusing to attend church, an offence which 
led to Thomas being imprisoned in the castle. Elizabeth Awdecorne, 
wife of John Awdecorne (Common Mason 1562, tile guild searcher by 
1571), and undoubtedly related to Thomas and Alice, lived in the same 
parish and likewise refused to attend church. Even the servant Anne 
Godfray said "she cometh nott to the churche, for she is persuaded in 
hir conscuens not to come there" (Raine, 1950: 134). 
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12.2.7 Involvement of Tilers and Brickmakers in Other Work 
Tilers were not always involved with conventional tiling work. 
In 1573-4,9s 4d was paid "to John Gell, tyler and his man, for 7 
dayes worke in laienge the throughes and gravestones upon 4 graves, 
and for workinge over the libraryell (Raine, 1859: 116). In 1588-9 the 
council agreed that the tiler William Harrison "shall from henceforth 
yearlie during his life repare and uphold the citties causes extending 
from Monckbarre (Monk Bar) to the crosse on Heworth more and also all 
the cawsey extending from Lathropp Posteron (Layerthorpe Postern) unto 
the said cawsey leading from Monckbarre nighe the said crosse". In 
return for the upkeep of the causeways "the said William shall have 
yearlie 13s 4d during his life" (Sutton, 1978: 43). On the death of 
William Harrison, his son, also called William, took over from his 
father in 1590. He had to "repare the calseys withoute Walmegate 
barre, Mouncke barre, Micklith barre and Baggargatell (Sutton, 
1978: 126). During the 17th century the bricklayer George Stephenson 
was paid E4 "for repairing the comon suer" by the Merchant Adventurers 
(Sellars, 1917: 296). The sewer had collapsed when the tenement of a 
widow named Spence had blown down. 
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Chapter 13 
Post-Medieval Brick and Tile 
13.1 Tile Varieties and Methods of Manufacture 
Very little building material of post-medieval date from York has 
been studied in depth. Most bricks and tiles uncovered from 
excavations, like the material of medieval date, awaits cataloguing. 
In the time available only a relatively small selection of building 
material of post-medieval date could be examined in detail. Instead, 
attention has been focused on securely dated brickwork in standing 
buildings. 
At the beginning of the 16th century the varieties of brick and 
tile in use were the same as those described in the medieval period 
(Chapter 10.1). The only significant change was that decorated floor 
tiles went out of fashion. Both bricks and roofing tiles continued to 
be manufactured by the same methods as before. 
During-the 16th century, bricks were no longer made with coarse 
moulding sand on their sides and base. Instead, much finer moulding 
sand was used. Many bricks do not appear to have any moulding sand on 
their sides at all. This suggests these bricks may have been produced 
by what is termed the 'slop-mould' method. In this technique the 
mould sides are lubricated with water only, no sand being added to the 
moulding frame sides (Dobson, 1850,1: 27). To stop the clay sticking 
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to the moulding frame the clay has to be in a more plastic state than 
that used in sanded moulds. In addition, slop-moulded bricks have to 
be dried for a longer period prior to firing (Wight, 1972: 41). 
Ridges on the top surface of the brick are found on certain 
examples. However, these are thinner and shallower than the ridges 
encountered on bricks of medieval date. Certain bricks have 
striations on the sides at right angles to the upper and lower faces. 
This is in addition to striations on the top surface. The former are 
due to the friction between the clay and the sides of the mould when 
the moulding frame is removed. The markings on the top surface are 
caused by the excess clay being removed from the mould by the 
'strike'. In London brickfields the strike was a smooth piece of wood 
about 10 inches long by lY2 inches wide and Y2 inch in thickness 
(Dobson, 1850,2: 18). 
Until the 17th century the main types of roofing in the city 
continued to be peg tiles. These are indistinguishable from those 
produced in the medieval period. It was during the 17th century that 
pantiles first made their appearance. Pantiles are slightly curved in 
nature allowing the tiles to overlap each other on the roof (Fig. 97). 
They are held in position on the roof by means of a nib in the centre 
of the top underside. These tiles are normally unglazed and are 
characterised by not only their shape but by the presence of very fine 
moulding sand on the underside. 
A moulding table for the manufacture of pantiles is illustrated 
by Dobson (1850,2: 57) in his account of brick and tile making in 
Victorian London. Pantiles, like bricks, are produced in moulds which 
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Position of nib on sanded underside 
PANTILE 
Nib 
Pantile Roof Z 
Figure 97: Post-Medieval Pantiles. 
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are placed over a sanded block or stock-board. The latter has a 
depression in the top edge which produces the nib used for attachment. 
At this stage the tile is still flat. To produce the pantiles' 
characteristic curved profile the tile is sent to the 'washing-off 
table. Here there is water, and a mould shaped to the correct 
curvature. The tile is placed on to the mould and "washed into a 
curved form" (Dobson, 1830,2: 60). When the tile is half dry the now 
curved tile is placed on another curved mould. The clay is then 
beaten to correct any warping which may have taken place on drying, 
and the excess clay is removed with a knife. The tiles are then ready 
to be fired. 
The pantiles found in York are very similar to those found in 
London and elsewhere. There seems little doubt that their method of 
manufacture would have closely followed the procedure outlined by 
Dobson for pantile production in London. 
The technique of manufacture of tin-glazed tiles, such as the 
example found at Skeldergate in York, is similar in certain respects 
to the production of medieval floor tiles (Chapter 10.2). The 
technique of manufacture is outlined by Ray (1973: 44-51) and is 
described below. 
Clay of the right consistency needed for tile making was achieved 
by blending different types of clay. After the clay was thoroughly 
mixed it was stored in cellars for months to 'yearni(to achieve a 
constant humidity). When it was ready the clay was flattened by hand 
or rolled out like pastry and cut into squares. These were placed in 
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a sanded moulding frame and rolled again to reach the correct 
thickness. By 1700 the clay underwent a second rolling process before 
the tile blanks were cut out. 
The cutting of the clay was done with the aid of a wooden block. 
This was placed on the rolled clay and the tile was cut out using a 
sharp knife around the block edge. To prevent the block moving during 
the cutting process two, three, or four copper nails were set in the 
corners. This left small holes on the face of the tile. Medieval 
floor tiles from Flanders, imported into York, have nail holes in the 
top surface for the same reason. Their method of manufacture is 
similar in another respect. Both are characterized by two firings, 
one before and one after the application of glaze. 
Tin glaze was always made in the factory producing the tiles. 
The ingredients mainly consisted of tin, lead, sand, and an alkali. 
These were fired into a solid mass, ground down, and then mixed with 
water to provide a glaze. Coloured grounds are characteristic of 
English tiles, the commonest being manganese and blue. The pattern 
was created by covering the area to be left white and then sprinkling, 
sponging, or tapping powdered coloured pigment on to the exposed 
surface. Alternatively, only the outline was sprinkled on to the tile 
with powdered charcoal. The design was then painted on to the surface 
of the tile. 
The final stage was the firing. Both unfired tile blanks and the 
decorated tiles were placed in the kiln at the same time. In any one 
firing there was anything from 16,000 to 30,000 decorated tiles and 
twice as many blanks, the tiles being stacked and fired in pairs. 
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13.2 Post-Medieval Brick and Tile Size 
Brick -, 
There are so many well dated examples of Post-medieval brickwork, 
at least from the 17th century onwards, that measurement of brick in 
standing buildings provides the easiest and most accurate method of 
looking at brick size. During the 16th century, economic decline lead 
to a substantial fall in building construction, particularly during 
the period 1500-1560. Brickwork of 16th century date is relatively 
rare in York. What brickwork there is probably dates to the second 
half of the century. There is a gap in our knowledge about the size 
of bricks used during the first half of the 16th century. 
Length 
There is a marked difference in length between medieval and 
post-medieval bricks (Fig. 99). Bricks of 15th century date, and 
earlier, have a length of between 247-285 mm. This compares with 
212-238 mm for bricks of 16th to mid 18th century date. 
Brick length is shown diagrammatically in Figures 98 and 99. It 
is apparent that brick length has stayed remarkably similar between 
the 16th and the mid 18th century. Most of the variation in brick 
size can be explained by different rates of shrinkage during firing. 
occasionally, where large differences occur such as at the Merchants 
Adventurers Hall undercroft and St. Margaret's Church it seems likely 
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that moulds of at least two different sizes were in use. It may be 
significant that the unusually long bricks in both buildings are of 
approximately the same size. 
Bricks in most buildings tend to vary by approximately 5-10 mm. 
At Wandesford House, built by 1743, lighter coloured, better quality 
bricks were used for the front elevation. These vary in size by only 
3 mm. More normal, darker, irregular sized brick covers the sides and 
rear. There are many other buildings in York which also have better 
quality brickwork povering their front face, with poorer quality 
brickwork used elsewhere. 
Breadth 
It is apparent from Figure 100 that the breadth of post-medieval 
bricks have varied little between the 17th and the mid 18th century. 
The only difference occurs in the 16th century where the breadth tends 
to be marginally smaller on average in certain examples. The wide 
variation in breadth found at St. Margaret's Church again suggests 
that the bricks used were produced in moulds of at least two different 
sizes. 
Thickness 
Although 16th century bricks are smaller than their medieval 
counterparts, their thickness remains much the same as the 15th 
century bricks from the Red Tower and the King's Manor, and the 14th 
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century examples in the Merchant Adventurers Hall. Bricks of 17th 
century date show much wider variation (Fig. 98). Some are similar in 
thickness to bricks of 16th century date, whilst others are markedly 
thinner. Some of the thinnest bricks of this century are found in 
Ingram's Hospital built in c. 1632, and substantially repaired in 
c. 1649. They have an average thickness of only 44.0 mm. 
Evidence from the Treasurers House, where there are two phases of 
18th century brickwork present, show that the earlier bricks are 
slightly more irregular in thickness than the later bricks. Bricks 
measured frcm the earlier phase, of early 17th century date, vary in 
thickness by 15 mm, whilst the bricks in the later phase, of mid 17th 
century date, only vary by 5 mm. 
The overall pattern that emerges from Figure 98 is a gradual 
increase in brick thickness during the post-medieval period. Despite 
the fact that length and breadth remained more or less static. Few 
bricks made in the first half of the 18th century are less than 50 mm 
in thickness, whilst almost half of 17th century bricks are below this 
figure. All bricks of 16th century date measured, except one, are 50 
mm or less in thickness. 
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Lloyd (1928: 11,96-100) noted a gradual increase in brick 
thickness in the country as a whole during the same period. These 
changeslare summarised below: 
Up to Mid 15th century approx 45-51 mm (134-2 inch) 
mid 15th - Early 16th century 51 mm (2 inch) or a little 
thicker 
Mid 16th - Mid 18th century it 57-64 mm (2Y4-2Y2 inch) 
The results from York do not correspond exactly with those given 
by Lloyd. However, the figures do confirm his observation that bricks 
have tended to increase in thickness over time. 
The most dramatic change in brick size occurs between the 
medieval and post-medieval period. When this change took place is not 
certain. Long, broad, medieval bricks were still being used in c. 1490 
to construct the Red Tower. Shorter bricks had been introduced by the 
time four fireplaces were constructed in the undercroft and the NW end 
of the Merchant Adventurers Hall had been rebuilt in brick during the 
16th century. The fireplaces are of possible 1575 date (RCHM, 
1981: 84). The change to smaller bricks may be linked to the attempt 
to establish aI standard' Tudor brick of 228 x 114 x 51 mm (9 x 4Y2 x2 
inch) in 1571. This was probably more of a guideline than an exact 
standard (Wight, 1972: 28). Bricks of exactly this size, of late 16th 
century date, were used for timber infilling at 23 Stonegate. Bricks 
of similar size were used for other contemporary constructional work, 
for example in chimneys (RCHM, 1981: LXIII). The Merchant Adventurers 
Hall bricks measure on average 226.1 x 105.3 x 45.8 mm. 
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In the ordinances of plasterers, tilers and bricklayers drawn up 
in 1590 size is recorded as follows. "Bricke in Length x Inches and a 
half, in breadth v Inches, in Thicnes ii Inches and a half and all 
other ... according to the Statute" 
(YML, QQ80/2/11). This brick size 
(267 x 127 x 63 mm) had been abandoned in York by 1590 with the change 
to smaller size bricks. The size recorded in the ordinances must have 
been copied from an earlier document. Bricks of this length and 
breadth were used in the Merchant Adventurers Hall in the 14th 
century. The statute specification of a thickness of 2Y2 inch (63 mm) 
seems to have been ignored. No bricks measured at York, of either 
medieval or post-medieval date, were over 61 mm in thickness. In the 
case of the Merchant Adventurers Hall bricks, only one example 
measured is over 50 mm thick. 
Taken together the results of Post-medieval length, breadth and 
thickness, size analysis reveals few differences. Particularly in 
length and breadth. This severely restricts the usefulness of brick 
size in the dating of standing structures. Size was tightly 
controlled by the City Council. As early as 1389 brick size was 
specified in the guild ordinances of the brick and tile makers. In 
1598-9 the city authorities actually measured the brickmakers, moulds 
to check that they were of correct size (Kaner, 1980: 6). 
The other reason for the lack of change in the post-medieval 
period was that an ideal size had been reached for large scale brick 
construction work. A smaller brick meant that a bricklayer could now 
pick up each brick with one hand without difficulty. The increasing 
thickness of bricks compensated for the reduction in the thickness of 
the mortar courses. 
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Pantile 
Post-medieval pantiles, like bricks, are likely to have been 
produced in more or less standard sizes, whether they were made in 
Britain or Holland. An Act of Parliament in 1722 specified that all 
pantiles made for sale in any part of England, when burnt, should be 
not less than 13% inch (343 mm) long, and not less than 9! /2 inch (241 
mm) wide, and not less than ? /2 inch (12.5 mm) thick (Innocent, 
1916: 187). No complete pantiles have yet been seen in the YAT tile 
collection, but one tile recovered did still retain its complete 
breadth. This was 260 mm at the bottom end, with a thickness of 21 
mm, reducing to just 12 mm along the downward sloping left hand edge 
(YAT, 1973.14. IV. 94). 
13.3 Colour 
The colour of the Post-medieval brick and pantile thin sectioned 
is shown in Figure 101. Pantiles vary little in colour, both at York 
and in other areas of the country. The examples from York are all 
various shades of light red. 
Post-medieval bricks are more variable. Many bricks are 
comprised of clay fired to various shades of red. Occasionally grey 
reduced patches are present. Occasionally, bricks have a brown colour 
on firing. 
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Figure 101: Post-Medieval brick and pantile colour. 
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Chapter 14 
Analytical Results and Interpretation 
Due to the wealth of information which can be derived from 
standing buildings, only a small number of post-medieval bricks and 
pantiles were analysed. All these samples are listed in Appendix 2. 
The results of principal components and cluster analysis (Figs. 102 and 
103) reveal a clear difference between the bricks analysed and the 
pantiles. All the pantiles analysed were unusual in that they contain 
frequent grains of muscovite and are totally lacking in either 
limestone or sandstone (Appendix 4). In contrast, most of the bricks 
show a smaller amount of muscovite, with occasional limestone. Post- 
medieval bricks from York generally have the same range of rock and 
mineral inclusions as their medieval counterparts and are almost 
certainly locally produced. 
Discriminant analysis also shows a marked difference in the grain 
size of pantiles and post-medieval bricks (Fig. 104). The probability 
of each brick belonging to the group allocated, P(X/G), ranges from 
18.0 - 94.5%. The figures for the pantiles are 8.8-84.2%. 
The differences in the grain size and inclusion content of 
pantiles suggest two possibilities. Either that the pantiles were 
Dutch imports, or they were locally produced but utilized a different 
clay source. The lack of freemen tilemakers throughout the whole of 
the 17th century suggests the former. 
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ACTUAL HIGHEST PROBABlLITY 2ND HIGHEST 
TILE GROLP CRLUP P(X/G) P(Gix) GROUP P(G/X) 
Y4/13d 1 1 6198 100000 2 occou 
Y30/13i 
: 
1 1 *7041 100000 2 00000 
Y32/Bi 1 1 *5929 0,9999 2 *0001 
Y34/Bi 1: 1 02960 09991 2 0 00IJ9 
Y35/Bs 1 1 ol7qg loocoo 2 00000 
Yl/Ct I BRICK 1 *6456 100000 2 00000 
Y36/Sk 10 1 97630 100000 2 00000 
Y37/Sk 1 1 *2974 099sl 2 OG009 
Y4/Wg 1 : 1 *9449 10 (ocoo 2 *0000 
Yq/ Wn 1 1 921(ol 100000 2 o0ouo 
Y8/13ý 20 2 *7158 100000 1 00000 
Y9/Bd 2* PANTILE 2 o8416 1*0000 1 *0000 
Y34/Sk 2* 2 *1228 100000 1 00000 
Y35/Sk 20 2 *0877 *9773 1 *0227 
Figure 104: Discriminant analysis of Post-Medieval brick 
and pantile, thin sectioned. 
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Figures 105 and 106 show the results of cluster analysis and 
principal components analysis for all the medieval and Post-medieval 
bricks and tiles thin sectioned. In Figure 106 the Post-medieval 
bricks form a reasonably tight group with the exception of one sample 
(Y35/Bs). This particular brick is unusually thick, 78 mm compared to 
a maximum thickness of 61 mm for all other bricks measured. Not 
surprisingly the medieval and post-medieval brick distributions 
overlap, but certain post-medieval bricks do show a slight difference 
in grain size from medieval bricks. 
Pantiles and medieval peg tiles are clearly different. Some of 
the peg tiles placed in the medieval group could be post-medieval in 
date as pantiles were only introduced in the 17th century. There is 
no way of distinguishing medieval from post-medieval peg tiles on 
shape or fabric alone. 
Only one sample falls into the post-medieval pantile group in 
Figure 105. This is the unusual silty brick discussed in Chapter 11.1 
(Y33/Bi). It is tempting to suggest that this too may be a Dutch 
import, but this cannot be substantiated. Although the quartz grain 
size is similar to the silty medieval brick from Bishophill it lacks 
the frequent muscovite of the pantiles, and differs in having 
limestone present. 
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Chapter 15 
Conclusion 
There is little doubt that the majority of ceramic building 
material used in York during the period up to 1750 was produced at 
kiln sites in or near the city. The Roman kiln material from the 
Borthwick Institute area matches the vast majority of other Roman 
brick and tile recovered in excavations in the city. It is because a 
local origin for much of this material can be. confirmed that the 
movement of Roman brick and tile from the legionary kilns at York can 
be plotted with confidence. 
In the post-Roman period the determination of tile origin is 
hampered by the lack of kiln material which can be positively linked 
to a particular area of production. This absence is more than 
compensated, at least from the 14th century onwards, by the vast 
wealth of knowledge concerning the location of kiln sites, and the 
types of tile being produced, which can be found in contemporary 
documentary sources. Documentary records show that the majority of 
York's needs were met by tilemakers working in or around the city. In 
particular, they met York's constant demand for roofing tile and 
brick. The strict control of the industry exercised by the tilemakers 
guild ensured that there was no large scale influx of building 
material into York from elsewhere. The exception seems mainly to have 
been types of tile not actually produced around York itself. 
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Documentary records are equally important for establishing which 
products were not normally produced in York, and are therefore likely 
to be imports. Only one reference has been traced concerning the 
manufacture of floor tiles. Analytical work reveals that many floor 
tiles found in York have a fabric which indicates an origin outside 
the city. This finding is substantiated when stamp design and methods 
of manufacture are studied in detail. In the post-medieval period 
documentary sources record the import of pantiles. The fabric of the 
pantiles analysed is very different to that of Post-medieval bricks 
produced in the city. This would support the View that they may well 
be imports. 
It seems appropriate to look at the effectiveness of the two 
analytical techniques, thin section analysis and neutron activation 
analysis. The majority of samples have been subject to petrological 
thin section analysis. Examination of the thin sections revealed few 
minerals or rock fragments which were sufficiently diagnostic to 
characterise the-fabric by themselvesi the only notable exception 
being the red inclusion fabric, of Roman date, from York and 
elsewhere. For the large majority of bricks and tiles thin sectioned 
their fabric could only be characterised by measurement of quartz 
grain size, in other words textural analysis. 
Neutron activation analysis proved the more effective of the two 
techniques in distinguishing brick and tile from different origins. 
However, significant differences in grain size were observed between 
most of the groups determined by NAA. The advantage of NAA was that 
it tended to produce discrete tile groupings whilst textural analysis 
frequently produced slightly overlapping groups. This is not to say 
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that textural analysis is unsuited to distinguishing tile from 
different sources. The clear division between most of the medieval 
floor tile groups thin sectioned proves this not to be the case. 
Textural analysis is more effective than NAA in establishing the 
differences which occur in ceramic material produced at a single 
location. Thin section petrology revealed a clear difference between 
the majority of Ninth and Sixth Legion Roman tiles from York based on 
grain size analysis. Because the same clay source was used for both, 
this difference did not show up with NAA. 
It is apparent that it would be unwise to talk about one 
technique being 'better' than the other. Both provide valuable 
information. Textural analysis can reveal relatively minor variations 
in grain size and frequency, but tells. us little about the ceramic 
clay matrix. NAA can reveal variations in the chemical content of the 
clay matrix, but cannot easily identify differences in fabric caused 
by differences in quartz grain size. Clearly, the two techniques are 
complementary. Used together they provide a powerful analytical tool 
in any analysis of ceramic material. 
In the amount of time available it has not been possible to look 
at every aspect of the brick and tile industry of York over such a 
long time period. Gaps in our knowledge stiU exist. These are only 
likely to be filled when the large quantity of building material 
excavated in York over the last decade, and still unrecorded, is 
finally examined. It is still uncertain when brick and tile making 
finally ceased in Roman York, or exactly when building material 
production re-started. Certain groups of building material still need 
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I 
to be looked at in greater detail. Notably the many varieties of 
medieval floor tiles, and the pantiles and imported tin-glazed tiles 
introduced into York during the post-medieval period. It is hoped 
that this survey will at least have highlighted the potential 
information which can be derived from a detailed analysis of ceramic 
building material. 
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APPENDIX I 
Thin Section Site Codes 
YORK SITES OTH ER SITES 
As All Saints, Pavement Ab Aldborough 
Bd Bedern Bc Binchester 
Bi Bishophill Ca Castleshaw 
Br Borthwick Institute Cd Castledykes 
Bs Blake Street Ck Castleford 
Cg Coppergate Cp Carpow 
Ct Castlegate Cv Coventry 
Eb Ebor Brewery Dc Doncaster 
Km Kings Manor Dp Dalton Parlours 
Ns North Street Fa Fountains Abbey 
Sk Skeldergate Gs Grimescar 
Td Trentholme Drive Ma Manchester 
Wg Walmgate Mt Malton 
YM York Minster S1 Slack 
Tb Templeborough 
Thin sections housed at the University of Bradford are 
labelled as follows: 
(a) York sites eg: YlOb/Bi 
(b) Other sites eg: Cf/10b 
Where: 
Y=A York site 
10 = Tenth tile thin sectioned from that 
particular site. 
b= Second section from a given sample 
Bi/Cf = Individual site codes listed above. 
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APPENDIX 2 
BRICK & TILE ANALYSED 
THIN SECTION NAA MUSEUM OR TYPE OF BUILDING COMMENTS 
NUMBER NO. CONTEXT NO. MATERIAL 
Roman: York 
Yl/Bi 11 1973.15-11. Tegula 9th Legion, 
10988A637 Die type 7 
Y2/Bi 13 1973.15.11 Tegula M 9th Legion, 
10637, L571 Die type 7 
Y3/Bi - 1973.15.11 Imbrex 6th Legion 
10967A630 Die type 53 
Y4/Bi 23 1973.15.11 Tegula M 6th Legion, 
10732, L635 Die type 46 
Y5/Bi - 1973.15.11 Brick 
10988 
Y6/Bi - 1973.15.11 Imbrex 6th Legion, 
10967A629 Die type 56 
Y7/Bi - 1973.15.11 Imbrex 
10984 
Y8/Bi - 1973.15.11 Tegula 
10984 
Y9/Bi - 1973.15.11 Box Flue Tile(? ) 
10980 
Yl0/Bi - 1973.15.11 Tegula M 
10981 
Yll/Bi - 1973.15.11 Tegula 
10981 
Y12/Bi - 1973.15.11 Brick 
10982 
Y13/Bi - 1973.15.11 Imbrex 
10972 
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APPENDIX 2 Contd. 1 
THIN SECTION NAA MUSEUM OR TYPE OF BUILDING COMMENTS 
NUMBER NO. CONTEXT NO. MATERIAL 
Roman: York 
Y14/Bi 1973.15.11 Imbrex 
10980 
Y15/Bi - 1973.15.11 Imbrex 10982 
Y16/Bi - 1973.15.11 Tegula (? ) 10982 
Y17/Bi - 1973.15.11 Imbrex 10982 
Y18/Bi - 1973.15.11 Tegula 10988 
Y19/Bi - 1973.15.11 Imbrex 10988 
Y20/Bi - 1973.15.11 Imbrex 
10988 
Y21/Bi - 1973.15.11 Box Flue Tile 
10977 
Y22/Bi - 1973.15.11 Box Flue Tile 
10980 
Y23/Bi - 1973.15.11 Imbrex(? ) 
10980 
Y24/Bi - 1973.15.11 Imbrex 
10980 
Y25/Bi - 1973.15.11 Tegula 
10988 
Y26/Bi - 1973.15 '. 
11 Imbrex 
10988 
Yl/Br -- Brick 9th Legion 
kiln waste 
material. 
Y2/Br - Imbrex if 
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APPENDIX 2 Contd. 2 
THIN SECTION NAA MUSEUM OR 
NUMBER NO. CONTEXT NO. 
Roman: York 
Y3/Br 
TYPE OF BUILDING COMMENTS 
MATERIAL 
Tegul a 
Y4/Br Tegula 
Y5/Br Imbrex 
Y6/Br - BI. 71., II Box Flue Tile 
Y7/Br - Brick 
Y8/Br - BI. 7l. II. TH2a Brick 
Y9/Br - BI. 72. II. TH2b Tegula (? ) 
YlO/Br - BI. 7l. II. TH2a Brick 
Yll/Br - BI. 7l. II. THIIE Tegula 
Yl/Bs 10 1975.6.3218 Brick 
567 
Y2/Bs - 1975.6.8215 Tegula 
Y3/Bs - 1975.6.8273 Imbrex 
Y4/Bs 20 1975.6.1213 Imbrex 
A226 
Y5/Bs - 1975.6 . 9408 ? . A581 
Y6/Bs 22 1975.6.3225 Tegula 
A411 
Y7/Bs 19 1975.6.1242 Imbrex 
A580 
Y8/Bs 18 1975.6.3210 Imbrex 
A458 
, 
Y9/Bs 12 1975.6.3225 Imbrex 
A412 
YlO/Bs 9 1975.6.3267 Imbrex 
A617 
9th Legion 
kiln waste 
material. 
it 
it 
to 
it 
It 
to 
9th Legion, 
Die type 7 
6th Legion, 
Die Type 1A 
6th Legion, 
Die Type 66 
6th Legion, 
Die Type 86 
6th Legion, 
Die Type 94 
6th Legion, 
Die Type 94 
9th Legion 
Die Type 7 
9th Legion 
Die Type 6 
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APPENDIX 2 Contd. 3 
THIN SECTION NAA MUSEUM OR TYPE OF BUILDING COMMENTS 
NUMBER NO. CONTEXT NO. MATERIAL 
Roman; York 
Yll/Bs 25 1975.6.4308 Imbrex 6th Legion 
A243 Die Type 63 
Yl/Eb - 1974.5. VII. Box Flue Tile 
800.9 
Y2/Eb - 1974.5. VII Imbrex 
800 
Y3/Eb - 1974.5. VII Kiln or hearth 
800 fragment. 
Y4/Eb - 1974.5. VII Tegula 
800 
Y5/Eb - 1974.5. VII Tegula 
800 
Y6/Eb - 1974.5.800 Imbrex 
Y7/Eb - 1974.5. VII Brick 
800 
Y8/Eb - 1974.5. VII Tegula Two finger 
800 groove type. 
Y9/Eb - 1974.5. VII Tegula 
800 
Yl/Sk - 1975.14.2397 Tegula 
Y2/Sk - 1975.14.2397 Brick 
Y3/Sk - 1975.14.2397 Tegula 
Y4/Sk - 1975.14.2397 ? 
Y5/Sk - 1975.14.2397 ? 
Y6/Sk - 1975.14.2398 Tegula, 
Y7/Sk - 1974.14.2350 Imbrex 
Y8/Sk 1974.14.2350 ? 
Y9/Sk 1974.14.2350 Tegula 
YlQ/Sk 1974.14.2350 Tegula 
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APPENDIX 2 Contd. 4 
THIN SECTION NAA MUSEUM OR 
NUMBER NO. CONTEXT NO. 
Roman: York 
Yll/Sk - 1974.14.2350 
Y12/Sk - 1974.14.2350 
Y13/Sk - 1974.14.2351 
Y14/Sk - 1974.14.2351 
Y15/Sk - 1974.14.2349 
Y16/Sk - 1974.14.2349 
Y17/Sk - 1974.14.2349 
Y18/Sk - 1974.14.2349 
Y19/Sk - 1975.14.2348 
Y20/Sk - 1975.14.2348 
Y21/Sk - 1975.14.2348 
TYPE OF BUILDING COMMENTS 
MATERIAL 
Tegula 
Tegula 
Tegula 
Tegul a 
Imbrex 
Brick 
Br ick 
Tegula 
Y22/Sk 1975.14.2348 Tegula 
Y23/Sk - 1975.14.2348 Tegula 
Y24/Sk - 1975.14.2348 Tegula 
Y25/Sk - 1974.14.2349 Tegula 
Yl/Td - 1957 A16 Imbrex 
Yl/Ym - YM68.5T/T. 5. Imbrex 
LIV 
Y2/Ym - YM71. AG691T. l. Tegula 
LIII 
Y3/Ym YM71. AH25/3 Tegula 
Y6/Ym YM69. ST/T. 13. Tegula 
LXXI (Antoniniana) 
With Finger 
Imprint. 
With Signature 
Mark. 
6th Legion, 
Die Type 9 
as S1/3 
6th Legion, 
Type 35 
6th Legion 
Type 90 
Part of very 
small tegula. 
6th Legion 
Die Type 61 
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APPENDIX 2 Contd. 5 
THIN SECTION NAA MUSEUM OR 
NUMBER NO. CONTEXT NO. 
Roman; York 
Y7/Ym YM70. OC(S)/T. l. Tegula 
Y8/Ym 
Y9/YM 
Ylo/ym 
TYPE OF BUILDING COMMENTS 
MATERIAL 
-C, --- cxxxviii (Severiana) 
YM68. MT/T. l. Imbrex 
CUM 
YM70. AJ61/T. 2. Tegula 
cix 
YM71. AG97/T. 5. Imbrex 
cvI (Gordiana) 
14 1975.6.111 Tegula 
3223 498 
15 1975.6.? 782 Tegula 
21 1974.4.11. Imbrex 
634 139 
24 1975.6.1. Imbrex 
1236 247 
Pre-Conquest (? ): York 
Yl/As 1973.6 Floor Tile 
Y2/As -- it 
Yl/cg - 1979.7.11 of 
15151,64063 
Y2/Cg -79.7.11 18172 . A4831 
Y3/Cg - 79.7. V. 16603 
A4227 
Y4/Cg - 79.7.11 18171 . A 4812 
Y5/Cg 67 79.7. V. 16734 
A 4482 
66 79.7.11.13057 
A 3261 
6th Legion 
Die Type 38 
6th Legion 
Die Type I 
6th Legion, 
Die Type 89 
6th Legion, 
Die Type 41 
9th Legion, 
Die Type 4 
9th Legion, 
Die Type 6 
6th Legion, 
Die Type 34 
6th Legion, 
Die Type 94. 
Design 3 
Design 20 
Design 17 
Design 16 
Design 19 
Design 15 
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APPENDIX 2 Contd. 6 
THIN SECTION NAA MUSEUM OR 
NUMBER NO. CONTEXT NO. 
Medieval: York 
Y1 /Bd Br ick 
Y2/Bd Brick 
Y3/Bd - Brick 
Y5/Bd 1980.20.9004 Floor Tile 
Y6/Bd 
Y7/Bd 
YIO/Bd 
Yll/Bd 
Y12/Bd 
Y31/Bi 
Y33/Bi 
Y20/Bs 
Y21 /Bs 
Y22/Bs 
Y23/Bs 
Y24/Bs 
Y25/Bs 
Y26/Bs 
Y27/Bs 
Y28/Bs 
TYPE OF BUILDING COMMENTS 
MATERIAL 
613 
1980.20.9004 Floor Tile 
A15 
1980.20.11 Floor Tile 
Floor Tile 
Floor Tile 
Floor Tile 
Brick 
Design 16, 
14th Century 
blurred 14th 
Century 
Design 13, 
13th (? ) Cent. 
worn 
13th(? ) Cent. 
worn 
13th(? ) Cent. 
Plain, green 
glaze 
Brick 
Peg Tile 
Peg Tile 
Flanged Roof Tile 
Peg Tile 
Peg or Ridge Tile 
Flanged Roof Tile 
Roof Tile Green glaze 
on top surface 
Peg Tile 
Roof Tile Green glaze 
on top surface 
1979.13. XV 
A2867 - 
1973.15.1 
10134 
1973.15.1.. 
10145 
1975.6.3233 
1975.6.3232 
1975.6.3233 
1975.6.3233 
1975.6.3233 
70 1975.6.4280 
- 1975.6.4294 
68 1975.6.4224 
- 1975.6.4281 
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APPENDIX 2 Contd. 7 
THIN SECTION NAA MUSEUM OR TYPE OF BUILDING. COMMENTS 
NUMBER NO. CONTEXT NO. MATERIAL 
Y29/Bs - 1975.6.3228 Peg Tile 
Y30/Bs - 1975.6.3228 Peg Tile 
Y31/Bs - 1975-6.4206 Peg M Tile 
Y32/Bs - 1975.6.4209(? ) Brick - 
Y33/Bs 69 1975.6,1267 Peg Tile 
Y34/Bs - 1975.6.45.. MBrick 
Y36/Bs 1975.6.4202 Peg Tile 
Y37/Bs 1975.6.4211 Brick 'Lime wash 
on top surface 
Y38/Bs 1975.6.8188 Flanged Looks Med. 
YI/Km Peg Tile 
Y2/Km Peg Tile 
YI/Ns 206 Floor Tile 
Y2/Ns 207 Floor Tile 
Y3/Ns - 209 Floor Tile 
Y30/Sk - 1973.14.111 Brick 696 
Y31/Sk - 1973.14.111 Floor Tile 692 (Flemish) 
Y32/Sk - 1973.14.1 Floor Tile 424 (Flemish) 
Y33/Sk - 1973.14.111 Floor Tile 692 (Flemish) 
Y38/Sk 1973.14.111 Brick 
644 
although from 
Roman layer. 
Possibly early 
post-Medieval. 
it 
Design 22, 
late 15th/16th 
Century. 
Design 30, 
11 
Design 31 
of 
'Lime wash 
on top surface 
Plain, yellow 
glaze 
it 
II 
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APPENDIX 2 Contd. 8 
THIN SECTION NAA MUSEUM OR 
NUMBER NO. CONTEXT NO. 
Yl/Wg 1978.8.3095 
TYPE OF BUILDING COMMENTS 
MATERIAL 
Pottery From pottery 
waster dump of 
15th Cent. date 
Y2 /Wg 1978.8.3095 Pottery 
Y3/Wg - 1978.8.3095 Pottery 
Y4/Ym - York Minster Peg Tile pre c. 1250 
Library 4 
Y5/Ym - York Minster Peg Tile pre c. 1250 
Library 16 
Post-Medieval: York 
Y4/Bd -- Brick 
Y8/Bd - 1973.13.302 Pantile 
Y9/Bd - 1973.13.302 Pantile 
Y30/Bi - 1973.15.1 Brick 17th century 
10136 
Y32/Bi - 1973.15.1 Brick 
10134 
Y34/Bi - 1973.15.1 Brick 
10141 
Y35/Bs - 1975.6.4209 Brick Size suggests 
is post-Med. 
Yl/Ct - 1981.22 Brick 
Y34/sk - 1973.14.111 Pantile. 607 
Y35/Sk - 1973.14.111 Pantile 
607 
Y36/sk - 1973.14. IV Brick 
279 
Y37/Sk - 1973.14.111 Brick 
279 
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APPENDIX 2 Contd. 9 
THIN SECTION NAA MUSEUM OR 
NUMBER NO. CONTEXT NO. 
Y4/Wg 1978.8.11 
2129 
Y5/Wg 1978.8.2061 
Clav SaMDles: York 
Y6/Cg 65 
Y7/Cg 64 
Y8/Cg - 
Y9/Cg 63 
YIO/Cg 62 
Yll/Cg 61 
Roman: Other Sites 
Ab/I 
Ab/2 
Ab/3 
Bc/l 
Bc/2 
Bc/3 
Ca/I 
Ca/2 
Ca/3 
Cd/l 
79.2. BIN. 
A2114 A2731 
BIN. 76. A39. 
223 
79.2. BIN. AI981 
A2408 
20478 
20093 
20474 
TYPE OF BUILDING COMMENTS 
MATERIAL 
Brick 18th Century 
Brick If 
Clay sample 
it 
Brick 
Tegula 
Imbrex 
Brick 
-7 
Tegul a 
Tegula 
Tegula 
Box Flue Tile 
Laminated clay 
9th Legion, 
Die 10 & sig- 
nature. 
6th Legion, 
Die 83 
6th Legion(? ) 
Die blurred 
Stamped NCON 
Stamped NCON 
6th Legion, 
Die 44 
Combed keying 
marks 
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APPENDIX 2 Contd. 10 
THIN SECTION NAA MUSEUM OR TYPE OF BUILDING COMMENTS 
NUMBER NO. CONTEXT NO. MATERIAL 
Cd/2 - Brick Hoof and paw 
prints 
Cd/3 - Tegula Hoof prints, 
cut-out B 
Cf/l - CAS78 9+ Tegula 
Cf/2 - CAS78.9 F715 Tegula 
Cf/3 50 CAS78.9. F715 Box Flue Tile 
Cf/4 51 CAS78-9. F972 Tegula 
Cf/5 - CAS78-9. F972 Brick (? ) 
Cf/6 45 CAS78 A842 Brick 9th Legion, 
Die 7 
Cf/7 47 CAS77 A759 Brick 9th Legion, 
Die 7 
Cf/8 52 CAS78. S9. F933 Tegula 
Cf/9 44 CAS78.9. Brick 9th Legion, 
F1050/3 Die 7 
Cf/10 - CAS. S10. Tegula 
L078 
Cf/11 57 CAS80. SlO. Tegula 
F184/1 
Cf/12 55 CAS80.510 Imbrex 
F027 
Cf/13 - CAS80. S10. Imbrex 
F174 
Cf/14 59 CAS80. S10. Tegula 
L129 
Cf/15 54 CAS80.005 &72 Tegula STAMPED 
COHIIIIIBR[E 
Cf/16 56 CAS78.9.5. Box Flue Tile 
F1050/7 
Cf/17 - CAS78. site9 Tegula Very similar 
to Dp/21 
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APPENDIX 2 Contd. 11 
THIN SECTION NAA MUSEUM OR TYPE OF BUILDING COMMENTS 
NUMBER NO. CONTEXT NO. MATERIAL 
46 CAS78. site9 Brick 9th Leginn. 
level 1.988c 
48 CAS81.510. L861 Tegula 
49 CAS78. site9+ Tegula 
53 CAS80.510. HalfBox Flue 
L078 TileM 
58 CAS80. SlO. Fll5 Imbrex 
60 CAS81. SlO. F953 Tegula 
Cp/1 - 1964.863. Imbrex 
FRC5/CA182 
Cp/2 - 1964.861 Imbrex 
FRC3/CA101A 
Cp/3 - 1964.869 Tegula 
FRC11/CA39 
Dc/I - 76/170 Brick 
Dp/l 
Dp/2 
Dp/ 3 
Dp/4 
Dp/5 
Dp/6 
Dp/7 
Dp/8 
Dp/9 
Dp/10 
Dp/11 
Dp/12 
Dp/13 
DP. A. 1 Imbrex 
B212. Box Flue Tile 
(Jan 5th 77) 
DP76. E500 
DP76. E500 Imbrex 
DP78. F600 Tegula 
DP78. F914 Imbrex 
DP78. STR. I901 Imbrex 
29 DP78. STR. I903 Box Flue Tile 
- DP77. JlOOO Tegula 
- DP. Jl003 Imbrex 
40 DP78.958 Brick 
DP. M1300 Imbrex 
(21-11-77) 
DP77.011 Tegula 
Die 7(? ) 
9th Legion(? ) 
signature mark 
6th Legion, 
Die 62 
to 
II 
9th Legion, 
Die 7 
Combed keying 
marks 
9th Legion 
Die, 7A 
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APPENDIX 2 Contd. 12 
THIN SECTION NAA 
NUMBER NO. 
Dp/14 
Dp/15 - 
Dp/16 35 
Dp/17 - 
Dp/18 
MUSEUM OR 
CONTEXT NO. 
DP78. STR. 01502 
DP78. P1600 
DP78. P1602 
DP78. Q1701 
DP77. R1803 
TYPE OF BUILDING COMMENTS 
MATERIAL 
Imbrex 
Tegula(? ) 
Tegula(? ) 
Brick 
Box Flue Tile Combed kevina 
Dp/19 DP78. U8102 Box Flue Tile 
Dp/20 - DP78. U8104 Box Flue Tile 
Dp/21 - DP78. D5500 Tegula 
Dp/22 - DP78. P1503 Tegula 
Dp/23 - DP78. Q1701 ? 
26 DP78. V8200 Brick 
- 27 DP76. B200 Box Flue Tile 
- 28 DP. 3208 Box Flue Tile 
- 30 DP77. I903 Box Flue Tile 
- 31 DP78. AlO3 Tegula 
- 32 DP79.3211 Imbrex 
- 33 DP78. Pl6ll Tegula 
34 DP78. N1400 Box Flue Tile 
36- DP76. E500 Tegula(? ) 
37 DP78. L1213/1 Box Flue Tile 
38 DP78. L1213/3 Imbrex 
39 DP78. V8201/1 Tegula 
41 DP. J1003 Imbrex 
42 DP78. V8100 Tegula 
43 DP79-SI906 Box Flue Tile 
marks 
to 
With nail hole 
Paw print 
Combed keying 
marks 
It 
With nail hole 
Cut-out type 
E, signature 
mark. 
Combed keying 
marks 
Combed keying 
marks 
Paw print 
Combed keying 
marks 
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APPENDIX 2 Contd. 13 
THIN SECTION NAA MUSEUM OR 
NUMBER NO. CONTEXT NO. 
Gs/1 G64. AVII 
Gs/2 G64. Cl(3) 
Gs/3 - G64. Bl 
Gs/4 4 G64 
TYPE OF'BUILDING COMMENTS 
MATERIAL 
Tegula(? ) 
Tegula 
Tegula(? ) 
Tegula With part of 
COHIIIIBRE 
stamp. 
Gs/5 G64. Cl(3) Tegula(? ) 
Gs/6 G64. Cl(3) Tegula 
Gs17 G64. AVII ? 
Gs/8 G64. AIV Tegula 
Gs/9 I 1966. Grimescar Tegula 
Gs/10 G64. AVI ? 
Gs1ll - G64. AVIII ? 
Gs/12 3 G64. AIX Tegula 
Gs/13 
Ma/l 
Ma/2 
Ma/3 
mt/i 
2. G64. AVI(? ) 
5 G64. AVIII 
6 G64. AVI 
16 R. 70. G98.1 
Tegula 
Tegula 
Imbrex 
Tegula 
Tegula(? ) 
Tegula 
Brick 
Si/i 
S1/2 13 
Tegula 
Tegula 
With finger 
print 
9th Legion, 
Die 13 
Stamped 
COHIIII BIRE 
Stamped 
CO[H IIII BRE 
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APPENDIX 2 Contd. 14 
THIN SECTION NAA MUSEUM OR TYPE OF BUILDING COMMENTS 
NUMBER NO. CONTEXT NO. MATERIAL 
Sl/3 17 A. H. 226 Imbrex 6th Legion, 
Die 9, Slack(?; 
7 S63. A5. Gully Tegula Signature 
(Slack) mark 
8 SB2/62 Tegula(? ) 
(Slack) 
Tb/1 - T/P/M Brick 9th Legion, 
Die 10 
Pre-Conquest Coventry 
CV/1 LBH. h5. VG+ 
Cv/2 49/227/409 
Cv/3 49/193/1 
Medieval: Fountains Abbey 
Fa/l 
Floor Tile Relief Decor- 
ation 
Floor Tile 
Floor Tile 
Floor Tile Plain (? ), 
yellow glaze. 
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APPENDIX 4 
Rock and 1-fineral Inclusions in Thin Section 
KEY TO APPENDIX 4: 
1: BIOTITE 
2: CHERT 
3: CLAY INCLUSIONS 
4: FELDSPAR 
5: HEAVY MINERALS 
6: IRON OXIDE 
7: LIMESTONE 
8: MUSCOVITE 
9: QUARTZITE 
10: QUARTZ 
ll: SANDSTONE 
12: VEIN QUARTZ 
AMOUNT OF ROCK AND MINERAL INCLUSIONS: 
T: TRACE 
S: SCATTER 
M: MODERATE 
C: COMMON 
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APPENDIX 4 
THIN SECTION 
NUMBER 123456789 10 11 12 OTHER INCLUSIONS 
ROMAN: YORK 
Yl /Bi T M S T C M C T 
Y2/Bi T M T T S S M T CHALCEDONY 
Y3/Bi S S T S T M M C 
Y4/Bi T C S T C S C T TOURMALINE 
Y5/Bi T M T TS M S C 
Y6/Bi S M T S S C 
Y7/Bi T S T TS C M C T METAMORPHIC FRAGS. 
Y8/Bi S T S C S C ., 
Y9/Bi S M T T S M C T 
YlO/Bi T S T S S S M C SCHIST, CALCITE 
Yll/Bi T M M S S M CALCITE 
Y12/Bi T M T S T M M M 
Y13/Bi .T M T .S . S M C T . METAMORPHIC FRAG. 
Y14/Bi T C T .S - C S C T 
Y15/Bi - S .S . C M C . 
Y16/Bi . S T .S T C S C . 
yl7/Bi - C . .. . M S M . 
Y18/Bi .. M - .S . 'C S C . - METAMORPHIC FRAG. 
Y19/Bi .T M T .T T S C C . 
Y20/Bi .C S T TS . C C C . 
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APPENDIX 4/ Page 2 
THIN SECTION 
NUMBER 12345678 
Y21/Bi TSSTC 
Y22/Bi TSTSTS 
Y23/Bi T' MTCTS 
Y24/Bi SCTS 
Y25/Bi TCTTTTS 
Y26/Bi TSSTSTC 
Yl/Br MSc 
Y2/Br TMTST C- 
Y3/Br TSSS 
Y4/Br TS.... C 
Y5/Br STSS 
Y6/Br SSTC 
Y7/Br TSC 
Y8/Br -STMS 
Y9/Br TS..... 
YlO/Br TSTSTT 
Yll/Br TM.... M 
Yl/Bs TSSSSC 
Y2/Bs SMSC 
Y3/Bs SS.... S 
Y4/Bs TMTM 
9 
s 
s 
m 
s 
s 
m 
m 
s 
s 
m 
s 
s 
s 
s 
s 
s 
m 
m 
c 
m 
s 
10 11 12 OTHER INCLUSIONS 
C 
C 
CT 
C 
C 
CT. METAMORPHIC FRAG., 
CHALCEDONY. 
m 
M 
MT SCHISTOSE-GRANULITE 
C 
MT 
m 
m 
C 
C 
CT 
C-. SILTSTONE 
CT 
CS- CLINO-PYROXENE 
C- SILTSTONE 
C 
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THIN SECTION 
NUMBER 1 2 3 4 5 6 78 9 10 11 12 OTHER INCLUSIONS 
Y5/Bs T M S T T C C. . 
Y6/Bs C T T T T C CT 
Y7/Bs T S T - T S M CT 
Y8/Bs T S T - T T S C T SILTSTONE 
Y9/Bs T T M S s M C T 
YlO/Bs T C S T T S M C 
Yll/Bs T S S S s M S C HORNBLENDE, 
CHALCEDONY 
YI /Eb 
Y2/Eb 
Y3/Eb 
Y4/Eb 
Y5/Eb 
Y6/Eb 
Y7/Eb 
Y8/Eb 
Y9/Eb 
Yl/Sk 
Y2/Sk 
Y3/Sk 
Y4/Sk 
Y5/Sk 
" T C T T S " M S 
" S S S . M T S S 
" S S T . S . T T 
" . M T . S . S S 
S S . . S T S S 
" S S . " S T S S 
" S S . T S T C S 
" S S T . S . T S 
" S M . " S . C S 
" T S . " S . S C 
" . S T . S T M S 
" . C T . T . " C 
" T S . . S . S S 
S . . S . S T 
CT 
C CHALCEDONY, 
SERICITE 
CT CLINO-PYROXENE 
CT 
C 
C SCHISTOS-GRANULITE, 
MICA-SCHIST 
c 
CT HORNBLENDE, SERICITE 
c 
c 
CT 
CT 
CT 
CT 
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THIN SECTION 
NUMBER 123456789 10 11 12 OTHER INCLUSIONS 
Y6/Sk .T S T . S T M S C T . METAMORPHIC FRAG. 
Y7/Sk T S T S T T S C T 
Y8/Sk T S T T C S C 
Y9/Sk T S S S S C T MICA-SCHIST 
Y1O/Sk T C S T S C 
Yll/Sk T M T T . . . M C 
Y12/Sk T S T S S S C C S T 
Y13/Sk C - T . . . S C 
Y14/Sk S T T T T S C 
Y15/Sk TT S T . . . C C C . T METAMORPHIC FRAG. 
Y16/Sk T S T S C S C . SCHISTOSE-GRANULITE 
Y17/Sk T S S T S C T MICA-SCHIST 
Y18/Sk T C T S S C T 
Y19/Sk TT S T S S C T C S T 
Y20/Sk T S T S S S C 
Y21/Sk T C T T S M C C C M 
Y22/Sk M S T M T C T T 
Y23/Sk T M S S G S C S SCHISTOSE-GRANULITE 
Y24/Sk T S S T S T C C 
Y25/Sk M S T S C M C MICA-SCHIST, CLINO- 
AMPHIBOLE 
Yl/Td T S T S m s c 
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THIN SEC TION 
NUMBER 12 3 4 5 67 8 9 10 11 12 OTHER INCLUSIONS 
YJ/Ym . C T T 
S M C - MICA-SCHIST 
Y2/Ym .s M S T S M C T S 
Y3/Ym .T M T T T C M C T T SCHISTOSE-GRANULITE 
Y6/Ym TT M - S S M C T T 
Y7Ym .. M T T S S M C - - 
Y8/Ym .T T T M - M C - - 
yg/ym .. M T S S S C - T 
Ylo/ym SS M T T T S S C T 
POST-ROMAN: YORK: 
Yl/As SSTCTCSC CLINO-PYROXENE, 
CALCITE, TOURMALINE 
Y2/As T S TT S C S C 
Yl /Bd - S S- . TM S C T 
Y2/Bd T M TT T M S C T CALCITE 
Y3/Bd C S S T S M C 
Y4/Bd - C -- T M T C 
Y5/Bd T M T T M C C M T CALCITE, MICA-SCHIST, 
SHALE 
Y6/Bd TT C S TC M C T T 
Y7/Bd T., M M C S C T T CALCITE 
Y8/Bd T S T T C T C 
Y9/Bd T S T M C S C 
YlO/Bd TT C T S C S C 
Yll/Bd T M S C S C T SHALE, CHALCEDONY, 
TOURMALINE. 
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THIN SECTION 
NUMBER 12 
Y12/Bd TT 
Y30/Bi T 
Y31/Bi T 
Y32/Bi T 
Y33/Bi 
Y34/Bi S 
Y20/Bs S 
Y21/Bs T 
Y22/Bs S 
Y23/Bs TT 
Y24/Bs T 
Y25/Bs T 
Y26/Bs TS 
Y27/Bs T 
Y28/Bs T 
Y29/Bs S 
Y30/Bs T 
Y31/Bs 
Y32/Bs 
Y33/Bs T 
Y34/Bs T- 
Y35/Bs T 
Y36/Bs TT 
Y37/Bs 
age 6 
345678 
MTTSS 
STSTT 
CTTM 
SSMT 
TTTT 
MTTTC 
MSTMTS 
MTMTS 
sssc 
s 
ssss 
MTMTS 
TSTTMC 
STSSM 
ssm 
ssss 
ssss 
MTMS 
CTTCT 
SSTM 
STSTC 
CTCS 
mms 
CSTCS 
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9 10 11 12 OTHER INCLUSIONS 
MC CALCITE 
SC CALCITE 
M. C 
MC 
TC CALCITE 
SC CALCITE 
mC 
CCT 
MCTT 
MC 
mCS 
MCST 
MCT TOURMALINE, CALCITE 
MCTT 
MCTT 
MCT 
MC 
SCT 
SCT 
MC 
SCT 
MCT 
MCT 
Mc 
APPENDIX 4 /Page 7 
THIN SECTION 
NUMBER 123456789 10 11 12 OTHER INCLUSIONS 
Y38/Bs .SSS. 
S. SMCT. CHALCEDONY 
Yl/C9 MMSS-S-CMC-. METAMORPHIC FRAG., 
TOURMALINE AND 
VIVIANITE 
Y2/Cg .TTTC 
Y3/Cg SSSSc 
Y4/cg STTTTC 
Y5/Cg TTMMSC 
Yl/Ct SMTTTs 
Yl/Km STTS 
Y2/Km TTSSTM 
Yl INs SSSTST 
Y2/Ns TSSTSTm 
Y3/Ns SSTTS 
Y30/Sk TTTTTT 
Y31/Sk TCSTMTC 
Y32/Sk SSMTTTT 
Y33/Sk STSTTTM 
Y34/Sk TMTTC 
Y35/Sk TMSc 
Y36/Sk TTS..... 
Y37/Sk TTMTTSTM 
Y38/Sk TSTTTT 
TC 
Sc 
SC 
SCT SHALE, VIVIANITE 
SCT 
Sc 
SC 
MCT 
MCT CLINO-PYROXENE 
MC CHALCEDONY 
TCT 
SC MICA-SCHIST, 
HORNBLENDE 
SCT CALCITE 
SC CALCITE, HORNBLENDE, 
CHALCEDONY. 
C CLINO-PYROXENE 
SC 
SC SHALE 
SCT 
SCT SERICITE 
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THIN SECTION 
NUMBER 1 23 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 OTHER INCLUSIONS 
Yl/wq S T S T S M c 
Y2/Wg TS T . . . S S c CHALCEDONY, CALCITE 
Y3/Wg TM - T S S C T SERICITE 
Y4/wg TS S T T M S S c T 
Y5/Wg SS T T T S M c 0 
Y4/Ym TM T T T S T M C S CHALCEDONY 
YS/Ym TM T T T T T M C T0 CHALCEDONY 
CLAY SAMPLES; YORK: 
Y6/Cg TS M T S T 
Y7/Cg - M T S T 
Y8/Cg T MT T S S 
Y9/Cg CTT S s s 
Ylo/cg T MT S S s 
Yll/Cg TT MT S s s 
ROMAN: OTHER SITES: 
Ab/1 o* S T T 
Ab/2 0T MS S S S 
Ab/3 0T CT s S S 
BC/1 0T MT S M M 
BC/2 0 ST S S M 
BC/3 0T MTT S T M 
Ca/l 00 M.. . .S T 
Ca/2 a0 M00 0 0C S 
c T CALCITE 
c CALCITE 
C CALCITE 
c T CALCITE 
C 0 CALCITE 
C T CALCITE 
c 0 T 
C -T T CALCITE 
C T 
M T SHALEr SERICITE 
C T SILTSTONE 
C T 
C SHALE/SILTSTONE 
C T 
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THIN SECTION 
NUMBER 123456789 10 11 12 OTHER INCLUSIONS 
Ca/3 . M T S C S C 
Cd/l S C T M S C 
Cd/2 C S M S M CALCITE (MODERATE) 
Cd/3 T M T M T S S M 
Cf/l T M T S - M S C T 
Cf/2 T M S T M S M 
Cf/3 S C T T C M C 
Cf/4 T C T M S C 
Cf/5 T S T T C M C 
Cf/6 T S T S M C T MICA-SCHIST 
Cf/7 TS S T T T T C S C MICA-SCHIST, CLINO- 
PYROXENE 
Cf/8 T C T T S M C T CLINO-PYROXENE 
Cf/9 T C T T M C S C 
Cf/lo T M C T C T T 
Cf/11 T C S C S C T 
Cf/12 M T M C S C 0 
Cf/13 S T T S C S C T EPIDOTE 
Cf/14 T M T C S C 0 CLINO-PYROXENE 
Cf/15 C . . . . C T C T 
Cf/16 T M T T C T C T S 
Cf/17 C T S T S C 
Cp/l TT M T M 0 C T C 0 
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THIN SECTION 
NUMBER 123456789 10 11 12 OTHER INCLUSIONS 
Cp/2 SMTS-CTC 
Cp/3 SMSTSSMCs 
Dc/I C-SSTCT 
Dp/l M-STMMC 
Dp/2 M-S-MSCT 
Dp/3 M-S-MSCT 
Dp/4 TCMTSTCSCTT 
Dp/5 MTTSCSCM 
Dp/6 TCTS-CTCT CLINO-AMPHIBOLE 
Dp/7 MTS-MSMT SILTSTONE 
Dp/8 TCT-CSCT SILTSTONE 
Dp/9 TM.... CScs 
Dp/10 TMTSSCT SCHISTOS-GRANULITE 
Dp/11 TCTTMSCT 
Dp/12 TSSTS-MSCTT 
Dp/13 TMSTCTMCT CLINO-PYROXENE, 
MICA-SCHIST. 
Dp/14 TCSTCMCST 
Dp/15 .TM.. S. SMCT- METAMORPHIC FRAG. 
Dp/16 T. MT-M-MSCTT 
Dp/17 .SSTSTTMMCT. CLINO-AMPHIBOLE 
Dp/18 .TS-TS. C-CT. 
Dp/19 .TS. -S-CSCT. SILTSTONE 
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THIN SECTION 
NUMBER 123456789 10 11 12 OTHER INCLUSIONS 
Dp/20 S T S M S C T 
Dp/21 TT C S M T C 
Dp/22 C TS M S C T T 
Dp/23 C M S S C 
Gs/1 C S M T C 
Gs/2 c s s c 
Gs/3 T M S C S C S T 
Gs/4 S T M S C T SILTSTONE 
Gs/5 T S . ... S T C 
Gs/6 C - -S S S C T 
Gs17 T S T TS C M C T 
Gs/8 .. . . S T T C 
Gs/9 T M S S T C T 
Gs/10 M S C M C T T SILTSTONE 
Gslll S S M T C T 
Gs/12 M T M T C T 
Gs/13 M . ... M T C T 
Ma/1 TT M T T - M C T T 
Ma/2 .T M T T M M C T CLINO-PYROXENE 
Ma/3 .T M T T S M C 
mt/1 TT C T .S- M S C . T METAMORPHIC FRAG. 
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THIN SECTION 
NUMBER 123456 
Si/i MT 
S1/2 MS 
S1/3 TMTS 
Tb/l TST 
OTHER SITES: POST ROMAN: 
CV/1 .. T.. S 
CV/1 .. TT. S 
Cv/3 .TM. T. 
Fa/l --C. T. 
789 10 11 12 OTHER INCLUSIONS 
CTCT. 
CTCTT 
CTC 
SSCT 
? T S M T 
" " M M T 
" M S M T 
" T S C . CALCITE. 
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APPENDIX 5 
Neutron Activation Analysis Results 
Lal40 Sml 53 Fe59 Cs134 Co60 Eu152 Cel4l Hf 181 Cr5l TWO 
NAM 1 2.72 0.40 3069 0.400 1.197 0.095 5.16 0.370 06.44 0.053 
2 2.58 0.38 3122 0.399 0.866 0.105 5.07 0.316 06.44 0.055 
3 2.58 0.39 2991 0.359 1.019 0.090 4.79 0.290 06.93 0.050 
4 2.89 0.38 3512 0.402 0.797 0.087 5.24 0.391 07.23 0.050 
5 2.83 0.36 3366 0.333 0.925 0.098 5.18 0.289 06.62 0.049 
6 2.89 0.39 3415 0.335 1.261 0.107 5.42 0.424 07.31 0.056 
7 2.74 0.43 3571 0.257 1.194 0.114 5.17 0.312 06.61 0.062 
8 2.65 0.35 3357 0.342 0.894 0.081 4.85 0.276 06.76 0.035 
9 2.90 0.43 2876 0.690 1.185 0.109 5.72 0.368 09.13 0.062 
10 2.83 0.42 2892 0.718 1.181 0.099 5.61 0.311 06.51 0.062 
11 2.81 0.42 2951 0.787 1.281 0.114 5.55 0.279 06.51 0.099 
12 2.85 0.42 2865 0.813 1.365 0.116 5.58 0.348 06.46 0.055 
13 2.88 0.43 2919 0.774 1.199 0.113 5.75 0.267 06.42 0.057 
14 2.84 0.42 2888 0.723 1.105 0.111 5.23 0.301 06.20 0.058 
15 2.95 0.43 2926 0.763 1.034 0.118 5.72 0.367 07.54 0.061 
16 2.84 0.42 2986 0.779 1.063, 0.120 5.69 0.267 06.49 0.062 
17 2.81 0.41 2998 0.788 1.133 0.104 5.52 0.356 06.47 0.056 
18 2.87 0.37 2863 0.777 1.150 0.105 5.08 0.253 06.86 0.054 
19 2.85 0.36 2907 0.837 0.796 0.092 5.37 0.358 06.75 0.050 
20 2.55 0.38 2878 0.704 1.106 0.116 5.46 0.291 05.38 0.056 
21 2.95 0.38 2983 0.771 0.938 0.089 5.43 0.561 13.63 0.051 
22 2.89 0.42 2827 0.760 1.065 0.106 5.74 0.389 06.94 0.050 
23 2.87 0.43 2996 0.731 1.380 0.114 5.65 0.395 07.72 0.061 
24 2.87 0.39 2868 0.756 0.970 0.099 5.33 0.519 14.45 0.049 
25 2.89 0.47 2838 0.512 0.969 0.123 5.56 0.547 06.54 0.056 
26 3.36 0.50 3276 0.736 1.746 0.119 7.01 0.670 06.97 0.068 
27 2.72 0.42 3756 0.639 1.515 0.107 5.07 0.333 05.91 0.050 
28 2.66 0.40 3721 0.670 1.610 0.106 4.88 0.327 05.75 0.059 
29 2.41 0.41 3629 0.771 1.053 0.099 4.39 0.357 05.32 0.055 
30 2.80 0.42 3694 0.681 1.453 0.110 5.13 0.391 05.77 0.060 
31 2.87 0.41 2958 0.760 1.290 0.105 5.61 0.351 11.23 0.029 
32 2.42 0.40 3727 0.762 1.472 0.092 4.72 0.370 05.47 0.059 
33 3.23 0.46 3431 0.276 0.914 0.127 6.38 0.416 06.76 0.053 
34 3.29 0.46 2849 0.874 1.157 0.116 6.57 0.314 08.65 0.050 
35 3.35 0.48 3794 0.299 1.196 0.136 6.31 0.849 20.60 0.065 
36 3.28 0.47 3454 0.273 1.000 0.130 6.18 0.543 16.95 0.065 
37 3.80 0.52 3613 0.261 0.982 0.136 8.90 0.741 07.19 0.063 
38 3.64 0.50 3376 0.260 0.987 0.136 6.96 0.790 07.01 0.063 
39 3.80 0.51 3834 0.323 1.229 0.119 7.13 0.747 14.43 0.039 
40 2.87 0.41 2876 0.792 1.098 0.110 5.72 0.295 06.25 0.050 
41 3.82 0.52 3612 0.357 0.921 0.132 8.93 0.866 08.86 0.066 
42 3.13 0.45 3106 0.669 1.213 0.114 6.04 0.434 16.49 0.060 
43 2.53* 0.40 4117 0.747 1.611 0.115 4.60 0.360 05.77 0.052 
44 2.86 0.43 2969 0.660 1.085 0.115 5.28 0.262 05.80 0.058 
45 2.87 0.42 2896 0.702 1.415 0.107 5.29 0.274 05.72 0.056 
46 2.81 0.42 2955 0.680 1.458 0.130 5.34 0.261 07.03 0.055 
47 2.79 0.41 2917 0.676 0.931 0.115 5.18 0.305 05.80 0.054 
48 2.96 0.40 3155 0.674 0.927 0.111 5.24 0.379 05.67 0.022 
49 2.51 0.33 2410 0.572 0.484 0.089 4.60 0.340 05.75 0.048 
50 2.53 0.41 2890 0.676 1.092 0.120 5.20 0.295 06.07 0.055 
51 2.53 0.34 2031 0.617 0.465 0.092 4.70 0.332 06.10 0.046 
52 2.85 0.40 2834 0.701 1.079 0.120 5.40 0.368 05.79 0.056 
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APPENDIX 5 (cont. ) 
La140 Sml53 Fe59 Csl34 Co60 EuI52 Cel4l Hfl8l Cr5l TWO 
NAA: 53 2.83 0.39 3124 0.572 1.472 0.120 5.20 0.306 05.71 0.058 
54 2.77 0.32 3180 0.367 0.711 0.096 5.12 0.404 09.94 0.047 
55 2.47 0.29 2680 0.432 0.735 0.079 4.57 0.409 04.89 0.051 
56 3.66 0.48 3714 0.291 0.931 0.162 6.80 0.746 09.38 0.069 
57 2.46 0.30 2408 0.561 0.590 0.093 4.46 0.347 05.42 0.047 
58 2.54 0.30 2735 0.392 0.802 0.091 4.80 0.503 05.81 0.048 
59 2.58 0.33 1520 0.658 0.324 0.083 4.88 0.304 05.77 0.045 
60 2.47 0.27 2837 0.415 0.687 0.084 4.53 0.580 06.37 0.043 
61 2.93 0.43 2501 0.743 1.138 0.107 5.44 0.389 06.91 0.048 
62 2.98 0.43 2635 0.701 1.184 0.125 7.02 0.321 06.78 0.051 
63 2.76 0.38 2707 0.685 1.154 0.100 6.31 0.260 06.36 0.056 
64 3.13 0.46 2725 0.655 1.125 0.113 7.34 0.581 07.04 0.061 
65 3.11 0.45 2542 0.691 1.099 0.121 7.15 0.584 06.61 0.055 
66 2.76 0.38 2449 0.642 1.380 0.108 6.34 0.409 05.93 0.042 
67 2.69 0.46 3214 0.728 1.384 0.121 5.26 0.408 06.60 0.063 
68 3.03 0.45 3083 0.941 1.308 0.117 5.82 0.249 06.67 0.063 
69 3.09 0.48 3070 0.960 1.308 0.121 6.28 0.291 06.50 0.057 
70 3.03 0.45 2973 0.914 1.114, 0.113 6.22 0.243 06.60 0.053 
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